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SECTION III. (Con-tinned.)
CHAPTER X.
THE

UPANI~HATS.

The Upani~hats-Their relation to the other parts
of scripture.-Their contents; t,he description of the
forms and functions of the atolls of the various
root-elementfl.-The number of the Upani~ha(s.
The contents of those of the Qk.-The sub-divisions
of the root-elemellts.-Indicn,tion of the contents of
the other Upam:!,ha(s.-The meaning of the word.The special power of m n, n ~ I' a S . -·Why.-The dual
nature of the W orld-proceRfl, gmwth and decay.Evolution as It whole.-Minor Upani!,ha(s.

After the Brahmar;,as come the Upani~hats.
'rhey too are in the nature of comments on the
Veq,a.s, and are constructed, and for a similar
purpose, also, by the authors of the corresponding Brahma~w.q, v';z., by the sub-hierarchs of
Vi~lll)n, Brahma. and 8hivlt. The difference
between the various parts may be described
tIm,,: In the Veq,n8 proper, the original Samhita,
such extremely general and comparatively abstract facts are dealt with a" p r a k r t. i, the
essential nature of the penultimatE'S and especially the Not-Self; y i k r t i; change or transformation; sattvlt, being; svabhiiva, 8e1£-
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etc.; their differentiatioll into atoms or par a mii, J}. n B; the causes and purposes thereof; the
functions and uses of the atoms; and wlw,t and
how many in each tat t y a are concerned with
cognition, how many with action, or desire, or
,.;ummatioll, how one is born from or is destroyed
hy another, etc. In thus expounding the work
"f t.he atoms the lJpan7'~hat8 expound the work
of the whole of Sam s Ii r a in reality, for the
olle obvious and manifest doer of aU work in the
'INorld-process is the atom. Without it the
fornmtion of organised bodies, the vehicles of
individulLl consciom~neHs and experience, is
illlpossible; hence the imporbtnce of describing
them and their sam a n-ii. ~ h i k a l' 11 J}. Y 3" consciousness of common purpose, synthesis, co-ordination, unification in a substrate, n.nd v ai y-aq. h ik a I'lL 1,1 Ya, analysis, differentiation, manifoldness,
reference to different objects, during manifestat.ion. In every work or activity whatever all
four kinds of atoms, of cognition, of action, of
Ilesi1'e and of the summation, are engaged conlitantly, however infinitesimal, even minuter than
the' atom,' the activity may be, I For the word
I 'Modern science
iR rapidly approaching thes('
eoncluRions. El'lJeRt Hookel in The Jliddle of the
'fTnit'eT8e (tmlJRlated by M:acCabe) speaks of everr
atom posRessing resthesiR, 'feeling' or 'sensation,'
llJl(I tl'opesis, 'an active inclination.'

THE UPANwHArS.
l'RA:;iAYA-V AVA.

4

a nl-ii.l~ u, super-atom, is used here only for
practical convenience and as representati\:e of
th£' general fact; in reality, there are layer"
within layers of being, subtler and grosser, in
endless number and degree, each layer embodying successions, orders and methods similar to
t.hose prevailing in the denser phUlCS with which

pH

1"

we are more or less familiar.
A.s there are sixteen classes of the Brahma1.wlh
::;0 are there sixteen of the UJla71i~hatl) also.
Thus the Hg- retia has four; and their order of
t.n'a,tm ent and sllcces"ioH i;; the same too.
Tl,e tOUr portioll!:' relating' tu cognition arC'
described in them (tilat is tu "ny, the element"
Hre sulHlivisions ot cognition comprised wit,hill
<':lch of the fonr, cognition, netioll, desire and
"l1l'JlllatiOll) .1
lln them· Upa,)/,i~hatl») there nre first described t,lt(' caUses of the tOl'J\1~ltioll ot :ltOJllS in tlll:'
m a h a ~ and h n (J (~ h i-~ a ~ ~ va;;, with refe1'The text. is silent Oil the subject, hut pres ltl1lil1g
h'(IIl\ the gel1el'fl.l synluletry of t,he whole selleme, we
IIl y suppose that the other three set,s of foul'
a
FptJ.nif/lO(o each si111ihtrly deal, those of the Yajnh
wit It t.he fOUl" l)ortillllR of action, those of the 8ii7HO
wi t11 t.he tour portions of desire, aUll those of the
A ii II/Tn with the four port,io llS of the smnmatioJl.
bnt lin lUul er the 110lllinnnee of 'dm;ire' and (nlO1'e
d£"t[llled exposition' which is the pl'eYnilillg double
I
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cognit~on, action, deRire and summation. Ordinarily,
one mlght have thought that the little change in order did not mean anything particular; but all over the
work, we find flO much significance attaching to ea(lb
particular, order that it does not seem justifiable to
Rpply a dIfferent Rtandard in thifl particulRr plfl(le,
Thus while there is no doubt as to the following
correspondences:

Vp,qn:.

,v~tiOll, hul).,lh i-~H,~tya ill general with cognitioJI,

nnd a kits II a with deRire; and nameR in thiR Rchel1H'
.If l1wtaphysic [we t,ypical mi well aR proper.
I The text here iR obviously peqllexing.
I have
t,l,jnd to he as literal nH pOHsible, following tIlt'
elowt order of the words where feflsihle ami
likely to be Rignitic:~lIt. as ill this Rentence,
'in such ol'der. then, of action, cognition, desire
a.nd summfltion. etc.' The reason of t,he pal'ticuln,'
order of :l,ction, cognitioll pt.c, here observed is !lot.
•~asy to Ree. Apparently, wlmt, iR mennt iR that the
f!.g~ Verfa. [Jpa)l,1:l}ha·ts descrihe the cognitiOlHttoms of
ench tat t v a pal't.icuhtrly Hila the other atom"
"'cnerllUv; t,hoi'<c of t,hc YaJnh. action-atoms part.icnn
Indy amI the others gcnel'a.!!y ; thORC of the S(/1nn.
acsil'e-atoms pr1l't.icularly and t.Ile others genera.lly ;
aud thoRe of the ..tehan·n, summation-[Ltoms ]1artit~ula.rly and all othel'~ as Rub~ervjent, And if RO, one
would think t.hR.t, the order might rather have been
~,

7

In a k a. s h a too we have the same arrangement: (a) it k 1\ s h a proper or the desiderative
element, (b) chi q. a. kits h a, the cognitional, and
~c} mahakasha, the actional. (d) Parii.kasha.
IS the summation.
The sub-divisions of v it Y u are: (a) chi dvii Y u, cognitional, also called m ii. rut a, (b)
par a-v Ii. y u, actional, also called p a van a, and
(c) v Ii Y u proper, desiderati ve, also called v it t &.
Ann v it y u, or mar u ~ is the summation.
.

l'Iimilarly sub-divided into (a) b u q. q. h i proper,
(b) chiHa, and (c) manas. Of these tlw
par a m 5, 1~ U or atom formed by the chi ~ ~ a i~
described in the J~g- Vcq,a (UJ>iinil/hat s ). 'fhe
8uHlIna,tion of (the three sub-divisiolls of) tlw
bud d h i-t a t t v a is a h a III k fI, r a. So the SUl\Imatio~ (of til~ sub-divisions) of the III a h a tt, a t t va is sat t v!t. In such order, t,hell, of
~cti~ll, cogniti~I;, desire and I'mmmatioll 18
each atom deseribed in the [Tp(l.71i{llla(s of
each

(JPANI~HA1'S.
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.

A-Self-j Ii ii n a-g u l.I a-(l h i t-s at t va'
U-Not-Self-k l' iy a-k arma~sR.t-'--'·r aj' fl·S·
M-Negation-i c h c h h a-4 ravy a~an an ~I'a
- t It mas etc.; yet, the order in which they are
spoken of commonly is very different, thUA : j Ii a n It,
-1chch hii.-k l' iy a; I). ra v ya-gu I) a-k It rma:
S It t~ hi t-a n!1 n (i!1; sat t va-raj a s-t a mas'
etc. With each change of aspect the order of
succession changes more or lesA, The l'ClLSOnS for
such variations are touched upon here and there in
the text, though in It cursory and merely suggestive
fashion; but they are sufficient to make us feel that.

'rHE

UI'ANI~HATs.
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8
The sub-divisions of t e j a s are: (a) a g 11 i,
cognitional, (b) t e j a s proper, desiderative, ~nd
(c) va h n i, actional. A n a 1 a is the summat~on.
The sub-divisions of it pas are: (a) s a III a,
cognitional, (b) it pas propel', desidera.tive,
(c) ~ 0 yam, actional. J a 1 a is the summatIOn.
The sub-divisions of p r ~ hi v i are: (a) p rt h i v i, cognitional, (b) me <} i n i, actiOl~al, an~
(c) mahi, connected with desire. 1;> h a l' 1 ~ I' i IS
the summation.
liberties are not to be taken lightly wit,h the text
anywhere, however nnimportant it may seem in any
place. The aut.hor shows a decided reserve throughout on t,he subject of the two less-known elemen~~,
and more or less lumps them up together, whIle
t.reating the other five dist.inctively, as in the pre Rent
instance itself; and consequently it, is difficult, to
form a cleR.r idea as to some of their hearings. On
this SR.me question of order, for instance, he almost
invariably mentions the rna h a t-t at t v a first and
then the b n Q. Qh i-t a t t va; but when the synonyms of these, 'l'iz., an 11 p ii Qa k a and a Qi
respectively are used, then the ordel' is reversed and
ad i is mentioned first and an u p a Qa k a next.
Tile statement in the text here, that, (to tra.nslate
strictly literally,) 'in the IJ,g-verJa is the descrip~ion
of the chi t t a-made atom,' is even more perplex mg.
On the priI~ciples stated in the preceding note, and
in view of other stll,tements scattered over the book
one would have thought that under the gelleral

Such are the laws or ways of differentiation
tlmt govern all the elements. These different
atoms of the different t a ~ ~ vas are formed by
different operations. All these operations, together with their causes and principles, are
described in the Upani,h«{s; also the time when
atomicity begins, how long it lasts and what
modifications it undergoes. It should 11ere be
again impressed o~ the mind that the atoms
b u <J <J h Hat t v a the special sub-division of
(a) bur! Q. h i proper was formed of cognitional
atoms, (b) manasa, (not manas nor manasa
which are the two other words of similar sound
used in the book though apparently in more or
less. different senses), of actional atoms and (c)
ChI t t a, of t.hose of desire. In the circumstances,
I do not attempt to give any positive interpretation
of the text here.
Towards the end of Section III, there are statements, inconsistent-seeming aga.in, that rna n as
(not man a s a) is of the nature of r a, j as, ancl has
the qu~lity of desire; b u Q. Q. h i, of sat t v a and
ItRcertalllment; It h It m k it r It of tam a sand ' I shall
act.' ~he. reconciliation will probably be foulld in
the pnnClple of sub-divisions by reflexion. The
Vi~~~1t Bh:i~at'a!a., III. xxvi, Rays clearly that b u <J<Jh) h~s Juanashakti; ahamkara" kriya
shit k t 1 ; and rna u a s is 'born of k a m a ' chi t t It
being aparently regarded as the summa~ion, a~ in
the Yoga-8?'I.!ra and Vyii8(/,-Bhci~hya also.
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of cognition, or those connected with
action or desire or the Aummation, do not work
Hepamtely ; they can work only in coll~boratio~
01' combination, because of the necessIty of trIunity; and hence the treatme~t of th~m ~n the
VI!(f,aR separately as also in t,heir combmatlOn a,s
a fourth anu all-dominating fact.'
, In t.hese o1l1lervatiolls as regards the sub-diviflious
of elements, we may find indicated the 'f('ason why
of the gt·ltdllnl evolution and multiplicity of 'elementfl '. The AO fftl' arhitrary and haphazard, purely
empirical, liflt of sixty-five or. se;-enty elem.ents of
modet'll Chemistry, is jUflt beglllnlllg to reCeIve the
inlpl'CSS of an explanatory reason in the sh~p8
of t,he principle of "the diagt'am of the groupmg
of the elements, showing them :tfl arrange(} Oil
snceesRive 'figureA of eight' ", (OccnU Ohp"I":,,f'fY,
by Annie HeSftnt, alltl C. \V. Leadbeater, PP: 1-2.)
It is to he hope,l tlmt in the course of tnne a
junction will take place between t.he availa!lle
l'enlIta.nts of ancient, metfLphyie and the growlllg
diRc{)vel'ies of modern Rcienee a,ml then the true
f'icrnifiefLllce !Lnll r:ttiOImle of the sneeessively three
a~,1 five aIllI f'even kinds or phlle;; of matter and
then hy fm·tller division amI
~.nltipliefttion,
pel'mllbtt.ion a.nd combination, ~,he a~'lslllg of fOl't~
nine kinds of m ft r 11 t. forty-ullw klllrls of It g n I,
seven kinds of ana.t.oInical tissues, the ten kindfl
of 'vital {orees' etc.. will be found out. The
,-el'Y waYR of Rllb-division, gin·u as stories il~ ~he
Pnl'ii,!I(!'s, IIlUfit ha\-e some flignificflnce, aW!Htmg
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All the various killdR of p a l' a m ii 1,1 u s 01'
atOInfl are thus described in the sixteen Upami~hat8 (i.e., with reference to the cognitionelement mainly in those of the Rk, to the actionelement in those of the Yaillh, to the desireelement in those of the S(lma, and to the
summation-element in thoRe of the A!ha1'lm).
Of. and hy them are all minerals, vegetables,
annnals, humans, supedmmans, and the variom~
( earths' 01' globes, composed, nourished and
maintained.

.u

P, a is near, and n i ~ hit t is doing, making,
brmgmg j that which hrings the World-process
near, brings it home, to everyone-that is
Upani~hat. It, together with the Brlihmarw
is called tIle Shru,ti, the Verla (or Sa1nhi!a)
alone being called the ][{I1I(l'a. S h rut i means
hearing. Of Course, in the literal sense all
sou nus whatever are s h rut i; but teclmically
only that iR Ao-called wherein ill heard th~
diseovery by the eal'lJest student, Thus the fOliynine 'airs' llI'iAe by Rimple sub-division. Indm
(Ruler of Ii k ash a Ilnd the va.i r It forc:) c~tH
one embryo into seven pieces, and ellch of thesp
again into Reven.
The forty-nine 'fires' grow,
on the other hand, by marriages and progenition.
There are ten Varnl,las. twenty-six Kubel'l1ll. three
hundred find sixty PrabhasaS-and so on, (See
~havi!'hya-:~1trr~1}a, III. xviii). All these require
mterpretatlOll, 1Il many different ways, each Correct.
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method of s r ~ h t i, creation in all its details;
and such description is to be found only in
the BrahmarpT..~ and the Upan7:~hat8. Similarly,
the Samh£t/i is called the Mantra because therein
all things, i. e., the bn,Ric principles of the universe, are pondered or reflected on (from m a 11,
to think), or a.gain because it is I protected,
t l'I-q a, by the M or Negation,' which is the
cOllllectin bo' link between A and U and on which
therefore all the procession of the world depends.
The special reason why a particular collocation
of sounds becomes n, man t l' a, in the special
and technical !'lense, '/:. e., a, 'word of power,'
a 'magic chant or illcantf],tioll,' conRists in the
specif].l order or arl'H.ngement of the sounds.
A special power resides in souud, and a Rpeciftl
arrangement of soulJds evolves a special form
of that powel', whereby special work can be
accomplislled in the world, as may be learnt
from the Ail.grr. of Chhanrf,ah, met.re or music. I
I ThcRe ohscrvlLtions w.mld npparelltly hold good
of all flense-qllnlities [mel not only of sound. Be~ause present. humanit.y has tlevcloped only Olle
organ, viz., the vocal Itpparatus, for '1'l'producing
a, sense-qunlity,--while it luts senses cOYlli.</lIY five,
€volvell in diffel'ent degrees,-therefol'e prominence
is everywhere given to 1';oulld and its powerfl, the
influence of Illusic, etc, The rationale of sounds
(or other senRe-qultlit.ieR) creating substn.ntifLI
objects, aR in the clfL~RicfLl story, fnmililtl'to western
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As', rega:ds the nature of the 1Vorld-process
descrIbed 111 these scriptures, it may be said
geuemlly to be one of progress or growth,
Ya I' Q han a or v nl q. h i. It is true that an
op~osite process of decay or k ~ hay a is also
notICeable and surely exists" but that is I nothing' and exists ouly for the sake of, or as a
means to, growth (in the same way fiR the N otSelf is a means to the self-realisation of the
Self) . We have seen hefore that p r a I a y a
takes place for a fresl! :Jl'cumulation of s h a k t i
or energy; aIlrl k ~ hay a i8 only another llan~e
for p r a I a y a and has the same purpose. 1
readers, . of the walli; of 'I'roy having been created
by ~l.USIC, appears to lie in the fact that sensequ~htles are im;eparnble frol11 the substances to
~\·blclt they belong, the subtrntes in whieh they
mhere, '1'0 utter sounds is to build in ilk as h It with
the vocal apparatns, in the same way as to IH1'ange
taets (touches) is to build in earth with the hands.
• 1 III mOdeI'll IfLllguage, the storing up of energy
III llew comp~u.nds or t!F:sues is possible only by Rnd
after the dlflllltegrntlon and destruction of old
c?mpounds 01' tissues-another aspect of the lIegahre natm'e of S h a k t i, [The construction of a
compound is a,ccompanied with a great di,;nppearance
of energy, and t.hiR disappearance means that the
energy is stored up in the compound; it. has become Intent. ,Vhen the compound is resolved into
it~ component. partR, thi,; energy is liberated and

THE

Viewing the World-process thus, we tina that
evel'ything, the store of knowledge of everyone,
increases amI expa,nds every moment and conti.nuo uslv ; t,1mt eyery one is ever climbing
higher ;1,ml higher, and not llescendiug 10wCl~.
This is the inevitH,hle conseqnence of the operation of the law of p l' a s it r ~t 1,1 a" expansion. It
i>l true that in 1 a y a. (which a,lso inevitably
takes place in consequence of the cOlllplemcutary law of it k n fi c h 11 n a, or contr:wtion,) a.ll
thino's
are reduced to a, common uUlty (so that
n
.
1IiO'her and lower llis}l,ppoar); yet that U11lt.y
al~o refers (backw1tl'tls as wen 11~ fOl'wa.rds) t()
a sepa.nttelleRs. After every ]I l' a,l n, y 11, wl\pH
'r s 1l t i l)('O'ins n,(ya,in eyery one, whatever the
:'"'l
'v
t'"l'
•
sta.~e and conditioll at which he wont into p l' aJ aylt, takeR up work anew In'eci~el! tllere '~here
he left off, ana goes forwn,l'lls ll.galll therefrom.
0111' (il1ily life illustrates this; 11 man goes to
sleep for the night after having performed a
eerb1in piece of work in the IJl'evi.ou~ da,y; when
he wakes up again next morning, he does n:)t do
thn,t same work over again, but t:1kes up Clther
hecomes available for the hnihling n P of new compounds. Hence' death' is llcceflSfl,l'Y for a new hirth,
t,
I
For ill ustrapl'ft\fI,ya fol' fL new IU!LnVll.lI"Ll'h
t.iOll of the ltlilOllllt of energy set fl'ee by the
dissolution of an atom, see 'l'lwosophy 'I:n 1'clah:on In
Flll'll~nn Llfl', Lecture on Sciencc. (A,B.)]
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the unfinished remainder of it or another piece
of . work altogether. So, too, when a j i v a has
game~ all the knowledge and exhausted all the
experIences possible, of ftll the facts of one
world-syst~m, then the ruler of that system
Hends the J i v a on into anot,her SYHtPHl' 'Your
work here is finiRhed, go into another ,~orhl '. 1
For, we must bear in mind, all these bra.hmiilldas and cosmic systems are all of them graded
by .the Jaw of relativity into an endless clmin and
serlCS of greater and smaller, lower alld higher·
and because this gradation is endless therefor~
there ll:ver can be at any time or place a final
completIOn of the work of evolution and worldprogress. The universal rule therefore is that
when, a h r a h mit n d a exhausts its energy, it
gOCR llIto pl'alaya, and everyone helonging to
that sy~tem goes into p r a lay a also, and at
that ~;ame stage that he may be in when the
?,eneral p l' a 1a.y a of the world-system sets
lU; and, as saId before, begins from that
stage anew at the dawn of the next cycle of
I This is just aR students are Ill'omoted from
1
I
'
c ass
o e nSf; 111 a Rchoo1. Analogy reigns throughout"
on all planes, on nJI scales. In illustration of this
In.w we ha:-e the fact stated in The S'3CTet Dodrine
t~at the ~1rv(71,llf of the Lunnr chain become the
,J I ". a s of the TeITene ch:tin, and so on, cll!Lin after
eham, world-system after world-sYAtem.
.

t
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' . 'ty TIle an, us or atoms (of any , worldsystem) are not fixed or determined, n 1 y a t a,
or indivisible and permanent) ; they
(:HI sl'ze
"
1.
. (nd
die) ' 'fherefore we see on )
b
also are Oin
a
progress 1'II t1le universe and never regress, 1It
, t
that we are told now and then that t Ie
~s_
rue
,"'s bv knowledO'c and may thus, by
1 1 Y agI'O " . r
to
_
'expansion of conscionsness, pass beyond MahaVishnu even, amI so, on the other hand: by
"
of kllowledO'e
d eCI'ease
.
'" , limitation of ,consclOUSness, it may l'edcscend to the st.ate of an atom;
, real't
- l\'l'-'lh~l-Vishnu
or the essence of
but In
I '"
.1.\"
",

:le t 1\ 1 , , ·

~fallii.-Vishl.lU:

dOll'; not cont\'~ct. in k~lo.wl~d?~,
I~I
-111
'\
t III it and At llui IS mdIYlSI:
1)ecaUse] I "is' A
.
"WI t
hIe unb~'eakablp, all-pernltlillg, perfect.
Hl
,
.
'
. t l . · - ,- a gToWS by the
is meant IS tlllS,I'/Z" IE. J I ,
•
O'l'owth of kl1owledge, but from tho stamipo1llt
7,£ decay, slllallncs8 is pre"e~lt eHll'~'where .an:
_ .tIll'IIO' hv COIll lJal'l SOl I \nth tlllng~
111 e,en
COl'
•
'1
.• 'L'I'om this standpoint llldeel everyt
grea ·er. .I:
I l'
thing is equally great as well as s~nHll.
n t I~S
sense smallnesl'l umy well he ascr! hed to Mahar' 1
and hence is it declare(} that' althougll
IS 11111,
•
t t
'
t,h~l'e' is a constant. progress, there IS a cons Hl~
reO'l'eHS also'. '('hUR we conclude t.hat there IS
c
pl'ogress
only ill t 1Ie wor11
( ,1 '1'110 evidence of

;'The reader I1I11~t ha.\'e llntieell the apparent perplexity of the Ilrgument hcre, One feels that the
to Rlleak put IIi,. mind, r.learlr·
all tl 101'1'0n ullwillillO'
r
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this is the very work of 'becoming,' which is
itself p I' a k f t i. If decay and loss were also
facts (in the positive sense, and not merely in
the negative sense, if they were of the nature of
as it were. To the careful and sympathetic reader
there is of course no mistaking his meanIng. He
even says plainly that there ill a l'eturn from
m U k ~ i into ban g. h a 11 n" that there is a contraction of Maha-Vi~}ll,lU into an atom, as sill'ely as
there is the con,erse process. But while everyone is
glad and eyen eager to believe in the reality of this
converse process, £,~" in our emergence as individuals from hondoge into unchecked and unlimited
freedom, in the expausion of our individual consciousness int.o the glorieR of the consciousness of a
Bolar logos at the very least, we are all naturally
loth to entertain, e\-en as a possibility, the fall from
freedom hack into bondage, the descent from a
gloriously divine condit,ion int.o the crawling and
creeping or even stone-bound limitations of the
lower kingdoms; our sentiment is hurt, our desire
feelf! frustrated; we, i.e" our lower mind, our
egoism and egotism, our almoRt unconquerable
individualisIll, desirous of a sepamte greatness as
compared with others and not the Abb'olute greatness
of the Changeless Whole, cannot readily believe
whatever. we do not like, and insist and pel'sist in
believing what we do like; 'the wish is father to
the thought "
It is more than likely that the sllintly sage
Gargyayal)a has hesitated to Rtllte the bue tl11th
2
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being or the Self rather than of non-being or
the Not-Self), then the work of P l' a k r t i (from
the standpoint of P l' a k r t i) would become
purposeless, devoid of goal and motive and
here plainly and Romewhat disguised the actual
fact in tangled Rtatements, stntin~ it. ~nd then
iug to explain it away, reaffirmmg It an~ agam
softening it down by giving a new turn to It:-only
out of respect for t,his sentiment, out, of a desll'e not
to hurt the feeliugs of a reader who may casun,Uy
take up the work for mere cUl'iOf;i~y, out of a
tender wish not to cause even a passmg spa.sm of
despair to the earnest but not yet sufficiently stron.g
and self-contained one. But to the stu <lent who IS
at the stage where happincRfl is in the Changel:ss
One only, wllO sees that expansion and contractIOn
are interdependent, a single inseparable pair of re~a
tives, each involving the other and unable to exu~t
without it to him the bare fact is far more satisfactory, lt~d for him it is not very deeply disguised
in the work. He sees clearly, as said in the text,
that k I? h It Ya cOlTespunds to 'no-thing' and
v r d Ii h ito' he-ing,' and tlHtt hot,h are neceHsary.
Tl~~ ~age who leaves one body at a hundred years,
in order to become a greater I·mge after another
hunch'ed years in a new body, hns to be born
again into a Hew body and pass tlll'ough a
'deeper' i,!!,'IlOl'!tnce and innocence !tnd infancy. As
S a ~l i, the Persian poet said: "'1'he chick begins to
11eck and enrn its livel5hood as sOOl~ as .it breaks
its egg-shell, hut it remfims a fowl all Its life. The
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therefore llI;eless. (From the standpoint of the
Absolute of· course there is no motive needed,
for there is no change at all; but from the standpoiut of P r a k r t i, wllOse very heart is limitchild of man remains helpless for twentyyearll-_
hut becomes a mat~". The chick, by much progresl'l
and regress, becomes the man. As pointed ont
throughout The Science oj the E111ott"ons, (2nd
edition) especially in the footnotes at p. 2 aud
p. 245, the human soul cannot comprehend tIle
Whole Truth, of I} i v r t t i as well as p I' a v r t t i,
till it has itself passed from the latter to the
former; the ethical ch!tllge in the spirit, the
whole being, of the man, is indispensable to and
inseparable from the cOll'esponding cogn#ional and
practical changes. See the (Vi~hT}u-Bh(igavata, VII.
xv. 62 et seq. for the concomitance of I). r a v y a~Ivaita, bhaval).vaita alld kriyal).vaita).
Aft·er va ira g y a the· j IV Ii, sees that even as tIle
whole of the World-process £s the sheathing of the
Pratyagatma, even so is a world-system; with
all its details, its stones and rocks, its reptiles aud
worms, it.s animals and men, its gods and its
r ~ his, identified with, actually is part of the life
alld the form of, its Logos or Ishvara. Our life is
in our nails and hairs and all the constituents of
the body, some of which we tllink of with little
liking or eyen with disgust while we are under the
dominance of the spirit of 'invidious distinctions'
and' separateness '. So, the sun is the visible physical lleal't of our Logos, p rat yak ~ h a-I). e vat ii.
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:ltion and change, a 'purpose,' reason, moti,'e,
aim, is needed at every step to justify the
clJange, and this is supplied by the idea of a
('OIl stant progress towards the encompassing of
( -breau,se visible, therefore thoughtlessly not revel'cd OIL the principle of ' familiarity,') and the plallet~,
alia atmosphereR, and 'WI' and all the mineJ'al, vegetable and animal kingdoms aTI' part and parcel of
His ' Gloriou~ Body '-p ivy a-V i g r a h a-as He
of Ii still Greater One, aIHI so 011 endlessly, Bnt to
understand aud realise this without a pang', nay.
with au all-filling joy-the sOlllmu~t have passed
tlinmgh that qlliutcRf;cnce of all pallgfl, the va i r sg y R of utter iRo1ation, mm;f, have passed from ut';lOst loue-li-nesli to Onmwf;s, from a y i chi, the
jPJ'I'ible \I'eig'ht of a wayeless ocean, to k a i ya ly a,
the peace of fl stirleHs sea. Then ouly does the j i \' H
snl H' t11e prnblmn of' pel'sonality '-unw couceutl'at{,(t
iuto au all-eliiP-j'eRisting' adamantine poiut when
identifie(i intensely with nn atom nf Nut-Self. and
IlOW diRf;olved into an aU-embracing 'emptincf;s of
1<1'~H'e,' excluding' OJ' repelling none, whell identified
with the Self; HOW dreading annihilation ~() iutensely
that it struggleI' m:ully to seize immortality with
til£' help of t,he philosopher's fitone, and lIOW, witeH
it lU\fi found it, desiring equally intensely to ceaRe
{n'JIl the individual life wherein is only selfishness.
I ha\'e so fal', in this paragraph of the text, reprod,tced the author's Kt,atementf' without adding any
e:tplanatory parentheses 01' llln~ing allY alterati~ns,
' . c t·() give
the reader all Idea of the heslf,l\.I"R',
,
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the totality of details in individttal consciol1sness; though, in very truth, Buch encompassing
iB not pmlsible at any point of time or space by
any lilllited individual consciousness, and theretions of the author. But from this point OIlW[1,)'f!S
[ will make such :tdditions more freely, in order to
bring out the real meaning of the author, as 1
understand it to be, in view of the refit of the work.
One point is worthy of specinl note here, the
Iiltatement that atomfl are not fixed and indivisihle,
but are born and die for each world-sYl'!tem, This
is chltracteristic Itnd necessarily follows from the
metaphysic here expounded. The e~sential characteristic of the N ot-Sel£ if! mnnyness and app,;al'anre 01' false existence, absence of Teal definiteness but appea-rance of definiteness on a baHil'l
of indefiniteness; hence the m:llly-atom i8 necesfo;:Ll'ily definite only within It cycle, a system, (~
pinne, and so 011. III renlity there is no finality
to it; it will be 111 ways breakable into corpuscle!!,
electrons, ions nnd 'super-atums,' and these again,
endlessly, plane within plane. The' permanent'
a,tom of theosophical literature means that jm;t as a
man's physical body is permanent through :111y
number of changes of houses he mlty make in his
lifetime, so some one physicnl atom if! permanent
through all the c1uLnges that physical body m:1y
nndergo, the j 1 v a being primarily connected with
thiR one physical Ittom out of all that go to make
up the physical body; so, again, one astral atom
would be permanent throug}lOut all the cl~anges of
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fOl'e is always only an endless endeavour, an everrE'ced.ing, an ever more and more glorious goal.)
It IS true that certain sins are declared to result
ill rebirth into lower kingdoms. (These statements are to be interpreted in two ways. Oue is
li~eral.) 'rhe chief of these sins is the slaying
of the b r ii h III a 1). a; this means the slaying
?f one who k~lO~"S Bra It man, that is to say,
It means the lll.luring of Bra h III a II, of one's
own higher Self, tIle denial of it and of all law
and order; it is the unreserved surrender of the
Self t,o the senses. (Because of such suppres-

the astral body; and so on, iudefillitely, (See
AUllie Besallt's A. Stu.dy £n Onnsl'iOnSlIf!88,) (As to
whether eac~1 su~cessive permanent atom, a,stral,
l11!o-ntnl, etc., IH Ol' IS not one uut of those that cOllstit,ute the nex~ denRer pel'lu'allellt atom of the g'rosser
"hille, reqUIres further clarification), 'Vhat the
l'eLat,iOlls are to e:teh other of the Hevernl permanent
atomH (a conglomerate of which ReemFl to make np
tit£- 'llHimate' Rheath of a ji • a-the expression j IvakClf<ha appears in the TT1·fh'l}n-Bhlif/al.'ala-for a given
cycle and system embracing the planes to which those
at,omR belong sever:tlly)--thiH may be worked out,
pedmps, from the relation of the YariOlls Rhariras
01' k? ~ has tu each other.
The Samskrt way of
oef'cl'lblllg the matter seemH to be that the jim
p~~HeH from body to body, accompanied by. the
suk~hma~hhiitl].S (rerliillta); or t.he chitta, hy
the I11Ql'Iyns (roga).
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sion of the higher self, exceptional indh;duals
may, during the actual general evolutionary
progress of a race, be thrown back into lower
kingdoms temporarily. This is the literal interpretation. The other is a symbolical one.) All
conditions are present in the human stage, all
kinds and shades of life, vile as well as noble.
And ordinarily when it is said that a j i v a, for
instance, becomes a worm, what is meant is that
he is born into certain very mean and grovelling conditions of human life.!
! The Theosophical doctrines and Puriil}ic statements on the subject should be studied together
with these statements. They supply a good commentary on these 'general rules'. 'l'he arrival of
'the divine solar and lunar kings' on this earth,
with 'solar pit r s' and 'lunar pit r s' and five
other claRses, lunar n i r v a ~1 i s beginning further
evolution anew on earth, etc., will all acquire a
clearer meaning in the light of the statements
contained in the text.
The more familiar, the 'homelier,' the illustration, the better it serves its true purpose. To
uuderstand this iden. of a new globe being peopled
by j i vas from other and older globes, we may
look at the United States of America, peopled by
emigrants from a score of the older nations, and
developing variations of physical, mental, moral,
social, linguistic, political, religious and other
characteristics under the same general idea of
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The one purpose of all the Upan£~hat8 is to
make clear this fact that in all this sam sit r a
every par a In ii I} u rises steadily to the stntus
of Mahii.-Vi~hl}u by evolution. 'rhey establish
clearly that even as the mnny sons of one father
themselves attain in turn to the condition of
paternity, so every atom formed by MahaVi~hI}u ought to attain to his estate. And ns
subservient to this general purpose of evolution
which they describe, the Upani~ha{8 also teach
'civilisation.' It is such endless variations of det!l,il
under the universfl,l Inw of the Logion, tlmt mnke
up the' pastime,' the 'time-lilling , and the' Rpacefilling', of the elldles;; universe, alld expbin the
meaning of n i r v Ii 1.11 s beginning e\-olut.ion anew
over and over fl,g-ain. The scientific II,Ypothesis of
t.he origin of life upon earth by the transfer of
micro-organisms from other gl(lbes, in primeval
times, mny also be conRidered in this cOllnexion.
One point nmy be notc(l more pnrticul:trly.
Ordinarily, the Rtn.ying- behind 01' the rebirth into
a lower kingdom of a .i i v:t ill no more hard to
understnlld than the non-promotion to a higher
class, !tHe!' the anllual examimLtioll, or even his
degradat.ion to a lower clasf', of a student, ill an
ordill!l,ry school, who falls into the mortal SillA of
laziness, carelessncss, and slovenly and unintelligent habitR. It is uotorious that the laRt case, of
positive degradatioJl, is very infrequent; m too iA
the rebirth of a j i va into a lower kingdom. The
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the q. h arm a, the ethicnl duties, which are
the means thereto.
Only sixteen Upani~hat8 have been mentioned
so far, because they are the chief, and are alone
entitled to the name of ShT1L{i, being the utterance of Vif;'hI}u, Brahma, Shiva (and MahaVi~IJl:IU.) But later on, one hundred alld eight
other Upa.n1:~hat8 were compiled by briih manas for the instruction of the world, according
to the needs of the times. These compilers
formidable statements in the books are largely
deterrent only. Current Peual CodeR prescribe
seven years and ten years and lifelong imprisonment
for thefts and burglaries, etc., though it is only a
very, very small percentage of cases in which these
heavier sentenceR have to be resorted to.
In the earlier stages of our humanity, the ebb
and flow between the animal and human kingdoms
waR not infrequent, as even t.o-day between certain
low forms of vegetable and animal life in the ocean;
but 'with the ever-widening gulf between them,
due to the more rapid evolution of tllC human
kingdom, cases of reversion have become more rare.
It must be clearly understood, however, t.}Jltt the
consciousness, having unfolded into the human stage,
cannot again revert to the Rtage of the a,nimal, any
more than the flower can rebecome a bud; but
where the kamic properties are very largely developed and dominate the intellectual and emotio.naI, it may happen that the human j i va:, on lts
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were the subordinate rulen; of the system and
had the necessary authority, and moreover
constructed their scriptures in strict accordance
with, and in pursuance of the method of, and in
expansion and expOf~ition of the same subjects
as those of, the original Upaniflha{8, whence
their 'works also came to be called by the same
name. Finally, we have another set of two
hundred and fifty Upantflhats framed by r ~ his.
These one hundred and eight, and again two
way to reincarnation, may be temporarily attached by its animalised
astral to the astral
body of an aninml, and hence to its physical body
also, being then held in bondage, bound to an
animal form as a prisoner, until it has thus worked
off sufficient of these pm,sions to render incarnation
in a human form again possible. 'fhe consciolUmess
remains human, and herein lies the suffpring of
such a condition, the suffering being due to the
constant frustrntion of the effod.s for human expl'cssinu through an inadequate (wganism,
For a
plll'cl.y physical-phtlle illush'ation, we may imagine
the cw-;e of an otheJ',,-ise refilled am1 cultured
'degenerate,' with an occasional mania for torturing
auimaIH. being forcibly apprenticed to a butcher,
till he is surfeited with horrol'.
But, after all this is understood, there may still
be felt by some, a certain alllount of mysteriousnesfl
attaching to the process, on OUI" earth and in our
particular evolution, of a. higher j 1 va being
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hundred and fifty, Upani~hat8 should be regarded as commentaries on the original sixteen-not
in the way of repetitions or interpretations of
the mere words used there, but in the way of
analyses and abstracts and expansions, for the
sake' of assistance in the study of the origl1ial.
'l'he stamp, the marks of their r:eq,a-m ii 1 a t ii,
their C source in the Veq,a,' appear on the face
of the sixteen chief Brahma~las and Upani~ha(s.
Exact methods for the determination of
these marks are to be found in the A1igos.
connected with the body of a lower Animal. This
la~t remaining mystery is perhaps due to the
specil1,l fact that on our earth particularly. as one
VAriation ont of the endless modes of manifestation,
j 1 ,- a s from other globes tooh- up 1)Odies developed
011 this by other j -i vas, ill the Third Race, as a.
l)erSOll may get a house built hy others im;tead of
raif;illg a cottage himself-which is the norma.} and
natural process at the l)J'imitive and elemental"Y
stages of life before complex orgallisittioll and
division of labor supervene. This special' accident'
probably maJ~ help to explain statements ahout ' the
nameless, eighth region' 01' Avichi, t,he second
death, the breaking away of the higher self and the
vitalisation of the lower, etc. The breaking away
means either going into p l' a 1 a ya or' sleep,' or,
if it is a degrfldation or case of vampirism, then it
means a subjugat,ion to new and lower conditions,
!l.3 of an honest cit,izen gradually becoming an
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But throughout our studies of the Upnni~hn!,-;,
with their descriptions of endless progres8 and
evolution, we IllU8t not forget that the A t III ii.
is without growth and evolution, ever etel'llally
fixed in its own nature, 8 a t-c hi <J-ii nan <.\ a :
Not by the Veq,a, nor the crown thereof
Which is the' end of knowledge,' high Veq,ant',
.May this Supl'emest Self be compassed round'
It, is the Thought that ever flow8 with help,
It, i8 the order of the world a8 Being,
It i8 the bringer of the endless Bliss,
Pure Being ll>nd pure Bli;;s and Consciousness,
Free of a,ll bonds, 11n endle8s ecstacy!
Not all the Veq,as, nor the BI'ahma7},(ts,
Nor Kathn, nor Chluin,if,ogyn, nor the ish',
Nor Aita'reya, Tait(il''iyn, Ken',
Nor Pra8hna Upnni~hn( gra.8pS Its grm1tne8S,
Not the .JalJriln, nor Jra~tyakn/
aScloeiate of robhel',~. The vitalisl1tioll 'Jf the lower,
whell tlw hig'hel' 11:1,8 i)l',)kcn :tway, meltllsthe
coming' into posHeHsioll, by ltnothel' thief, of the
property of ltll honest nutn who haA been turned
away on bee')ming' It thief; :tlld ~o on. .l<Jach of
such nllttter~ luts many ltspeets, ltIl of which Hltouhl
be exltmined and reconciled by the careful stU/lent.
I The llltmeS of 108 Upanil}hllts ltl'e known Clll"l'ent1y; but ten al'e l'eg:tl'ded as the chief and most.
ftltudied : 1sha, Kena,Katha" Prashna, "IIt!lda, JlIr'i!ldii
kyn, Taittil'iya, Aita/,l'yfL, Chh«(wJ()gya and Brhaif,(~
ra!lyaka.
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Describe adequately that boundless .Bein g -:
Alone the' I-This-Not,' the' I-tlus-Not,
Alike on every side, changing Unchanged!

THE Ul'A-VF.PAS.

SECTION III. (ContinlMd.)
CHAP'J'ER XI.
THE UP.A-VE~AS.
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atoms they vest the properties and powers that
it is necessary to manifest there. Power, force,
energy, manifests everywhere; but only and
always throngh and by means of corresponding
and appropriate atoms. All workers are provided with atoms in accordance with theil' work
or function. Hence the statement that j i v a B
get only what they deserve by their k a I'm a.
Brightness, clearness or dimness, of physical or
mental or other complexion comes to j i v a B
under the same law. And it is all the work of
atoms. It is literally true that every j i va
receives an organism in strict accordance with
his kar mao
'1'he principle at work here may be expounded
thus: All 'becoming' whatsoever, every event
in the World-process, tiniest or most enormous,
is brought about by the Universal Necessity of
the Absolute Nature, S v a-b h ii va. The j i v a
that does not recognise this fact (while on the
p r a v r t t i-path) harbours the belief that itself
is the cause of the actions of which iiI reality it
is only an instnb1nent, a tool. It thinks, 'this
act is 1wine, it is produced by my effort'. (And
therefore it becomes bound, that is, liable to
consequences in the same self-referring and
ethical sense). It is true that such performance
of action (in the causative sense) by an individual self is impossible, yet the superimposition
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the k ar III a that brings knowledge was abundant, but not so the k arm a' that brings the
corresponding atoms, then these atoms are not
supplied (hy the agents of the Lords of
Karma that build up human bodies) to the cognition-organs, ma r m a, 'vital parts' or nerveganglia, so that these remain defective; and
the result is that while knowledge is reached
it remains latent j it cannot be definitely grasped and utilised because the necessary atoms are
wantingl .
1 This may mean one of two things, either that
the knowledge remains vague, undefined, almost
sub-conscious, so to say, or that the person possesses
it himself but cannot impart it to others or otherwiRe lltilise it. The difference here is one of degree
only, it may be added. Another way of describing
the situation is that in such a case the true mental
organ, the mental body, is highly developed and
functioning on its own plane, but the necessary
organ for physical manifestation of knowledge, the
brain and nervous system, are ill-developed or even
defective. The peculiar k a l' m a which would bring
ahout such a state of things would probably consist
in a persistent desire or search for the knowledge,
for itself, without any desire or effort to help others
wit.h it. This would naturally reRult in the knowledge, when acquired, remaining overmuch 'sel£confined,' and inapplicable for forming beneficent
relnt.ions with others.

3
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'['he case is tIle same with action. 'I'hus, it
often happens that the ability actually to perform work is absent, for the necessary atoms
are wanting; but that activity which is of the
nature of desire to manifest and realise oneself
is extreme; there is desire to do everything but
not power to do anything.
(So, again, we sometimes find knowledge and
power of action present but an extreme lack of
interest, of ambition or wish to do anything.)
The underlying principle is tllis : K arm a is
threefold. One is the universal, (or all-round)
as e.g., that which includes, combines and sums
up knowledge, the power (i.e., knowledge of the
various applications) of that knowledge, and the
power of em~)loying and utilising tIl at knowledge,
(colTespondmg respectively to cognition, action
and desire). The second kind is that wherein
there is (or which brings) only the desire to do
but not the power. In the tIlird kind there is
the power to do but not the wish. There are
further sub-divisions of these also.
K a r 111 a is only one's Own previous ideation.
As the ideation of any particular J' I va is so is
. k
'
Its a r 111 a. And as the k arm a is, so is the
body, tIle knowledge, etc. Good k arm a brings
beauty of form; evil k arm a ugliness. From all
this it may be inferred that according to the
natm'e of the atoms employed anywhere is the
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nature of the work done there. Hence the
Htatement that all the llniverse follows or is
founded on the atom. And therefore are all
kinds of atoms described in the Upani~hat8
and all tJleir combinations in the Up a.- Verta.~.
The Upa- Ver/as also are it r chi t a. 'l'hat is
arc hit a which is compiled, constructed or
revealed by an itrcha; and the iircha is he
who is the ruler of an things and the lord and
guide of all succession and evolution in a system.
All Vai(Jika or scriptural works are therefore
archita}
.
As said before, the method of treatment of all
~mbjects in the llpa- Verf,a is the summational. or
all-comprehensive. For instance, wben ~eaJmg
with d h ii. t u or minerals, the Upa- Verf,a wIll say:
It is iorm~d of such parama1].us, super-atoms;
there are so many par am ii. 1]. u s in it, and so
many a 1.1 u s, atoms, molecules, particles; the
succession or order of arrangement or mutual
position of them is such; it has th~ power to do
snch and such work with them; thIS power lasts
ill it for such a period; minerals having ~uch
and such powers and such and such atomIC or
molecular constitutions are named thus and thus;
they occupy such and such positions with
I Compare the English word, in arch-angel, arch· h op, etc. In modern Samskrt we find the
b IS
. t WOlI'd
-' chl'ka , 'l'elatinO'to
'SCl'lP urn.
8r
, . , .rk or reha,'
.

-
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l'(~ference to each otller, and are graded iu orclel'
tllllf', as first, second, third, fourth j and so 011.
All the various kinds of minerals and theil'
ii 1, II ii s a, artificial imitations, appearances, reflexions (?), are described therein, III a I) i (crystHls), ratna (gems), svarl)a (gold), tamr!!
(copper) etc., in an endless variety, of subtleI'
thrm the subtlest and grosser than the grossest.
No with the vegetable kingdom, v r-k ~ h a :
how plants al'e evolved out of minerals, what
theil' order of development of the various
species is, the causes thereof, the number and
killd of atoms employed in their buildillg, the
COllstructive arrangellJent of the powers !! lid
hllldiolls of these atoms, tIle time-limits of thosl'
\-itnlising powers, and so forth.
The evolution of animals, pas h ll, out of
I'lHllt~, and of humans, manavfl, Ol1t of
alliltJah<, and the gmdual birth and growth ill
IJI ('11 , of iutelligenc(' and discrimination, are all
f'ilJlilarly dertlt with.
These f01l1' kingdoms, u]l <I (.I hii', em-elopiug
f'lw:I tlis, are lIlentiO!letl here m: prillcipa II) indicati\-e. As a matter of fact there are elldless
killgdoms and evolutiollf', suhtler and grosser,
l.eye'1I1l and behind tIleSt'. There are' subtle'
('1' n"tral formations amongst the minel'aJ::: a l~o
,
for instance. Imle8Cl the ,,-hole detail mar 1l0t
he compassed hy allY one individn:d mind.' Hut

the principal features and laws may be learnt
from the Upa- Veq,as 1 which are the storehouse
of all sciences, vi 9- Y ii, knowledge, and which
The names of the principal Upa- Ve(iag as
mentioned by Pa\ldit phanaraja may be found in
the list given in the Preface.
The .J1yur-ve(ia, meaning' the science of Life,
ayu,' now identified with medicine, probably included a description of the evolution of all things
whatsoever of heaven and earth-with special1'eferI

ence to thei1' snbser1'1:ence f,o the life of the human
organism.
It is this referellce which, probably,

with the lapse of time and loss of fuller knowledge,
heefime exaggerated and gradually reduced what
was' the sum-total of knowledge' to only' medical
science'. Even modern Vai(iya7.-a., 'medical science,'
Rays that all things whatsoever are a u ~ h a <.l h i,
medicines. The name va i t.l yak a, etymologically,
the snane as v e t.l a, is signific!tilt; and it should be
remembered th!tt even in the West, some of the most
important sciences, physiology, anatomy, botany,
Ill'ganic chemiRtry, etc., l!trgely find their raiflon
d'etre in pathology and 'materia medica '.
jlyur-t·e(ia is said to belong to the 1J.g-ve(ia, as being
mainly cognitional.
The 1)hamw-verfa, which perhaps included all
rlepartments of government and administration, if!
now mostly thought of as identical with the science
and rtrt of wrtr, and therein too, chiefly of archery.
This corresponds with the Yaj1/h, or action.
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also known as the rant/'a, because ther sum
u p, tan t rat e, all within themselves. .

l

111'("

'rhe Gllnrjharva Upa-t'erla, corresponding to the
S"'Ii/(/. and desire, seems to haye dealt with all kiudR
of !esthetics and arts, and not only music, with
which it is now almost exclusively identified.
K(/m,a.-Shastra, the science of love, in ~ll likelihood
formed a part of this.
'J'he fourt.h 01' the Kiim'f}yopa.t'erja (the ,ery name
iR 1I0W no longer known) belonging t.o the Atkan·a.
a ppears to have included all departments of human
lif~' within itf;; purview, domestic, social, economical
lWei.
political, with theil' endless sub·di.iRions.
CUI'rent, tradition substituteR for this name, that of
Sr1"fpafya- Verja, the Ferl(/. of 'house-master-ship ,
01' 8hilpa- Verja, the Verla, of constructive arts. like
al'ehitecture, Rculpt.ul'e, painting, etc., i.e., almost all
1I.,"tR lind illdustrieR, excepting the musical.

SECTION III. (Oontinued.)
CHAPTER XII.
THE SHAKHAS OF THE

V E1}AS.

The Shakhas, 'branches,' or appendices of the
Veda.-The Krshna and Sh1tkla, or 'black' and
'white,' sub-di~isi~ns of Scripture.-The Shakh6.s
as links between them.-Light-atoms and darkatoms.'-The number of Shlikh(ts of each Verja.-The
Yantra-shastra.-The completion of Scripture proper.

Each of these four, Vecf,a, B1'o,h1natta, Upani~hat and Upa-vecf,a, has two divisions known
as the Kr~h'r}a or black and the Shukla or white.
The black comes first in order. It corresponds
to the U. The next in order, i.e., the white,
corresponds to A. The Kr~h1Ja- Vecf,a expounds
tam as or darkness; the Shukla, prakasha
or light.
The distinction of these two, lightand darkness,
is well-known. It is true that in reality there
is no distinction or separateness between them,
(for not only can neither be defined without
reference to the other, but the words and facts
are purely comparative also, so that what is
light to one is dark to another, and vice versa) ;
still, the duality is also a practical and unavoidably necessary fact. Each has an actual existence
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from the standpoint of the other, though the
reality is that which transcends them both.
All over Samsiira we have this dual and joint
rule of light and darkness j the former dwelling
in the A and the latter in the U, while M is
beyond them both.
The result is that we have a Black Rk and a
White ~k, a Black Yajnh and a Whit~ Yajnh,
and so on with the Sama, the Atharva, the Brahrna~Las, tIle Upani§ha{s and the Upa-veqa.s.
The dark-aspect and the light-aspect of each
~ a t t v a or element are described respectively
111 the black and the white sub-divisions. The
formation of atoms follows the same order.,
such and
such atoms are concerned with light,
.
I
SUC I WIth darkness.
Now the Shakhlis deal with the relation
between the two (the dark-atoms and the light
atoms, or the Black- Veq,as and the Wht·le- Vedas
generally?) j indeed the idea of the Negation, the
nexus, governs their treatment of everything,
and they expound the combinations and dissociations of each atom of the whole of sam s ft r a.,
as that such and such a dark-atom is related to
such and such a light-atom, such and such light
or dark-atoms are employed or required in such
and such circumstances, etc.
Dark-atoms, or' darkness-atoms,' have the function of n air b a I y a, absence of force, weakness,
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disappearance of energy j light-atoms, Oil the
other hand, possess p r it b a I y a, presence of
force, strength, they produce or evolve energy.
Cognition corresponds to light-atoms, action
to darkness. Because desire is inherent and
immanent in all these, therefore it is not
counted separately here.
To acquire definite knowledge of these matters
'the Black and White divisions of the Veq,as
should be studied together with the Shlikhiis.' 1
The ~k has four Shakhas appended to its
white, and as many to its black, division. In
all these the element of cognition is dealt with.
The Ynjnh has similarly eight Shakhiis, four
for each of its two divisions, all dealing with
action.
I The wording employed throughout this small
chapter, in the original, leaves it wholly doubtful as
to what exactly is the relation between the VecJas,
the Krshna and Sh1l7"za and the 8h(i.kluis, and whether
they ~~e· all separated from each other or not. At
one time, the words are, 'the Black Branches and
the White Branches'; at another, 'the Black and
the ·White and the 8hiikhcls', implying three sets
instead of two. The general impression left by the
whole is that they are three set.s; i.e., to say, the
VecJa proper is as the bunk of the tree, Black and
White are two main branches, and 8hd.khcls are
minor branches springing from each of these two;
not that KfI}h1}a plus 8hnkla is equal" to VecJa-
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The Slima has ten Shiikhii8, 'by the measure
of the figure ten' (?); otherwise indeed its
branches are beyond count, for it deals with
desire, which is endless and includes everything.
In the popular saying, that the Siima. has a
thousand branches, the word thousand signifies
this same countlessness only.
The A tharva has also eight Shiikhiis, half
belonging to each division!
These branches constitute what is called the
Yan/ra-Shlis(ra, that whereby the world-process
propet· or that all the Sh(rkM.y of Kr~lwa added together are J(r~h,,!a, and so on.
I In the current JJlah(i-Bh((~hya. of Patafijali, and
in some of the 'minor' Upani~hat8, the statement
OCCUt·s, with slight variations, that: The J.lk is
tweuty-one-fold, the Yajtth one hundt'ed and onefold, the Slim.a a thousand-fold, and the Athan;a
lltue-fold. But what it exactly means, (1) rescensiom!, diffet'ent versions of different schools, 01' (2)
chapters, sections, divisions, partR, Ot· (3) Reparate
appendices, aR here, the modern Pm.ldit cannot say.
So far as 'black' and 'white' sub-divisions are
cOlleet'ned, only in respect of olle Yer/a, the Yaiult ,
is such a distinction current now; and the two are
regarded as two different reRccnsionR of what is in
substance, and very largely in wOl'dR also, the same.
They are also spoken of as the two 81/.(ikh(IS of the
Yajnh, the 'of' indicating identity. flf: tU ' the city
of Bell!lres '.

,
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is y ail tr y ate, 'bonnd together, ' 'determined,'
'compelled,' 01' 'constrained (as by ya n t r a,
figure, scheme, diagram, machine) '.
Y ant I' a IJ. a, binding together, organisation,
is possible only as regards sam Ii h a, groups;
and groups are of atoms only, atoms of light and
atoms of darkness. The allocation and fnnctioning, or radiation and expansion, of these is described in these Shiikhas. They tell ns what and
how many atoms of each kind are present and
active in any place. As a fact we see the functioning of both in the world. In some places
light preponderates, in others dal'kness; in sti~l
others both are equal. In some places there IS
an excess of energy, in others a deficiency; in
still others an evenness and balance of power.
In this fashion arise endless varieties of objects.
'l'lle doscription of these belongs to the Shakhli.'1. I
I'What is the meaning of these atoms of light and
atoms of darkness P We can catch but the vaguest
glimpses of the possibilities of knowledge and i~s
fl pplicfl.tion contained in this Yantra-Shli,.tra, 'matertalscience,' i.e., physical plus superphysical science, in
the fullest sense of the term. There is a theory under
discussion in modern times, which speaks of two
kinds of atoms, 'holes in ether' and 'vortex rings
of ether'; one in which or through which energy
, Rinks' and disappe!u's and another through which
or from which it evolves and' wells' forth. TheoRophicalliterat.ure spea.ks of laya centres; 'critical
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Hence the inj nnction that the Veq,a should be
studied with, C the 8hlilrhas, with the Krshna
... ,

I

'

state,~' or points of tranRformatioll from one condition to another. ~Whel"e everything is dual, positive
and negative, why should not atoms be dual also
~orrespo~Jding ~o positive and negative? If electricit;
IS mntel"lal, as IS surmised by Rome, may not negative
electricity consist of a streftm of one kind of atoms,
electrOllfl, ions or however else they ftre nftmed. and
positive electricity of ft stream of the opposite kind?
(:rhat ftn atom if:l divided into two halves, one positIve and one negative, and that its stability is due
to the preilence of these oppmiite conditions which
attract each other, is one of the many theorieR ail to
the nature of the atom put forward by the modern
scielltist. But the text seems to indicate much
1I10re t~mll this, and is much the same as the theory
respectmg atoms that are "wells" or "fOUllts' of
~>nel'g~ nnd atoms tlJat are "sinks" of energy, i.e.,
111 wInch energy disappeal'f;.
These two kinds of
at.oms have also been called "male" and "female"
atoms. A. B. See Occult Chemistry). It is said
in the text that the light atoms correspond to A,
the Self; and the uark atoms to U, the Not-Self; in
The Science oj Pmce and in variouR foot-notes and
the text here occasionally, it has been Ruggested
that of every pair of planeR, tIle subtler and inner
cOl-reRponds to t,he Self and the denser and outer
to t,!le Not-.Self; the atoms of the two may be opposed III qnn,ht.y to each other. It JUts been said in
t.heosophical literature, that nil theRe planes wit.lliu

I
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with tIlE; Shnkla Hnd Sa 111 v r t a (?) .'l Otherwise
it is useless. It is true that these branches or
planes are arranged as an endless chain of alternate wodds of causes ftlld worlds of effects; this
implies another aspect of the Rallle thing.
Psychically, with reference to such a statement
in the text as that the l;lk dealing with cognition
has two sets of appendices, belonging respectively
to its two divisions of blnck and white, we may
conjecture that the error-division of cognition would
deal with dark-atoms and the truth-divifiion of it
with light-atoms. So under desirE', loye appears as
l)!'ight smiles and hate !tH dark frowns, aHd shades
of love and hate have corresponding f<hades of color
associated with them, !ts pale with fear, red with
Hhame, green with envy. rosy with love, black
with rage, and so on. So under action, well-directed
and successful industry produces vigor amI 'glowing' health, and the opposite, 'black' deprelSsioll
and fatigue and enelTfttioll, nllccmic 'lividity,' and
so on. The Yoga-S1ttms Rpeak of actions of three
colors.
Yet, again, with referellce to the statement in the
text, thftt cognition corresponds to light and action
to darkness, we may remember that cognition is
acquisition, is the storing up of energy, the building
up of healtllY organic tissue, whereas action is
expenditure, the discharge or setting 1ree of energy,
the di3integration of tissue into toxins.
IThe word sam vna is difficult to understaud.
In ordinary modern Sami'krt it means' enveloped.'
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appendices :tre p'Ll·t of and not separate from the
Veq,a.'Y, yet they are gencrally regarded afl 11 p iik h Y ii lJ It, supplementary expositions, whellce
the need for the injunction.
The authors of these Shnl.:h.u.'I are, as before
the subordinates of l\!alut- Vi~hJ}.u, v,iz., Vi~hl.lU,
Brahmii. and Shiva, and their subordinate executive.
After the formulation of these Shakha8 is the
whole of the s ft III s It l' a fraIlled and carried out,
from the b I' It h m fL J}. d a up to all thftt is reckolled within a l:l a, m s it r a (in the technical sense of
'the worM-system of a l\Iaha- Vi~ll]}.u,' and not in
the gcneral sense of the \Vorld-process). Ana
in accordftnce with the methods laid down here
aoes the progTessed j i v a become the creator of
new sam s ii r a s. And this is its attainment to
the condition of Par a-B I' a h m a 11.
Such is the universal Brahma- Viq,!/iJ., the
:)ciencc of HI' It h 1Il a n, embodied in the V,.q,n,
It is also a technical claSH-1HLme ill Samskrt gmlll-

mar, for certain letters of the alphabet. In this
WI)l'k, later on, sam vrta and prav!"ta are said to
be the names of sensations corresponding to tIle two
su bUer elements, a I). i anel an u p it I). aka. 111
Vaclmspati's Yoga-Bht!fhyn-Tik,i, the word oeCl11's
in Olle or two placef'!, but in an equally elusive
manlier. There are indications on his works that
Vachaf'!pat i hall accef'!S to some literature whieh
is not now extant.
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composed of light and darkness, without acquiring which the high estate of Brahman may
not be achieved, 1101' the supreme bliss of a transcending peace attained. '1'0 gain that lofty
peace this highest science, this all-comprehending
knowledge, mnst be gathered, and for the
gathering thereof the b I' a h m a-c h a I' y a stage
of life has been ordained and set apart.
Yet far beyond the reaching and the teaching
Of all the Veq,as, llfantra, Samh-ita,
And BriihmalJoa and Upani§hat too,
And Kf!;h',l,a, Shukla, Shakha8, soars the Self,
Bternal Consciousness aIJart from all;
Not hy conjunctions of minutest atoms,
Nor by disjunctions of them is It gained;
N or mineral, nor plant, nor animal,
Nor human, nor divine, nor other lives
And lines of evolution, subt.le, gross,
Stretching unendingly, hehind, beyond,
:l\1.ay compass or exhaust Its Plenitude,
Infinite, Universal, All-Pervading,
}<'ormless, and yet all forms at once in One.

'l'HIi: VE.I)A.NGAS.

SECTION III. (Oontinued.)
CHAPTER

XIII.

THE VEpANGAS.

The A,iflas 01' ' limbs' ofthe Ve0118.-Thei[· pl'oper'
m'der ill nature [tnd for Rtudy.

VVe han' seen how these six, the Veq,as, thE'
B1"lihma~l,a.~, the UZJan-i$ha(s, the Up((,- Veq,as ana
the K1'$h~la and Shnkla Shlilcha8 together with
their sllllllnation, the seyellth (viz., the Science
of the rra~~aw), respectively connected with
cognition, desire aBd action in their dnplicate(?)
com bina tions and ill thE'ir Rlllllnmtion, are all
illhel'ent in the transcendental ADM, and, in
tilPil' totality, constitute the entire ideation of
the \\"orlel-process, the principles underlying"
its methods and the laws uncleI' which it is
carried on. In their totality they constitute
the flaniitana plmrma, amI are the pro]181'
f>tud.'" of the first portion of life. All othel'
work should be entered on after they have beE'1l
nlastered, for with knowledge of them rill else
IIwy be accomplished.
Now, that whereby or with t.he l,elp ofwhicll
t.lw full knowledge of these may be Recnred is
known as the Align, the limh, the illstrumental
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organ; the subsidiary or subservient science.
As the Brahma-Siitra says: That by means of
which something is accomplished is an an g a
thereof. It is true that it has also been declared that there is no difference or separateness
between the end and the means; but this is
tnle only from the transcendental standpoint,
while for practical purposes they are distinguishable. Therefore, though the Veq,as constitute the whole ideation of the whole sa ms it r a and there is nothing left outside of them,
still, the method and means of interpreting
and understanding them may be regarded as
separate from them, as one organ from a whole
organism. An organism is not different from
the organs of which it is made up, yet C organ'
and C organism' have a meaning only when we
think of the organism as a collective whole
1)()'~'8e88ing parts, and of each of the latter as
belonging to the former. I Neither has any
I This is one of the endless illustrations of the
vital importance of the distinction between the
, tram;cendental ' 3nd t.he ' empirical, experiential or
pl1lctical' standpoint. The World-process as a
Unh'61'.ml Whole is absolutely nothing else than
the summation of all its parts (which, by the way,
abolish each other, and ill the summatioll, leave behinu only the Absolute Vacuum-Plenum, the I -NotI-Not). But any pndicnlar aggregate, an organism,
an individual,
while composed of part,s,· is yet
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sense hy itself, without reference to the
otller, yet, 01', nLther, for that very reason,
the two are distinguishable from each other.
But in the performance of action the two mus t
necessarily be together, as one. 'l'his is all the
significance of a collective whole, an aggregate;
:l,ud. the whole World-process is but such
also something else than the parts. An animal
deprived of one 01' more limbs 01' orgau!'!, still remaIns
t.IJ1tt animal. "The tendency to materialise psychic thingil," deprecated by lllany people, (ville, for
an illn~tmtion at mndom, p. 230 of !lUnd, for April
1906) C01'l'cspolldR to a fact in uature .• An organism,' • an individlutl,' • a species,' 'a type,' is a
psychic idea, but becan,sf! it '/IlCl/.l!S an aggregate of
'organs,' 'part,s, ' , singulars,' 'pa,y·ticnlal's,' therelorI', in order that t,hel'e may be some reason, some
explanation, for its coming into contact with the
latter at all, it also takes on, by a Q h Y a l' 0 P a,
ilupel'impositioJl, smite characteri~tic of the latter
amI beCl)mes material; it becomes an 'animating
p1;nciple,' a' soul 01' subtle body, ' a ' group-soul, '
:m • independently-existing archetype' etc., in an
clIdlefls series of pla.ne within plane and world within
world and hody within body. Indeed, the whole of
the manifest W orld-proces~ is an attempt, an in_
cessant and ever-unsnccessful attempt, to mateTial·ise
t,he tmn.<('.endental Idea of the Self, to em-body
and define in tel'~s of matter (for there 1S no other
way of defining), tllaf, which is ever' Not-Matter '.
(See Tlw 8dmlC(l nf j>pucp, pp. l:n, 143,)

collection. gach depends npon all and all
on each; there is not anyone thing that
is really independent of any other thing. On
tllis same principle the Vetf,as need tIle Atigas.
'rhese A1iga.'1 expound the order and ltrrangement of the whole Veg,a and so help the underst.anding thereof; fOl' so long as the successive
order of any investigation, the history of any
development of knowledge regal'ding any snbject, is not known, that subject is not perfectly understood. It is true that, genera.lly, the
whole is first sighted in the mass, in out,line,
in a bird's-eye view; but, thereafter, the p'arts
have to be examined in snccession if fnlIer
knowledge is desired, and hence there is
a,Jways a 8ncc(j8,Yi01~ in every study. In this
RILme way is the knowledge (of tIle main trlltll)
of the whole World-process acquired, n.nd the
Vet!n.rr have to be studied in accordance with
this principle. I
H

,This paragraph embodies the p,;nciples and
t,heory of pedagogy. The modern educa,tiOllist's
difficulty, ' general education first or specialisation,'
is solved here by combining both. As usual, the
truth lies in the via media. which accepts both sides
of every question and endeavors to combine both in
a workable compromise. But ill times a.nd places
when extremes prevail violently and men's minds
are dominated by the Egoistic intelligence, and
passions m'e strong ann the lower form of
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'J'lie r-eg,n cOl'l'e:-<ponds to A; the Aliga to U;
tile ess('ncO of both (the Upaliga) to 1\1; the
l'rn~wt'a is the summation of all,
"
'
We ha YO seen that the VI'g,a suh-dIvldes JIlto
::;ixclasses, 8mnhi{a, Bl'all'nwt1a, Upani$ha(, Ta,nf ra, K{,$h'l./a- Ynn[ra" and 8hnlda- Yallt1'~t, by ~he
j)cl'mntations of c~gnitiou all,a act,lOn (WI,t~1
\" thc Anga8 ale also SIX,
I " ) ' Alld , co~ceol'dlllD'l
(('SI1'O
n • ,
liS declared in the injunction: Know Brahman
IIr the six AligaF, '1'hese are: 8hik$ha, J(~lJ>a,
r~lfaka?'a1.la, Nimk{a, ClthanrJah, and Jyot~~ha,
n;lt the order in which they are usually stnd~ed,
\Vitll reference to their comparati ve pract'lCal
,
t ce is' Vyakarana, 8hil.:$ha, Kalpa,
Illlpor an"
",
"
'1 11
Chha.nr!ah, Ni/'nk(a, and Jyot,t$lw.
It s lOU l
Iw remembered however that there is no
l'pall y fixed 01' esseutin 1 order amongst th em,
(i) !'Ylllw,/,((,ry(t or ~l'RI~llnal', lit~mlly. '.S1:1'f'~di\l~
', 1a).'mg.,'e,"olnlw
(JlIt. d I::;P
'" .-RelatlOll betweEllglam
O'lUtD'e -The Si(~llifiC[Lnee of langLUlg'8.
laLl
1
llUIL' anl
u·o·
.
1, ,!'1'e
of gl'I\.JlllllHl',,
(,xpl'eRRlon
0,f «(,S
,"-The siU'lIificance
0
1j

C'

etteet.ivf' m:e of

lltnguage,-Reasoll~,_~~~:_~e

study

d~lIo('I:}l.cy is l'al1Ipa,nt becaUR8 of the d~gellal'ntioll
p

and sa i! 1;: n l' n. mIxture,
f tIf'ue ('II'!' ,--.~t()('rac\'
'
.;'
.

COI1-

llllilltemtioll of 1\.11 castef', clnsseR,. rIghts and
IllS)On, (
"t'
and 11l lt1' ,
Yii, 'd ii,. wIse COil vell( n .ICf' I'll Ie"~ the day
(, ,
t'iollS alld limitntiom: of self-indnli!ellce, (\~'e. l~roke"l
'I Il II thel'e such l'eCOllCllmt,lOl1 I'"
I t1

l'

"

t,1l roug' "
{Ii tHelll t.

Iell,

of gl'nl1l11HtI'.-High ltud low tones, nIld formA and
colors of sonnds.-l\futual relations of the rootelementA.-Rel:ttioll between sound and itk it s h a.TIle genesis of l:tnguage.-The Samskrt.-BndlesR
kinds nnd tlivisiollR of langun.ge, n.ccording to different plnnes of nmtter, n.ml different regionfJ within
each plane.-Uin,]ectfl,-Canse of clmnge,--Shivn,
the nuthor of the primltl work OIl gl'amnu1l'.-The
geneBlfl of the n.lphn.het.-The l'eaflOn for the order
thel'eof.-W onls.--'1'heir 1l1niu claflses or parts of
flpeech, nounfl, verbs and prepoflitional terminations,
eOlTesponding to A, U, :tlld ~I.-Sub-divisions under
each.-The tmllscendence of all lnnguflge by tlle
Absolute.

Vyakaml,1Q, is regal'Cled as the most useful
of all the means to the stndy of the VerJas,
hecause it pervades the other means or Anga8
and is the only means of understanding them.
That whereby (all words) are' nttel'ed,' v y iik l' i Y a 11 t e, :l.lmlysed, formulated, manifested,
evolved, or derived, that is Vyakam1}(f,. This
science collects together all expressive sounds
or words, analyses and expounds them, teaches
their ' behaviour' and nse, and their derivation or origin and etymology generally; also
the necessity of every word or sound and the
necessity of its nse.
A preliminary discussion may be disposed of
hore. Grammar is said to be the means and
langnage the end.
Everyone know~ that
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that to which another belongs precedes, (lnd
that which belongs to another succeeds; therefore grammar should be subsequent to language. Yet, so peculiar is the relation between
language and grammar that most people think
that the latter precedes and the former succeeds; for, without grammar, langua.ge cannot
be used correctly or words put one after another
in their appropriate placeR. 'l'hose who do not
know discriminatingly what language is or what
grammar is, even they know that such and
such a word conveys such and such a meaning,
that this or this word should be employed in
such or such a reference. From all this it may
well be inferred that grammar precedes lang~-

is of allel [,'mil language, Thus, it has
Iwell :o;nid: AII the verhal activit.y that titer'e is
ill the wide world-for it.s propel' llndcrstamlillg
was gTammar construct.ed; by tIl(' st.udy of
this science of language is the essence of the
truth about sound understood, and through
knowledge of S h a b Q a-B raIl Itl a 11 man he(,Olllcth Bra It III a 11" Now, gellE'ral1y speaking,

gralllillar

----------------

11 \' a h III a II, aR pointed out ill a pI'e\-io\U; uok,
1IIeans, etymologieally, t.he great, the l:u'ge aml that,
whieh lHls till' potellcy of expnllsioll, [\I othl')'
"'!H'dR, it means Hie etel'llal, the Infinite, ami aic;(I
the Pl'inoil'ie of infinite nlllitiplicatioll and exp:\lIsi(lll ill t!Jp I'ertilll of the limitecl, 'l'hi~ potency fiud
pl'ineipie i~ presellt in every killeI find fOl'lll of pioe.,
of 11Iattel', yet, at our st.nge of en,lut.ioll and to 11S, il
is lIHlst ohsE'l'nhle in Lhe !ieed of life which le!'l'!)I

abstract sem,e, s It a b

dneef< the lLlJeeska-l 01' p'Ll'enLal fOl'1ll intinit.ely, aud
in til(' seed or powe)' 01' faenHy of sOlllld and language \\-I,ich l'epl'Odnees thought infinitely, Thel'efm'p

IH,1J:lI-e the l'XPI'I'SSiOll Rhab(,1a-BrahlllHtI
Ilsell lll'()luillently,
TlI the 1I'00't! hI' n h lit at' h a l' y H
the idea of "eclll'ing, st(wing' HI'
B,' a II lit a 11, ill all its senses (the Ill'inoipie am!
potUlI{;r of l'PP],()III1Cillg' and mu\t.i plyi ng' the php'icnl
as l\"t'll as the mental or (lsyehieallife intillitely)
if< implied, Noll' amI t.hen we meet with n 111.1 :\DI'ahlll:ll1, foo(i-gTaill, 01' Panella-BJ'ahman
(fin' f(Il'lTls of Rl,ivn, melilling, PJIE' II-n.y, t.J1E' fh'e
tntt\'t!f.:)etl', Slluht).a-RrahmHll has thu",
("011le
t" IlWHll both 'sou1ld' in the genE'I'al 01.'

~!

a-s

a man y a,

t.he same as

A UM, (tide Shluikam's Miindlikya Bhti§hya) and ahiO

l

all the forms of sound, especially articulate, which
embody thought._ Tais last sense, t.hat of the whole
mass of knowledge, enshrined in words, which ha!i
to be passed through by the .i i v a, before it realises
Hw FOl'mlesfl B l' a h man, is the one meant in the
text here, Another form of the same t.hought. is
expressed in the common Vet).:1l1ta-saying, viz"
by study of the shastms 01' boob, one obtains
par a k ~ h a-j ii a n a, indirect or word-/'motvledge
S h a b t). a-B l' a h man; then by inner meditati~n:
one obtains a p a l' 0 k i? h a-j ii a n a, direct cognition
or realisation of Bra h m IL n, Compare the expression " vital and speTmatit~ hooks" in Emerson's Bunks,
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It is t.rue that the 11ame v yak a ). a 1.1 a
)s a consequent of language, hut the thing
named is precedent. I 'l'hat. which pre-exists
in the root manifests in the branch. A_s the
B1'ahma-Su(m says: All things follow out the
contents of their roots in their development.
In the Bet result of this discussion we may hold
that grammar manifests language and language
grammar, in a mutual dependence; even as the
171{orld-process, being the interplay of two factors, is evolved by Necessity, which Necessity,
in turn, rests in and depends on the Pair.

a,ge.

I This sentence is the key to the whole discuRsion,
which mltY otherwise seem mere logomachy. In
!';h'ict tl'll th, from t.he traw;ecmlenta.I standpoint,
law!'; are contemporaneous wit.h the facts which t.hey
govern; theJ'e is no succession between them. From
the empirical standpoint, dealing with the limited,
laws pnlcede facts which they cause to arise a'l
effects; but the human discovery of laws sncceeds
the observation of facts. Hence, while that architecht()llic of aU 01' any language 01' languages whatsoever, that. scheme of laws 01' cnuses, by which and
:wcording to which all 01' allY laJlguage is evolved,
Jllay he said to preccde ftll lallguageR or any IJarticuIaI' language, the language itself 'lItanife-sts first
alld its laws are afterwards gat.hered up by observers
into t.he science called grammar. So Brahma (the
'l'hir!l IJogm! of 'l'heosopllical literature) manifests
n.J\(l iR named first, and then in sllccession, Vi~hr.1l1
(the Second) Itml S11iva (t.he First, Logos).

;
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The essentin.l purpose or significance of language is the expression, communication to another
person, of one person's desire. The mutual
expression of needs is language. 'fhese needs
arise necessarily out of the universal and incessant operation of cognition, desire and action,
and in this successive order.l 'fhus when I
have a cognition, 'this is so and so,' that
eognition gives rise to, is linked with, a desire,
whence arises a,ction in turn. But it happens
very often that my desire cannot be fulfilled
unless I express it to others. The reason for
this state of things- that the desire of one
should be capable of comprehension and fulfilment by arother at all-is this: The Self is
full and c0trplete and exists everywhere and
is one, whence I and another are the same;
but the individualised self is not full, it is incomplete, imperfect, and therefore necessarily
and always endeavors to project itself into
the Fnll I; and this projection is the inner
) All mere description, of historical or scientific
laws or facts, will also always be found on analysis
to have ultimately a reference to a p1t1pose, a wish,
the wish to guide future netion so as to secure
happiness and avoid ROl'l·OW. 'l'his is the doctrine
of the current lr'Iimlimsri system of philosophy. The
VerJiinta. adds just one exception: the only knowledge wI)ich is its own end, and leads to no· further
action, is Ule knowledge of B ,'a h m n,)1, the Self.
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significance of the statement, by 0110 individual,
of his desi.re, to another. Because all Self is
one, therefore all selves are 011e, and therefore
everything can and lllay and should be COlIlmunicated, revealed, unveiled, to everyone by
everyone. And language-spoken or soundlanguage III this particluar cycle-is the
meaus of such communication.
In other words and from another standpoint,
tilt' desire that is in me can be fulfilled and
sat.isfied only by communication to allother,
because, as expla.ined hefore, desire is everfulfilled (Bliss) in the Whole and ever-unsatisfied (Want) in the part j and resting, ahiding' ill, being' in rapport wit,h, the 'Vhole is
Y (I g It, and yo g a is the conjuHction, the union,
of the I and the This; and so the diselosillg of
the I to the This and of the This to the I is the
u;.;ing of language'. The two, Self and Not-Self,
are t.he Complete only when together; either, by
itself, were incomplete; hence the Illutual exchange of wlmt is ill me but not In another
(regarded as not-me) and 1;·il'p' 'VC/"8a.
I III the pl'(wious plll'agraph, the point of view if'
t./tat of many individual selves side by side with

eaeh ot.hel.'; ill this it is that. of eaoh individuul self
l'cgal'lling itself as the Whole Self and all eIRe as
Kot-Self. This may he gaUwl'ml fully from what

follows.
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It should be noted that to anyone individual
I, another individnal lor self is but a 'l'his, a notSelf; and hence the manifestation of manyness in
and to the individual. 'rhe regarding of the Self
as different from the Not-Self, the treating of all
things else as not-Self and as separate from one's
self, the consciousness which says 'that which
I am, This is not '-this is the primal nmllyness.
In the midst of such many ness is mutual converse
possible, and that conversation is language.
As a man lllay ir:>sue from his house and,
wandering in a forest, may get lost, and, running
rOllnd and round in the darkness, may not find
his home till he emerges on a good road; and
the cause thereof would be only the darkness
of his ignorance of the true road, and the fixed
belief I;hat one special place only was hiR home,
for, otherwise, he would either be able to take
the straight road to his house at once, or would
make a residence for himself anywhere in the
forest, or, indeed, anywhere on the surface of
the earth; e,"en so, the I, believing itself to
be (i.dentified with only one" this" and) different
from all (other) 'this's,' spreads around itself
this net of many ness and suffers pain and want
and incompleteness, alld, in ignorance (of the
essential unity), desires to utter (its wisheR) to
ar,.ofher.·
I

Compnrc the idea of

R It
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Otherwise, tl'uly, there would be and is no sound,
no space, no time. As has been said: Where
knowleuge arises in fullness, there words
(lisa.ppear; tlley appeu,r n,nd reappear only when
:1,llU where separateness ~1ppmtrs. Knowledge
destroys separateness, and thelll11l sounds vanish;
only the AUU remains.
Thus, then, we see that language a,rises and
exists only for the expression of desire and necessity. And by the proper use of language man
nttains to hOllOI', importance, weight, gaurava,
eXl1lted 'teachership,' the llighest goals; by the
non-nse 01' misuse thereof he slays himself and
his interests. 'l'he unnecessary, 1:. /l., improper
word is tIle v ~i. g-v a j r a, the ' w01'u-lightni~g'
tlmt destroys the utterer. Tho wOl'lh that expres<;1
the desire fully amI u,ue<luately I1re useful; ~111
others m'e nseles:>. Hence the sa,me kinu of speech
is not a.ppropriate foJ' all occasions; sometimes
"weet woras, sometimes bittel', u,t others even n,llll
equable ones nrc needed. All of which is tallO'ht
'"
hy grammar.
In other words, the difference between
In,nglmge and grR.mmn,r is that t.he former is the
utterance of one's desire in any way or manner,
any how, whereas the latter is the orderly
arrangement of the words, or the order O'overning"
'"
t.he effective employment of tIlC words.
stlLg~- of life, of ;1~;;inek~~' ~~;~fe--;::i;lg., whe;-:-~l(t.he

worM
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'l'he r~aSOllS for studying grammar may be more
precisely enumerated thus: ( a ) '1'he due
guarding or proper choice of words. (b) The
formation of well-connected and well-reasoned
speech; 'is this the propel' time for this or not,'
etc. (c. ) The observance of the appropriate
occasion, as ascertainable from the Agarna, the
scriptural sciences; speaking with a due regard
for the needs and requirements of others as fixed
by nature; whence accrue trustworthiness
and authority. (d) Breyity, tIle use of few
words conveying much meaning. (e) Freedom
from ambiguity, avoidance of words which may
give rise to doubt as to the meaning intended. 1
Grammar should be primarily studied in ( and
of) the motIler-tongue, for the communication of
desires is most needed amidst the surroundings
an~ the p~ople, the country and the family,
amIdst wInch one is born. When one goes to
another country, 01' into another family, then
only does he need to know another language.
Not knowing his own language well, what
advantage can a person derive from another
tongue? All these things arc regulated by
nece~sity, as usual. Without necessity, a language IS not learnt. And many variet,ies arise in
consequence of the operation of necesRity. Thus,
i

These rensons lI,re mentioned in the curreut
of Patllfijflli also.

Mah(i-Bhii~hya
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somo know their own ttl-! well as many othor
t.ollgue~ ; some know their own and none other.,
others (10 not know even their own tongne (well);
:-;till others (eveni£ they know) (1re disine1ined
to speak, by temperament.
P r It j ii ii P (1n a" communication, corl'espomls
to A; v y ltk al'ltl). a, granmmr, to U; :Lnd b h i1" h5,
language, to M. Hence the tradition that the
grammarians know the P.ra~lal'a pre-eminently,
and that grammar shonld be studied for the due
nnderstalldillg of the Pra1,l,ava.
Gl'amllHtr lwillmrily itllpartf-l knowledge of
words, shit h (}. a s, and of the correct nse of words.
A word is:I, eollection of v (11'1,\ :1SI, letters. By the
snecessive conjllnction of letters all words arise,
,~. ']., the wonl A t m it is made np of t,wo ' l~'8,
one /, an 1n, and again two' a'.'t.
Differences of tone, n eJ it t t It, high, an ll(}.iitta, low, and svarita, even, are also
explained in grammar.
Besides teaching the origin of words, their
necessity, and their mntnal cOllnexion, it n.lso
exph1ins what sound-wOJ'd or In.llguage prevn.ils
ill which part of the world-system and in what
time-cye1e; what the relation is between the
time and the h111guage; between the time n.nd
J 'rhe worc) meanH letters, noR wen as colors twd
:tlso caRtes. 'rhe significance of this multiplicity of
me(WingH will appear later.

I
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the pa(}.artha, the thing meant, implied, connoted or denoted by the term or word; and, again,
between the word and its import, the thing
indicated by it. And all this is explained with
reasons and in the light of principles.
The forms and colO1's of sounds or words are
also described therein. It is true that sounds
belong to ii k a. s 11 a and as such have no visun.l
quality, form or color; still, at the present stage
of evolution of our world-system, because of
tIle commixture of the tat t vas, the elements,
sounds have come to possess corresponding
colors and forms. When ii k ii s h a mixes with
and manifests its nature in va. y 11, its property
sound also does so. 'rhe case is tl~e same with
colors, black, yellow, etc. 'rhe formH and colors
of word-sounds follow the constituent t e j as
elements of the things named by them ; for instance, when it is said that SUCII and such a
thing is composed (predominantly) of a k a 5 b a
or va y u 01' t e j a 5,' and is named by snch
and such a name, what happens is that the
property of the other (non-prominent component) t e j a s-element (present in the thing)
is imposed on and associaterl with tIle llamesound. (That is to say, the name-sound corresponding to the it k ash a-factor in an object
be~omes inseparably connected with the color,
taste, touch, smell, etc., belonging to the other
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elemental fact,ot's entel'ing into the composition
of tha.t objoct, nUll that, insteacl of saying in
the corl'ect but cumbersome way that snch a.nd
such an object is made up uf snch and such
items and ha" sllch and sllch sense-qualities,
people say somelvhat loosely but conveniently
for practical purposes that such and such 'a
sound has such and snch a visible quality). Oue
particular name-sound becomes the recognised
appellation of one thing, only when it becomes
established as an indispensable item in all the
'behayiour,' the 'life,' or the practical nses and
applications, of that thing. (In this wise, the
~-arious elements receive, each of them, many
names.) A k ash a entering- into or working
in viiyll l'eOeinls the name of vyoma; in t ejas,
of gagana; and so on. I
Because sound
is the pl'operty of ii. k ii RIt Il, allli ii. k ii. s h a
pervades, enters into the composition of, all
thing;.:, therefoee all things can be dosignated ill terms of sOllnd." The nature and mode
I Which
indicates how each one of so-called
'synonyms' ill Samskrt, the 'well-constructed'
l:tngU!Lge, hus a speciallmd most. important philosophicltl Itnd scientific Rignificuuee unfortunately
lost HOW to t,he [I\lblie, for hUlHh'cti;; of years, but, to
be l'ecoverml :tHew, let HR hope. hy e:trnest ami
l'evel'eut-minded study.
~ All t.his paragl'llph Reem,; to be full of important
and illuminat.i,"e HnggeRtions. Many diflicultic>I
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of the sound-name of everything corresponds
to the nature and mode (i.e., sub-division, atomic
aITangement, vibration, etc.) of the a k ash afactor in it, and, because of this, sounds, although all equally born of a k ash a, differ in
different conditions, as for instance, they become in consequence of affection, or anger either
sweet or bitter, soft or harsh, endurable or unbearable, fair or foul.
Sounds, words, are universal because akasha
is universal. The relation of identity between
the two is that of supporter and supported,
a cJ h a r a and a Qhey a, substance and attribute
(which, while distinguishable, are yet one and
the same).
A k ash a is the substratum of
sound; hence the latter is the property of the
former. As the body is nothing without the
j i v a and the j i v a nothing without the bodysuch too is the relation between a k ash a and
sound. Hence the statement that sound is of
and conflicting theories of comparative philology
about the origin and nature of language, and incidentally also the differences of the various philosophical theories known as nominalism , roolism,
conceptualism, etc., seem to be reconciled and set
at rest by the views propounded here.
Given a certain constitution of the senses of knowledge in an individual, given also a certain elemental
composition of an object in the presence of that
individual, it naturally follows that each component
6
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the nature of or is ensouled by or is the soul of
ii.kiisha.
element of the object having a certain sense-quality
will be apprehended in terms of that quality by
each conesponding sense-organ of the indi vidnal ;
and the sensations arising in the individual will,
for the fnture, be to him the marks, remembrances,
designations of that object. Such will be the individual's O1'iginal 'names' for the object he comes
across, which names he will be able to reproduce
(to others according to his necessities, making
himself intelligible to them so far as they have
a constitution similar to his), by means of his
organs of action respectively conesponding to his
organs of sensation. Differences will be made by
the differing sensory and motor constitution of
different individuals. The individuals of one family,
tribe, race, stock, having similnr physical and
physiological constitutions of their sensor and motor
apparatns will have similar names and a similar
langnag e ; to the extent that their constitntions
differ their nnmes will differ, giving rise to personal peculiarities, differences of pronunciation,
mannerism, dialects, and finally widely different
languages.
These, on the views set forth in the text, would
appear to be the fundamental principles of comparative philology, (the Science of Language in the
fnllest sense, and not merely that of grammar
proper in the modern sense), and all the other
philological laws wonld be subordinate to them.
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Sound corresponds to A; a k ash a to U; the
absence of both is M.
We may note especially that language, though it
is sou~d-Ianguage predominnntly at the present stage
of aDlmal and human evolution, is, on the views of
the text, cnpable of heing rendered equally well in
terms of any otller sense, provided the motor-organ
corresponding to that sense is properly developed.
It so happens that the present human has developed
only the vocal apparatus, for producing sound,
conesponding to the ear, the organ for apprehending it. Later humanity, at a higher stage of
evolution, probably some millions of years hence,
or e,:"en in suhsequent rounds, may develop conespondmg organs for reproducing touches, colors,
tastes, smells, etc., with the same facility and in
equal perfection. Then they would he able to
communicate with each other in a,ny one of these
many languages. And evidence of this possibility
we may see even to-day in parts of the sign-languages of deaf-mutes or foreigners and the various
ways of communication of insects, birds and beasts,
some of whom communicate with each other by
touch, others by smell, etc. The hands made of the
t e J a sot a t t v a, in one aspect, are ' the natural
organs of color or form-production. As regards
the possibilities of other organs, the story of the
king ~~habha-c;leva in the Vi§h1}u-Bhiigavata gives
us suggestions. That at our present stage of evolution, the production of speech should be connected
with the organ for the apprehension of taste, r a s a

.
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Because a k ash a and sound are connected
with (and present in the composition and constitution of)1 all things, therefore is there one lanand that the reproduction of life should be connected with a k arm eng l' i Y a also formed of the
apas-taHva (Mann, I. 8, 10; Vi~h1,ln-Bhagat'ata
III. xxvi. 57, etc.)-is matter for reflexion and
occult research. Metaphysically, all possible combinations must also act.ually manifest, sometime,
somewhere; and these are only particular instances.
I In
this fact may be seen the explanation
of the literal aspect of the assertion that the AUMsound is the Rource and origin of the world. "\Ve
may try to understand the statement t.hus: Earth is
the source of all earthenware; and its primal property, whatever it be, is the parent of all the 'peculiar' properties that the different kinds of earthenware display. Suppose now that earth and its elemental homogeneous property were reducible into
, water' and its primal property; that into' fire' ;
that. into 'air'; that into 'a k ash a' and sound.
Then we could say that a k ash a and its property
were the homogeneous source of all t.he heterogeneous
things and properties which make up the present
world. Now this primal, elemental, homogeneous
sound is the AUM-sound. (See Shankara's Blul§hya
on the },f(indlikya-Upani§hat.) 'rhehum of the bee,
t.he crooning of the infant, the distant boom of the
ocean, the roar of rivers and great towns, all
the notes of the gamut, are modifications of it, as all
nourishing foods and tastes are modifications of the
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guage which covers the whole sam sit r a, and
there is a universal grammar corresponding to
it. In that language no changes take place; it
shines fixedly like Bra h man everywhere. It
is true that there is a manyness included within
B l' a h man also, but that is always subordinated to the Unity; and snch is the case with this
universal language also. It is the Samsiira-pa.rii,
and for these reasons is specially dominated the
Samskrt,1 for it is 'consecrated '. The consecraprimal nourisher milk and its taste. All the heterogeneous pre-exists in the homogeneous; all the funct!ons of the waking life in sus h u p t i; all the
hfe of the Not-Self in the sam a g h i of the Self.
To make the one richer, we must make a deeper
plunge into the other. The stronger the nirodha
the stronger the v y u t t h Ii n a afterwards, .and
vice versa. By arriving at the pinhole in a pinhole camera, an atom from a ray of light millions
of miles distant has a chance of passing on to another ray of light, which it could not reach otherwise. So
.- by 'practice' ofjapa of the AUM-sound,
may. a, J ~ v a secure special results; and even more by
medltatmg on the' meaning' of it, for that leads to
subtle~ planes of matter. (See Yoga-Su!m, 1.27,28.)
By gomg back to the 'origins' we can make fresh
advances in new directions.
I Samsara-para may be regarded as the proper
name of the language, (P the Senzar of The Secret
Doctrine), or it may be interpreted simply ~s a decription of it, 'concerned with the whole world-
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tiOll consists in the establishment on a fixed
grammatical hasis. There are many sub-divlsions in Sam~krt also, but, as said hefore, they
are all suhordmate to and form parts of a unity.
svstern
'.
TI Ie S ams k La,
t
..
J •
01' as now f amllutrly
wntte.n, Samskrt, mentioned here is not exactly
what IS now meant by the word, hut that and much
else hesideR, as will appear from what folIow8 in
the text· immediately. There are two ,,,ays in which
we can conceive of a uniYel'sal languftge and its
opemtion, hath apparcntly equally true and effectiYe in their l'espective times and plftces. (1 ) We
may regard t.he universal language as consisting of
t,he totality of alliangllages. It is ohvious tlUlt no
two words are exactly synonymous in the same language; no more can two even appnrently eqllint\ent
wordfl of two !lilferent languages express exact.ly the
same shade of meftning, the Rame aspect of the
Rame t,hing. Consequently, only all the words of
all t,he la.nguages taken together of anyone worldsystem can exhaust all the expressible or utterable
'Illeanings,' all the objectH, of that world-system.
And the grammar and the dict,ionary of such a
language would be to all the languages of the worldsystem, as the gl'ammar and dictionary of one language aI'e to all the dialects and technical glossaries
of it. (2) 'With reference t{) the basic metaphysical
principle of unity in di \'el'sity and the fact that
t.IlC various raceR of men and their languages, howe,el' widely differentiated now, must Im,-e had a
common ancest.ry, and "till have a ' group-Roul,' a
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This Samskrt tongue, the universal language,
the chief of all languages, the m a h ii-h h a ~ h ii,
the C great speech,' wholly consecrated and holy,l
all grows out of the single sound AUM.
Hence too is it called the language of the
gods and is used hy them. The gods meant here
are the hierarchs, the rulers and office-hearers
of our world-scheme of succession and evolution,
viz., the r ~ his, m a h a l' ~ his, h r a h m a:Q. as,
thread of continuity, running through them in the
innermost layer of their constitution, we may regard
the universal language as that primeval language
which belongs to this deepest layer; and we can
then easily imagine that a highly evolved being,
a r ~ hi, who could work on and touch this layer,
supra-consciously, would be able to make himself
understood hy any or all individuals of the worldsystem, if, at the same time, he so stimulated and
vitalised 'the thread of connexion and continuity'
between the inner and the outer layers of the
sheaths of his hearers, that the latter could consciously respond to the vibrations of the former.
Of course, it is ohvious that here the words' universal,' 'unity,' 'deepest layer,' 'common origin,'
are all relative to one world-system. It should also
he rememhered that from a sufficiently high standpoint, even the most radically-different-seeming
languages will he seen to have a common stock.
t'Wholly' and 'holy' have the same root (Skeat).
He who ever thinks of the Whole is alone holy.
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Ishvaras, Par arne s h v ara s, Maha-Vishnu
. . ,
etc. That they communicate their wishes and
ideations by means of the Samskrt language may
be gathered by. direct observation or by inference
or from Itihiisa, history.
This, the consecrated language, evolved out of
the Pra1}ava, is, in turn, the fount and origin of
all other languages whatsoever. It is true that
the work or purpose of all languages is but one
and the same, and it may well be asked therefore why there should be many derivative languages at all. The answer lies in the fact that
the relation or relativity between them is similar
to that which exists between the a J,l u s, atoms,
and Maha-Vi~hDu. Thus, though it is true that
even above our Maha- Vi~hDU there is a higher
being who stands to him as he to ollr atom this
does not in any way lessen ollr Maha-Vishnu's
position with reference to our atoms j ~ll ·our
atoms must continue to look up to him with reverence. So again, each of our atoms, because
of t~e transcendental law of relativity pervading
aU, IS also a Maha- Vi~hJ.lu in turn within his own
sphere o~ work j yet it or he has also to accept,
O.f necessIty, his position in the universal gradatIOn, as only an atom in comparison to his or
our Mahii- Vi~hl;lU. (The case is the same with
languages too j each performs the same or similar
work within its own sphere, relatively; yet they are
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all graded together also, or, in other words, the
reason for a mnltiplicity of languages arising out
of a common language is the same as that for
the manifestation of a multitudinous manyness
within the Eternal Unity). For such reasons
Samskrt is to be regarded as the primal universal
language (of our world-system) in which the
ideation of the whole sam s a l' a is executed.
Etymologically, too, that whereby sam, all,
or all together, k l' i y ate, is done, is Samskrt.
Because all is one, tllCrefore the language of
that all-one should also be one.
Although on the general principle of endlessness prevailing everywhere, there are always
languages within languages sub-divided ad injinitnm, yet three main sub-divisions of Samskrt
are commonly recognised: I auk i k a, 'of the
world' or secular, v a i (J i k a, scriptural or religious, and ~1 h van i, musical resonance, inarticulate
sound, connecting the other two. The second is
connected with cognition and constitutes the
Veq,a j the first is concerned with action and
forms the 10k a, the world, that is to say, the
speech of the world; the third is the definite
but inarticulate sound which corresponds with
desire and the Negation. 1 All words that
1 Hence the' mysterious' power of the' elemental'
sounds of nature and of music, of cries, roars, wails,
laughs, to arouse 'elemental' and most powerful
emotions.
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bespeak knowledge only and indicate the unity of
all things are of the first class; those that indicate
separateness within that unity are of the second;
the third class dwells immanently in both the
others. In other words, that which is born or
existent in the Verf,a is v a i q i k a, and Verf,a or
v e q a is knowledge, and knowledge (the true
and complete knowledge) is universal, i.e., it is
to the effect that all is transcendental and triune;
so, that which is horn or existent in the 10k a ,
the world, is the I a n k i k a, and 10k a is
'seeing' diversity in unity; and finally <1 h van i
is p l' a-q h va 111 s a or destruction, negation (of
definiteness), which again is universal to all.
We have seen that s h a h (.I a, word-sound, is
born from (arises
in the endeavor to pronounce,
.
utter, malllfest, define) a k ~ 11 a r a, the letters,
the alphabet, (also the Imperishable), etc.
This word-sound is of two kinds, va r I). a,
m·ticulate, and q h van i, inarticulate but definitely audible, like pat a pat fi, etc. The
sounds that arise in seas and rivers, in
conches and dl'ums, in musical instl'uments
like the v \1). a aud the ~ a n ~ r i, etc., are all
1;1 h van i.
Human speech, on the other hand
is val'l). a. Beyond the two is soundlessness and
dumb silence, known as miika-~va 01' maunat va. This also is dealt with by grammar. For
a k1isha exists everywhere, nothing is without it,
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and sound also must therefore exist everywhere.
Silence can then mean only absence of manifestation of sound, or unmanifested sound. And
this would be due only to the absence of a reason
or necessity requiring expression (of wishes, etc.),
or to some other cause. The consideration of
such cause is the work of grammar. When
such a cause exists, the power of uttering wordsounds is in abeyance, hence the silence.
By the permutation of these three

~ivisi~ns,

viz., vaiqika, laukika and qhvam, SCrIptural, secular and musical, there arise seven,
languages, modes of manifestation of consciousness in terms of sound: (i) Sampratika, connected
with m a h a-n i I' VIi I).. a, the' .lheat peace '; (ii)
Chakshiki, with p a I' a-n i rv a I). a, the' superior
peace' or liberation': (iii) Siimv.ar~i~ft" w~th
n i l' val). a, 'peace, delIverance, extmctIOn ; (IV)
Pal'li, with t n I' y a, the 'fourth' state; (~)
Pashyanti, with s u ~ h u P ~ i, 'sound sleep' ; (~9
Ma(Jhyama, with 8 v a p n a, 'dream~ng '; an~ ~VI~
Vaikhari, with j it g I' a~, 'the wakmg condItIOn.
'rhere are seven sub-divisions within each of
these again. 'rhe three states, nil' val). a and
the higher, are known only to bra h m a I). as
and y 0 g i s. The other four are recognised ~ here'
i.e., by ordinary human beings. At the tIme. of
pronunciation or utterance of speech, actIOn
takes place in the body in the order of the seven;
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only after successively passing through the
stages or conditions of the first, second, tllird,
etc., does it appear in the seventh or Va i k h a r i
or uttered human speech. All this is to be
learnt from grammar. 1
Within this language (the va i k h a r i Samsthere prevail other and opposed or differing languages, the local vernaculars and dialects,
and thus we have a series of languages. The
universal Samsiira-bha~ha is the ( chain of SamskrP '. Then there are the Jaga~-bhll~hii., Vishvabha~hii, Loka-bhii~hii, Brahmanda-bhii~ha, and
countless -Oesha-bha~hiis, because tIl ere are many
~eshas, countries, within each bra h man d a,
(world-egg '. According to the needs and
necessities of each place and in accordance with
the component elements and natural soundqualities of things (taken together with the constitution of the organs of the speakers of that
place), do these different languages arise, for the
I All this seems to mean that before any word can

kr~?)

be uttered, can come to the birt,h, its soul or the
thought that is behind it. has to pass through the
seven states of consciousness enumerat€d ill the text.
The connexion between Ial1guage and reason should
be kept in miud; the two are inseparable and indeed
oue. The analogy of the ego incarnating and excarnatiug, as described in modern theosophical textbooks Reems to be closely followed in the life of the
words we utter. (E. H. B.)
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a r 1) a v a, an (ocean,' is that which expounds
essential and universal principles, Because the
VerJas embody universal ideation, the ideation of
(all' (things), therefore their grammar also deals
with (universal' words, expressive of universal
concepts and unifying laws, Shiva is the
author of the grammar because he deals with
desire; and language and grammar, as explained
before, are concerned with the expression of it;
and the head of any department of work is,
directly or indirectly, the guide and administrator of all work subsidiary to it also (even
though it may appear on its face to belong to
another department), The MaheshvU1'iyu- Vyakura1Ja arises simultaneously with the VerJas. for
the sake of their being duly understood, All
have need of it; for without knowledge of it,
the power of creating a samsara is not possible, and without such creation, the infinite estate
of B l' a h man is not achieved, To accomplish
that Infinity, understanding of the Universal
Ideation is needed; and for that, grammar.
In this Maheshva.ra- Vyakaru1Ja the letters are
first explained, and, amongst them, the vowels
and their permutations have precedence, viz., ar,
~, ~, 5Ii, ~, tr, ar), ~ and ~.
"Those word-gems which Vyasa drew out of
the depths of the Vyakara1)tin:/ava, 'The Ocean of
Grammar '-how can they be found in the little cowpond of Pal}ini ! "
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rfhe first letter at, a, represents the A ~ma, the
A ham, the Self, all-transcendent and universal.
After that ~, u, is the Eta t, the Not-Self, A n at m ii, This. 'l'he conjunction of at and ~ (-i.e.,
air) is the Sam s i.i. r a, the World-process. The
Necessity of the two dwells between them as";0.' i ,
the S h a k t i, Energy.' Hence the order at, {, ~.
!iii, r, and~, lr, (are counted as vowels) becanse
they are pari-sphuta, (?) definite imitations of
.;th v anis or inarticulate sonnds; otherwise indeed they would be placed amongst consonants
being pronounced like :{ and ~, rand l.
, Why at should stand for the Self, ~ for the
Not-SeH, ~ for Energy and so on, is not explained.
Pl'Oba.bly if the science of Shz'k~h(i, including' the
physiology of language,' hRa heen dealt with more
fully in this work it would have included an explanation of this as well as tIle ot.her problems which
modern comparative philology hus not yet succeeded in solving, e.g., the origin of predicative Rnd
demonstrative roots (see Max Muller's The Science of
Languago, VoL I, chapter ix). It would also help
us, it would seem, from the lines of thought .~1tggest
etl by the statemonts in the text, to understand the
mtionale of the J)evanagari Rystem of handwriting,
why the Pra1}ava should be written as $P, the asound as at etc. In the men,nwhile, we may conjecture that at is the very first and simplest of all
possible soundi'l resulting from the first and most
simple exercise of the vocal apparatus, and is present
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The proper pronunciation of these three
sounds, at first, and then of .. followed by II, or
of ~ followed by .., should be mastered by children
before their fifth year, and the unity of the
three should also be understood. All other
vowels arise out of these. Sf and .. make Il, e; at
and ~ make aU, 0; repeating the process, we find
that at and tr make ~, ai; at and aU, make aft, au;
in all others in some hidden way and hence is properly indicative of the Self; it is the very manifestation of the Self in sound; that while the primal
resonance resulting from the simplest vocal effort,
with lips closed, is the Om-sound, as soon as the
lips are the least opened, that resonance takes
shape as lit, a; that the condition of the
vocal apparatus during the pronunciation of ~ is
such as to involve a reference, physical as well as
psychical, to another than Self; and so on. As to
the written character, we may surmise, as S1tpplementary to the modern theory of the gradual and
unconscious development of the alphabet out of
pictographs, hieroglyphs, ideograms, etc., that a
deliberate construction of forms by the 'wellinstructed,' the s h i ~ h t tt, the 'remnants' of past
and the guides of present evolution, would na.turally
follow a definite plan and symbolism. Thus, the
presence of Three Factors in the Endless Whole
of the W orId-process, is obviously expressed by the
primitive way of writing the P1'a~lava, viz., $P, 'which
in a different position becomes the crux an.sata, B.nd
6
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and so on. N ext, there arise the differences of
short, long and very long, hrasva, ~irgha, and
p 1 uta, corresponding to the Self, the Not-Self,
and the Negation respectively. Under each of
t~ese, again, is the triple division o£ u 4 ii t t a,
1l1gh, an u Qa tt a, low, and s val' ita, even.
The an u-n a s i k a, the nasal sound, is the
Necessity of these. There are still other subseems to be also expressed in the gesture called
"making the sign of benediction." The Indian
a b hay a-m u ~l I' ii, the gesture of protection, 'do
~ot fear,' or j ii. a n a-m u <.l l' ii. 'the pose of thought'
lS almost exactly the same, the tips of the thumb
and the forefinger being joined, and the other three
fingers held apart. Various modifications of this
'aP, give us the written symbols of the at, {, and q
sounds. Quite possibly, it may be found on investigation that certain parts of the vocal apparatus
present visible forms or appearances, during the
utterance of the different letter-sounds, similar to
those of the written 1) e v a-n a g a l' j character in
itf; primitive form, as first fashioned by the hierarchR; or that the 'voice-figures' or 'vibrational
arrangements of particleB ' produced by these sounds
present those shapes.
It may be noted that some of the extant' minor'
Upani~hats and works on ,!,an(ra also interpret { as
Shakti; but at is generally interpreted as Brahma
and q as Vj~lll,lU, while M is regarded as denotin~
Shiva, as here.
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divisions, endlessly, whence the statement that
vowels are infinite.·
The consonants are born from the vowels.
That which is made manifest, v y a j y ate, by
others, viz., vowels, is v y a fi jan a, the consonant. These are ~, ha, ~, ya, "f, va, ~, ra, ~, la;
~,fia, J[, ma, ~, 1i,a, llT, 1}a, ~, na; IJ, jha, ll, bha,
q, gha, ~, dha, '1, rlha; ~,jn, _, ba, '1', ga" :s, da,
~,q,a;~, kha, q;, pha, 3, chha,;-, tha, tf, thai "'f, cha.,
~, ta, ~, fa; <fl, ka, q, pa; ~,sha, 1IiI', $ha, ~, sa.
These are all born from vowels; it is not possible
to pronounce a consonant without a vowel. ConI :Max Muller's
The Science of Langnage, Vol. II.
eh. iii, will help the reader in understanding the
many technical Samskrt words in theRe pages. It
may be noted that very much reduced as current
Samskrt is, as compared with the origina,l univenml
form of it, Samsara-para, even so its alphabet retains
, specimens' of almost all possible 'classes' of
letter-sounds, even those which !tre supposed to
peculiarly characterise languages very wide !tpart;
thus even the' hisses' !tnd 'clucks' of certain savagelangu!tges have counterparts here. (Perh!tps this is
a reason why Indians whose mother-tongue is one or
other of the dialects derived from Samskrt make, as
is said, good liuguists.) This is only in accordance
wit,h the principle that the seed includes all the
pl!tnt; the first sub-race of the fifth Root-Race,
the types of all the rem!tining sex sub-races; the
Varl,liishr!tma 1)harma of Manu, the types and
main principles of all possible religions.
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sonauts in themselves have no distinctions of
short, long, very long, and high, low and even, still
they are so distinguished (according to the anuexed
vowels). Th.ey are divided into spr~hta, i~hat
s p r ~ h t a, v i v r t a and sam v r t a. To the
first class belong <Ii,~, IT, ~, ~, ,"" 3', 'St, ~, ~, O!',
0, :s,~, 111', ~,tf,~, 1:1', if, Ii, q;, ;r, ~, q; and these
are sub-divided into s p r ~ h t a-v i v a r a, spr~hta-naQa, and spr~hta-gho~ha. Tothe
second class belong ~,~, (lS, l;f, sub-divided into
sh,asa, aghol;lha, and alpa-praQa. To
the third class belong ~, q, ~, and ~, sub-divided
iJltO III a h a-p r a 1} a, rna h a-s h vas a, and
m a h a-n a q. a. There are other sub-divisions,
n.d 1:71jinitum. There are different ways of primary classification also, according to which the
letters are grouped into va r gas, classes, as,
fOl'instance, the k a-va r g a, c h a-va r g a, etc.,
in which they have been mentioned just before.
The order in the va rJ} a-s a m a m n il y a, the
pl'imal fourteen aphorisms, is that of their genesis; that is to say, the letter which is born from
another is placed next after that. In the vargagrouping, another principle of arrangement is
followed, thus, the k a-va r g a is k ant h a. Ii t h a u a, s p r I;l h t a, and v i val' a-p a r a; the
ella-varga is ta:lu-sthana, samspnhta,
s:1ll1viira-para and naQa-vau; the ta-varga.
is miirQ-ha-sthana, spr~hta and gholllhav i\ n ; the t a-val' g a is q. ant a-s t han a,
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f! P H h t a, n a Qa-van, and v i v ii I' a-v rt a;
and the p a-va r g a is 0 III h t h a-s t han a,
f!amvara-ni~htha,
and gho~ha-van.
Within each val' g a the order is that of genesis. ~,~, (lS, '!I, (~, l;f, ~, (lS, ?) are born from and in
the order of ~, 'I, 'Ii, ~, and ~, q, ~, ~, from
the vis a I' g a, aspirate, which resides in the '9l. 1
The permutations and combinations of these
make the world of words.
The words a m nay a, and sam Ii. m n ii y a,
well-known in the VecJ,a, mean respectively simple and compound words (7, letters, or both).
These letters enter into coalescence with each
other, and we have three kinds of such coalescence: (i) of vowels, (ii) of consonants, (iii) of
the aspirate or vis a r g a. The transformations
that letters undergo during these are described
in grammar in the proper places.
These letter-sounds are universal in their natural or simple as well as their coalescent or
compound forms, being all derived from the
universal AUM. The natural condition is that
wherein, because of some necessity, there is no
mixture of one with another.
Coming now to words and their kinds, arising
out of the combination of letters, we see that
I ~'hese technical names indicate the particular
parts of the vocal apparatus, the special effort
and the' potencies' involved in uttering each letter.
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the p rat i p a q. i k a (or nouns, generally) correspond to the Self; the Q. hat u (or verbs) to
the Not-Self and action; the k Ii r a k a (or
prepositional inflections) to desire (which connects nouns and verbs) ; and the sam ii s a (or
compound words) to the summation. S a rna san a, coming or standing or sitting together,
is sa 111 a s a. That which tends or causes to do
or to act, k art u m, is k it r aka.
That which is resolved on, p rat i y ate, is
be lieved in or accepted as basis for action-that
is p l' a t yay a. Vi q. h ii n a, resolution, arranging out, prescribing, planning, is due to desire.
All inner p rat yay a s, ideas, conceptions or
l)elie£s 011 which action is based, find corresponding resolutions for action in and through desire.
(Hence the terminations, inflections, affixes
suffixes, etc., in grammar, which indicate th{t
manner, in which one thing is to be related
to another, the tendency by which it is t()
act or be acted on by another, are called
p rat yay a s also) .

.

'1'he noun in itself does not change; hence it
corresponds to the Self. Verbs, on the other
hand, undergo numerous changes, as classified
uuder the ten I a-k a r a s, sets of conjugational
terminations (in Samskrt grammar). And
k ii r a k a s, prepositional terminations, as already said, are the producers of action.
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These nouns, etc., are again sub-divided into
triplets. Thus, under the noun, we have the
common noun, the proper noun, the (all-name' or
pronoun. The first or prittipaq.ika is general.
The second or n it m i k a is a matter of r ii dh i
or root, radix, (that which grows, growth' j
it is radical and technical, of conventional
growth, s it n k e t i k a. 1 The third is the name
of all, which all and each can take refuge in.
1 The reader may notice how the opposing theories
of modern comparative philology, (i) that language
is the work of an original compact, agreement or
convention, and (ii) that it has grown and evolved
unconsciously out of a few roots, are quietly merged
into each other in the text; radical and conventional are practically made synonymous. To understand this, it should be remembered that truth
always is in the mean; that when two views are
supposed to conflict very violently they are in
reality supplements to each other. As said in a
previous foot-note in connexion with the question
of precedence as between language and grammar,
the fact that the same root-sound should appeal to
a number of individuals equally aud simultaneously
implies an original, sub-conscious agreement or
uniformity in their mental and physical constitution, which may in this sense be said to precede
language; but when, in more elaborate matters
such agreement is discovered or arrived at explicitly or implicitly, it appears as subsequent.
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Under the verb, we have the third, the second
and the first persons. Each of these is in turn
the universal All, i.e., the Self, the first person,
from his own point of view; so that the first
person is clearly the most important in the
aspect of unity.
Under the preposition, we have, the nominative, the accusative and the instrummital (subject; object or predicate, and instrument).
Under the compound, we have, avyayib h a v a, Qvan q. v a and t a ~-p u I' U ~ h a.
From another standpoint, words are subdivided into masculine, feminine and neuter.
The cause of all these divisions and sub-divisions is always the same necessity of the primal
Trinity.
Vowels and consonants make up all these
nouns, verbs, prepositions, etc. Those that end
in vowels are expounded in one place; those that
end in consonants, in another; and out of these
are derived all other words whatsoever. 1
Knowledge of language and grammar includes
four kinds of knowledge: of words; of the
meanings of words; of sentences; of the meanings of sentences. The first corresponds to
1 Compare Max Miiller'A classification of Samskrt
roots, at pp. 372-373 of The Science of Language,
Vol. I. (Edition of 1899).
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cognition; the second, to action; the third, to
desire; and the fourth, to summation.
Thus, then, an accurate knowledge of words,
their roots, their derivatives and classes and
sub-divisions, their component letter-sounds and
colors their order, meaning, proper form and
use ~heir connexion with each other, their
res~ective indication of or correspondence with
the Self, the Not-Self and the Negation-all
this is possible only by the study of Vyakaratta.
And without such knowledge, no business of
life can be carried on effectively, no sympathetic
conversation is possible, and no intelligent study
of the Ve4as can be made. Hence the primacy
of the VyakararJa.
But let it be remembered that all this is
directed but towards the knowledge of the main
facts of the endless details of the World-process.
Otherwise, indeed, Bra h man is beyond all.
Beyond all language, all unproved by words,
Untouched by speech, by knowledge and by
sense,
Imperishable, Endless, Infinite,
Itself the one deep source, the single fount
Of all the varied speech bubbling from life,
And yet nor name, nor verb, nor nexus-word,
Nor compound summing all the three in one;
N or subject, predicate or instrument,
N or plural, dual, or the singular;
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of Shik~hti, the operation, the practical working,
application or utilisation, of the Veqas is

N or person, first, or second, or the third,
Nor past, nor present, nor the future too',
Nor mood,
N
' , nor tense' nor tIle I'nfi III't'Ive' '
or partICIple, adverb, adjective'
'
Nor prefix, nor yet affix, nor the 'root '
An U ndeclining indeclinable
'
Steadfast in unity of blessed~ess !
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"'am~la ; it crops up e:':Il~~:~lOUS portion o~ Vyanew references.
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y everywhere In ever
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comprehended,
In this science, the natural origin of all
val'l} a s,t letters; the reason of that origin;
how v a r I} a s arise at all in the 'universal';
by what mechanism they are pronounced in this
body; the particular s than a, places, organs,
(parts of the vocal apparatus, lips, palate, etc,)
and the pro, y at n a, effort, by which each letter
is pronounced; the designation of each according to its s t han a and its p ray at n a ;
the laws governing these two-all these matters
are explained in this science,
There' are two k a mal as, 'lotuses,' plexuses, nerve-ganglia, called a r I} i k a, in the
human body, in the region of the nab hP, navel,
1 This word, as noted before, means kind or caste,
color, and also distinct letter-sound. The underlying etymological idea seems to be that of 'manifestation' by movement or vibration, definition
in sound, 00101', human type, etc.
'1 The text here is very obscure and compressed,
and the translation in consequence is very tentative.
8 Desire (here the desire to speak for the satisfaction of some other desire) seems to be connected
with the 'navel' or solar plexus, as suggested
before. Corresponding centres in the brain may
also be meant.
Compare the medical fact that a violent fit of
angel' affects the liver seriously, also the common

'\
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one. on the le~t side and one on the right.
H~Ie there. eXIsts a peculiar combination of
m ~r u ta(alr), agni (fire), ~ikash a (ether) etc.
W~lCh ~akes .on activity in accordance wi;h th~
wIl~ or IntentIOn of the speaker. This volitional
actIOn passes along various nag. i s, nerves, into
the u I' a s, (thorax, chest). It becomes n Ii d a,
.
..
(resonance 7) here, and then, passIng
on Into
the k ant h a, (throat, larynx), or other C place'
appears as s h a b Qa, sound. It may be noted
here
that
.
. sound is a property of a.- k ct.- s h a, b ut
IS manifested by means of vayu. 'fhe akashaelement
l'
. is in full operation in the two g ~gm
~entIOned.j V.ii y u also acts similarly there
(IndsubordInatIOn
and as vehicle' to ct.- k as
- h a)
.
an IS the ~eans of the appropriate effort.
When the WIsh to speak arises with reference
to Some desired object, then words or C sounds'
expre~sive of that desired object are uttered.
T?at IS to say, effort takes place in accordance
WIth the wish to speak. The v a y n moves the
a k ash a; that raises the u n n a d a-d h van i
(the C up"."ard-~um-explosion' 7) j thi~ takes shap~
after the IntentIOn, a b hip ray a, of the speaker'
when the s a I' p i l} i-nerve above the navel i~
expressions about' bowels of compassion,' a 'bilious
or splenetic, i.e., irritable person,' etc.
I Each plane has the next denser for' vehicle' or
'sheath '. See The Science of Peace, pp. 295, 296.
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reached, the full C intention' enters into it (the
Qh v an i 7); thence, passing into the u r a s or
thorax it becomes transformed into s h a b q a,
voice; finally, arriving in the k ant h a or larynx,
etc., it manifests (as language).
Some letters are pronounced from or with the
left side (or k a m a I a) and some with the
right; others from the middle between the two.
Generally, vowels are uttered from the right
ganglion and consonants from the left. The
two combine in the chest. In the case of some
(persons or sounds or both 7) the pronunciation
takes place with or from the middle. In such
the vowels and consonants are not clearly distinguishable, the pronunciation is vague, for the
two k a m a I a s are very close together and
'occupy but one place' (as it were). The
pronunciation of persons so specially constituted is unpleasant. Only when the two ganglia
are each fully and separately developed and
not mixed up and imperfect, do the it k ash a
and va y u elements find full play and the
voice is pleasant in tone, distinct and easy to
follow. Generally speaking, the voice is unpleasant as the two organs are close together
and pleasant as the reverse is the case. Very
various are the voices in this world. Some
bring intense pleasu~e so that one longs to. hear
them always. Others cause pain, or irritation
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or sadness. The special cause in each cnse is
the special location, a b h i ~l hit n a (?), of the
k amal as.
Yet again, as these are 13 ii k 13. h rna'
, small,'
'subtle,' finely-grained, the voice will be low
and sweet; and as they are large and coarselyformed it will be loud and harsh. For this
reason are the voices of children generally
sweet and soft and beautiful; for the ganglia
are small. As they grow in size, the voice
acquires fullness. The voices of women are
soft for the same reason, ordinarily; their
, lotuses' are well-opened, small, even or equalsized (?) and neither too near together nor too
far apart. Thus there are women whose very
voice inspires love.
!hese k a ~ a I a 13 are formed (by the approprIate agencies) according to the laws which
govern the formation of bodies or organisms
under the dominance of k arm a which
presides over the formation and evoiution of
every body; hence the voice of a person is
sweet or harsh according to his k arm a like
everything else.
'
Ya t n a, vocal effort, is of two kinds, internal and external. The former consists in
~ringing about the coalescence of the meaning
mtended to be expressed with the appropriate
letters of the appropriate words, and the deter_
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mination of the order in which they shall be
uttered or expressed. The latter is the projection of the appropriate 13 h a k ~ i (or nerveforce) into each letter. Thus, in the utterance
of t.he (imperative) expression, t v a m ii. g ac h h a, '(you) come,' 13 h a k t i is projected
into each syllable, in some a smaller, in others a
greater, in still others an 'even' amount of it, in
accordance with the varying moods intended to
be expressed. The s h a k t i thus differs with
differing moods of anger or avarice or depression
and confusion or religious fervour or feeling of
duty or love and affection, or necessity or
absence of need or definite purpose or doubt,
and so on, endlessly.
'fhe purpose of the science of Shik~ha is
to teach how to project this s h a k ~ i so as to
speak well, easily, plainly, intelligibly and
with efficient rendering of the mood intended
to be conveyed.
(A few remarks may be added with reference
to the intimate instrumentality of it k a. s h a and
vii. y u in the production of voice 1). When' I '
1 Modern science ignores Ii k Ii s h a, ether, in the
production of sound, and regards v Ii y u as the only
medium of sound. This arises from the fact that
the rarefactions and compressions of the air which
form sound-waves are observable, while the. etheric
waves are imperceptible. The relation of vliyu to
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speak to (you' the hearing of my speech rests in
and with you, and the consciousness arises in
you, (This person has said so and so, the reply
to which is this'; and then the reply is given
which I hear. Now all this utterance is performed only by vayu. Akasha is universal;
it exists in you, in me, in the space between the
two. So, vii. Y u too is universal. Hence is
voice mrmifested by the (moving' of the va y u
under the guidance and stress of (my' iutention.
By the energy of that same intention also there
results the ( moving' of the vii y u in the interval of space between you and me, and finally
the hearing of the sounds by you. And you,
llearing my words, either begin a reply or commence an action in accordance with my words.
And so on. But there are some who do not
hear, who are deaf. 'rhe reason is that while
ii k ash a exists evenly, in the proper proportion, ill the speaker and in the interval of space,
in the deaf persOIl addressed there is a deficiency in the number of it k ash a-atoms needed.
But so far as 9. h van i, inarticulate sound is
concerned, v it y u acts surely, for 9. h van i is
heard even if there be but one single atom of
sound, here shown, is consonant with modern science;
in the latter, the omission of Ii k ash a as the chief
factor of sound, disturbs the order of the senses
and muses much confusion. CA. B.)

a k il s h a
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pre gent, sound being the property
thereof and v a y u acting upon it.
The utterance of sound, the hearing of it, the
recollection thereof, the expression of intention
-all this exists in each atom.
The Trinity appears in this science thus: the
val' n a or letter is the A; the p l' a y a t n a or
effort· is the U; the s t han a, region or p~rt of
the vocal apparatus, is the M; the whol~ sC18n~
is the summation. As the Self mamfests m
every act, so the val' J) a s show forth in the
various efforts and vocal parts.
The main purpose of this science is to explain,
in reference to the Ver/as, matters like these :
such and sl1ch val' J) a s are used in such and
such a rchl1 or scripture-verse; they should be
pronounced thus; the san ~ h i, co~les?ence of
letter-sounds, in this plaoo IS of thIS kmd; the
form of this letter in this san 9. hi is this; its
color this' this letter should be pronounced
after' this ~ther; and for this purpose; in this
metre, this letter should be pronounced in this
fashion and for this reason; this is the proper
vocal organ of this letter; the internal effort is
this; the outer, this; the action or effect thereof
is this; this is needed for the accomplish~ent of
such and such a purpose. The conneXlOn or
combination of effort and vocal region is the
use of all sound-effects; specialf effects arise
Cft
.
from special causes; the methods 0 pronuncta7
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tion; the evil consequences of omISSIOn or inaccuracy; the losses following on those evil consequences; the need to chant in that manner if
the loss itself is desired to be inflicted; or to
chant otherwise if a corresponding gain is
wanted; or in such another fashion if instead of
ascendancy over others, equality with them is
desired; and so on. Briefly, because all is
necessary in sam s a l' a, the method and order
of the use of the letter-sounds of the whole of
sam s ii. l' a, as employed in the Veqas, is explained in the science of Shik~ha.
But, apart from all this, and in Itself, the
A till ii is ever the True, the Eternal, beyond all
speech.'
(iii) Kalpa, 'methodology '.-The appurtenances
and appliances of study.-The special application
of this science to the study of the Vegas.-The scope
of the science, genemlly.
'1'he third Anga is Kalpa. It deals with the
v y a vas t h it, the order of arrangement, the
method of treatment, the way of discussion and
~~,::estigation and examination, of all subjects of
, PaQ.ini's Vyu,ka?"a!la and Shik~hii are now current;
also special Pnitishlikya- Vyiikaranas and Shikshas
for the different Vegas; but, of ~urse, they do' not
cover the ground marked out here. Indeed the
available works of Shik~hii do not extend beyond a
few score of verses.
~-+
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human enquiry. Discussion on such and such a
subject should proceed thus, in this order, for
this reason and in such a style; such a
v y a vas t h ii, significance, efficacy, is connected with such a word; such and such words
should be employed in such and such a discussion ; in such and such a subject, this item comes
first , this second, this third, this fourth; it
should be commenced thus and closed thus-all
these matters are dealt with by Kalpa-shastm!
The reason of the birth of all a b hip l' ii Y a s,
intentions, purposes, objects, aims and ends; the
manner in which these arise and the subjects
thereof; the reason why these two, intention
and its object, appear in the world-are also all
described herein. Thus: '1'his is the a b h iprii y a, the intention, sense or significance of
this, for this reason, with this motive; it is open
to such a doubt or objection, the solution whereof is this; this is born of joy; this, of sorrow;
11£ the material of which modern works of criticism of the higher Rort are made up, and the' introductions' of the well-edited classics also, could be
systematised into a science, a science of critical
study, methodology and pedagogy combined, it
would perhaps answer to Kalpa-shiisfra as described
here. Current knowledge of this science ha~
dwindled down to a comparatively small body of
rules dealing with the method of performing certain
Vegic rites.
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th~s in turn gives birth to' sorrow; this, to joy;
tIns, to equability; this yields fruit to, of, or
through, another; this to, of, or by, oneself;
and so on, with endless detail of purpose within
purpose.
In application to the Verf,as, this science shows
what .subject-matter each Verf,a begins with;
what IS the order of the man t l' a s therein;
the further matters treated of, with their reasons
and uses; their mutual connexion, consistency
and continuity; their various parts or sections
with the proper beginnings and endings of each;
the speCIal method of description of its subjectmatter followed in each kind of man t l' a or
r k; the order inhering in it; the order ~nd the
development of the Brahmar.tas and Upani$ha(s;
the necessity and the manner of their origin, etc.
Such a mood or emotion should be rendered
in language thus; if in prose, then thus; if in
"erse, thus; in the universal language, thus; in
another language, thus; the method of translation; the proper way of raising a point and of
passing from it to another; the ways of ascertaining the intention or sense of the author and of
inferring his physical or mental condition from
his work; the reasons or necessity for the study
of any particular subject; the way of appraising
the value of a treatise--all this may also be
learnt from thi~ science. For it is desirable to
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learn beforehand the technicalities of the subject
of any work that is going to be studied, its
terms, its definitions, its rules, exceptions and
constructions; its applications, its aims, its extent of authority, its utilities and inut,iIities;
whether there exist any previous works on the
same subject, their nature, their similarity or
otherwise with the work now to be studied; the
reason for the compilation of the new work, the
name of the author, his life-history, his qualifications and attainments-it is desirable to get
some idea of such matters before commencing the
study of any work, otherwise the study does not
bear its full fruit. (Corresponding to the merits
of the author, are the merits of the reader). All
things are not fit to be taught to everybody;
and such matters should also be duly considered
with the help of Kalpa as, viz., whether this
child or student has or has not such and such
capacities and qualifications, what his circumstances are, his future work in life, his inclinations, and so forth. Instruction should be commenced only after duly considering these matters.
According to the subject-matter towards which
the inclinations of anyone run, should corresponding atomsl be directed. Comments, glosses,
See the opening paragraphs of Sec. III. ch. xi.
(on the Upa-veif,as) supra.
1
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annotations of various kinds, should be constructed accordingly also.
. ~iVithout the study of this Kalpa-shas(1'a, it
IS Impossible to understand the Vet/as, or indeed
any work.
The a b hip ray a, the intention or sense
l:ere is the A ; its orderly manifestation, expres~
SIon or utterance is the U ; the cause or reason
of the intention is the hidden relation between
them, the M.
. But apart from these, and in Itself, the At m a
IS e:er .beyon~ 'all intents and purposes,' (SelfreahsatIOn bemg the final and the only' intent
and purpose,' of all, always and everywhere).
. (iv) l,l?,'1"?{.kta, 'etymology,' 'lexicography,' 'dictlOno.ry'.-Subject, predicate and object.-'l'he variOUR kinds of prose and verse.-The Rpecial applicfttion
of the science to Scripture.

'fhe fourth Anga is tIle Nimkta. It is also
called Ko§ha, 'sheath,' 'receptacie,' 'treasury
(of words).'1 It deals with words and their
~ne:mings. It has been said before, that language
IS mtended to express desire, and grammar to
express the proper order of language; the con~lecting of 'meaning' with that ordered language
IS the work of Ko§ha.
It tells us what sense to
attach to which word and why; what the grada1

Yaska's Nimkta. is the Veq.ic lexicon now current.
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tion and alliance is between the various meanings of the same word; why there are more than
one and how they evolve gradually; why any
one only should be inferred and in which circumstances; how the s v a r a, accent, emphasis
or tone helps to specify the meaning; how also
the special position of a word in a sentence, and
the subject in the treatment of which it occurs,
and other similar facts specify or change it and
why; how and why many words come to have
the same meaning; and so on.
That by which the meaning of a word is declared, u c h y ate, with certainty, n ish c h 0.yen a, that is Nir-ukta. The certain is the necessary, the needed, the desired; and that is expressed by means of words. This science also teaches
that the systematic interpretation of all works
should be effected by, (a) the separation of the
p a ~ a s, distinct and complete words, simple or
compound, (b) the explanation of each word, and
(c) the explanation oftheir connexion with each
other. This a n v a yo., analysis of how a sentence 'hangs together,' depends entirely on
Nirukta.
There are three kinds of a n v a y a, arrangement or C mutual following' or words, q.aJ;ld-ii nva y a, k h a Q d-a n v a y a and shu ~ ~ h-a nv a. y a. In the first, the subject or the nominative term comes first, then, the object or the
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accusative term and finally, the predicate
or the verb. In the second, the object
comes first, then, the predicate, then, the
subject. In the third kind the order is, subject,
predicate and object. The successive coming
into relief of the meaning (of the speaker or
writer) follows the a n v a y a, and therefore by
means of it only should the sense of a sentence
be fathomed.
The k a r ~ 11, actor, subject, is the A; the
k arm a, object, acted on, is the U ; the k r i y ap a Qa, the verb, the predicate, acting, which
mediates between subject and object and shows
the relation between them as also the union
between the doer and the doing, is the M.
Again, the shu {J Qh-a n v a y a corresponds to
the A; the q, a J;l d-a n v a y a to the U ; and the
k h a J;l d-a n v a y a to the M; the summation is
g a q, y a, prose, (that which has to be spoken '.
The a n v a y a or the (prose-order' of p a q, y a.
or verse is gaq,ya or prose. (From another standpoint, we might say, a special arrangement or
• order' of prose is verse.)! Each of the three
1 It may be debated whether prose arises first or
verse. All natural elemental sounds seem to be
, repetitive' and uniform, the roar of ocean-breakers,
the hum and rustle of forests, the rush and rattle
of rivulets, the cries of animals, the' songs' of
birds, the sobbing and the laughing of human beings.
And because repetitive and uniform, therefore
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kinds of ( order' has its own appropriate place
and significance for special reasons, as is explained by Nirukta.
In its application to the Ve4as, the science
shows how any particnlar r k or Ver,la-verse
should be analysed; what each word in it means
and why; how a certain subject-matter is denoted by a certain word only and by no other; and
so on.
Thus, everywhere, for the discriminative use
of every word and employment of every kind of
verse or prose is the Nirukta useful. It also
ascertains the b h ii t a s, elements, spoken of (7);
the work of va y u here is this; from such
ii. k ash a such sound arises, etc.
But the Self is above and beyond all such
meanings and senses.
rhythmical and harmonious and •verse' -like. Thereafter comes differentiation, loss of uniformity, growth
of individualism and separativeness, and prose. By
a higher synthesis, a further turn of the spiral,
arises deliberate word-poetry. 'Rotation' is the
mean between the two extremes, the secret of the
reconciliation between the opposed views. Yet, out
of reverence for the Self which may be said to be
more important than and to precede, though in
strictness, it is not and does not, the not-Self, it
may also be said that' uniformity,' the' type,' and
verse precede heterogeneity and prose.
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'Tis not the sense of any word, nor prose
Nor verse adequately may speak of It;
The many ways in which our spokeu words
May be arranged, construed and analysed,
And all Nirukta leave It all untouched;
Endless, Surpassing, AUM, ever the AUMThe I, the I, the I, the I alone,
The Pure, the True, the born of Truth,
Supreme,
The added This, the This, the This, the This,
Unborn, without desire or sense or speech,
Timeless in time, Spaceless in space, Beyond,
Encompassed only by the Endless speech,
The Not, Negation of all else than 1.
(v) Ohhanrfah, metre, verse.-Three principal
1l0tes.--PermutatiOllS yield seven.-Whence twentyOl1e and so on.-Definition of 'song '.-Its purpose,
the expression of emotions.-It.'l application to
scripture.
The fifth AiI,ga is Chhani/-ah, metre, also called
p a <.I y a, verse. The difference between prose
and verse with regard to the order of words is
taught herein, and the various kinds of metre
and the subjects to which they are severally
appropriate are also explained by it. It shows
what s v a r a s, accents, are used in which metre,
how many uq.attas, anuQaHas, svaritas,
and sam a h r t a s go into it, and why.

7
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The basis of this science is the triplet just
mentioned together with its summation. By
permutation of these we have seven sounds or
notes of music, I1h a d j a, r 11 h a b h a, g a n Qh ar a, m a q. h yam a, p a Ii c h a. m a, q. h a i vat a
and n ish a d a. 1 The first three are the principal not~s ho~ever. The 11 had j a corresponds
to A, and is uttered in u q. aH a and an u q. ii. H a
accents. The r 11 h a b h a corresponds to U and
is uttered in u Qii. H a and s v ari t a accents.
The g ii. n Qh a r a corresponds to M and is
sounded in an u Qa H a and s v a ri t a. Thus
there arise seven (7). A triple sub-division of
each gives the twenty-one m ii r c h han a s. In
this wise the world of s v a r a s grows to infinity,
there always being notes within notes. These
m ii r c h han a s are called 1 a g h u, g u r u,
h r a s v a, q. i r g h a, p 1 uta, v y ii. P 1 uta, v y ah r a s v a, etc., in various orders.
The orderly utterance of these makes c h h a nq a h or metre, and is the subject-matter of the
science of music. The essence and whole secret
1 For explanation of the technical terms occurring here and for further details as to ?OW out of
the primary three notes the more comphcated ones
arise, the reader who cannot read Samskrt may
consult Mr. Bhavanrau A. Pingle's Indian Music
(published by "The Education Society's. Press,"
Bombay.)
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of music is the fullness or perfection of sound.
And as sound is (to us in the present cycle of
evolution, the first manifestation of the limitless
and countless wonders hidden in) the Self,
therefore the realisation of the fullness of the
Self is true music. I The exact description, in the
best manner, of whatever becomes, happens,
occurs, is music. Hence the aphorism of this
science: The an u-k a t han it, rendering or
description, of some b h a. v a, fact, occurrence,
mode, mood, emotion, is song or music, g ita.
Three 'orders' or metres are the chief,
an u ';l h t u p, ~ a 1). d a k a and in <,l I' a.
Of
these too, the first, corresponding to A, is the
very first of all metres, capable of expressing all
emotions. 2 The second (a kind of endless
rhythmic prose, without any ~trict limitation of
the number of syllables), corresponds to U. The
third is the M. The summation of them is the
chhanQah-pra~hanam (? mere metre).
By permutations and combinations of these
three, endless metres arise, all being Bummed
up in the A UM.

Rag a arises out of the use of s val' a s.
In application to the VBrJas, this science explains what the metre of ark or scripture-verse
is', what s val' a s, notes, accents, or vowel-sounds
.
occur in it; what is the proper way to chant It
and why; what results follow from its utterance
or omission; what are the proper times and other
circumstances for its employment; why only
such and such letters of the alphabet are used
in a particular r k and not others; why there are
breaks, s t h a I a-b h e ~ a, (?) and of what kinds,
in the r k s ; what is the place of each r k
with reference to others, and of each word within
each r k with reference to the other words, and
why; what is the relation of the verse to vi <,l h i
(scriptural ordinance, 01' ceremonial rule, etc.),
and so on.
This science of Chhanq,ah a.pplies to all the
four VBrJas.
Metres of various kinds arise in accordance
with the constitution of the atoms composing
the k am 311 a s, nerve-ganglia, spoken of before
in the paragraphs on Shik,hii. Hence their
endlessness of number. There are two kinds of
v y a va. h a. r a s, (7) behavior, operation, treatment, one concerned with the va r 1). a, letter,
the other with the mat r 8., vowel-mark; the
third is the absence of both. By the permutation of the first two, 9,200,000 (nine million two

I So also Pythagoras.
"Mathematics and Music"
had to be studied before the student became the
Master j the knowledge of numbers, the knowledge of
sounds-these led totheknowledge ofthe Self. (A.B.)
2 It is the metre in which the bulk of the older
Samskrt literature is written.
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such are the possibilities (of rermlts), such is ,the
existing condition now, such will it be later on,
such was the case in the past, and so on. According to the s h a k t i and the mitt r a in
the word is the result produced thereby, as is
made clear by Vyakara1}a. Hence is it necessary
to know details about these two and their effects
with reference to each word and its relation or
application to or connexion with any particular
action or work-all which is the subject-matter
of Jyoti$ha 1.

hundred thousand) varieties of metre arise, each
expl'essing a different mutual relationship of
letter-sounds and a corresponding different mood
of mind or emotion.
'rhus, then, the Ohhandah-shiislra should be
studied in order to under~tan <1 th~ endless successions that prevail all over the W orId-process
and their mutual relations. But it should also
always be remembered that Bra h man is in
reality independent of all this verse and metre.

(vi) Jyotil}ha, 'the science of the heavenly lights,'
astronomy-aRtrology.-Sound-words, their 'men,sureH' and their' potencieR '.-Reln,tion with and
proportion of the atoms of the various elements.Appl~cation of the science to prIWtical affairs, e.g.,
mn,rnage.-Its three sub-divisions.
The sixth Ai/ga, Jyoti$ha, deals with practical
affairs (the daily business of life). In this science the s h a k t i and the m Ii t r a of each
s h a b Qa, sound or word, are calculated; there
is so much mat r a, measure (proportions of
the various elements, also vowel-marks ?), in it,
and such s h a k t i, potency. The mat r a; is
indicative of or in accordance with the t a tt v a,
the element (or elements entering into the composition of the object denoted by a word 7); such
and such elements, it k ash a, v it y u, etc., are
used here; according to the laws of pronunciation
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1 The reader may perhaps remember some RtatementH, in the Introductory notes, upon the subject
of the inclusion of Jyotil}ha in ShabrJa-shtistra, the
science of sounds or words, generally. These pages
of the text may possibly help to suggest some reason;
but it is exceedingly qbscure and I have translated
it in very groping fashion. I have shown the original
text to a modern Pal}dit of JyotilJha as now current
in India. He can make nothing satisfactory out of
it and sn,ys there is nothing of the kind in extant
works. He has added however that a solitary verse
is met with now and then in the older of the current
works which just suggests the possibility of some
treatment of such matters also, now lost, in older
and inextant works. Thus, chapter viii. of the
Brhaj-jataka of Varaha-mihira contains the follow¥1'lI'i.~'fl€li '" ~:ilf~~ ~
ing verse:

mm

~ I ~"IIlI"Ilt~ilI(s\I"'J>Olill "11{\I~t<fiet<fi'R1UIli!Jt41'(1I ;

also two or three similar verses in the Hon'i-makaran-
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This calculation extends to every atom; there
is such it kits h a, such v it Y u, such t e j a Fl, etc.,
in such a par a m a J). U; the proportion of this
element is greater and of this other less in this

tJa of

GUl~akfl,ra. The Pal)dit says that the effect
of these is to suggest that 'the relative condition of
the planets concerned with or influencing a person
may be inferred from the condition of his senseorgans and sensations' etc. The transition to Jyoti~ha as now known and practised may be discerned
in some of the later sentences, indicating the prevalence of I'pecial elements at special times. We have
only to read' special planets,' (as specially embodying particular elements or predominantly made up
of them) in place of 'special elements' to understand
the transition. This may ah;o help ns to see the
distinctive significance of the opening sentence that
t,his science deals with practical affairs; otherwise
the other five also deal with practical affairs; only
they do so a little more indirectly. But how understand the transitioll from 'sonnds' to the state.of
the elements? Can it be that experts had made
barometers and thermometers of their vocal apparatus and inferred the pl'evalence or otherwise of one
or other from their ability or inability to utter the
appropriate sound perfectly. and, conversely, after
such ascertainment of the elemental conditions, performed or did not per-form any particular work,
especially of Vegic ritual and chanting? Even today we have works like the SmrorJaya, dealing with
the science of breath, by which certain people (very

\
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atom; this is an atom of only this single element;
this other is composed of all; in or for this work
this kind of atom is required in larger and this
other in smaller proportion; and so on. After
the attainment of all such knowledge by means
of Jyoti§ha such words or sounds should be employed as will best accomplish the work in hand.
'rhns, with reference to the marriage of man and
woman, for example, the following matters
should be considered in the light of this science:
There are such and such atoms of a k ash a in
the man, such in the woman; such of v a y u ;
such composite ones; this is in greater prop orfew, and those regarded generally as cranks), gnide
all their actions, according as the breath is flowing
~hrongl~ the right nostril, or t,he left, etc. (It is an
mterestmg fact, by the way, perhaps not generally
noted, that human beings ordinarily breathe through
only one nostril at a time.) Presumably, according
to the text, the 'atomic' constitution of men and
women, for purposes of marriage, would be inferred
from their voice, principally, and the times and
seasons of birth, etc., secondarily. The Law of
Analogy, manifesting in correspondences running
endlessly throngh and threading together all departments of the World-process, and all sciences and
arts-is the key to the majority of the 'fanciful'
statements in the old books. For a few tables of
such, see The Secret Doctrine, Vol. III. pp.452, et
seq.
8
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tion here, this less; the power or energy or vital
force of the one or the other is greater or less;
of their coming together such will be the consequence, desirable or undesirable. Herein KamaShiist ra also should be consulted to help the final
decision of Jyoti§ha. If there is an 'equality,'
sam y a, parity of physical and mental temperament, gross and subtle, then alliance should be
permitted; not otherwise. 80, with reference to
any other action, whether it should or should not
be done at such a time. For this science' tells
us what element (symbolised by a pl8: net in the
composition of which that element predominates)
prevails or is most powerful at what times or
seasons, and what works are in turn connected
with and depend for successful accomplishment
on the predominance of which elements.
The application of this science to the Veqa is
as follows: In this man ~ l' a, scripture-verse,
and in this s v a l' a, note, this word or sound
should be in the middle or the beginning or at
the end of this word or sound (7); it has this
potency and this measure; it should be pronounced with a potency governed by this element;
by the utterance of such a sound-word, a potency
governed by such an element and a measure
containing so much of an element are produced;
by the utterance of such words, governed
by such elements, in such measure and with snch
potency, such things or words possessing such
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other potencies and measures governed by such
other elements are destroyed (or created, etc.).
By means of this science the potencies and
measures of the word-sounds used in all the
Veq,as are understood and mastered and it becomes
possible
for the knower to effect th e f orm.
.
ati.on, dissolution or maintenance of atonis in
thIS samsara.
There is a triplicity in this science also'
Phali(a, Ga1,.tita and Pmvrttita.1 The descriptio~
of the a vas t h a, mode, mood, state, 'fruit '
result, of' ~r to a thing-or person with referen~e
to others, IS Phalita; as, this event ought to
happen now because of such and such reas
'I'h k
1
ons.
h it, cond·t·
e now
. edge of the a vas ty
I lOn, I·ts
ascertamment
by 'calculation'
. Gan~·ta; as
. .
' IS
t.hl~ ~s so an? so at this time and place·. . P1·av~
1 tt~ta or progression' is Samudrik
'0
.
,
.
.
a, th e
whICh sums up all . B ut , verI·1y,
h cean-SCIence,
8
.
t e elf IS above and beyond all calculations.

8.rrch, in very brief outline, are the six 'organs'
or lllstruments, Angas, by means and with the
he~p of which the Veq,as should be studied.
Ith r~ference to the appellation of organs o~
lImbs gIven to these sciences, Ohhanqah is said

Y!

anI Phalit~ is now-a-days a synonym for astrology,
d Ga1Jtta f<?r matl1ematics or more particularly
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to be the feet of the Verf,a8 because it teaches
k ram a, which means 'footstep' as well as
'succession '. Kalpa similarly is called the hands
because it teaches ' arrangement' or ' formation'
which is generally made with the hands. Vyaka1"at~a is the mouth which utters the succession
of sounds taught by it. Shik~ha is the nose because it teaches the action (intonation 7) of those
sounds. Nirukf,a is the ears, because thereby
the meaning of others is understood and facts
received. Finally, Jyoti~ha is the eyes because
it shows forth all numbers and calculations.1
astronomy. The name Pravrttit(i is no longer
current; but Sii1nut!rika is, and means, to judge
from the fragments available, a compound of craniology, physiognomy, cheiromancy, and so forth.
1 The reader must have noticed that five out of
t.be primary set of six' subsidiary sciences' are
devoted to sound, and even tbe sixth (prinul
facie dealing witb 'light') is made to concern
itself with the same to some extent. Why is
AO much importance
given to sound? We can
only make a guess. The fifth principle or
'intelligence, ' manas, now predominant in humanity, corresponds to agni, the substratum of light.
Hence present humanity works most with the eye
and with fire-heat and electricity. In an earlier
day (and perhaps to-day too), the r ~ his worked,
it would seem, more in and by b u Q. Q. h i-k a m ft,
love-wisdom corresponding mainly with va y u-
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p r ii. J;t a, will, prayer and 'sound '. Developments
of science may some day restore to the public the
full significance of the force of' sound' in its
, gross' and 'subtle' forms. Even to-day human
beings reach e~h other's minds muoh more by
sound than by sIght; the visible writing has to be
translated into word-sounds by the reader before
it is understood. It may be that Nature-Intelli_
gences, the gods 'presiding over' the so-called inanimate forces of nature, are also better reached
by means of 'sound' than' sight '.

I
SECTION III. (Oontinll,ed.)
OHAPTER XIV.
RULES OF STUDY.

Pedagogy.-Work and waste of time; work-days
and holidays.-Why.-Correspondence with cognition, etc.-Triplets.-Adjustment of lunar dates.The importance of sound.-The three congenital
debts of man.-Ways of repayment.-That to the
r ~ his discharged by study and teaching.-Order
in which the various scriptures and the subsidiary
sciences should be studied.-Two principal methods
of study, from above below, and from below upwards. -The one more easy and natural for young
jivas.-Why.

S v-a ~ h yay a, which ordinarily means study
and a day of study, as opposed to a n-a Qh yay a,
non-study and a holiday, literally means 'one's
own study,' the study of oneself, the study of the
Self. Every effort should always be made to
understand the Self, and as the study of the
Veif,as and the .A1iga8 is pre-eminently such effort,
that study is especially designated as s v-a <J hyaya.
A n-a <J h y Ii Y a is the opposite of this. Ignorance or forgetfulness of the Verla and Verlfi1iga,
i.e., the not-thinking of the Self, not turning the
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face; the consciousness, inwards, this is a naqh yay a, play-time, holiday. While the Self
is not known and the truth not understood,
so long all time is one long holiday or waste of
time, the play-time of the soul, the time of
self-forgetfulness.
In imitation of this real work and waste, conventional work-days and holidays are also observed by a necessary and useful custom. Thus
a day's holiday after a week's study is recommended everywhere. That rest after work
is necessary follows from the general principle
itself of the origin and end of all things.
From the second to the seventh day of the lunar
fortnight is prescribed for the study of the Verla8
and Veif,iingas, six days in accordance with the six
permutations of cognition, action and desire.
Thereafter arises need for rest and the eighth
therefore is observed as a holiday. From the
ninth to the fifteenth again is time for study, and
the first follows as a holiday. The reason thereof
is this. The tit h is, dates, are related fully and
exactly to the m aha-man va n tar a s, but not
so the weeks. It is trut> that the dates belong to
the week; still, for the division of time, the dates
are the more important, for extension and shrinkage occur in them only, and extension and
shrinkage, expansion and contraction, increase
and decrease, are s a In s Ii r a, the World-
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process. 1 If there be even a touch of the p r a ~ iP a h i.e., the first, or sixteenth part or more of the
eighth, on any day, then, by study on that day,
all the learning of the student fades away like
the moon in the dark fortnight. According to
cognition, action, desire and the summation and
the importance or quality of the dates, are
svii~hy ii y a s, etc., and subjects of study
determined.

The prescribed work-days ought to be diligently taken and the holidays as diligently avoided
for study. The par y-a Qh y it Y a is the equality
and balance of both (7 to the hierarch always
r on duty,' who has transcended subordinate rules,
and from the metaphysical standpoint) in the
AUM. The three respectively correspond to A,
U and M. A difficulty seems to arise out of the
fact that there are fifteen r dates' (not always
fifteen full days, but only r dates ') in a lunar
fortnight and one out of every seven days should
be a holiday, which leaves behind one odd day;
but that odd day is just needed to adjust the
expansion and contraction of dates mentioned
before, as is explained by Jyoti~ha. The fortnight
thus comes to be sometimes of fifteen, at others

1 The lunar fortuight does not always contain
fifteen days, as will be said in the text itself later
on ; this is what is referred to by the extension or
shrinkage of the lunar dates. That the lunar dates
cOn'espond with larger cycles is naturally enigmatic, blit it is at the same time suggestive and
an extra-mathemat.ical astronomer may be able
to make something of it. The Biblical idea of six
days of creation and one of rest, the Puriil)ic descriptions of san Q. his, junction-periods, between
cycles of activity and of larger periods of pralaya,
theosophical views as to races and rounds and
intervening periods of abeyance, the number of
breaths taken by a human being in the twentyfour hours (as calculated, by average, in the Samskrt works on the subjects) are all similar. To a
person able to discern the subtler relations and forces subsisting and operating amongst the things of
the world, the statements of the text would be
obviomlly full of meaning and of practical use. This
consideration of dates for study and play is naturally connected with the subject of ,Tyoti§ha just

1.

t

dealt with, and, for the reasom; mentioned in that
connexion, it is plainly possible that in the universal scheme of rotation of all things and forces,
certain elements may be 'in force' on certain days
and specially helpful to certain studies or the
opposite. In the current J{urrrna PU1·ci1,.la there are
indications that twelve different kinds of rays or
forces prof)eed from our sun (one aspect of the
'mythos' of the twelve AQityas) and t.hat each is,
by turn, predominant in one month; also that each
is specially connected with a planet, and so on.
The Vi~h1,.lu P1.trci1,.la and the Vi~h1,.lu-Bhagavata also
give many details about the special characteristics
and correspondences of the twelve AQityas.
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of fourteen, and occasionally of even thirteen
days only.
On similar grounds, a longer holiday, of one
week, is observed every six months. When the sun
turns to the north, at the makara-s a n k r ii. n t i,
the zodiacal sign of the 'crocodile (Capricorn
or He-goat)' the first week of the month is
to be observed as a holiday; so, too, when it
turns to the south, at the k ark a-s a n k ran t i,
the' crab '. Again every three years the extra
lunar month is allowed as a vacation. This extra
month comes on every third year in accordance
with the operations of cognition, desire and action.
The six months when the sun is in the south
are connected with U or k r i y a; the other six
months, when it is in the north, with A or j fi ana;
the absence of both 1 is the M. '1'he triennial
vacation of one month is born of a san qhi, a
junction-point of two periods or cycles, it is an
extension of the time of ichch ha (holidays
generally?), and Shiva is worshipped ill that
month, it being solely dedicated to that deity.
With respect to what is not for the sake of
tihe Self (i.e., what is for the sake of others, for
the sake of helping others?) there is always' an
absence of study' allowed i.e., study of books
may always be given up for the sake of the
study of another's welfare, that being the more

urgent ?). Such is the custom of the wise, the
s h i ~ h t a, the' instructed' who have' remained
over (from previous cycles),') who are devoted
to knowledge and who know perfectly all about
such ordinances. For such alternate periods of
rest and work'have been fixed by the custom of
the wise for all, from Maha- Vi~hIJ.u and the m ah a-m a n van ~ a r a down to the atom and the
t rut i, by careful calculation.
The par y-a q h y it Y a refers to the life and
conduct of yogis and r~his and not of all
people. It means the universal and constant study
of the whole of samsitra. After going through
s v it q h yay a and a n a: q h y ii. Y a, the j i v a.
attains to p a l' y-a q h y it Y a in which there is
no thinking (no need for pondering) left (for
all is alrea.dy clear and well-known). 'rhe summation of these three is the sam ii. ~ h y it Ya.
In this wise, by study on the proper days,
should the co-operation of the Veq,a.<J and the
Angas be mastered. Exact knowledge of the
powers of sounds is attained thereby. Sound
is the quality of ii. k ii. s h a and all activity
here, in this particular world-system of ours,
depends finally upon it k ii. s h a (the higher or
subtler elements not being yet manifest to us).
Hence the need to know all about sound. Know-

'Of both the declinations, apparently, and hence
tlle solstices, or equinoxes, or both?

J

) See the Matsya Purii,1J,a, Chapter cxlv. for this
explanation of s h i ~ h t a.

"
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ledge of what is needful for everyone in each
situation is attained by means of the Veq,a, and
by means of the force of sound residing in the
man t r a s should those needs be supplied.
All this can be done by the proper utterance of
the appropriate man t r a-sounds in the prescribed order. Widespread showers of rain, or
of flowers, disappearauce of undesirable substances, extermination of germs of disease, all kinds
of operations of practical utility, the integration
and disintegration of atoms, the production of
music, the creation of gardens and the enhanced
growth of plants-all this can be brought about
by him who has duly studied and knows the
Veq,as. Such a bra h m a I). a is a god on earth
and does the right thing at the right time. The
six operations of the (black) Tantra, (fascination,' (subjugation,' (changing the inclination
or nature,' (destroying,' etc., are all included
here; all are effected by the power of sound,
for if a man t r a is uttered in the reverse
order, the effect is reversed also. 1
The study of the Veq,as is the repayment of
the debt to the r ~ his. It is well-known that
I There is some reason to believe that the mantras of the real White Ve{ia, thrown out of their
true order and context, have been made subservient
to Black Magic, and HO given rise to the hOlTiblyobscene and orgylike and blood-shedding ritual
of some of the 'sacrifices' CUlTent in the dark
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every human being owes three r I). a s or debts
congenitally, to the g. e vas, to the pit l' s, to
the r ~ his. The first is discharged by the performance of sacrifices and the service of all
beings in various ways, gifts of food, clothes, and
such-like. The second is repa,id by funeral oblations at s h l' a Qg. h a, the performance of all
action with the s h l' a Qg. h 11 or faith that all
are one. 1 The third is sa~isfied by study and by ,
teaching, the giving to others of the knowledge
received by oneself.
The Qe v a-r 1). a is connected with U or action;
the pit r-r 1). a with M or desire; and the nhir 1). a with A or knowledge.~
days of history; and that when the ritual became
confirmed in any epoch, by widespread public
acceptance, then, as always, the Powers of Good
tried to utilise these for karmic purposes, for
the setting free of human souls tied to animal
bodies, etc.
1 The CUlTent view is that the debt to the ancestors is repaid by the rearing of progeny and taking
for them the trouble that our parents have taken
for us; also, of course, by the offering of funeral
oblations. The modern world is beginning to recognise the fact of such debts in a general way
under the name of "the debt of the individual to
Society". By ana bye the three special subdivisions may come to be recognised.
~ Sometimes, by looking at the matter frdm a
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This study, for which the first stage of life is
set apart, should be carried on in the following
order. After investiture with the' sacred thread,'
the Gayatl't should be practised. Then the Mahar
vakyas should be studied, although, of course,
their full significance cannot be realised at
that early stage. The Gaya[,l'i and the logia
represent and correspond to the universal ideations, and even the mere chanting of them properly bears fruit. After these the Angas should
be studied in order. First Vyalcara1.w, whereby
full knowledge of all words is secured. Next,
ShiklJha, whereby the knowledge of their use is
acquired and misuse of vowel-sounds, accents,
etc., avoided, as is very important, for the displacement of even one single sound from its
proper position is enough to vitiate a whole
operation. Thus, in the weH-known case of
In~ra-shatru, the projection of the sound should
have been in the u ~ at t a or high accent, but
was made
III
the a n-u c.1 a t t a or low
diffel'ent point of view, the t;l e va R are regarded as
corresponding with 'intelligence' and the r ~ his
with action. This seems to mean that the' action, '
t.he 'activity n,nd functioning' of the t;l eva s, the
'shining ones,' makeR or supplies material for onr
, intelligence, ' n,nd the' ideation, 'the 'imaginative
plannings out of evolution,' of the r Il! his guides
mu' , action '.

~
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accent; so that the effect was reversed. With the
high accent, the meaning of the compound word
would have been' the enemy of In~ra'; otherwise,
it became' he whose enemy is Inq.ra '. The
man tra was projected for this purpose, viz., that
all the 'action,' k r i y a of In~ra should be
destroyed; but by the improper pronunciation,
all cognition, j fiiina, of 'him whose enemy was
Inq.ra, viz., Vrtra, was destroyed i (?). In the
third pl~ce, Kalpa should be studied, whereby
the subJects of knowledge are all arranged in
their proper place in the scheme of all-knowledge. Nim7cta should be studied after that.
J

It is difficult to sfl,y exactly whfl,t this sentence
~'he

s.tory is known in modern Samskrt
lIterature, fl,nd the explfl,nn,tion given
there IS dIfferent but not inconsistent. Vrtm was
the enemy of Illt;lra n,nd his spiritun,l preceptor in
pronouncing n, benediction on him during a sacrificial l'ite preliminary to battle mn,de the mistfl,ke of
pronunciation mentioned, with the result thfl,t instead of "the enemy of Int;lra" prospering, it was
"he whose enemy was Int;lra" that was to prosper.
Though, of course, bot.h expressions denoted the
same person, yet, in some subtle way, it was not
the active militance of Vrtra that was strengthened
and promoted and thfl,t of Int;lra destroyed, but
only the pn..'lsive sufferance of Vrtrn was confirmed
~nd the benediction fell weak and Int;lra prospered
lDstead.

means.

gI>fI,mm.atlC~1
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Then Chhanq,ah. Finally Jyo[i$ha. After these
Ai/gO-s, the Upaveq,as together with the Kr$h1J a
and the Shukla Shakhas; then the Upani$ha(s;
then the B1"Iihma1Jas; then the Vcq,as, i.e., the
Samhit a proper. And, lastly, the Maha-'L'akyas
and the Gayatri again.
Such is the proper order of study. From the
point of view of the world, the practical or
empirical standpoint, knowledge grows and progresses from the grosser to the subtler. Though,
in strictness, nothing precedes and nothing succeeds and all is simultaneous and universal, yet
from the standpoint of the limited, there is obviously a succession, and, allowing succession,
we may regard either the I as first or the This
as first. In consequence of this, the method
of study becomes twofold (deductive and
inductive, from simple to complex and the
opposite, from general to special and back
again, from the one to the many and from
the many to the one, from the subtler to the
grosser and the reverse). The easier way for
the creatures of sam s ii l' a, i.e., j i vas on the
'path of pursuit' is to try to understand the
Self by means of the succession of worldly
things.1 The questions and enquiries that occur
1 The
wording of the text le:wes it doubtful
which of the two methods is recommended as prefer'able. Probably, the suggestion is that a
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to them first and readiest are such as these:
These things that I see around me-what is their
use, by whom are they governed, how do they
arise and perish, in what ways do they exist and
manifest and work and wear out, etc. Such considerations arise necessarily in due course (in
the mind of every j i va). The human being
first mainly experiences or strives after pleasure
only in the first stages of life. Then he discovers
that pleasure is only a form or transformation
of pain; thus, the cessation or privation of a
pleasure is pain and the cessation of a pain is
pleasure. And this is constantly repeated, for
there is nothing which has a fixed beginning and
a fixed end, for all is beginningless, endless,
transcendent. Now such transformation implies that there is an underlying something that
is neither pleasure nor pain, but always and
everywhere a nan Qa, bliss or peace. But
while experience of both the kinds of' transformation,' viz., pleasure as well as pain, has not been
combination should be followed. A' special' concrete
object should be obse1'ved and then the' general'
considerations attaching to it gone through. This
would be the reconciliation between the two opposed
views which are causing so much disturbance in
modern systems of education-(i) generalisation
first or (ii) specialisation first. The details of
course require working out.
9
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had, so long as only pleasure has been felt, there
is no serious reflexion about and no uuderstanding of the process of sam s a r a. Everyone
enjoys pleasure as a matter of course, as appointed by nature, as birthright. Then he experiences the other form, pain. And then only he
begins to think. It is true that pain is also
appointed by nature, and if it stood by itself no
reflexion would arise out of it either. Reflexion
arises out of a comparison of the two, pleasure
and pain. Indeed, no particular knowledge of
any kind can arise in a single and changeless
condition. Cognition always requires two things
(to delimit and define and determine each other
by mutual 'negation' in greater or less degree,
first the duality of seer and seen, subject and object, the one and the many, and secondly object
and object; thus one sensation continued too
long ceases to be felt, that is to say, the object
causing the sensation loses its' manyness' and
ceases to act as foil to the 'one' self); objectivity
necessarily implies 'this and thereafter this.'1
I Endless examples of this truth will occur to
the reader: touch a table for sometime, and, if no
movement be made, the sense of contact will disappear. Hold out a hand and let a coin be placed in
it, the feeling of the coin will vanish after a short
time. Movement, change of some kind, is necessary for continued sensation. So also, 'another'

1
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The mind works in the way of cognition only
when there are at least two things to deal with;
so long as there is only one there is no possibility
of cognition. For if there were not another how
could I say 'Thi8 alone i8," I know Thi8' (as
distinguishable from others when there is no
other). Thus, then, it is only when pain has also
been experienced after pleasure that the enquiry
arises: 'Alas! what is this that has followed upon
my previous experience; why is not that one
condition of joy alone ordained for me unchangingly; why is there another; how does the difference arise which exists between the previous
experience and the present 7' The jiva, harassed and depressed by these newly arisen doubts
and questions endeavors to find out what is
pleasure, what is pain, and what the final refuge
of the bliss of pea.ce, a nan Qa, and he makes
his desire for this information known to all he
comes across.
Then those that possess the
knowledge advise him to study the Vet/as and
the AngM, etc., whereby all doubts are resolved,
with the help of the Giiyatri, the logia and the
Sacred Word. It is only then that the Self is
seen to be not bound by pains and pleasures but
must be contacted ere the Self is realised, Self is
only as 'another' also is. Cognition cannot be without duality and the barest awareness implies something of which to be aware. (A. B.)
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above and beyond them and beyond all else .
besides.
This Self, Self-luminous, recks not of proof
By Aitga or Upail,ga or by Ve¢a;
It is Itself the fount, the source, of all,
An Endlessness, a Blessedness immense;
What careth It for grammar or for verse,
Or lexicon or philologic art,
Or mathematics or philosophy,
Elver at rest in Its own perfectness;
No Shiva, Vi~hQ.u, Brahma made Its being,
Nor Maha-Vi~hJ;lu helped establish It ;
Beyond them all, including endless hosts
Of all, It sleepeth in Eternal Bliss.

1
I
~.
I

SECTION III. (Oontinued.)
CHAPTER XV.
THE SIX UPANGAS OR 1}ARSHANAS.

The Upangas.-Their nature and relation to the
Aligas and the Vet!a,~,-Their names.-Their purpose.
After the Anga8 or 'limbs,' 'organs,' come the
Upangas or' subsidiary limbs and organs,' also
six in number. Their purpose is to expound in
detail the final truths contained in the Pra'T}ava.
'1'he essence of the Veq,as and the Veq,anga.'J,
with regard to cognition, desire and action, is
expanded in these in its application to the
permutations of these three. U p a h 1 means
proximity, approximation, the final co-ordination
and synthesis of all details; that wherein this
is expounded is Upanga. The Upafl,ga can be
mastered and practically realised only after and
by means of the Veq,a, even as the Ve¢a is
mastered only with the help of the Anga. Hence
the saying that the Anga is the means to the
Vet/a and the Ve¢a the means to the Upanga.
The detailed exposition of the laws and methods
of the World-process referred to in the Veq,as is
contained in the Upafl,gas; and snch of the
1 The modern form is up a,
aspirate.

without the final
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inner significance of the Vet/aN as is not dealt with
in the Upavecf,as is also expounded in them.
Abbreviation and prolixity, contraction and
expansion, reduction and enlargement, abridgment and detail, involution into seed and evolution
into tree, one and many-in the combination of
these lies the whole activity of the Worldprocess; and the treatises which describe that
pl·ocess are correspondingly aphoristic and
discursive, statements of principles and statements of details. 'l'hat which is expanded
is necessarily capable of reduction, and vice
Vel"8a. And yet, even so, it must be bOl"lle
in mind, all these A1irlas, Vecf,a..s and Upli:n.ga8
can but limitedly state the barest outlines
of cosmic ideation, the principles COUlUlon to
all worlds. For indeed, the task of comprehending all the details of all possible worldsystems within a limited compass is manifestly
impossible, and there is a ( multiplicity in unity'
i.e., a whole world-system in every atom, and
in each such worM there are couutless atoms,
and numberless worlds in each again, and so on
infinitely, involving infinite particular ideations.
The six Upii1i.gas are: Vecf,iinta, Mimiimsa,
Nyaya, Vaishe$hika, Yoga and Siiil.khya. And they
all, it should be borne in mind, are based on only
one Final Truth, the Logion. It is true that the
conclnsions each one immediately and directly
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expounds differ from those dealt with by the
others; but the difference is that of supplementary parts, limbs or organs, and not that of
hostile opponents. One common Universal
Being underlies all; the prime object of all is
to declare the I-'l'his-Not; they name Bra hman by six different names as indicating six
different aspects of the same thing; the different
limbs have all one common heart.
(i) The Ver!anta.-Its general purpose: the indication of all possible lines of enquiry, and the clue to
the answer of each.-Its special purpose: the declaration of the nature of Man or the individual soul,
God or the Universal Spirit, and Nature or the
illusion of the W orld-process.-Certain observations as to the stage of evolution at which metaphysical enquiry arises in the human mind.

The Vecf,iinta, < the end of knowledge,' comes
first among the Upiiil.gas. All j i j fi a s ii, the
wish to know, all enquiry, is initiated here;
hence is it the first. It expounds the nature of
the j 1 v a or individual ego, of Bra h m an, the
Supreme Ego or the Absolute, and of the N acessity of the two or Maya. It thus imparts silre
and certain knowledge of the Universal Trinity.
Also, because the Self is the principal factor of
the World-process and the Vecf,iinta deals with
it mainly, therefore too is it called the principal
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Upanga. All' desire to know,' every line of enquiry, is set forth in the Veq,anta, because, as the
Brahrna-sutra declares I: The Self pursues knowledge, Self-knowledge-this is the final truth.
Or, again: All enquiry whatsoever, all wish to
know, all desire for all knowledge, is rooted in
the Self. Thus, then, the enquiry after the
name, the work, the conditions of every atom
falls within the scope of the Veq,iin(a. It
has been said: 'fhat which the students of
Veq,anta declare to be Bra h man, That is I
Myself, ever-manifest in every atom; this Atmit,
supreme in nature, different from and yet the
support and substratum of all things, this is I
Myself, this am I, this am I. 'fhe word I is used
here three times. The reason is this: The I is
the This, the This the Not, the Not is the I and the
This-these three main facts of the work of the
World-process are expounded in the Veq,anta.
Also that in Universal Being, of the nature of
Unity, which exists in every atom, there is included all k l' i Yii, activity, functioning; and in
that is included all Self; and in all Self is included and inherent immanently the Trinity of Brahl~ ~ fi'!"i6Ya a~ is the text.
Rl.,iar'd is obviously a case of double coalescence of
letters. The modern reading would be
mi.

mm

The meauing of the aphorism is far from unmistakable, and the aphorism itself is not extant.
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m a Ii; and all this is dea.lt with in the Veq,anta.
Also, again, the general as well as the special
features and characteristics and the products or
effects of the activity or will or functioning of
each atom, and the main function, and the chief
(resultant) substance or substantiality of each
atom may be studied herein. (In other words,
the three aspects, substance, mobility or function, and sense-quality of each atom; what
principal substance or ' element' is composed of
any particular kind of atom, what is its sensequality, touch, taste, etc., and what is its
action on or reaction to other substances 7)
Outof such knowledge proceeds the declaration
of the knowers of the Ve¢t'inta: All this belongs
to all; the individual I isof no account ; the equity,
equality, equilibrium or identity of all Fs, all
This's, and all Not's, is the universal Bra h man.
Thus, then, we see that all the possible objects
of knowledge constitute the subject-matter of
the Veq,anta, whence the first aphorism of the
Bmhrna-sft(m: Henceforth the wish to know,
the enquiry into, B l' a h man (in the fullness
of all Its contents).
After the knowledge, i.e., experience and observation of the World-process and the realisation of the fact that it is composed of pleasure
and pain, arises the wish, as said at the end of
the last chapter, to know and feel the unity of
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Bra h man (for without reduction to Unity
there is no satisfactory explanation of the W orldprocess). And with this view should the
Ve~an(a be studied, viz., the view of reducing
the multiplicity of the World-process to unity.
The matter may be looked at in another way.
Instead of saying that the enquiry for Bra hman arises after the observation of the W orldprocess and of the fact that it is composed of
pleasure and pain, we may say that the Vet/as
which have been studied previously expound
manyness, and these exposition should be reduced to a systematic unity, and hence the enquiry
into Bra h man follows after the study of the
Vet/as. But this is not quite accurate; for the
mastery of the whole of the Vet/a, which is the
ideation of Mahii-Vi~hI)u and embodies the
P1·a'T!.avn, would already mean perfect knowledge; and therefore no enquiry can be left to
make after that. A well-established conclusion
of the Vet/as is that he who knows, knows nothing (i.e., the Not) ; and he who knows Nothing
knows all; therefore, after finish·ing the study
of the Vet/a.9, no further enquiry after Bra hm a n is left to be made or is possible. 1 It is

possible only after entering into and observing
the joys and sorrows of this world. The nature
of the enquiry, the wish to know, is the wish to
know the source and origin of all this duality
that is observable everywhere. And this wish is
justified by the fact that all and every duality
necessarily implies a relation, an underlying
unity. As the Nyaya shows, the' many,' connected together, are always connected by and
in one connecting something. Here, in the
World-process, we see that every atom is related
to every other, and the reason thereof is the
underlying unity of Universal Being, sat t ap r a q han a. 1 The exposition of this unity
running through all things is the work of the
Veqiinta; and, hence, the answer to all possible
enquiry is (briefly and potentially) present in it.
But this is so only from the standpoint of the

I '1'0 reconcile this with the previous s~atement
tlmt t.he Verf,as are meallS to the Upr/.ligas we have
to understand that in that statement only a prelirninm'Y and more or less cursory study of the Verf,a.s

,
\

.~

I

is meant, and not their full and final understanding
which is secured only when they are studied again,
on a higher level, after the study and in the light of
the Upliligas. We have already had in the last preceding chapter the direction that the Gdyatri and
the JJ[aha-vakyas should be studied again after the
Verlas. All this is only illustration of the general
law of spiral progress and the absence of hard
and fast definition anywhere in the region of even
the most concrete pa.rticularity.
1 Modern Ny(;'ya and Vaishe~hika speak of it as
R a H a-s ii m ii n y a.
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limited. Otherwise the Absolute IS beyond all
enquiry and declaration.
Unfixed by principles, void of details,
All-knowledge, hence unmoved by wish to
know,
Self-natured, All-complete, the Not of all,
Apart from attributes, most wonderful,
Root of all Mant1'as, Tantras, Yantras too,
Partless, pervading space, devoid of form,
Without taste or sound or speech or
speaker,
Ever the bodied I-This-Not, the Self.

1

I

(ii) The ilfi1nii1ns(i.-Its three divisions: Pf/,rva,
Utf.ara and Apara.-K a l' m a, action, the subject of
the science.-P·urva deals with self-referring action,
birth, growth, etc.-Uttara, with action in relation
with others, ethical action.-Apara, with the activities that take place during pralaya.-Etymological
explanations.-Triplets.-Significance of sacrificial
acts.-Their subservience to m 0 k ~ h a.-Allegorical
and special interpretations.-Three kinds of karma
having ethical consequence.

1

The second Upiiliga is the Mi'mamsii, reflexion, examination,' minding' over and over
again, (from man, to think) devoted to karma.
And there too, we have three sub-divisions,
Pfl1"va, uttara, and Apara. In the PftrvaMimamsa the internal functions, the activities
dwelling in the self or directed immediately

1

I
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towa~ds or within itself are described; e.g., the
ways in which it enters the uterus, the conditions it passes through, the manner of its
growth, its preservation and nourishment and
so on. In the UHara-Mimamsa all k arm a
whatever is described, that is to say, the operations of the j i vain external transactions
with others (its dealings with or actions as
affecting others, which give rise to k a l' m a in
the technical sense, acts of merit or sin bearing
reward and punishment). The Apara-Mimamsa
describes the activities of p l' a I a y a, dissolution
born of the Negation, the conditions which lead
to such dissolutions and those which exist during
them.
These three parts or sub-divisions
are obviously inter-related, and the summation
of them all is the Mima'l1U>,a;.!
1 The views of the text are obviously very different
from those now current. According to the latter,
Purva-Mi'TIuimsa is Mim(imsa proper, and UUaraMimiimsa is only another name for Ve4anta, while
Apara-Mimamsa is non-exis~ent. Again, the modern
idea is that the Mimamsii deals only with ceremonial or ritual k a I' m a, religious rites, actions
whose basic idea is that of interchange between
humans and superphysical beings; whereas the text
here makes k a r:in a the subject-matter of the
science, in its widest possible sense and all its
possible three sub-divisions, (a) self-evolving or
psycho-physical, (b) ethico-religious and '(c) self-

,
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We thus see the trinity appearing here also
as everywhere else. In the Veq,(tnta it consists
of the question, the answer and the satisfaction
(or from another standpoint, J I v a, Mit y ii, and
Brahman, Man, Nature and God). It is the
same with every Upa:nga. In the construction of
each there appears this threefold activity
corresponding to A, U, and M.
Because it deals with k arm a is the name
JIimamsa given to this science. The syllable
m I indicates m r tam, death, connected with
Eta t, This; m It or m fi, m is A ham, I; sa
is Not, of the nature of Relation and of pralaya
or dissolution (or sleep, during which power is
accumulated anew for another period of
activity).
All actions become (or are connected with
or point to) but eta t, this. M a m's and
s l-t'S become, i.e., appear and disappear in
m 1. 'rhe I and the Not appear and disappear
only in and by action, the action of birth and
death (necrobiosis, metabolism). Thus, because
it deals with three kinds of activities is the
Science called Mi-mam-sa.
As regards the common conception on the
subject, it is true that the Mirnamsa says that
nit y a and n aim itt i k a,i.e., daily and
involving, dissolving, poumtialising and making
htUmt.

I

)~
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special occasional sacrifices should be performed
diligently and animals slain for sacrifice and the
sacrificial meat eaten and wine drunk ritually,
so that the sacrificer may enter heaven and even
gain m 0 k ~ h a, for drinking sacrificial wine
is drinking the nectar of immortality. Still all
this should be interpreted in consonance with
the other declarations that the j I v a attains
m 0 k ~ h a by k arm a performed in accordance
with duty and that duty should ever be performed
with a constant reference to the All-Self and
there should be no slaying, for the human j I v a
knowing all beings to be one should feel itself
in every atom and love all beings always. If
these statements had been really contradictory,
they would not have been placed together. It
is a well-established rule that opposites do not
occur in the same place, in the region of the limited ; though from the transcendental standpoint
all exists everywhere.
It has been said that k arm a is a means
to m 0 k ~ h a. But action is impossible without
knowledge preceding it. So long as the j i v a
does not know what to do and how to do it he
cannot act. And therefore m 0 k ~ h a by means
of k arm a alone is not possible. It is possible
only when the latter is conjoined with j ii a n a
and i c h c h h a. Yet again, k a l' m a has an
infinite variety, but all k a I'm a does not lead
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to m 0 k ~ h a. It may be asked here how, when
m 0 k ~ h a is a thing apart, different from everything else, when it is Negation, can there arise
any question of means to its accomplishment.
The answer is that the Negation has in it the
element of Necessity and wherever there is
necessity, there the distinction between means
and obstacles, facilities and hindrances necessarily ariseR. 'rhus, only those actions are means
to liberation which it is necessary to perform,
which are matter of duty. If all actions were
regarded as equally necessary at all times, all
succession could be ignored; but that is not
possible from the standpoint of the limited.
Everything cannot be done at once by anyone.
Only that should be done at anyone time which
it is necessary to do at that time. Looked at thus,
it will be seen that hayya and kavya, offerings
of flesh to the gods and the manes respectively,
have no connexion with muk~i. 'fhe hanana
(ordinarily, slaughter) of pas h u s (animals) in
a yajna (sacrifice) means the undm·standing of
p a q. IT. r ~ has, (things, objects, facts; the analysis, the dissection, the laying bare of the inmost nature of all animate and inanimate things,
of the whole World-process in fact). The verb
root han has two meanings, to slay and to
approach; and the use of such a word, having
two senses, in such a connexion, shows a

special purpose; both senses should be regarded
as intended, from different standpoints. In the
matter of leading to liberation or to heaven the
. a vag a man a, leading' to,
second meamng,
approaching, understanding, is the one intended. l
The root gam has four senses, (a) to go, (b) to
gain d~Iiverance (to pass away or beyond), (c)
to obtam or reach, (d) to understand (to reach
by the mind); and the last one is appropriate
here. So, too the sur a. recommended to
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I The other and more literal would be the proper
011e in some other connexion, probably the' black'
or ' left-hand' rites; other allegorical interpretations of the sacrifices of animals, as the sacrifices
of one's o~n animal passions, have been already referred to m the chapter on Yaj1trt'eifa, III. VI. (ii)
One purpose of sacrifices, with their elaborate ritual
~n their other or literal interpretation, now current:
1S expressly declared to be to hamper and restrain
an~ regulat.e the i~dulgence of the grosser cravings.
It IS much If canmbals can be induced to refrain
from human flesh and to confine themselves to animal meats; much, if daily orgies can be reduced to
once a year. See the Vishr.m-Bhiigavata, XI. v. 11.
1'he world is made up of true and false, good and
evil, white and black. The Religion of All-knowledge, dealing with both, providing for souls of all
grades, realising the futilit,y of st.riving to abolish
the evil entirely, endeavors to minimise it and gradually lead jivas from it to the good. See Appendix
at the end of this chapter.
.
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be drunk during the Sautranutl}.i sacrifice
means the elixir of immortality which is the
realisation of Bra h man.
Mit m sam I means the operations resulting
from the moods or functionings of the mind
(m it n a R a~) on which all achievements depend:
(The other Import) the actual flesh of animals is
entirely forbidden, and for this reason; even as
the food, is, of. any creature, such too is his work,
such 1m; actIOns, for the body is built up from
the food; and as the body is, so are its functionings. C~ns~quently the flesh of animals produces functlOnmgs and developments like theirs in
the consumer. It helps on the in tenser performance of physical and worldly actions (within the
domain of the lower intelligence, whose function is to promote separative, individualistic

and material life). But subtler thinking, the
following up of worlds within atoms and atoms
within worlds is rendered impossible thereby.
Hence the prohibition.
The ultimate conclusion of the Science of
]lDmarnsa thus is, that k arm a should be ever
undertaken and performed but in the altruistic
spirit, with the universal consciousness, foJ' the
good of all, and that such k arm a only conduces to III 0 k ~ h a; it, indeed, is the very
realisation of Bra h man.
,\Ve see then that the Mil1Ut7nSa deals witII
k arm a. The exact description of all the
activity present in each atom, of the everlasting
behaviour of the Not-Self in ~hort, is to be fouud
here. This k arm a is, like everything else
t.hree-fold, p r it r a b c) h a, s a Ii chi t a, and
p l' it pta.
The first is that which ha,s been done in the past
and has begun to take effect; the fruit whereof
is beiug experienced now. It is true tha,t "this
ever-moving world is t a t-k ali k a, instantaneous, ever-present, an eternal now," also. But
this is so only from the transcendental standpoint of the Absolute. From the standpoint
of the limited, we have the Fmccession of past,
present and future, in the C ever-moving,' of
cause and effect, of act in the past and fruit in
the present, or act in the present and fruit in

! Motlern
Samskrt would not recognise this onomatopceic philology and etymology; according to it
repeated III allallam, thinking, is rn i m am san a nl.
~3ut },~allu's etymology of m a TIl s a TIl is in keepll1g WIth that of the text: it is that" mamsam
01'
flesh is so called because
he " S'L( II ,'VI'11'III
~
the future mLt me, III am, whom I am eating now."
See '1'he ~ec1"et Doct~ille, vol. ii. p. :325 (Old Edn.)
as to the ll1terpretatlOn of the real scriptures. The
text here helps ns to realise how Nir1lkta must have
beell a m~st indispewmble science for the proper
understaucbng ana the manifold interpretation of
the Vegas.

t
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th c' future. We have examples of this all about
lif'.
A child is horn this instant but cannot
do the "'ork of the world this instant j he
Jj)ature~ gradually, passing through infancy,
childhood, boyhood, youth and then only enters
iut.o business. '1'he food taken JlOW generate:>
fOtTe only after assimilation. K ash ~L y a or
\' u i r H. g Y a too bears fruit only when cripe '.
Sa fi chi t ais also hut a variety of p r a1 u b ,,1 11 u.
It is the order or succession of
:tccumulated k arm a. present III the p r fin, hg. ha.
T

P l' apt a too is but a variety of the p r aa b q h 11. It is that which has C arrived' or cis

uI'proached,' is being done now j the consequences of which will be experienced in the
future. 1
'For a populur and fuller exposition of the
t'll'ee killrls of k rr rill a, the reader may be referred
b The Adz-anced 'l'e;cf-Book of HinrJuis7n I. iv. There
al.E' two main viewR on the subject of k a l' III a
(:l~ crrUf'e of birt.lul and experiences) current
ill Hillgii philosophy, at the preHent. time: ea) 'l'he
e k rr-b h a v i k rr (l-o!/"-.<iitms and VYI18(/,-Bh(i~hya,
ii, 13) and (Ii) that karma is divided up into three
I;ittds (which are hy Rome reduced to two, ltuJ by
ot.hers increrrserl to four). One way of describing
tLese is tlmt, r<ecol'ding to (n), the whole of a jiVlt'l,I
PfI,St, kit r m n, is summed up at eltch deltth, !llld
t:t'~es ~hare as mil' effect at each new birth. and
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As hinted before, the three divisions of time
govern these three divisions of k a r ill a. !he
jlfimamsa deals with all these. It deSCrIbes
all kinds of actions, physical and superphysic:'Il,
tlmt, according to (b), only a portion of it callell
the prarn, bgha is selected, by the po\;rers concerned, and brought into phy for a new blr;h, ~hat
the bulk is left for use in the future, ItS sn,nel11ta,
the 'accumulated,' and that the new k a r TIl c),
done in the new birth is tIle ag ami (' coming')
or kriyamal~a ('being done') or vartlt~IaIla
(' coming into existence ') here cn,lled . p rap t ~,
also to fructify in the futlll'e. The dIfference 1IJ
only apparent. 'l'he one view is true f~'om the
metn,physical or transcendentlt] st~ndpoJl~t; tl.le
other, from the empirical n,nd practJca.I. Even III
the Yoga,-Bhll.~hya" ii. 13, referred to, diRtinctioJlB
Itl'e Illltde between various kilHls of k n, l' m a,
one tltking effect forthwith, rrnother being n~11tralised by or swallowed up in another, a tbn'd
wn,iting' on for fructification and so 011. The reconciliation seems to be inclicn,ted by the words of
the text here. Metn,physicn,lly, the one present
(=the new birth) snms up in itself and is the single
result of the whole of the past (= k n, r rna) as one;
it also Rums up in itself aml iR tIle ,~ingll' cause of
thewholeofthefuture (=phaln,) rrsone. Buteach
of these three ones is a triplet, which we may perhaps describe as stn,tic, dynamic and neutra!. The
'resultant of all the conflicting tendenCIes ami
forces' which make up the whole of el1dles,< past
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including' rites and ceremonies,' ill their aspect
of C cause' of future ethical consequence III
pleasure or pain of specific kinds. It also describes the groups of subsidiary and derintive
actions (of th~ nature of C radiating influences'
k n I'Ill a is one new life which includes t.he w llOle
of endless future consequences-the Yal'iou8 forces
del'iding amongst. themselves by conflict, which shall
(0), manifef;t now as consequences ill the i'hape
of JOY and SOl'l'OW, which (b) go into latency after
causing new ads, amI which (c) remain btent-with
['eference to the snccession of past, present and future,
] 11 othel' worth:, the onf:' cause, including in itself
t.he 871('.cess/nn of aU past actiOlli', hl'ingi' nbout t.he nne
effect, which also includes the ,mecf:'.<sio'l/. of all future
nct,ions; for the Mile1' of manifestation is also an effect.,
Apparently, of these three divisions of t.he one ref;ultant, (a) those which manifest now as resuUs, jO.rH
and SOl'rows, are the pral'ahc;lha, those that han~
, hegun' to pasi' into effect, (IJ) thof'e which "emaiu
latent. and 'accumulated' are sa fi chi t a and
(c) those which cause new actions (under the
silent. pressure of the san chi t fl.) and t,hen go into
latency for future frllctification in jo.r or sorrow are
prapt a , the 'approaching', In thif> way, pral' n b c;l h It while distinguishable from the other two
is seen nIso to eltl'ry both within itself. 1"01' th~
nUll~ifeRted 'living creature' embodieR prara hc;lha
obVIously aud also eltl'ries in itself all its Pltst as
result aUlI all ih; future as powers and potencies
fol' good and e\'il act and glad and sad experience.
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or f reverberating changes,' in the language of
the modern sociologist) which tend necessarily
to arise out of each principal action, and their
appurtenant C experiences'.
And thus the
In the terms of Yoga and Vegimta, the manifestsharira may, in one view, be said to correspond
to p r a r a b c;l h a; the s 11 k ~ h m a-s h a r i I' a to
karm-ashaya; the kara\la to vaRana, and
all three and any others tho.t there may be, in
summation, to a v i c;l Y a.
From another standpoint, we may say that sa nchi t a corresponds to the Sum-Total of Infinite
Energy, static plus dynamic, which, remaining ever
the same, is the one cause of all particular movements and ceRsations therefrom, past, present and
to come; that p l' a I' a b c;l h a is a portion of it,
which, in any given time and place, is passing from
the static into the dynamic condition; and that
p rap t a is another portion of it, which, similar1y,
in a given time and place, is pasRing from the
dynamic into the static condition.
P l' apt a (the arrived or approaching), a gam i
(coming), vartamana (existing, coming into
being), and k r i yam a 1) a (being done) are used
as synonyms, B h a v i (to be) is sometimes added
as a fourth kind. But we know that synonyms do
not mean exactly the same thing. And therefore
nice distinctions may be drawn with regard to all
these terms.
For theoretical purposes, it is essential to bear
in mind the principle that the Law of Karma is
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hecomes, not only a scientific manual
of ethics to regulate new and future action, but
also a guide-hook which helps us to read past
a.nd future lives hy the facts of the present,
with the help of .T!Joti!!ha. But the Self trallRcellds all this.
l1!Z1n(lmS(1,

absolutely nothing else tlHtll the Law of Cause and
.Effect, extended to the subtler planes, astral, mental,
etc .. as well as the phYRical, and with a·1l ethical
and pRychological Rignifjcance in terms of consciousness added, as a common factor or co-efticient all
hath RideR of an equation. A pleasure or a pain
given becomeR a pleasure or a pain received Inter.
A pleasure or a pnin given consciously becomes a
pleasure or a pain received consciously. The
former is the Ll1W of Cause and Jijffect. The latter,
the Law of Karma. In the former, the factors are
call"d mel'ely cause :tnc1 effect. In the latter t,hey
are rnlled merit or sin and reward or punishment.
The c1!'gree of tIle 'conRcionsness' which is the
common co-efficient (and the illusion of I-nesR) all
hath sides, in t,he latter, is very v:triouR, ranging
from the sllh-cOUf'\cious to clear knowledge. The
detailR covered by this geneml principle must
ohviollRly be very mnny. J<Jven in the damn-ins of
'physic:tl' science, many kinds of causes and effects
are distinguished, efficient, material, final, inRtrumental, conditional, etc., etc. These have their
place on t.he subtler planeR :tR well; and others may
be 'Reen' from other Rtandpoints p.nd for otheJ'
purposes.
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'What wotteth It of actor, acted on,
Or act in time, past" present and to come!
One Endless Cipher seems Its vast account
Of countless debt,s alld loans and karmic honds,
Advanced, repaid, set off, exchanged, discharged,
The modus opernnd£ of t.he LR.w of Karma is
the Law of Action and Re-R.ctioll as well aA the
PR.rallelogram of Force!), to put it briefly and
comprehensively. But here too, of C0111'Se, the
details are endless.
For 'pract.ical· purposes, we may SR.Y that the
w hole series of bil·ths and experiences w1lich a
monad-jiva plans out for itself, from the beginning
t.o the end of a cycle, in a world, uncleI' the guidance
of it.s Logos or Ishvara and the total amount of
energy, needed for the execution of the planR, which
is taken by it from the general store of that Ruler
-corresponds to the sa fi c It ita. The experiellces
of anyone particular birth and ma.nifeRtatioll and
the energy needed for it-correspond to the pI' aI' a b ~I h a.
Tho!)e of and for the next succeeding
hirth-to the p l' it pta; and these are seldom
wholly, and mayor may not be even in part, the
immediate outcome of the present birth and itA
appurtenant energy and experiences, though these
must also bear further fruit in some future t.ime,
and therefore are rightly called a gam i.
For :tnalogy, a perRon starts on a year's toUI'
round the eal·th, with certain funds to meet. expenses. He plans to visit. and halt at. various plaees
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Unerring in their huge bewilderment
Of supergods and gods and natUI'e-sprites,
Mankind and lowerkind, plants, minel"als,
All bound in Illutual bonds, incessantly,
Of an infinite revel of f3acrifice.
(iii). Nyiiyu.-Its main bnsiness.-'l'he classification of all t,lle facts of life nuder sixteen heads 01'
en tegories, from the subjecti ve point of view of the
'im-estigator'.-The explanation of each category.
-Their reduction to the primal four, cognition,
desire, action and summation.-The three kinds
of N?J1IJlu.-The uses of the study of the Science.The Absolute.-Comparative Note ou East.erll and
\\' e"tern 'logic'.

The third lJpaliga is Nyaya" 'bringing up,
bringing together, adjusting'. Its work is
11 i r-r;t a y ft, C leading out (to legitimate concluand make vllrious pUl'cllases and go through yarious
eXl'el'iences Ill, each. Now the hult and the purehases at. efl.eh are not the direct consequence
of the halt and pUrc1HtfleS at the precedillg place
-though all are l1Iore or less connected with
each other. Also, in exceptional cases, as if the
t,ra.Yeller commits a cri me Itt one place and is thrown
into prison, the whole of subsequent plltllS ?na,y be
affected by It disturbance in a preceding portioll.
So ltfml-1t says: "Excessive and abnormal sin 01"
mel·it bear fruit immediately (otherwise at future
times in the distance)."

i
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sion),' 'marshalling forth,' 'determination'
of the exact nature of all p a Q. art has, 'wordmeanings,' 'things denoted by words,' 'imports,'
i.e., all objects whatsoevel·. The typical method
of determination is this: l'he Self is distinguishable from the Not-Self, and the Not-Self from
the Self; yet the two are ever inseparable. Such
is the s i Q. Q. h ii. n t a, the 'final and established
conclusion,' a conclusion ' de-termined' by the
examination (and reco11cil iation) of opposite views,
antinomies.
(In other words the business of
Nyaya-Iogic is to make clear that the world and
therefore everything in the world is made up
of opposites, that 'eyery question has two
sides,' and that the whole truth is always to be
found in the combination of the two half-truths).)
The N yiiya proves that all difference or oonflict
is only apparent, and that in reality all motives,
causes or forces, and a11 things, objects or
1 Which is exactly the reyerse of what modern
, logic,' ill East as well as "rest, tries to do. Current
, logic' only emphasises distinctions and differences.
This is in accordance with the characteristic of the
fifth principle or intelligence, the 'lower mind,'
111 a n a s-as opposed to b u QQh i, the higher Reason, which seeks to reconcile. This 'lower mind'
appears efhic.u,lly as 'sepnrntil-e egoism,' p7"UGh:rally
as ' the struggle for life and competition and continnal conflicts,' aud intellectually ItS the 'distinction-seeking logic'.
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substances are one, (being only endless varieties of Self-realisation and Self-substance).
As means to this 'determination' it expounds
, tIle Many' under classified categories, V1:Z" (1)
P l' a m ii. :Q a, measure, standard, evidence, means
of proving or ascertaining, (2) P l' a m e y a, 'tIle
to-be-measured or ascertained,' all facts, (3) saUls Iut y a, doubt, (4) p ray 0 jan n., motive, (5)
4 r ~ h t ii. n t a, illustnl,tion, instance, (u) s i (J q hii n t a, conclusion, etc., altogether sixteen categories. As a fact, these all are but aspects of
and reducible into the ultimate four p It q IT. rt h~t R or facts; namely, cognition, desire, action
and Rummatioll, the endleHs permutations and
repermutations of which make the endleHs
expanse of the universe.
Out of one seed grows one tree which 'exprcHses' , manifestR,' 'brings into experience,' all
the endless potentialities of that seed, the 'many'
hidden within it. 'rhis tree reproduces the
, many' as lllany seeds. These sprout again
into Hew trees which show val'iati011H from the
parent tree (because of the inherent manyncss
coming into contact with various extraneous influences in the course of 'becoming ') ns well as approximation to it (because of the unity of the
primal seed).' Such is the multiplica,tioll of num'In this sentence we mny find the explanation
of the 'spontaneous variation' fi!'fmmed hy modm'll
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bel'S by successive permutations. And as the
earlier and nearer generations approximate to
and resemble more closely the primal parent
than the later and more distant ones, so this
first variaH,()1L of the penultimate four in four
ways each, or sixteen altogether, is more essential
than the later and more numerous. In the same
way the primary variation or multiplication of
three is by three, of two by two, of one by one.
It is true that four may enter into pari vartana,
permutation or variation, with three or two or
one; but that subserves other purposes. Thus,
within the single number one, by suhdiyision through others, halves, thirds, quarters,
we arrive at pseudo-infinity. Infinity within
infinity is in the law-everywhere.
In illustration of this law, the systems of MahiiN?(ii!Ja, etc., deal with one hundred or one
thousand categories. We confine ourselves to
sixteen, of which, again, three a·re chief, namely
p ram a IJ. a, p I' a, m e y a" and s a III s hay a, evidence, fact, and doubt ..
evolutionist.s, amidst which 'natural selection'
works.
) This is the prima ja('.ie order, in current experience; we (It) see (b) It thing, and (c) then
begin to doubt what exadly it is. Then comes
further investigation, or more evidence, then established conclusion; i.e., doubt is the third 'in extemal expetieuce ; but in 'internal' or psychological

j
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P ram it 1.1 a is the element of eognition,
whereby all decision takes place.
P ram e y a, is or corresponds to action or the
Not-Self. 'rhus, the facing of each other by
the Self and the Not-Self is cognition. 'I'he
v i ~ hay a or object of cognition is the cognised
or cognisable (and the subject, the cognisor). It
may he said that cognition Htands between the
two as me:tns of conjullction, and therefore these
two should be mutually cognisor and cognisable
to each other. But though Self and Not-Self are
inseparably related, they are not identical, for if
tlJeY were, then indeed tIl ere would be no relation
needed at all. They are substrate and supported;
similar (by mutual superimposition of attributes)
but Bot one. Exactly equal reciprocity betweeJl
But there is an appearthem is not possible. l
ance of reciprocity. Because of the predominance therein of sat t 1\ being, the Self
of the nature of chi t, becomes the cognisor;
and the Not-Self becomes the cognisable
because of the prevalence in it of sat or
action. The I is the only actor, ruler, enjoyer of
a}] things. 'I do,' 'I lJecome,' 'I am great,'
'I am little,' 'I am thus," I am otherwise'----------------- ------

investign.tion, it comes first.
to t,lle five-iitep syllogism of
1 See The Science of Pear.e,
a view of the way in which
the Self.

--------

All this correspondii
Indian philosophy.
p. 203 and p. 265 for
the Not-Self cognises

J
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everywhere, every when, every way, only the
manifestation of the I. All other things and
facts are named the This. The I is the knower;
the This, the known. 'rhus, then, cognition
based on the Par a mitt m it is p ram it I}. a ;
k r i y it connected with j1J t a ~ is p ram e y a.
Sam s hay a, doubt, is in desire. 'Is this so
or not; is this going to happen or not 7' Such is
doubt. And it is always based on desire, 'I wish
it were 80; I wish this occurred; but is it so or
not; will it be so or not?' Without a wish,
manifest or hidden, there is no occasion for
doubt. From the transcendental standpoint,
all is and happens by necessity. To introduce
desire, from the personal standpoint, into this
necessary succession is to create doubt. (From
the ordinary standpoint also, to attach an element of desire to any course of events is to
suffer anxiety and 'active' doubt, with reference to it, otherwise, when no personal interests
are involved, there is 'indifference and perfect
calmness and freedom from care and worry').
Such are the three main p a cJ. a r ~ has.
It is true that doubt is 'no thing '. For that
very reason it corresponds to :M; as proof or
evidence to A and fact to U. All the other
p a ~1 ii. r ~ has are included in these three.
The summation of the three is p ray 0 jan a,
motive, purpose, aim, end.
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P r ~ h tit n t a is included ill pI' n mal}. It. It
is the succession or successive unfolding of the
latter. It is true, the N a i y it Y i k a s declare
that analogies, instances, illustrations, do not
suffice for complete determination (in other
words, induction can nevel· be unin>rsally
exhaustive), still, whatever value it has, it
has because it is of the nature of p r a mit l}. a.
~ i 9. 9. h i1 n t a, conclusioll, is similarly included in p l' a In e y a; it is the succession,
(levelopment, disclosing and unfolding thereof.
It is the p ram e y a that is C concluded,' determined, established by means of p r It m {II) a s,
proofs, data. '1'his C estahlishment' is only the
understanding of it, (the acceptance of it as fact
and truth by an intelligence). )i'or, from the
:-;t,andpoint of mere existence, all i:-; s j Q9. hit n t It,
eren the non-s i (J 9. h ii II t a, or crt·or (as it may
appear to that same intelligence), for it also
exists. In reality the latter is C nothi1lg, '
uaught. It thus results that a C conclusion,'
It C judgment,'
depends upon the particular
lIPcessity of particular times and successions of
events. In all-time, from the view-point of the
Transcendent, all possible ,"jews are true judgments. In this specified time, place and circumstance, this only is the true judgment, 'with
reference to the need of the moment, the necessity of the circumstances, the requirements of
the particular evolution and the world-system
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we may be concerned with. Hence those who
weigh their words well alwa'ys say, cc this is the
right judgment, the right course to pursue,
here;" the indica.tion being that what is opposed to present facts may be perfectly true
elsewhere.
A v a y a v a, climb,' C part,' syllogistic proposition (including both kinds, premiss and
conclusion, is included in Doubt. Doubt arises
only in connexion with a premiss, a part, in
an argument.. It is only while we are dealing
with the limited, with parts of the whole, that
doubt is possible. When All is known, the
Whole achieved, it is no longer possible. See;
wherever tIl ere is C whole '-hearted, full and
complete desire for anything, tllltt, desire is
necessarily and surely fulfilled. For desire itself
is necessity and vice ver.wl. All things C become,'
come forth, happen by necessity, (and a desire
precedes every happening). Whenevol' n desire
remains apparently unfulfilled, the reason is
that it exists only in a 'part' of the Whole,
other partR having other desires and so for the
time overpowering the first. If it existed in the
C whole'
(of an individual, a host, a world) its
fulfilment would be certain. The case of doubt
is the same; the predominant facts resolve and
terminate it; the unknown and suhordinate Olles
do not receive consideration ani!. effect.
11
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. Tar k a, a1'l~Ulnent, reasoning £1'0111 hypotheses
IS connected wIth pray oJ' ;l,Wl U h a }lYP 0 tlleslR,
.'
conJecture, theory, iR made with reference to a
purpose, an aim. 'How may this be securOfl '
'how iR. t}'HS, " W h a t'IS t JllH,'
. 'if this be so this'
othe: would be so,' 'if it were thuR, such
inconsIstency would result' -SUell is the form of
t n l' k a whereby a fact iR det,ermined to be • so
rather than otherwiHe "
V it q. a, discussion, falls uuder p ram [1 I). a. It
proceeds on the assumption that definite and
provable facts, and knowledo'o
of
l · eXH,
' t
to
. t 18m,
somewhere
and in HOIllO one'' allil. l't <al'111'S a t e I'lCI't ,
l1~g the~n. It is true that there are two kinds of
dlseusslOn, sat or tJ'ne aud n sat or false. 1 Bnt
~()I' the purposes of knowledge they are as one;
It does not matter whether "
'1. r~ct
0 'a seer talne(
'
l'
. 1'<.~.
to be true OJ' falsf' , (Both nre ' ascertainments '
and, thet'efore usefnl.
Destructive criticism
has ItS uses as well as constructive),
.J alp n corresponds with .
I) I' a "
III e y a It'Hl
1, .
(lSputatlOll
or controversy
for 11l0l•e (I;;P
]'. I ay 0 £.
.
•,
skIll and pleaslll'e of mental
activl'ty
" •
..
, W'tl
I ) muc 11
•

C I.

(.

,

::n

I 'Vhat ifl meant seems to be j)l~t
,
•
,
' •• , 011e k'In d of. <hsonSSlOn allns mainly a,t provinO'
th~t
rt'
£
b
".
a ce aln act
or l'athe~' view or opinion is {.rue j and another kind
at provmg
,
' that a certain view is' f
al
se,O l1e'
proves
ThlR is 1'0 'j another ''l'hiR is not so',
In pmctice, both nre mixed np anrl supplement
each ot.her.

turning and twisting ltbout of permutatiolls
:md combinations of arguments but without any
ren'! t1.11d radical opposition. In such a dispnt:ttion, each person states insistently his own side,
what he has seen (with [l,n implied suggestion
thH,t that is the whole :)f t.he truth, and herein is
the appearance of 'dispute '. But in reality,
none necessarily contradicts the other.) Allways (motions, movement.s of mind here) exist
in all-space and nll-tilm~; and all possihln
,opinions may be tl'lle, in t;lteir propel' times ane1
plnces, Because this wOl'lel is always in pl'oces'lion, always changing, it is always happening
t;li:Lt one' way' prevails' nolV ' and a.nother' tholl',
The"e changes are taking place evol'y moment.
On this nnderstanding, controversy also is seell
to 1ll1ve a use, It eonelnees to :L fuller :tnd
dearer comprehension of the s i (J (J h it n t a, t),e
limLI truth .
Vi tan d a, wrangling, a.lterc!1tion, aimlo'ls
aml systemless cavilling, belongs to ' Doubt '.
Nil' T.I a Y a, determination, decision, is p r :Ly C) j a Jl a. It is the one lIlotive of all enquiry.
And the n i r I). a y a of the Nature of the Self
is the P)' a yo jan a of n.ll the World-process
(-which is one incess:1Ilt' enquiry' into thn.t,
Absolute Nature). In th(1t final decision are
(letermineel the nature of the 'elecider,' t.he
',lecided,' the' decision,' the' relation i between

/H4
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them, t,he 'ways in which separateness appears
ill t.he 'l'ri-Unity '.
.', .
tl 10 f 0 II OWlllg
.
J ' a- t.. I,. 1 , genus-specH's,
IS
up
or t.Ile ' specific' separatclleSl>, the distinguishing
llwrks of and as hctween atoms ana atoms,
t,hings and things (species and spocies). 'I'he
l'pecificatioll of denotations and connotations,
tlw relating togethel' of llalllOS or words with
marks of and relations between thing'B is the
lIat,nre of j 1-' t i. It belongs to p I' a 1111-t 1). a.
C} 1 1I a 1ft, "1
't ' excllsc, occasIOIl,
.
( ecel.,
pretext,
casuistry, i30phistry comes nuder p r a III e Y H.
" I f it be so, (and it is so) we ought to act thus,
hl'cause of this necef'sity "-such is the nature of
(' It It a I H.
'
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It. is the unknowll, the hidden, to be
seal'ched for, to be diselosed, to be manifestc.d.
h

, The illteq>J'etatioll ill tllC j ()xt, of the pd;lcilml
and snhjects dealt with by the N!JII?l a is l1Iore
"" /eRs difl'el'ellt, in nU cases, rrom that giyen ill
tilp works llOW (:1U'l'ellt, Rnt it is wholly difl'el'enj'
i" the caf'e of .r it t i and the Bucceeding' tlirep. 1J
i.~ \lot impossihh) to conllect t,he two by menllS of It
k:msition thnJllgh g'mdnal changes of slwdell of
1I1~!nll.ill? (lIlO ~ssoeiati(tlls. Thus at the pl'eRent day,
.1 at 1 IS n kllld of fnllaey, ' founded on falAe analo_
gil's'; nnd 'linalogies' are based 011 'Rpecifie
.'kll'actel'isties' of 'sperle:" "
I ';1'1118

What is the reason of ;til this appearance, thi,'\
World-process? "-snch is the nature of he t 11,
t.1Je point in issue.
A b h :i s a pertains to pl' It Y 0 j fl, 11 a. What"t
t "lYe,
ever , appears, ' b
it h
;-t t'J, IS
1 sown ' mo
because all is necessary. (I~very faet is its own
jllstification; every manifestation, every appea,rance, is its own end, from the fltandpoint of
the Absolute S va b h IT, va).
Thus does the Nyayn ' determine' ft1Hl ' prove'
Gvm'y thing coming within the flixteen cla!'1ses
Dr categories that exlULllst all the facts of life,
v y a v a h :i I' a.
Nyaya alflo f:t11s into three iiub-divisions
corresponding to A, U and M: Ta(tvn-nyaya"
Lrikn-nyaya, and Prashastn-nya.ya. I
In the first, correflponding t.o eognition, all
thingfl are examined a,nd reduced to unity and
< identity'; I alone is, alld there is no second.
In the Recoml, referring to action, ' the contradiction' and manynefls inherent in the r1'his is
expounded; I is one, this is another, t.he relation
between them ifl a third and so Oil. The third,
of the nature of desire-negation, f'lhows that
All-is-Not, all nndel'goei-l cluLnge, the inner cont.ent and significance of all that appears aml if{
affirmed, is Negation. 2
tc

.

Hot u, cn use, reason, belongii to s a llll' It:loY a. All kit t· a 1.1 a s, causes, are called
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Not recognised by CllD'ellt NYl'iya.
statement indicates that if the writer of the
Pm1}ava- ViirJa had to llFle modern tcclmieallanguage,
J

~ This

, Ij{i
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. The unit.} rUlluing through these three Nyuyrr.,.
~hat they all represent distinct standpoints
\~'ll1ch all exist. l"rom the point of view of cognibOil, the One I if-! the root and f-!upport of all the
Illany. From that of action, there is a Multiplicity: 'Do thi,<.;, and this, and this ot,her ; this is
important, this is unimportant and so on'· the
, practical' conclusion beJonging to this s~and
poillt is: ' J oxiRt only for the carrying on of tlw
\Vorld-proccf;S '. FrOlll that of par i 1.1 a m a, the
end, the denouoment (dof;ired or to be expected
:1I1(i sure
to follow), change, transfonnatiOJI , tIll'
I .
e:IIlC n81011 of both I a.nd l'h if-! is Not, of the JII tOI'plar of Self :lIld Not-Nelf in any given wOI'II1system is disf;olutioll Hilli P I' a. I a ya.
fl'roIll Nyiiyn we come t·o IOal'll: thus, how at
0110 epoch, the idea, tIlt' 1:1 II' or the consciOUS1Wf'S
of t,he Not-This preyuils in the ,>\-corld-proces!;; at
llllother, thnt of the N()t,-fk~lf; again of the I
I
.
.
,
011 .r-; stdl again, of the This Oldy; at one tillle
f tl. w' 1 '1'1 lIS;
.,
II
at another 'This-Not', at,,
yet. anotl10l', 'l-Thif;-Not'; alld so fortll.' 1.Il.

Or varied concept, premiss, syllogism,
Deductive and inductive inference,
Hypothesis, contention, argument,
It feels no fact or motive but Itself,
'1'he One Assurance through all fallacies.
One Unity, One only if! the Self,
Yet also 'Tis a second, third, fourth, All.
All contradiction is within It hidden.
By Nyaya and fTerf,anta, is It known,
And allllfimamsa is its dwelling-place,
The Root of Being, Bliss and Conscionsness,
Itself enrooted in Transcendent AUM.

1:-:

tl'llt,h,

'l'h.e Self is proved hy Self and not by proof".
I t If; not matter for proof or donbt
._.

------------

,

woul~ R~)eak (.f th~l Lnw;;-~f TilOngl;t;;I(~I~tity,
C~IJt.rndlcboll' awl luclud('.r/ (I'atb er than Ea:cluried)
he

Ml(lUle.
:d the

More

end of

OJ]

thi" will he found in the notE;

tIl i~ ehaptel'.
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Non~:

The intelligence, outward-turned,

dis-

tinguishing'rather tha.n synthesising, endeavoring to

1"

master the details of its own world, tho world of
intelligence, and looking at nil facts ill theil' aspect
of 'objects of invest.igation,' groups these outer and
inner facts for its Hpecial purposes, under Rixteen
heads, those mentioned in the text. Other systems,
from other 'points of view,' Q. a r f! han a-b h e Q. a,
, leading off ' from other' points of departure,' p r aR t han a-b h e Q. a, behold and grasp
the fact.s of
life in othel' ways and !Hlp"ctS. Thus the Va£shel}hika treats them not af!' objects of study and logical
discussion,' but as ill themselves, and so classifies
t,hem under six or, according to some, seven groups .
The Vet!iinta, as objects of enquiries subservient to
the one enquiry after the Supreme. The Mimamsii,
as objects of and related to action. The Yoga, as
means t,o the evolution of the Jiva, and indirect
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(iv) Va/she~hik(£.- The significftllce of the name.The flU hject-matter of the system.-Hs relation to
NY,iya.- Its practical pUl'pose.-TIl e seven categories
under which it groups all the phenomelHL and facts
of the 'IN orlcl-process.-Theil' significltlwe.-Their
origin in !tIltl cOl'l'esponnence with the IlI'inlltl triplet

and I-;ummation.-Special consideration regaruing
a h h It va or non-existence.-The three kinds or
suh-divisions of the system in correspondence with
tIle Trillity.-The Absolute.
'J'he V(ti8he~hika is the fourth Upail.ga. That
which if! C left behind' after the marking off of

instruments of its Release. The 8IiJildl.!/(£ (of t.he
Pmvav(t- V'lt!a) , as embodying the Infinite and the
Bt.erun,l, always, everywhere.
The sixtcen heads of Ny<iya, given here, differ
from thm;e of t.he cnrrent system, HO fnr as the
names go, in one small respect: h e t u nnd a b has a
are treated as one by the CUlTe1lt system and to
make up the sixteen, another h ea,l II i g l' a h as t It a n a, is a.dded. There a.re differences of inkl')lretatioll also, especially as reg:wds the httter
heads. l~oJ' a fnir account of the main uoctrines
of the six systems as now current, the reader
may refer to Max l\fiiHel"s 8£x System... With
reference t,o the principles of J.JOgic propcr, which is
st.udied mostly hy itself in modern days, hut forms
only It pnrt of the philOlwphicnl system of
Nyaya, a few observations ma.y he lUnde. The
Indian syllogism has five steps instead of three. It
combines, in It certain sense, both induction and
deduction. Its method of induction, v y ii. P t ig l' a h a, is the same as the most. approved modern
one, viz., of concomitantvariationR, anvaya-vyatirekn.. Itl-; proposition or judgment or syllogistic prelUiss is not equational, but associative. It does not say
A is R, and B is C, therefore B is C. It will say A goes

wit.h B, this is B, therefore A will he found accompanying this. 'fhe so-called Laws of Thought,
it does not formulate in their modern form. It
would probably regard them as very brtrren Itnd
prohibitive of all really useful or even logical
operations. If A ifl A only and never Not-A,
how can anyone ever say that A is Band
B is C and therefore A is CPA can be only
A and never B or C, which are ohviously
different from A P If it were questioned as t,o the
laws of thought it would probably refer for the
answer to its sister Vet!ii.nta., who would again very
likely say that the flo-called laws of thought apply
only to the transcemlental or metaphysical thought
of or about B l' a h man: The Self is Self alone and
never Not-Self; that they are, all three, summed up
in the one phrase I Not-I Not. In the region of
empirical thought, on the other hand, we liml everything becoming something else, moment IJY moment;
whatever of continuity anything has, and which
continuity makes any induction possible at all, is
only a shadow, a reflexion, of the continuity
and Unity of Bra h man. And the mention of
the induction, and of the reason for it, in every
syllogism, is intended as a standing remind~r of

1
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aU othel"H, that by which a thing if; separated,
distinguished, specialised from othol"R is v i-s h e~ h a. 'l'hat which proceeds from or if! concerned
with v i-s it e ~ h a is Vai8hll~h';k(!,. 'J'lle enumeration of the ohjects of tho W orld-procesf! with
spoeification of their distinctive foatures or
-_.

----------

..

-

. ---_.... -

-

.. ---~----~

this fftct., and as an incentive t,o correction of any
01'1'(11' thet'e might be in the incinetion or generalisat,ion. The selllhlance of ahsolute completelleHs
which appeal'f; in t,he majOl' or minor premiss
of 1Il0dern syllogisms, and which if; lLgainst fact,
-since no genernlisatiOIl regarding concrete particuIII I'H, by an individual hUlllltll being of limited
('rlp:u;itiut>, CUll c\"el' be nb'Hllntely 1lIlivenml--iH
al;;o avoided thereby. No ITlult.iplicatioll of the fillit,e
No alllOllut (If 'repetiwill yield the infinite,
tion . of a.n ex pel'ienee can gi \'P (L lllli "eJ'Hal law.
The ,'easuning is not, 'Because many times then'fore
alwn.)"s: but' Because ollce therefore always'.
U1I7:rl'rsl/h'fy of g""H'l'a lisation Ii!);; in t,he Unify of
eneh illstance, flot. in manyncsf<. Repdit.iollH only
help liS 10 elilllinate accidental faetol'f<.
has !Jeell elnimed that. Aristotle improved
the ancient system whell he reduced its
fh"e ;;tcps of a ;;yllogisTIl to three. l'hiH is It
ha,l\ncillatiol1.
He has, indeed, incr-eased itl';
fh'e sl;eps to six, for the fi ve, as said above,
include the indue/iye as well :If< the deductiye
syllogislll.
ft,
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attributes 18 the wOl·k of the Va1:she$hika
system.
It haH been repeatedly ohselTed before that
all (things and thoughts) are based ultimately
on the quartette of cognition, desire, action and
summation. But the preliminary groupings and
combinations of these primarily give rise to
seven. The sixteen categories of the Nyaya
are universal or general. The Vaishe$hika deals
with the special differentia or propria.' Without the' general' knowledge conveyed by the former, the t special' knowledge Ilffered by the latter
is not possible to grasp. After mastering the
know ledge of those sixteoll, the' specia 1 methods'
of sam s rt r a sllOuld he stlldied. ] n this particular bra h III ii n d a of ours, only seven
p a (~IT. I' t has are necessary (to deal with).
For the knowledge of universal", Nyaya should
be studied; for that of particulars, Va1·she$hilca.
'I'his is all the difference between them; otherwise,
as is well-known, they are bllt one. Distillctions
exist only as between the parts of a whole.
Becanse of this we have the statement: Having
studied the whole of s a III s ii r a according to
, The distinction if; not quite clear. Perhaps what

is melLnt is that the Nyu?!(/, categories are 'suhjecti ve,'
and each und every thing may appear under all of
them in 6tlCCCASioll, in various situatiolls; wilile the
categories of the Va£shfJ~hika are 'ohjective,' and
what helongs to one head canllot helong to another,
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the Nyaylt and then the V((;ishe~hilea, create a.
b l' :1 h III IT. n d a.
The Vaishel!h£7ca is thus the llleaml of creating
a. h 1':1 11 III ii, II d a. Seven things are dealt with
here: d.. 1':1 v y n. or sllbstance' 0o· II 11.. a or attriImte, k a l' III a or motioll, H ii III ii. n y a or
gelllu;, vi sh e \l h a or specifying and particulari"ing (to the extent of Hillgnlarising) characteristic (of species and individual), sam a v 11 ya
or relation and a b h it v a or non-existence. Of
these, the fin,t three are the chief :1.I1d respectively correspond to desire (Negatioll), the Self
I1ml the Not-Self.
Snbsb.nce is the root. alld JUCllH of all relations
(which are brought about hy deHire). There iH
an appa.rent. inversion of the usual order here.
This is dllo to the r(wenml (which is unavoidable
in t.he ( l'etlexion' of the attrihutes of Self aJl(l
Not-Self in or on each oth~r). Without substance, nothing can appeal' or manifest. Hence
it is place£l first in order. Hence too the statement that. the whole of the World-process is
supported and upheld by desire, which is mit y i"t.
Hence nJI subst.ance is of t.he nature of, or is compact. of, Energy, S 11 a k t i. All energy, desire,
necessity, resides in [I,nd about substance.
So, g u D a, quality, is cognition (or cognisable; as substance is the ohject of desire, so
quality is the object of cognit.ion); and cognition
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At mit; hence g u I) a is, £.e., correr;ponds
to At mao
Finally, what is done (created) is k a r l1l a;
and doing is action which is, i.e., corresponds to
Not-Self. 'rhus do the three pal.l it l' t has
correspond to M, A and U.
'['hen follow s ii m ;-t n y a, sameness, equality,
similn.rity, the common element, genus, type;
and vis he fll h a., speciality, diversity, particularity, individuality, singularity. S ii m ii n y a
if' of the nature of the sam a h ii r a or summation and resides in the triad of substance,
attribute and motion. Because Desire, the Self
and the Not-Self are all of them universal and
necessary and yet one, therefuI'(> do we find
that all is sit m it n y a, £.e., is possessed of a
unit.y in diversity which is, and is thE' origin of,
the fact of genus. Hence people RpE·ak of a
common spirit, a common desire, a common
work, and, again, of so-and-so being a common
or universal rule or law.
Vi B h e 1? h a, tllC singular or particlllal', arises
in and by the s ii.m IT, n y a, the universal 01'
general, and is therefore said to be included
in the lat.ter. Vis he \l h a is a part of sl1 m I1nya,
as sit man ya is the whole of vis h e 1? has.
The relation with each other, connexion or
nexus between, general and special, substance
and attribute, motion and motion, 01' motion and
IS
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ILny of the others, is SIt m It v ii Y lL, 'going together,' juxtaposition,
intereoTinoxtion, unmanence, interdependence.
The unity of all inter-related fl1Cts, their re11nction to oneness, the abolition of all differ(Jllces and distinctions, is tL h h I-t V a, nonexistence, lion-becoming, nOIl-heillg. Ordinarily,
it is true, a totality, an agglomerate of interrelated facts implies the continued separate
existence of those facts. But when the totality
or unity is that of the U ni versal i':lubstrate,
Being, the reduction to unity will amount to
Jlon-separate-existence, i.e., non-existence, a b h aVlt (wherein I1Il the opposing differences, the
))l1irs of opposites, the l"ont"aRi;s, of which and
which alone, tho llHtlJifeRted world consists, aholish themselves mutually 301111 leave behind
only Pure Being, which \Hay equally well be
called Pure Nothing.) The It h It ii. v II, which is
t.1w unity or summation of the Three is ' N ot:Lily-thing '. All this mnltiplieity of this, that,
t,he other, which, who, someone, somewhere,
you, I, he, etc., is possible only duriug b h a v 11,
the existence of I1n intm'-relation of separates.
'-Vhere all is one there is neither speaker, nor
!4peecll, nor spoken to or about. A b h IL v a is
generally described as 'is not '. Four kinds of
this are usually distinguished, with reference to
'whole' a.nd 'part '. They are: (i.) PreviollH,
}n'nceding or 'paRt non-exifltcllce' i.e., the non-
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existence of a thing in the past, before t,hat
thing came into existence; (ii.) the subsequent,
succeeding or future 'non-existence of or by
destruction,' the non-existence of a thing after
it has been destroyed; (iii.) utter, or absolute or
, extreme non-existence'; and (iv.) 'mutual nonexistence.' 1 A little consideration shows how all
these are but variations of non-existence, the
absence of separateness, absence of difltiuet
manifestation, latency in the One Unmanifest. Thus' previous non-existence' implies
a consciousness, a memory, of a still earlier
existence of the particular thing nuder
reference, from which earlier
existcnce
it had passed into latency ana lJas now
reappeared. (Non-existence hy destruction'
implies also that the thing has passed into
the non-manifest condition out of which it
will some day emerge anew into patency,
for no-thing can be annihilated and everything must continue 'to be' m Universal
Being in some way or other, and what
, becomes' or 'comes forth,' surely disappears,
and what disappears as surely' comes forth'
.
(Utter non-eXIS
. t ence ' 1
agam.
a so means only
that the thing is non-existent, non-manifest to
1 The Samskn names are, are p r agoa b h av a,
p r a Q. h v a m s-a b h a v IL, a t y a n t-a b h a v a, and
It n y o-n y-a b h a v a.
See in this connexion the
last paragraphs of Section II. in Vol. I.
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tIll' sew.;eR; as a p a Q. ii, l' t h:1, a 'meaning oT
a te1"l1l, ' a concept., a notion, an idea, it always
is. F'illn,lly,' mutual non-oxistcnco ' means that
tho destruction or disappearance of olle thing
cU,lIses 01' goes together with thc destruction or
<lisn,ppearance of anothelo; or that the birth
of one canses the death of anot-hmo-fLs we see
;ill about us.
'I'hus, then, in essence, the a hsonce or diRappearance and destruction of separateness is
the real signific:tllCe of nOll-existence.
Bnt, in this sense, strietly RlJeaking, a h h ii Y a
is not to he counted amongst til!! p a (.I 1\ r t 11 as;
aml the manifest World-prouess contains and
u(ll\sish-.; oT only six, Q. r a v y a, utu., in which
is indnded the whole of this evelo-moving or
Illanifnst h l' a h Il1 ii, n d fl., devoted to K r i .r ii or
K a·l·ma.'
I I t is said elsewhel'e that t.he tIn) I)]'illeil'al ~llh
diyisiolls of K:tl"nla (asmerc 1I10\"PIIlPnt, not, a.s
the ethieo-psychologicnl deeth; which arc the cause
ur plem;lll'e 01' pa.in) are ak 11 fi c han 1101' contraction
awl pl'aSiira.l;lt 01' expansioll, 011 thi" poiut.
e(lllll'a,rc the following: "Hesp(lIIsc, II! whntl'V(l)" manner expreflsec1, r(J~olveR itflclf
illt." t.wo
silllple and well-defined factors, 11 1\ 111 ely, eontra.ct,jOIl and expansion."
K1Iowledge, Octoher 1906,
p. tJ67 -- Review by G. MfI.Bon of Dr ..T. C. BOflC'r-; book
ellt,it,led Plant RespnnRc (IS n menu!' (1 Ph?Js£ologica,l
['II/"(',<fiyalinn. See also The 8dl'ner vf Ihl' Emnfiolls,
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These six are divided into triplets ill the usual
wayo
('['he first three with the fourth or
s a III i, n y a as summation have been already
mentioned. Of the second three, s ii, m ii n y a
may be regarded as corresponding to A,
vis h e ~ h a to U and sam a v Ii y a to M,
the seventh or a b h a v a becoming the summation.) '1'he actual concrete kinds or instances of k arm a and all the other p a <J ii rt has are to be seen and understood only
in the concrete or' real' transactions and
events of the World-process.
The Vaishe$hika system is also threefold like
the ot.hers, A(ma- Vaishe$hika, K1'l:yii.- Vaishe$hika
and Apara- Vaishe$hilca. 1 'rhe aim of the first is
to unify all g 11 l}. H, the attributes of all p aQ. art has. 'rhe object of the second, to unify all
k arm a Joesiding in (the separate,' k a 1'111 a
which ifl the basis of and is in tnrn based
on separatenesfi.
The third deals with the
completion or fulfilment, satisfaction 01' extinction, of all desire (<J r a v.r a) in the one
primal and eternal endeavor of Self-realisation (by meam; of the cOllnterfoils of particularised substance, matter, Not-Self). These
2nd edition, pp. 165-166 ; and Spinozn, hy J. Caird,
Blackwood's Philosophical ClasRicH, cit. xiii., p. 2:l4.
" COIUlciousneRs of self-enlargement. if< pleasure ".
1 Current Samskrt philosophical literature does
not know of these.
12
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three correspond respectively to the A, U
and M.
The Vni8he$hikn should he studied as a
means to the realisation of the unity of SubBtance, Attribute and Movement, in the All-Self,
and, thereafter, the mastery of the specin'!
methods of creation under the guiding principle
of AUM. Hut in reality,
No worlds and noW orld-process is this Self,
Nor nnivel'~ml all-embracingness,
Nor special and particular is It,
Hut ever, every way, pure Consciousness;
No substance and no attribute is It,
Nor motion is It, nor the opposite,
Hilt all eqlmlity, sUllIllIation, One,
Awareness pure, ever and evel'y way;
Nor is HOI' is Hot, hilt the sllm of both,
Nor part, the positive, nor whole, the naught,
Its substance, plenitude of partlessness,
Its attribute, wareness of blessed Being,
It::: movement, the eternity of rest,
Its common genus, Universal Self,
Its utmost, atomic selves, singular
Its all-embracing nexus, Unity,
And Non-Existence, Its Abode of Peace.
(v) Yoga.-The significanee of the name.-The
purpoRe of tho scionco.-Its subject-matters.-Its
technicalities and theil' interpretat.ion.-The three
kinds of yo g a.-The A Imolute.
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All things' conjoin,' 'fit together,' into eaell
other and into One in succession--such is tllO
significance of yo g a.
And how t.he whole
W orId-process, in all its parts, appropriately iib:;
together and is inter-related-the exposition
of this synthesis, this unity, this co-ordination,
is to be found here. 'This enters into or exists
in or comes after this, and for such and such a
reason '-snch is the natnre of the synthesis.
The projection, the fitting ill, of one's own self into the Universal Self, the ill~pil'l1tion and motiv!ttion of the former by the latter-is the objeet
of the science of Yoga. 'fhis I that seem separate, am really seated and established in aJlIl
identical with the Universa,l I-thi.'! is the form
and nature, substance and essence, of yo g a;
and the practice and securing of y 0 g a is
reoommended only for the realisation of this
fact. The duties, functions, operations (of ;1,11
beings and forces of nature), ordained and pointed out separately (elsewhere), are all summed up
and unified here; and the One is seen in all
and all in One; this is the sole fruit of yo g :t.
The methods of these various functions and
operations, and of their nnification, are all described here.
'I'he technical words of Yogn, p r 11 I}. ii yam a,
etc., should be interpreted in accordance with
these principles. This' control of breath,' metaphysically and superphysically, means, essentially

\
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The three kinds of y 0 g a are r ii. j a
h :1 t h a, and I a k ~ h Y a. The first refers tu
cognition, knowledge, and is the :;ource of ttl!
, enlightellment'. The second consists in the
, persiBtellt practice' of varlOUB processes
and methods, as means. The third is the realisation of the 'aim' of the nnity of all thingfl.
These respectively correspond to A, U and .M.
In trutl1, however,
Not Yo g a and not Yo gin i:; the Self,
Not union 1101' disunion knoweth It,
, Not' is the I the means of any ties,
Nothing to be conjoined or to conjoin,
But e'er the Self abiding in the Not.
This Self pursueth naught, renounceth naught,
Is not perfected by oft-uttered sOllnds,
Or image contemplated in the mind,
Or vows and vigils, bstfl, observances,
Or restful seat, or ceasing of the breath
.llld movement of the ever-restless mind,
Or surge of lordliness and powers divine,
Or rapt intentness, trance or ecstacy"1'is but the One Summation of them (tIl.

the reali:sat.lclII of all tIle pseudo-i nfinite "ital
clll'rents underlying the activities of all objects,
va:stest and millnter;t, as (being the same in nature
:1':' the operation of the life-breaths) in one's Self.
J' a p a, repetition, recitation, of the AUM I
ete., is prescribed for the same purpose. It
l1Ieans reflexioll OIl, realisation of, the meaning
of that which is thus uttered repeatedly. The
strennou!'1 thinking out of the universal principles included in and signified by the AUM is
it;; j a p a. There is all order, a law, in the
VI- orld-process j and the discovery of that uni"erHal Jaw and order of allmanifestatioll constitutes
the rcal import and importance of thtl 'repdihUll '.
And the highest end and aim of the
I-'eience and art, theory and practice of Y n[Jn, is
t.ht' llnificatiull of all the parts in the ''''hole, the
parts which aU fall under aud are also all inter['plated to Unity within and by means of t·he
AU 1\1:. Thl'Wholtl and the parts al'tl both
oln'ionsly llecessary. And hence are both of
them but one, even though appearing as sepamtely distillguishable during processes of
description amI manifestation, in language and
ill existence-for things which are necessary
to each other are part of each other's being.
I The nphorism
quoted here in the t·ext, nnd
explained, is the Rame as i. 28 of the curl'ent Y"ognSlltm..<; tlw explnnntion if' slightly different.
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(vi) The Stllikhya.-The etymologiclLI significance
Qf the name.-The teaching of the system,-The
Absolute.
T.Jastly, we come to the sixth Upanga, the
Saitkhya. The numberlessness, the infinity, of all
and everything is explained by it. The worel
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within and is the outcome of the One Absolute,
S v a b h a v Il, Self-realising Self.) Succession
is ignored by this science; and, consequently,
Ishvaras and Mahiivi~hJ;lus and the endless
grades beyond are all passed by, and only the
Self-based, all-free Bra h man as the Self
embodied in the AUM is recognised.
[nfinite all around, before, behind,
Above, below, within, without, beyond,
The Soul, the Self, of all the moods of Being,
Devoid even of voidness, the One Self,
One Computation in minutc or vast,
An endless sigh and surge of Countlm;sness,
A Consciousness llnconscious of all bounds.

ii I. k h y H 1Ueall~ absence or tran~cendence of
l; a II k h Y ii, or numher.l 'Not-this," not-another,'
, Jlot-all' -snch is the universal s ii il k h y a, the
l;

aholition of all to which number applies. The
contmdiction, the opposition, the trav8J'sal and
refutatioll of all enumeration and calculation,
of all begiuning and end and limitation-this
i" Self-knowledge according" to the 8iiill"hya.
Before me, behind lIle, within HW, abm"c, below,
beyolld-Infinit)" Ktretches everywhere.
Thus does the S(tlikhya teach the transcendence
of the P a l' a III lL t tlI ii"~ the Self, beyond all the
St:1 to,; of!V[ahayi~Jll.l\l, etc.
Bndlessne"s is the
\"0".\" essellce of this q. a r s It a n a, this C yiew >
of th(· 'Vorld-process--withollt COUlIt OJ' elld ill
III I 111 her, as also ill oh.
'Ied, ,
aim llIoti\-e. (N nt.hillo·
t"J
lws in reality anything else for end and aim;
all :Ire emb to each other; 2 for cyerything is its
OWII end'~~~~\21 D~~t~'.:~,_becallse everything is
I The cUl'rent explanntion is (iiffe;e~lt~TI;~;t whicll
Gm'eflllly I'eeognises, oxpl!Lius, 'enumendl's,' f5 U 11,yak khyati, til(' principles, tattvHs, of the
I1n; ,-el'fle. if; 8,; likhya..
A thing is known, is understood finally WIWll it is 'numbered out,,' interpl'et,ed
in terms of mathematics; therefore sa il-k II y a
comes to mean' uumher,' though primnrily meaning 'good kuowleclge '.
~ ,{,huR, the Sellf'(ll' nnd motor organs nre means
to t,he Ilukitive nppnrat,lll!, and that in tUl'n to these;
:1lHl hoth to the organism as a whole nlld thnt to
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.-- - . - - - - - - - these; and all together to the ensouling consciousness which the organism sub serves aR instrument
of experience; and the consciousness, iu turn, to
the organism, for without it, the latter break" upand "0 on.

INTERPRE1'ATIONS OF THE VE~AS.

APPENDIX TO 0HAP'l'ER XV.
I:-rTERPRETA'l'lONS OF

'l'H~; VE~AS.

That there appear to be many wn,ys of interpreting the Veq,as has been suggested more than
once, in the Preface to this work, in the footnotes,
and in the text itself. 'rhe current interpretation has led western scholars to characterise
them (at least in parts) as "the babblings of childhumanity, " a.s " about the silliest books that can
be read" and even as "obscene orgic filth".
Another method of interpretn,tioll would, it is
said, yield results very different, which, if they
could only be secured, would amply justify the
claims of profound n,nd all-comprehensi ve wisdom
that is claimed for them by traditional belief.
The justification of these claims is obviously impossible for a layman. The keys are not to be
found by such. The lack of physical, intellectual
and moral worth which has made modern mankind unfit to hold the wisdom, prevents their
being entrusted with the keys.
"Then why speak of these things at all; why
put forward claims which you cannot submit to
test?" The reply from those who know, might
well be: " We do not compel, scarcely even ask,
anyone to take these things. We only give notice
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and proclaim that such things are available in
the world, and on such conditions, for those who
care. If anyone have developed the seed of
potentiality (which exists in all) to the extent
needed, then the call of the spirit, his own inner
spirit, will come to him with our message, and
he will fulfil the conditions and seek and find for
himself. And the Guardians and Custodians
of the Wisdom and of Mankind will have the
satisfaction that another of their wards has
attained the majority of the soul which relieves
them of his
burden, or, mayhap, even
makes him a helper."
And with the proclamation, sampleil are
offered, which may be tested to a greater or
less extent. Many interpretations of allegories
are given in The Secret Doctrine, which says
expressly that the Veq,us are the work of
Initiates and that the lJ.g- Verla especially is a
veritable Manual of Occultism. The Pm~bava
Vaq,a would add that the Initiates or ~~his
belong to different groups 01' rays, of the
, departments' of Brahmii, Vi~lll:lU or Shiva.
It is also repeatedly said in The Sec1'et Doctrine that there are seven keys, i.e., methods
of interpretation, to be applied to all real
Scriptures, each yielding one valuable sense.
(S. D. Vol. II., of p. 335 Old Ed.)
In the present work, it has been suggested in
a footnote in the preceding Chapter XIV. that
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change of order of coutext and intonations, of
the 1Il ant r a B, may give very different senses
to the same words, and change them from factors
ill White Magic to instruments of the mack Art.
In another footnote, in Chapter XV., it has
been suggested that all such possibilities are
dealt with in the all-inclusive Vt.xf,a for good reaf'OlJ. In the first place, it is obviously impossibln
foJ' the flcientist (except by secrecy, so far a"
possible) to make sure that hi" discoveries shaJl
not he misapplied fol' wrong-doing hy tIle
evil-minded. The difference botween good and
evil is only the difference hetween 8elfishness
and unselfishness; and they shade off ill1perceptibly int,o pach other, aml aro always, perforce,
co-existent in every individual, one pJ'edominab'ng
at a time. In the second place, the Power Di"ino
that is eyer shaping ill deeds to good uhw, might
well be regarded as making use of even the
evil and selfish interpmtatiolls, for the purpose
of gradually weening' souls from still lllore
gt'oss forms of living.
As concrete illustration of two entirely opposite interpretations of the same man t r a, if'\
printed bplow, an abstract tram;lation of tllat portion of Biirhiiya7},a.'s Bhu$hya. on the YlI;inr-1~'ecJ,(1,
which dpab with it.
Thifl Bhfi~hya is, of course, illextant; and the
portion under reference' was dictated t,o me by
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Pal.ldi~ J)hanaraja on the 2nd May 1910. TIle'
Preface, which was written years ago, and was
printed off in 1909, says that I had not seen Pal)dit 1;>hanaraja since 1901. He suddenly turned
up, at my house in Benares, OIl U18 evening of the
18th April 1910 and went off again on 3rd May
1910. In these few days I had very little opportunity of conver8ing with him, becanse of mnch
other urgent business, But I managed to take
down to his dictation the' original' and in extant
Patafijali's Yoga-Sft{ra8, 501 in number, and
Vyasa's Bhii$h?la (also different from the current
one) on tu'o of these (which appear as the 50th
and 51st of the second chapter of the current
Siitra8, 195 in number); some other little things;
and the portion of Biirhaym.m's VecJ,a-Bhii$hya,
referred to, on the man t r a of the Yajur-1;ecJ,a,
which, in the printed copies, appears as the 19th
of the 23rd chapter-but, in tl10 original, according to Pal,HIit J)llanflriija, is the 3rd of the 6th
chapter-that is to say, in an entirely different
setting and context. The current interpretation, in Mahiqhara's (printed) Bhfi$hya, explains it in a manner which horrifies the
modern reader with its unnatural and obscene
monstrosity-the chip'f Queen of the King
who is performing the ash v a-lll e q h a, seeking conception from t,he sacrificial horse, etc.
In the older interpretation, which seems to be
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drawn with the 'metaphysical' key chiefly,
the m a Jl t r a-prayer becomm! an aet of will
alld .y 0 g a-meditation, an intellse and efficient
drawing in of inspiration and power from
the Universal Fount of all Energy, for the
vivification of the subtler ,'lheaths and senses
of the celebrants and the benefitting of the
whole world-an interpretation obviously suited
to advanced and pure souls. The other (MahI.;1hara's), suited to the jivas at the stage of
savage orgies only thinly covered with a veneer
of civilisation, of surging animal passions whicl)
COllvert and drag intelligence down into cruel
cU1\ning and lust; jivas who are as yet slaves
aR well as tyrants, fooh; n,s well as knaves,
vietimisers and viet,ims in rotation, like animals
-for the two are in reality one, by psycholog-icn,] characteristics. 'rhe "Ulanteans, of the
wicked portions of the Fourth Hoot-Race,
known as the Brahma-riLk~hasas, were proba.bly the first so to misapply the V,'cf,a-rnan(,ras.
For such, and all subsequent j I vas of the same
type, the distortion and evil interpretation of
the scriptures-evil, no douht, as heing a vent
for orgic tendencies-is yet good in that it
prevents worse and far more frequent wallowing in indulgence of such, like the animals.
The abstract translation, from B {, r h 11 Y a J} a
is: "'rhe (the celebrants, tIle priests, etc.) pray

for the well-being of all this world, in all its
manifestations and aspects, of form, taste,
smell, touch and sound .... The u q. ii t t a and
the an u q ii t t a s v a r a s are used ... Sounds
have seven potellcies and five III it t r Ii s (?)
.... Paqarthas, objects, things, are 'counted'
in g a J} a s, groups, classes. 'Thou, the Supreme, art G a J} a-p a t i, the Lord of all these
g a J} as-these preciom; arrays of the experiences of the world, in terms of sounds and
sights and fragrances, etc. '1'hou art Bra hman-the Tl'Uth, t,he W isdo111, the Everlastingness, the l,ord of all counts and numbers
and beyond them all. Thee we invoke ever
..... These glorious voices and forms, etc.,
are p r i y a, dear, to us. And 'rhon art the
Lord of them all, and Most Beloved of all,
P r i y a-1") at i, being the very Self of all. Thee
we invoke ever ..... '1'hese potencies of senseexperience are the II i q hi, mines, the hidden
treasures of the organs of sense. They are
all rooted in Thee, and '1'hou art the Lord of
them all. Thee we invoke ever .... Do Thou
envelop us in Thy Glory, vas 0 rna m a.
Do Thou ever protect and inspire us .... But,
jan i, I am born, gar b h a q. h a 111, into
the womb of p r a v r t t i, pursuit, attachment
to worldly things, and its accompanying pain.
Thou art not j ii s i, so born therein,· m a
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O':J, J' h had ham, and evel' rllOltcth in n i v r t t i.
)hy I th~refore be soon hoi'll in ?:hee, a~d
Tholl in Me, so might J be identIfied wIth
Thee and escape these mi8c)'ies. May I merge
into the Universal' .... Thus do they, by
vow,", and vigils and yo g a-mcditation, perform
thc :1.>lh va-me d h a, the sacrifice of knowledge,
fol' ash va means knowledge and the organ of
knowledge, that which 'c:1l'1'ies mpidly' t.he
iIHlividnal to any given objeet..... "
'1'ho Mahabhurata., Shii,n~iparva (Mok~ha~1Im\'ln:1), chapter 3-t.!)
(01' 338 .in some edi-.
t,iOIlS). describes how the pervaslOl1 began of
the Scripture-words, so t.hat, from pure offerinD's they were wrenche([ to mean bloodD'1~ilt,y sacrifices: The ~ ~ II is and t.ho (lower)
v S disagree; the
former
favor the
, bloodless' interpretation; the latter crave
blood. King Uparichara-Vasu is asked to
:t.l'hitrate. He decides falsely, for the (J e vas;
a,ml falls into the nether regions, but expiates 1a t er. J aina books record a very similar
t.radition. In Theosophical langua.ge, Atlanteans kings and priests, growing. more. and
more corrupt, displaced the wlnte SCIence
by the Black Art and brought about the
Ilestruction of tIle Race :tnd the Continent.
i\. nel what occurred then on a large Bcale,
has occurred and is occurring again and
:tgn.in on smaller scales.

;J 0 ;1

SECTION III. (Oonti1llwl.)
CHAP1'ER XVI.
RTUDUifl AND SCJENCES.

The psychological Rtate of 'freedom' gained by
the study of the Uplillflns.-Tlw order in which tJwy
should be shulied.-'l'he FIJurfetnt VirJyc;s and their
con'espondences with the TI·inity.-Their authors.
-The characteristic distinction hetween the Aligns
and the Upllli.gas.-Tl1e purpose of all tJJis study.Derivative sciences.-Their principal groups.-The
classes of students to whom they are addressed nnd
their subject-matter.·-The two main .classes of
:tuthors.-The two kindR or degrees of underRtamling.-The metaphysical why of mutual help and
instructiOll.

By the Rtlldy and the understanding of these
six subsidiary limbs and parts of the Vetf,a8,
even the last clinging tonch of the notion of
the Universal as somethillg superior to the particular and singular is annihilated, for both are
seen to be interdependent; all changes and
transformations, permutations and combinations,
high and low, vast and minute, noble and vile, are
seen to be naught; and only the Self-contained,
Self-complete, AbRolute Nature of B l' a h m fI, n
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l'mIHlins as the Ultimate Consciousnoss, the
/';sscnce and the 'Whole of All.)
As regards the order in which the six ought
to lw studied, it is said commonly, no doubt,
that the Sali.khya, comes first, then ]Toga, theu
Mimi (i:msa, then Nyaya, thcll VaishelJhika., and
finally Veq,llnta which SUll1R up all. But this
\'('fers only to the s i q. q. h a, It ~ a (?, the final
~t.lldy, the final revision and conclusion, or
t,}w 'order of evolution and manifestation in
actnal fact, of which the order of human enquiry
and hnding is generally thc opposite, the one
proceeding from cansE' to effect and the other
from effect to cause?).
In one sense indeed, all is first. and all is last,
for the World-process is Olle, as a whole (and is
not divided up into separate and independent
piE'cE's, thongh the various sciences havo to deal
with v:1rions aspects of it severally, for purposes
I That, is to Ray, he becomes III uk t a in the metaphysil':110r philosophiCftI sense. Even in moderll
lal\gllnges, the 'words 'em[tncipated,' 'fl'ee,' 'l[tw
\lnto himself' etc., are llsed in a somewh[tt similar
sellSt',
III the' practical' sense, as repentedly said,
thel'f~ Hre lImny grades of ill 11 k t i.
'Vhatever
Rtage or plrtlle or condition a Roul has paRsed thi'o1lgh
awl conquered-it may be s[Lic[ to lmve sccured the
, fJ'eedo!1l' of and from it, so th[tt it ca,ll deal with
if 'at will', Compare the EngliRb expl'essioll " the
t'rcpdom of It t.OWII ",
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of practical convenience). V eq.a is knowledge,
and the ant a, end, thereof is the attainment of
the tat t v a, C Thatness,' the Truth; and all the
sciences lead to it; (and, therefore, in this sense,
Veq,anta is all-comprehensive, it is the first
study and the last and the middle also), But,
generally speaking, for purposes of useful study,
the order is that followed in the preceding exposition of the main principles of each, whereby the
object of enquiry is outlined generally at the
outset and grasped in detail at the close.
The Veq,a corresponds to A; the Ailga to U ;
the Upanga-to M. (The summation may be regarded as consisting of) the Fo1trteen Viq,yas,
commonly spoken of, which really comprise the
six Angas, the six Upliilgas, the group of
Samhi{a, Brahma1}a, Upar.ilJha{ and KrlJh1}a and
Sh7~kla Shakhii as the thirteenth, and A-viq,ya
No-science, as the fourteenth,
All the activities of the W orId-process are
comprehended in these, and the whole of them
together and interdependently constitutes the
one Verla.
Their Authors too are the same as the authors
of the sam s a r a. As that is created, so are
these. Every hierarch, appointed to one department of work in the world, constrncts the
corresponding Align and Upanga in order to
make his own ideation clear.
13
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'l'hus, the making known of i c h c h h it, the
expression and communication of desire, is the
work of Shiva; he is the author of the Science
of Grammar, Vyaka1·arJa. It may be said that
the business of language is with knowledge, the
department of Vill!hQ.u. But the point to be
noted is that speech, the use of language, is
motived by a wish, the desire to communicate
what is in one's mind to another. Therefore
Shiva's authorship of the Science of Grammar;
for he predominates in all work of the nature of
desire and he who presides over a work has to
frame the rules which govern its execution. The
author of Shik~ha, the psycho-physics and the
application of Grammar, is also Shiva. For
Shik~ha is instruction pertaining to objects
desirable or otherwise. We ought to desire that
which will help and to avoid that which will
hinder us. Desire and aversion depend upon
Necessity, the needs of our constitution; and
Necessity is determined by and changes with
Time; and Time resides in the Ordained
Succession of the World-process. Hence Shik~ha
takes the form of such instruction as this, viz.,
'This is desirable at this time; and this other is
not desirable; for such and such a reason,' and
so forth. Hence the inseparable connexion between Vyakara1}a and Shik~ha, viz., because of
the common origin of both. Shik~ha corresponds

t
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to A; Vyakara.1J,a to U ; Utterance, Speech, to M.
Vill!hr;m is the author of the sciences of Kalpa
and Nirukta, Methodology and Etymology both,
because both are concerned with the meaning of
words, and meaning, sense, denotation and connotation, is jiiana, knowledge. He who puts, introduces, veshayati, meanings into words, creates
relations between sound and sense, is Vi~hQ.u.
All words are Shiva's, dependent on or connected with desire; but they are specialised, differentiated, defined by knowledge; and hence the
inseparability of word and meaning. In themselves all word -sounds are inarticulate, cJ h van i;
they are made articulate only by the element of
j ii ii n a mixed with them. 1 We thus see that
according as a person's intention, as his thought,
is clear and definite, so is his expression thereof.
It may be questioned why Kalpa and Nirukta
are not placed first in order, when j ii ii n a is
first. The answer is that Necessity governs
everything, and Vyakara1}a and Shik~hii are the
declarors of that necessity, desire; hence, for
1 In
essence, the difference between inarticulateness and articulation is the difference between
the indistinct and vague on the one side and the
distinct and definite by repetition on the other. And
repetition, rhythm, uniformity, system, is the reflexion of the element of unity, Self, sat t v a and
cognition on the manyness of action and desire.
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practical purposes, they are given the first place.
The exact order of j Ii ii n a, etc., is observed in
the Ve¢a.'11 (?). But when we come to permutations, all are first and all are last.
Chhanq,ah, the science of Metre, Rhythm,
corresponds to the sam ii h IL r a, summation,
and is the work of Maha-Vi~hl].u. Chhangah
is song; and that only is sung, or sung about,
which is being felt, realised, materialised by
the necessity of desire. The essence of this science
is the reproduction, in its own order, of every
mood and mode of the W orId-process in wordsounds embodying that mood. Hence the Chhanq,ii·l·t~ava (the primal work in our world-system
on that subject) is the work of Mah[L-Vi~hl.lU
and describes all metres and all moods.
Jyoti~ha, the science of Light, Astronomy,
Astrology (the science of all the 'lights' of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. _ - - - '1'he wording in the text is obscure. 'The
psychological order of rotation of the three aspects
of consciousness is cognition, then desire, then action,
t,ben cognition again. But the V6I!a.~ are arranged
as Q,k (cognitional or scientific), Yaj1th (action3.l
or practical), SrimLa (ethical, emotional, artistic,
desiderative), Atharva (summational). And within
each Verla again, the order of the sub-divisions is
8a1nhi!ii (cognitional), Briih1lLa7Ja (actional or
ceremonial and ritualistic), Upani~hat( desiderative),
Tlpal:er!a or 'fan/ra (summational).

1
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heaven, and hence all science),' is the work of
Brahma. This is the science of the march of
Time (and time-markers, i.e., the heavenly bodies)
and describes all the accompanying conditions
and variations of the world-system created by
him. He who creates a thing knows best and
most about it.
If a distinction may be made, four of these
sciences are more important than the other two,'
viz., Vyakara1}a, Nimkfa, Jyoti~ha, and Chhantjah.
The authorship of the Upan,ga.'1 or philosophies
is similar. They also are classed under j nan a,
i c h c h h a and k r i y a according to their
conclusions.
Vetjiin(a, dealing with the final knowledge, is
the work of Vi~hl].u. Mimiimsa, concerned with
k arm a, of Brahma. Nyaya, dealing with
n i r I]. a y a, determination, resolution, (under
ai8he~hika
p ray 0 jan a, motive), of Shiva.

!

1

t
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I It may be noticed that while
'light' is the
governing and predominant subject-matter of one
science, 'sound' is such of all the ot.her five-and
all the other sense-qualities are yet in abeyance for
purposes of scientific interpretation of aspects of
the W orId-process in terms of theirs. The endlessness of the detail of knowledge as of everything
else, is forced upon us on every side.
9 And accordingly these two have practically
disappeared.
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is the summation (and the work of MahaVi~hQ.u 7). 'l'hese fonr bring knowledge of all
'action,' all processes of the universe (as distinguished from the other two which deal less with
, knowledge' than, one, with the 'means' of
realisation, and, the other, with the realisation
itself of Infinity). Yoga is the work of Brahma;
for engagement, employment, conjunction,
y 0 jan a, is y 0 g a, and Brahmii assigns to
each his engagement, employment, function.
Sankhya, which teaches the infinity of in finites,
if; the work of Shiva j for desire-necessity is
endless. For this reason, Sankhya is also sometimes said to be a philosophy of summation.
But the real summation of all these six' views'
of the World-process is the Sic!4hanta, 'the final
and established conclusion' (the Science of the
PraQava), the seventh, by Maha-Vi~hQu.
The Anga and Upail,ga may be distinguished
thus. The former gives a knowledge only of
the 'ideation' and the words that embody it.
The latter explains s i cJ ~ han t fL, the meaning
and significance thereof. Hence is the latter
known also as J)a1'shana, 'view,' whereby all,
with its inner purpose and cause, is 'seen' and
understood clearly.
The AiI,gas should be studied first (as explained in Sec. III, ch. xiv) j then the Upangas j and
then the Veq,as again, together with and in the

J
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light of the Angas and Upangas.
.
Having so enlarged his intelligen.ce by all thIS
study, the aspirant becomes quahfied for and
should engage in the work of Bra h man, the
righteous maintenance of the World-process, the
continued turning of the wheel, for the benefit
of new j i vas. Such is the net result, t~e
pract.ical essence and significance of all thIS
teaching.
Derived from these Fourteen Viq,yii'l are endless other sciences; for the genesis of the sciences naturally corresponds to and is as multifarious as the departments of the World-process.
Poetry and Rhetoric j Music; the whole ~oup
of the Fine and the Industrial Arts j Medicme j
Handicrafts; Purattasj History; Law; etc., all
these are classifiable under A, U and M, and
arise according to the developments of cognition,
desire, and action.
Taken in the mass, they may all be grouped
into three main groups: (a) Shrauta J)harma,
scriptural teaching and practice, corresponding
to cognition; (b) Smarta J)harma, legal knowledge and convention, right and duty, corresponding to action; and (c) J)harma ShU-stra, the
science of J)hm'ma generally, ethics, synthesising the other two and corresponding to desire.
There is a fourth also, the Siq,q,hanta, the
summation of them all.
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'1'he Shra1£{a emphasises the unity of all
things, for knowledge systematises and unifies.
The Smarta dwells on the separateness of each
thing, (for law deals with the rights and duties
of individuals as enforcible against each other).
l)harma Shiistm determines what ought and
what ought not to be done (for ethics makes the
compromise between unity and Reparateness).
It is true that, from the universal standpoint,
every thing ought to be done, (for there is a
reason, a cause, a justification for every course of
action and every fact, "there are two sides to
every question," and an element of truth on
either side); at the same time, in the actual
World-process, from the standpoint of succession,
because of the fact of separate and successive
actions and the need of characterising them
distinctively, for practical convenience, in opposite ways, the distinction has to be made of
actions that ought to be done, and actions that
ought to be not-done, in a given time, place and
circumstance. In < reality,' ultimately, however,
ought and ought not are as one. The Si<!4hanta
of all is the universality and unbroken continuity
of the j Iva (as one with the Pratyagatma,
in consequence of which all kinds of experiences
and actions, good and evil, pleasurable and
painful, ought and ought not, are strung upon
each in the course of endless time).

The study of Shrauta is prescribed especially
for san n y a sis. In that stage of life all
things have to be unified, all separateness and
opposition renounced, all manyness seen as
illusory, all realised as 1. 'fhe Smarta, on the
other hand, is study for the householder, so that
he, though cognisant of the underlying unity
of all, may still multiply and help on manyness,
in order that knowledge, the supreme knowledge, may come to all the endless many in
endless time. Hence the current saying that
the Sma l' t a s, the observers and followers of
that ph a l' m a, are full of works. SmrtiShastra deals with such subjects as these: What
are limitations or restrictions; what is freedom
therefrom; what are the relations between two
persons in certain given situations; and why;
what up Ii 9- his, organisms, limitations, sins,
lead to what others, and what others they themselves proceed from; such a person with such an
u pH. 9- h i, may properly eat and consume such
food and such other up ii 9- his; such food
tends to develope such and such u p Ii 9- hi sand
tendencies and qualities, etc. Indeed all possible matters are touched on in the Smrti. When
it is said that such and such a plant or animal
is rightful food for such another, or is not,
what is meant is that there is a preordained
relation, between the form broken up and the
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form nourished thereby, along the line of evolution, or, in the other case, there is not such a
relation. Otherwise, indeed, from the standpoint
of the Absolute, all can consume all, and all
produce all. S m r t i means remembrance. The
significance of naming a science by that word
is that, in that science, the order in time of the
various births of the j i vain the various types
or kingdoms in the course of evolution is remembered.' Finally l)harrna-Shiisfm lays down
with reference to their places in the scheme,
of evolution, the duties of all beings, as classified
under the various orders and sub-orders of
the followers of the Shmufa and the Srnar{a
respectively.
With reference to their authorship, the
sciences may be classified either as Arc hit a
or A l' ~ h a. All sciences indeed expound only
the universal oneness in manyness and vice
vers!l. Some of these have been formulated by
Mahiivii?h"Q.u, others by Brahmfi., Vii?hl).u and
Shiva, and still other (sciences and works relating to their own departments of work) by the
hierarchs subordinate to them. All these are to
he regarded as Archita. Besides these are the
sciences and works called A q h a, formulated

1-
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'_For another interpretation, see The Science
of Sadal Organisation; or the Laws of Manu in the
Light of Theosophy, Lecture I .
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and written mainly as subsidiary to and interpretative of the Arc hit a. Understanding,
the comprehension of a subject, is of two kinds.
One may be described as C for oneself,' a mere
following of the sense. The other is such a
thorough grasp of it as brings with it the power
of reproducing that understanding in another
individual. In short, the maturing and perfection of the first is the second. The ~ ~ his and
Bra h m a I). a s having learnt for themselves the
nature of each atom of the World-process; of
the Self, the Not-Self, and the Relation between
them; of the origin, continuance, and destruction
of all things-having learnt these from the
it r chi t. a works, teach them to others in the
a l' ~ h a works, so that the knowledge and the
work of Bra h man may spread and continue
for ever and ever. For All is One, and therefore -all are interdependent, from the standpoint
of the Self; while all are diverse, even though
mutually expectant, from the standpoint of the
Not-Self; and from the point of view of the
Negation, All is independent of all.
The why and wherefore and the mode of
operation of this help and teaching of one
another will be dealt with in the next chapter
on the S 11 t rat m it, the 'l'hread-soul, the
group-soul, the web or net-soul, the over-soul,
as variously named, in different aspects.

J
CHAPTER XVII.
THE SUTR,ATMA Olt 'l'HR,EAD-SOUL.

The metaphysical explanation of mutual help.The common S ii. t rat m a.-The One through the
many.-Indiviclualities within individualities.-The
pmgmatic beftring of these metftphysical considel'atioml.-Endless progress.-Various illustrations of the idea of S ii. t rat m a.-Triplets of !LSpects.-Qnestions as to justification of effort and
possibility of avoiding joy and sorrow.-Replies.The three functions of the S II t rat III a.-Its distinction from the Par a III at m a.-Its identity with
the Jivatmii.

(The outcome, the practical application of all
the knowledge thus acquired, is and should be
'mutual help' in the daily life of the world.
This leads to further considerations).
Mutual help, the notion that this person can
help me, in any way, were impossible, were there
no difference apparent between I and another,
on the one hand; and were there no real element
of union, no thread of uuity, of identity, between
them, along which the help could pass from the
one to the other, on the other hand. Because
there is no real difference of one and another,
therefore for the One Self, indeed, the idea. of
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help, helping or being helped, is non-existent,
impossible, meaningless. The thought of assistance is possible amongst selves separated
and individualised by embodiment in eta t s
and united by the Common Self. The chaplet
in which many beads are strung together on
one thread is a good illustration; or the plant
that bears many seeds. It is a one and a
many at the same time.
By reflexion of this abstract and universal
principle in every concrete embodiment thereof,
a pseudo-infinite series arises. Every v yak t i,
(manifested' individuality, is also a j ii t i, 'genetic,' (an archetypal idea), a genus, and vice-versa.
In the domain of the limited and successive,
whatever appears as a particular, concrete,
separate, definite individual as compared with
its (higher,' vaguer, more fluid and indefinite
and comprehensive ( type' or (genus,' is also, in
turn, itself such a (type' or' genus' to lower
individuals.'
The Oneness that pervades and holds together
a sam s a I' a, a world-system, the being and
individuality of its Mahii.vi~hJ;lu, is its Sut ratma,
its group- thread- net- or web-soul. From the
transcendental standpoint, the Idea expressed
1 In
all this we may see the' practical' application, to superphysics, of the metaphysical (logical)
principles ascertained by the Vai8he~hika system.
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by the Pra~lava is the S 11 t l' ii t m a of the
Endless World-process as a whole.
The S ii t rat m it is the regulator of the
system, the ~rganism; it is that which defines and
characterises it, rules and governs it and sets
the dominant law of its activities, operations,
functionings. We say, 'I am a b l' a h m a 1;1 a,'
'thou art a b l' it h m a 1f a,' 'he is a b l' a hma1;1a'-here, briihma1;1a, the idea connoted by the word, is the s 11 t l' a or thread,
and I , thou and he are the beads which, strung
thereon, make up the rosary of the whole class
or caste. It is evident here that one' active'
idea, one function, one characterising occupation
or activity, makes the type or genus-' active'
because existence, manifestation, realisation,
act-uality, is by action. It is also obvious
that in the Universal or Absolute, there can be
no distinction of genus and individual or singular,
but only in the particular and successive. When
these words, genus and individual, whole and
part, sam a i? h t i and v y a i? h t i, are used
at all in connexion with the Universal Whole,
they signify only the distinction between the
One and the Many. The One is the Whole, the
All; imitation and reflexion thereof, by and in
the successive, is the type, the genus. The many
is the parts; the reflexion of this is the pseudoinfinity of manifested individuals. And all such
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individuals are bound together, brought into relation and connexion with each other, in wider and
wider bonds of unity, by larger and larger, more
and more comprehensive' thread-souls,' , groupsouls,' cover-souls '. Were it not so, relations of
love and hate between individuals belonging to
different genuses, races, kingdoms, worlds, would
not be possible (and, as a fact, do not come into
play till they are brought into living relation
with each other by the sweep of vitality, pra,1;1acurrents, of the larger individuality's consciousness, through that thread, that nerve-strand, on
which both are strung. Two nations in different
parts of a planet remain incognisant of and
apathetic to each other, till the consciousness of
the planetary hierarch sweeps through both
and makes them simultaneously cognisant of and
therefore at once capable of sympathy and antipathy towards each other. Without a commonness of consciousness, of pursuits, of interests,
love and hate, co-operation or competition, are
equally impossible).
The practical or pragmatic bearing of the
above considerations is that there are in the
World-process, grades after grades, stages after
stages, to be passed through, endlessly. There
is no finality anywhere. It can never be said
by any j i v a, cc There is nothing more left to
do after this". Nor, at the same time, on the
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other hand, is any wish, any craving, any fevered effort, for any particular state, grade or
office, allowable. A j I v a may become a
Brahmli, a Vi~hJ.ln, or a Shiva; what then? Or
ho may become a Maha-Brahmii, or a Mall1iVi!?llI.ll1, or a Mahii-Shiva, or a Mahii-Ruq.ra, or a
Maheshvara; what even then? The ( whole of
pseudo-infinite particulars' is as fa,r from being
achieved then as ever. To the view of still
greater and ever greater Hierarchs thoy would all
be as atoms are to us. Honce no craving and no
competitive striving for any grade of this endless
hierarchy can arise within a j I v a that knows.
He will only do the duty of tho hour diligently,
without joy or sorrow, fear of loss or hope of
gaill, elation or depression; for he knows that
all things, all offices, all duties are equally
important, none more or leRs than any other;
that he himself is B l' a h man ill whatsoever
condition he may find himself to be in the endloss cnrves and revolutions of the 'iVorld-process;
that the Wheel of All-Becoming liaR brought
him and again will bring him each and every
condition and experience, high and low, of
inevitable necessity, in rotation, at some time
and placo or other, for k a l' m a. of e1'ery kind
must happen in the lifo of every j I v a and
bring its consequence with it unfailingly.
The idea of the thread-soul, the S utI' ii t m ii,
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may be expressed in other ways, as thus: The
nnity of this sam s a l' a or world-system, defined and limited by one cycle, succession, order
?r law, by the oneness of its ruler or law-giver,
ItS Maha-Vi!?hJ.lu, is its s utI' a t m a. The
Maha-Vi!?hl).u is the s utI' it t m a. 1
Or, again, it may be said, the ideation, the
buq.4hi, of Mahii-Vi!?hJ.lu, that "all this worldsystem should be carried on by such and such
methods, on such and such principles "-this is
the s u t r ii t m a. The n i yam a, law, groundplan, design, architectonic, of a world-system is its
1 This corresponds or amounts to the 'groupsoul' of theosophical literature, and also to the
, oversoul' of some mystic writers of the West. Of
course, distinctions may rightly be drawn between
these, as also thread-soul, web of life, etc. But these
distinctions are distinctions of aspect only, not of
thing. Each individual, in so far as it is a continuous individuality, whicll, as such, manifests, time
after time, in separate and successive f!heaths, is a
'thread-soul'. Inasmuch as each of the sheaths of
this individual, at any given time, if! made up of a
number of other individuals (sheaths), which he holds
together, he (or it) may be called a group-soul, an
oversou!' The network of the prfU;la-desire of the
'group-soul' which holds together the smaller' individuals,' which make up the lal'gcr'R body, on any
plane, is the web of life on that plane. See the
next footnotes also, for other aspects of the subject.
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s ii t r ii t m {t. I It should be borne in mind that
every law-giver is in turn himself given a law
and set a rule hy a higher law-giver and ruler,
and is therefore not an independent or omnipotent 'law unto himself '. Therefore is it said
that every law is subordinated and subsumed
under higher law; that what is law for one is
not such for another; that all laws are mutually
related; and so forth. (The expression 'law
unto himself' has significance and truth only
thus, that the Supreme Self is obviously a law
unto Itself, there being none otl1er existing beside It to set It any law; and an individual
person may be said metaphorically to be a 'law
unto himself' only in the aspect and to the
extent of his having realised his identity with
the Supreme Se1£).2
I This would correspond to the theOF;ophical Conception of 'the web of life,' the bucJghic network; it
has to be remembered that, in a certain Rense, each
inner or subtler body acts as Ruch a net or web,
holder :lIld f<llpporter, to the particles of the
next denser; and even within each body we may
diRtinguish an iuner and an outer, endlessly,
(see The Sdence of Peace, p. 210, et seq.). The nervous syRtem with the currents of priit,la flowing
along it, would be the physical :lnd literal web of
life of the physical body.
The :lspect of the 'thread-soul'; the 'individuality' that persists birth after birth; according to
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From all the above it follows that that
there are s ii t l' ii t mas within s ii t l' it t m it s,
and others within them, endlessly.
It has been said before that the b l' it h m a J}. atype is the thread-soul of al~ bra h m a J}. a individuals. It is the same With each one of the
three other castes. Also with each one of the
kingdoms of the minerals, vegetables, animals,
et c. Also" again with each one of the .endless
.
Y on i s genera or species, or sub-speCIes, meluded , within each. Briefly, t h e ' um' t
y' 0£
each 'pseudo-whole' is a thread-soul. I
theosophical literature the' causal bod! ' on w~ich
the mental, astral and physical bodies of buih
after birth are strung; the k:1ral,la-and-s11k~hma
s h a l' i l' a of the current Arfvaita- Yerfanta-is not
expressly mentioned here. But it will be Been th~t
it is also only an aspect of the group-soul as saul
a b ove. The 'simultaneous' aspect is the groupsoul; the 'successive' aspect is the thread-soul.
'I'he 'web' or 'thread' is obviously made up of
strands. Taken separately and successively the
stmncls and the knots or beads through which they
l' .
at m a passing through many
pass rnake t he s 11 t.
births. Taken all together they make the groupsoul.
1 See
preceding notes. The ' unity' of. _the
'pseudo-whole' of the whole biography of a J.I v:t
through all his seven or eight ~t1l:dre~lllUman blrt~s
in the course of one round, IS Its causal body ;
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Thus then every ishvara is s ii t rat III a to
his world, and, in turn, is an individual j i vain
the world of a higher s ii t l' a t III fl. A bra hIII ii n d a, a
v i ~ h va, a jag a t, a sam s 11 l' a,
each successively corresponds to a s ii t l' a t m a.
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It may be asked here: Why is there any need
to endeavor to strive after such knowledge
(even ordinarily anil with detachment, so to say,
as distinguished from the ( fevered effort' spoken
of a little while ago), seeing that everything is
already provided for in the Eternal Becoming? I
Also, to say that such knowledge brings joy ~nd
lessens sorrow does not seem correct, seemg
that sorrows are experienced, as a fact, by the
knower, the wise man, also?

(a) Devotion to lshvara, (b) meditating on him
as siitr;itm;-l, endeavoring to compass the essential contents of his consciousness by means
of all the arts and sciences (in the ordinary
conditiOll j and by ~ h Y a II a and reception of
the image of that larger whole in the carefully
cleaned and steadied mirror of the smaller
whole, one's own chi t ta or mind-atom, in yogameditation), and (c) helping to carryon the
work of the W orId-process in accordance therewith-all these things are one and the same,
(that is, are the ethical, intellectual and practical aspects of one and the same state of conI:!ciousness. Devotion, wisdom, sacrifice j desire,
cogllitioll, action j emotion, know ledge, practice j
religion, science-and-philosophy, altruislll j these
cOlTespond alld go with each other).

The reply is, briefly, this: The striving is also
included in and provided for anil rendered necessary by the same Eternal Becoming, for every
j i va, at the turning-point of each cycle. And
the joy and sorrow that, no doubt, must continue
to come to the j iva so long as it remains embodieil in denser or subtler sheath, even after it has
achieved the knowledge of the Self, are, yet, more
chastened in their nature, and have no longer
1 This question is but another form of the old,
old doubt a,s to how karma (pre-a.ssumed to mean overwhelming doom and fate [Lnd irresistible pre-destiny,
can l)e reconciled with any effort at all. The reply
is the true metaphysical one: If we would believe in
a pre-destiny then effort is also included therein;
this is true from the standpoint of the Whole.
Otherwise, from the standpoint of the limited,
karma is not such resistless fate, but only a limited
cause, to be met with new causes, i. e., efforls.

jUf<t as his astro-mental body is the' unity' of all the
cha1lging states of his physical body in one birth,
fr0111 beginning to death. If the 'principle' enul1ciated abovc is carefully bOl'ne in mind many apparent incollsistencies will be Reon to be only different m;pects aml corl'espondences and reflexions
of the same fact on different pIa.1les.

t-
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the same overwhelming power tlmt they hnd
before to carry him off his feet irresistibly and
away from his duties. ",Vith the gain of such
knowledge, tIle j I va attainR true free-will. He
becomes s va-tan t ra, self-dependent. He can
resist surges of joy and sorrow, he can deliberately circumscribe the limits beyond which
they shall not go. 'rhis is his power of
a y a r 0 Q. h a. He can also deliberately pet.mit himself to experience and follow them;
this is all u r 0 Q. h a. Utter lack of restraint is
a l' 0 q It a. This, in an emotional reference.
Generally, the activity of a S II t r ii till ii may
be regarded as threefold: (n) avaro(Jlta, limitation, definition, of its own limits ill time, space,
self-definition, definition to itself of the type or
aspect of the World-process that it is going to
manifest, (b) an u l' 0 (J h [I, pursning, following
out, becoming, carrying ont in succession, the
business of the World-process in the particular
aspect previom;ly defined, (c) a r 0 c,1 h a, the
disl'egard and negation of both these (i.e., (letting oneself go' without regnrd for others or
for consequences, behaving ns if there were no
others to take into account, or, from another
standpoint, behaving in a lllnItner as if all others
were so intimately interdependent with oneself
that there WfLS no need for restraint or concealment or reserve and exclusion, and no possibility

I
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of complete de-fini-tion and severence from
them in time, space and motion). These three
may be regarded as respectively corresponding to A, U and M. I
The distinction between the P a I' a mat m a
and the s ii t I' a t m a may be put thus: The
Three, I, This and Not, taken togetller in Their
Infinite Significance, constitute the former; with
limited sense, denoting and connoting particular
contents, they make s ii t I' a t mas. In another
way: AUM, the triune sound, utterly transcendent, indicates the former; aham-etatn a, limitedly transcendent, transcelldence on
the verge of or connected with limitation is
s ii t rii t m a.
The work of s r ~ h t i, (emanation,' creation,
evolution, proceeds by means of s ii t I' a t mas.
In the AU M, the Par a mat m a may be
said to correspond with the A, the s ii t r a tID a
with the U, and that which is born
from them, the destructible, the transient, the
negatable world-systems, with the M. From
another standpoint, the s ii t l' at m it may be
1 'The Ring-Pass-Not,' 'Fohat,' and' Alaya'(P)
of The Secret Doctrine may be regarded as aspects of
these three functions of the sutratma. 'I.'he groupsoul, the thren.d-soul proper, and the' web of life' may
also be regarded as respectively in cOlTespondence
with A, U and M, or atma, manas and bll(J~hi.
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said to correspond with the M, inasmuch as
it is the all-pervading nexus which holds together the contents of a world-system; but here,
in this particular context, emphasis is laid on
its aspect of law and order, and so it is said to
correspond with the U.
From all the foregoing, it will be clear that
the s ii t rat m ii itself is the j i v ii t m i1,.l And
I See preceding footnotes as to the' thread-soul
proper '.
NOTE :-One of the frequent charges agaim;t metaphysic is that its exponents use too many words,
with too vague, indefinite, incoherent and even inconsistent idmR. This charge mayor may not have
some truth and value when preferred against the majority of the' current' and' exlK'tnt ' philosophies, and
also those portions of works of mat,erial or physical
science which deal with basic principles-for there
is not much to choose between them. But wIlen we
are dealing with a teacher like GargyayaJ)a, with
his comprehensive grasp of the infinite and the
infinitesimal, his profound insight into the very
heart-pulsation of the World-procesR, we have to
apply other standardR of criticism. To hrush him
aside with a light remark is thoughtlessly to put
away from ourRelves the vision of truth. When he
piles up too many words, one on another, as if they
were synonymR, we have to remember that though
they may at first sight seem diRsociated, yet a
common element runs through them all and allies
together their various connotations and makes them
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the other pen ultimates, P rat y a g- Ii t m ii,
M ii I a-p r a k r p, J)aivi-pra k rt i, etc., arise
out of the Logion in simil&'r fashion. In reality,
however,
all but different aspects of one bct. When we can
discover this common element, we shall find that
light has been thrown simultaneously on etymological and pRychological facts as parallel to each other,
that philology hideR a large amount of philosophy
within itself. Also, as to the apparent indefiniteness
of the ideas intended to be expressed, it should be
understood that this is not a defect or an inability
of the author, but part of the nature of the ideas
themRelves. If we want' definiteness' we come at
once to the sensuous, the concrete, one apart from
other ones. But these we can only sense. If we
would wulerstand, understand the relation between
discrete things of sense, we must emphl1siRe in our
consciousness the aspect of the abstract, the universal, the com1non, which also is present there,
inseparably from the concrete. But this c01nnwn
element is, perforce, by inevitable nature, the opposite of definite, definite in the sensuous sense which
the' concrete mind,' the outward-turned intelligence
craves after and which only it can appreciate. The
nexus, that which holds together others, must always be less definite, less exclusive, less separatist
than those which it holds together. Pieces of wood
are definite in shape, but the water in which they
all float is not so definite in shape; clouds are more
definite in shape and color, but the air in which
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N or thread of life, nor flowers of births
and deaths,
Nor intertwined rosary of beads,
Nor genus, species, type, nor singular,
they fill float is less so; masses of vnl'ious gnses are
more or less definite in shape all(l some ill eolol' also,
but, the ether in whieh they all float is not sueh.
l.,et us recognise that laek of sensuons definiteness
is part of the elmracteristie of metaphysieal ideas.
The final illen, l-This-Not, is the most in-definite,
and most inehu;iye of nIl oppositefl. Bllt the sensuously in-definite is not non-existent. Indeed, it
is more intensely existent than t,he definite. Ideals
have the 1l10"t important aIHI flLl'-l'eaelting eonseqnellees. Dill'erellt ide:tls amI heliefH leall t,o different, killllR of III 0 k ~ h a. Awl t,he ral1ge of the feeling
of 'personality,' fnJln Uw most intensely-pointed and
other-resistant eondition of man a s, to the widest
and 1l10st, nll-other-embraeing eOJl(lition of hll c). c). hi,
explains fill possible variet.ies of praetiee [md
belief. The 'Pl'Oblem of Pet'sOlutlity,' one of
the most important aspects of the' Problem of
the 'Why and How of the vVorlcl-proeess,' is
eRflent,ial t,o st,udy and solve. As mmal, it and the
UIt.illmte Problem are intimately eonnected and
throw light on eaeh other by aet.ion and reaet.ion.
On the Path of Deseent, the forthgoing, as the consciousness beeomes more and more intew;ely attaehed
to a more and more dejin£te, GOnel'ete, elear-cut body,
it becomes more and more ('onerete, seient,ifie, divi-
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Nor Whole, nor part, nor one, nor many is It.
Not universal, not particular,
Not limited and not unlimited,
Eternal Naught and Endless Wonderment.
sive, individualistic and downright and downwal'd,
in thought, emotion find fietion. If it endeavors
to understand subjeetive problems at all, it takes
eorresponding views and deelares the ultimate problem insoluble, deelines to reeognise Itself, eommitB
suieicle. On the other Path, that of Aseent and
Inturning, it becomes more and more abRtraet.,
metaphysical, all-inelusive, universalistie and upright and upward, in thought, emotion ancl action.
It neeessarily endeavors to solve the world-problem,
and alwaYR must solve it, for it has only to see
Itself, which nothing ean prevent ib; doing, oltee
the wish to do so arises within it. To the first
form, the SeGond form will often and naturally seem
too vague in thought, over-tolerant in emotion,
e.'1fly-going or indolent in fietion, even when the behavior under judgment is the result, not of tam a s
but of sat tva. To the seeond form, if it should
happen to have moved very far away from the
junction-point and should have unfortunately lost
(as it should not lose) memory of itR own first
form, that first form will appear erring and hard
and restless. Thus on the' degree' of our feeling
of • personality' depends very largely the nature
of our views, espeeially on subjective questions.

THE PENULTIMATES.

(i.) PRATYAGA1'MA.
Whatever is the content, the connotation,
the significance of the I alone, pure and simple,
without any limitation of (this,' or 'thus,' or
otherwise-this pure consciousness or awareness
or knowledge is P l' a t y a gat m Ii. S a l' v a m
P l' at i a Ii c hat i, ( that which goes and
reaches out to, towards or into, which pervades
and attracts, all'-that is p l' a t yak. '1'he
at m ii, the Self, which is behind and within
this activity of reaching the unreached, this
all-pervasion, which is the originating source
and establishing maintainer of this incessant
operation-that is P l' at y a gat m a. As the
Brahrna-sft{ra says: The consciousness or knowledge of the Self alone is the consciousness or
knowledge of P rat y a g 11 till a. Or as the
Siiil]chya declares: The form, the nature, of
the I is immediate, unscreened, eternal. Or the
Nyiiya : The P l' a t ya g fL t III Ii. perisheth and
decayeth never, nor is it proved, accomplished
or perfected I by a p a v a r g a, liberation.

SECTION III. (Oontinued.)
CHAPTER XVIII.
THE PENULTIMATES.

P l' a t y a gat m :i.-Its chal'fwteristics.-.M: ii I ap r a k r t i.-Its distinguishing featureR.-The
e~pl::mation of its presellce.-The meaning of iIIuslOl1.-.T I vat m a.-Its definition.-The Nexus R€l:ttiOIl, of N i ~ 11 e ~l h a or N egatioll, bet'ween
Se~f and N ot-Self.-Its functiolls.-I) a i v i-p r a kr t J, causal energ-y.-Its nature and :tspects.-Distinctions of :lflpecfR of the Self aJ1(I the other
Penultim:ttes.
].)ra~ya.gI1tmii dwells in A. Miila-prakrtl resJdcsm U. 1)aivi-prakni, Shakti,
, Divine N atnre,' 'Might,' (Ability,' Necessity,
Power, l~orce, Energy, lives hidden in (the
letter) "I" mergerl and invisible in the coalescence of A flllU U. In M lies the appearance
of separateness between these three, and the
negation of that separateness by their mutual
conflict and abolition; it is that which is
different from them all, yet includes them all
Self-determined, sorrowless, conditionless.1
'
I In understanding this, it may be of help to
rememher that the p:trticubr and individual manifestation, in a world-system, of this metaphysical
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1

and universal principle of M, is Shiva whose
characteristics are described in these same words
in the Puriir}as. He is the Lord of, and impartially
helps both, the gods and the titans, the forces of
good and of ill; He is the chief of the immortals,
yet carries venom in His thro:1t; and su Oil.
I This may serve as an illustration of whn,t was
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It is true that th8 I never stands apart from
the This, at any timo, yet it is distinguishable
from the latter as pervading it. 'l'hat the
two are so distinguishable is shown by the
mere fact that t,here are two words for them.
Both are mutually dependent, each defines the
otller, and they cannot be separated from
each other. t 'rhe individualisation of the I
is tIle' this,' and into and by the' this'; otherwise it has no particular and manifested existence. So the illdividuality of the 'this' is,
said ill the now at the end of the preceding
clmpter. The Smnskrt word iH s i <J ~l h a, which
means all that the three English words cOllvey, and a
little careful examination will show that the
Rn,me COllllllon skeleton-i<lea rnllR through and
becomes transformed into the three different-Rceming ideaR signified by the three words, by means
and because of new n,pplicn,tions, n,ssociatiolls,
Rituatiom; and sUlToundingR.
1 It may seem to the 1'('n,<1er tlmt certain basic
hcts and principles are repeated too often, almost
wI nnn,<ea1n perhaps, by Gargyayat)a.
But what
is tllC very object of metaphysic? Is it not
to t.race all facts to one principle? If, so, then it is
llecessary again ltnd aga,in to return to, and start
afresh. in ~ llew direction from, that principle,
otherWlse lt will be forgotwI! and the reader
will begin to see contradictions w11ere there are
none.
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and is because of a h ~ m, 1. In the totality,
of conrse, I, This and Not are as one; that
which the I is, that same is Not-This; that
which the This is, that same is Not-I; that
which the Not is, tlmt same is I-This, i.e., the
identification of I and This is Not, is false,
(illusory), or, in other words, the Not is NotI-This. Thus, then, whatever, and wheresoever,
appears in the World-process as the mere I,
characterised by the quality of the thread of
unity, that is the appearance, the form, the
nature, the being of P rat y a g ,I· t lU ii.
(ii.)

MULA-PRAKJ.t'fI •

The Eta~, the This, which IS the locus,
the seat of manifestation of the I, is the Not-I,
the A n-i't t mit, M 11 1 a-p r a k r ~ i.
We are
now considering the This alone, purely, by itself, as the absence, the opposite, the counterfoil of the 1. Such is M 11 1 a-p r a k r ~ i. Its
essential form and nature is '']'his-ness,' objectivity, the cause and means of all manifestation. The possibility of the atom-many IS
here; for E ~ a ~ is essentially many. It is
true that a unity is ascribed to or at least
suggested of E ~ a ~ too by the Self's Negation
of the Many, by the Negation of it as a 'single
totality' opposed to, yet by that very fact also
mirroring, the Self's Unity. The Self declares
eternal1y that Manyness altogether is n.ot. Still,
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opposit.ion between the Self and the Not-Self,
for they are both included in tho Being of the
Absolute, still in the actual business of the world
they work interdependently, which compels the
supposition, the assumption, of a difference, an
opposition, between them. It is not opposition
in the ordinary sellse however, but a matter of
necessity. The positing thereof is necessary.
Were the two opposed ill the ordinary sense,
their mutual relativity, reciprocity, interdependence, were not possible. That which cannot
perform its work, cannot achieve its object,
independently of another, cannot be said to be
really opposed to that other. A complete opposition in the ordinary sense would require complete independence, Relf-dependence. It may
be said that t.he I is declared to be essentially
self-dependent. No douht, this is so. But
when the I becomes qualified and characterised
as the act.or and has, as its very nature, to
perform the work of (becoming,' then its selfdependence becomes hidden, latent. It is
obvious and patently predicable of the I only
when the I is considered in itself, apart from the
This and the Not. With reference to them, the
I is abo other-dependent. The This, on the
other hand, is essentially and every way otherdependent. Being inseparate from the I, however, and therefore catching a reflexiem of the
15
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something separate, but in reality they are always
threaded together. As the science of grammar
says, naming is impossible without duality. }1'or
naming is distinguishing, and distinguishing is
of one from another. If there were only unity,
speech would not be at all. Light is 'illumined'
itself, in turn, is thrown into relief, made manifest, by clarkness. Without darkness, light
could not be even spoken of. So M ii I ap r a k r t i throwS into relief P I' at Y a g ii t m i"t
immanent in it. It is called the playmate of the
Self. It is the other of its other. It is
a nan t a, endless, pseudo-infinite, connected
with and including every particular thing. An
action or motion takes place herein. All
Shilpctshiist1'a, all physi.cal art and science, IS

~t~S'

devoted to it.
'rhe identity of I and 'rhis, it is obvious, IS
eternally deni.ed. The two can never and ought
never to exist si.multaneonsly. Yet, the awareness, the consciousness, of the non-existence of
the 'fhis during the existence of the I, is itself. the possibility and the postulation of that
'rhis. ' I is' _this consciousness implies and includes the consciousness 'there is nothing else,
other-than-I '. rrhis (second) idea, p I' a b 0(} h a, constitutes opposition-and the result
thereof is manifest manyness. That factor, condi.tion or mOlnent of the Partless, Unconditioned,

., +,
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'l'imeless, Absolute Consciousness in and out of
which this notion of separateness, of something
other than I, arises-that is M ii I a-p r a k r t i.
We may take an illustration: Suppose that one
individual is the sole monarch of the entire
globe of the earth, c h a k r a v art i, imperator
ove)" all. Hut even wl18n this fact is recognised without dispute, even then the statement is
made, '1'here is no other," or the question put,
cc Is there really no other? JJ
The autocrat also
reflects f!'OID time to time, Is there any ruler
other than and independent of me, or is there
not? JJ Such thought, implying doubts, involves the possibility of, and forthwith creates,'
the opposite of the onelleflS. For if there were
no such possibility at all, thon the statements,
discllssions, questions and reflexions would all
be truly and literally useless and meaningless.
And such useless and meaningless actions never
take place in the world, for the reason that the
I is the only actor and its actions imitate its
nature of 'l'ruth and Being; or, again, because

every th In g l'S by necessity, and what is neces.
t I n. the reflexlOns
· ·fl· can.
sary is useful an d slgm
.
of the monarch of our illustratIOn there WIll
.
such
further occur such comparIsons
as these"
,
and such others are like me; but they are less
than I am in these respects; they have not
tmch a power, or qualification, or function; the;:
are therefore not quite like me, not equal to m~,
and so forth. The I is the supreme s?ver81gn
of the illustration. The domain of hIS soverThis
. ty I
. the
8lgn
S
. His reflexions are all conh
cerned with it and are of two sor~s, both ,of ~ e
nature of doubt, 'Is it' or 'Is It not?
LIke
the monarch, the I ponders whether another
than itself has or has not existence. rrh~ sup.
't'lOn, up 0 n or. withm ItS
position or Im-posl
consciollsness, of such hypotheses IS the creation of manyness (though onl~ for su~sequent
refutation).' In reality there IS no dIfference,
O

C(

C(

J In the illustration, history shows
that very
autocratic rulers do ' create' very iudependent and
rebellious subjects who start independent governments, to be again gathered up later on in a higher
federation-It refiexion in concrete human affairs
of the laws and principles of metaphysical psychology. (See The Science of the El1wtions, ix.)
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I Treated in the third perSall, ' Is there anyt~illg
else than the Self P' the problem becomes a httle
more distant, more difficult to solve, than when p~~
in the first person, ' Am I anything other than ~ .
One way of dealing with the problem in. the ~hlrd
person is this: Apparently there is an mfimtyof
things other than myself around me-but, how do
I know that there ?'ealZy is? My senses, eyes, ears,
et c., prove their existence? But what proves the
existence of these senses? Ultimately, my. own
knowledge, my consciousness, is the sole and sohtary
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no separateness, between the monarch and his
domain; for the notion of the one includes the
notio~ of the ot~ler. The v i ~ hay a, object,
dOIllaI~l, field of hfe and activity, is included in
the bemg of the subject. SUbject and object
a~r: not apart. In this sense, there is no oppoSItlOn between I and This. The notion of the
This is in the I. And the notion is the notion
of not-one, of many individuals. This manyness
of s a III s it l' a is mit h y it-p r a-p a fi c h a
, Il1rthic~1 quintnplication,' a false, an illusory;
complexIty and multiplicity. Herein Eta t is
a n-a-b hi n n a, 'not-un-separate from
ll'a 111
(I=not not-I), neither separate nor nonseparate. Hence is the world said to be based
ill unity but qualified with and manifesting III
dnality.

A

l\f it h y;l, false, is that wl1ich is both sat
and a-s a t, being and non-being. I is sat:
'1'his is a sat; the conjunction of t.he two i~
the V{orId-process.
IJl'oof and gun.rantee to me of the existence of my
senses n.s well as of all sense-objects, and, in the
circumstn,nces, not only the proof, but the sole
support., originn.tor, substratum of them. Hence
wlmtever existence they hn,ve is derived from me
and is not independent of and apart from me. See
The Science of Peace, p. 143, and chapters viii. to xi.
for a detailed exposition of the basic metaphysical
principles touched on in the text.
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The One Atma, in the Many Etat, appears
as many; then it is called j i vat m a.
(iii.) THE NEXUS OF NI~HEJ;>HA OR NEGATION.
The Nexus between the two, viz., the Not or
Negation, indicates their non-contradiction
of
.
unity.1 The consciousness of thIS very noncontradiction of unity by the two, i.e., the completed negation of manyness by oneness, in any
one system, the mergence of the two into one,
(or one another, or each other) is p r a I a y a.
For this reason, in the consciousness of pure
unity there is nothing to speak of, no speaker,
no word, no space, no time, no action, a~d ~o
action lessness. '1'he form or nature of ulllty IS
different from all these things, which have place
only with reference to its opposite, the many.
Where there is no many, no separateness, there
no language. is possible. Hence the N ex~s between I and This is of the nature of N egatlOn.
Bra h man is not p r ii J;1 a, a p ii n a, etc.,
(the five vital energies that link and hold together the constituents of the body and so ar.e the
reflex ions of the supreme Energy of NegatIOn) ;
It is not ii k Ii s h a, etc., (the five known kinds
of ' this,' the elements); It is not (any of the
endless derivatives of these and their mutual
1 Gargyii.yaJ;la's language hereabouts is very compressed and obscure. I ha.ve here and .t~ere purposely retained the mannensms of the orIgmal.
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reln.tions) food or plant or suffering or revolt
there~rom, or junction or division, or knowledge
or actIOn, or I and thou and he and another,
and soon. No-thing is Brahman. All this, this,
this, etc., is contradictibn of the unity of I and
This; and such absence of unity cannot be
spoken of as Bra h man; it is only a part
(and
. not the Whole.) On the other hand, the
umty of the two (where the I has negated and
abolished the This, and so abolished itself, for
practical purposes of manifestation) is B I' a hman; for therein is no-distinction-well_
described as I-'rhis-N at. B I' a h man is neither
A, nor U, nor M; It is the identity, the mutual
mergence, the disappearance of A and U in M.
It may be asked why this opposition, this
contradiction of unity, tl1ls mallyness appears
~uch ore prominently than unity. The reply
IS ObVlOllS: Appears means manifests, and
man~festat~on is by multiplicity. Appearance,
mamfestatlOn, prominence and diversity are
synonymous. Even the words (more' and
( less' belong to the many; their significance is
nothing else than (more distinguishable, more
separated off' and (less so '. In either case
that of (more' or that of (less, ' there is a con~
tradiction of the Whole, the Oneness. As the
Nyaya says: ,/'he opposite of the Whole is a
part, and the synthesis, the non-opposition, the
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unity (and mutual abolition) of all the parts
is the Whole.
While, then, manyness is prominent and
manifest, Unity must obviously be the reverse.
As 'separateness' increases in a world-system,
C unity' retires more and more into concealment.
'rhe words (extreme' etc., are now and then
used to qualify and describe (separateness '.
They have always only a comparative sense,
indicating graded degree, and never can have
an absolute meaning. (Extreme opposition'
means only very great and much emphasised
difference; (opposition,' only ordinary difference;
C non-opposition, ' slight difference.
The scriptural text, "May I, the One, become
many, may I be born forth, " should be interpreted accordingly. 'l'he One I thinks to and
within Itself, (( Am I alone, or is there anyone
else also". And this very thought, implying
their possibility, creates the actual appearance of many others (for to that substrateConsciousness, possibility is equivalent to
(actual appearance '). The cause and condition
and means of the final determination, C I
alone is or am,' is the ex-istence, the possibility, the false appearance, the im-position
and palming off on or in the Consciousness, of
C many-others '.
It is only after the possibility
and then the impossibility of ' others' has been
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examined and ascertained, that the proclamation
can be made, ' I alone am '.
(iv.) 1)AIVi-Pl{AKJ.tTJ.
'rhe Necessity of the contradiction of the
unity of I and 'rhis is 1) a i v I- P r a k rt i. It is symbolised by ~,the letter I, dwelling between A
and U. When two things are based on or rooted
in one, difference between them is also a matter
of necessity. 'I'he unnecessary is non-existent.
What exists is necessary. All Becoming is
necessal'y. This Energy of vir 0 (:.1 h a, contradiction, opposition, is 1) a i v I-P r a k r t i.
In it I and This llllLnifest. In Olle view, M u I ap r a k r ~ i may be saia to dwell within j) a i v Ip r a k r t i and P rat y a g it t 111 it within 'M u I at> l' a k r t i. It iil the Energy of the necessity
of both. 'l'hat by means of which illumination,
irradiation, play, takes place, ~IIvyate anay~l,
that is ~ a i v 1. P r a k r t i is s va-b h a va;
becoming, caw,ing to be, h h it van a m, by
one's Own effort, s v a-y at n e n a~this is s v ab h ii va; it is doing or acting, pra-k a r a 1.1 a 111,
natnmns, by one's self. And the action of all
and everything is the action of the Self.
The Energy of the conjunction or combination, yo g a, of I and This, is Yo g a-M it y 11. As
the Yoga-sii!ra says: '1'here is an appearance
of conjunction between subject and object as
between light and darkness. The necessity of
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the manifestation of opposition between them,
on the other hand, is M ii Yii. That which
lights up and throws into relief both ~ and ~hi~,
and is inside of and immanent in both IS 1) al VIP l' a k r t i. In its transcendent and universal
aspect 'it is Maya. In a description of t?e
World-process, as the necessity .of t.h~ contr~dI~
tion of the unity of I and Thls, It IS 1) a 1 v 1P r a k r t i.
The reason why 1) a i v i and M u 1 a are
both called P l' a k r t i is that the former has
the appearance of being nearer to the latter
than to the Self. In one sense, indee.d, it
?e
said that it is peculiarly the Necessity of 'lIns;
that the Necessity of I i" 'another,'. anya~;
Prakrti, (apar ii ?); and that of N.egatlOn, stll~
'another' any at (Para?). In reah~y, Prakrtl
is necessity, of nature, character, hemg. Everything acts, behaves, h~ppens of. itself, hecau~e
of the essential neceSSIty of ItS nature, 111
the deepest sense.

rna!

j

Both these P l' a k r tis, 1) a i v i and M u 1a
belong to the A t ill ii, which is ever Self:dete:mined. That which is different from the At m a,
is its non-existence, Not-I, and it is born of the
necessity of the nature of the I itself; but as
the product is This, that ne~essity. may also be
called the necessity of Thls. Drfferences of
names naturally arise out of differerices of
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situation. In its transcendental aspect, M 11 1ap r a, k rt i is An iit m ii; in a, limited sa ms i1 r a, it is .M 11 In.-p r a k r t i; in a bra hmit II d a, A p a I' ;-l-P r n k r t i. So, the universal and transcendent aspect is M ii Y a; that
~llOwn in a sam s it r a" p a i v I-p r a k r t i ; that
m :L bra h m }\ n d a, Par ;-I-P r a, k r t i. So,
the all-transcendent aspect of the Self is called
A t m ii, pure :Lnd simple; in contradistinction
from and with a comparative reference to limitations, to up i1 9- h i-sheathed selves, it is the
P a, r a 111 ;i t m IT., or Supreme Self; with reference to the network of Jaws, the warp and
woof of regulation and administration, it is
~h~ S 11 t r ;-1 t 111 ;i; as pervading all activity,
lt lS P l' a t y a g a. t lJ1 it; as experiencing that
activity, it is j 1 v ;i t mit; and flO OIl endlessly.l
1 The reader may be remillded Jlere of the necessity of " pllnming the thonght through the word"
and 1I0t allowing himself to he perplexed by the
same word being apparent.ly used in different senses.
!f lie hn,R at all touched the truthR that everything
IR everywhere nnd always, that dilferent Ritnations
brillg out di:lferent aspects of one and the same
thillg, like the ever new forms aso:umed by the
smne few pieces of colored glas:> in a kaleidoscope,
that the same names iudicate principles as well as
particul~r individuals, officer:>, hiemrchs concretely
Qrnhodymg those principles-then he wiII find the
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In reality, however, there is no separateness, no difference, no distinctions:
Not other, nor un-other, neither far,
Nor near, nor yet Root-Nature, nor Divine,
Not atomed Matter, nor Necessity,
Nor Energy of Being or Non-being,
Not Maya and not Yoga-maya too,
Not Might, nor Wish, nor All-pervading Self,
Nor Self drawn into or from All, nor Pure,
Nor Not-Self, nor Embodied, nor Supreme,
Nor the World-process, nor transcending it,
Nor anyone World-system, one brahmand',
One jagat, vishva, orone maha-vishva,
La k a or m a h a-10k' of endless grading,
Nor same, nor different, separate or one,
Nor time, nor space, nor substance infinite,
Nor pure, nor full of stains, nor One nor
ManyBut All at once, ever and everywhere,
An ever Restless Rest of I-This-Not.
text not perplexing but most suggestive and illuminating. Some of the technical words mentioned
in the text here are explained at length in subsequent chapters, in new aspects.
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m ii, P r a ~ y a g ii ~ m a, s ii t l' a ~ m ii, Par am a t m ii, a I) u, par a m ii J,l U, 1 etc., ceases;
all merge into Bra h man. An element of
N a, the Negation, is also present in the j i v a~
m it, working within the elements of I and
This, as the Bmhma-sft!m says. It is because
of this that we see existence and non-existence,
birth and death, succeeding one another, in it.
This j i v a ~ m ii is an a I) u, an atom, and
also partless, at the same time. Its atomicity
is p rat yak ~ h a, 'before the eye,' patent;
and it may be said, in consequence, that it is
impossible for it to be partless; yet this partlessness belongs to it by virtue of its A ~ m ftnature. \! This-ness, eta tot va, is nothing else

(Oontinw~d.)

CHAP'l'ER XIX.
THE

JIVATMA.

JIV ATMA.

'l'he j i vat m a a compound of I and N ot-I.Etymological significance.-Its main characteristics.-Atomicity and continuity.-Embodiment of
oppositions and contradictions.-Its psychological
stages: nescience, science, omniscience.-Its grades,
one within another, endlessly.-Progress and
regress, evolution, etc., the reflexion of the simultaneous All in the successive.-Philological illustmtions.-The origin of I, You and He.-Correspondences of various deities, hierarchical and
divine Powers and Intelligences, with various
letters of the alphabet.

1 It will be noticed that some of these words twe
commenced with capitals and others with small
letters, although in this context all signify principles.
The reason is that some of the words me:tn only
principles, and are always used in the singular
number only; these begin with capit:tls. The others
indicate principles as well as concrete embodiments,
and occur in the plural number too.
~ This is another of those frequent instances in
which the work draws, from certain data, conclusions exactly the reverse of those that might be
expected, prima facie, by the inalert reader! The
reason is, of course, that the author sees, in the
data, elements which the unprepared reader does
not. "Everything contains within itself its own

The j i v ii t m IT. is a mixture of 'portions'
of the I and the This. 'l'hat wherein the A ~ma,
the Self, plays, j i vat i, k l' i g a ~ i-that is
the j i v it ~ m it. This j j v it ~ m i1 is the reflexion, the image, the p l' a ~ i-b i mba of the
1s h va l' a who is the s u ~ l' ii ~ rna. It is true
that the j i v it t m ii is declared to be Brahman
also. But this is so only when it has achieved
knowledge of its-Self, when it knows the essential and true and whole nature and character of
the World-process, the I, the This, the Becoming,
the To-Be, etc. Then difference between j i v ii~-

1
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tlmn tlle opposite of the unity of the 1. This
opposition is a matter of the Necessity of the
S v a-b h ;-t va of the 1. Because of it the
Universal I acquires and puts on indiviuuality.
C I'
is or am one I; C You' is or are another
I; (He' is another 1. Anu so on, endlessly.
Because each I, as I, is a continuum, an unbreakable thread or line of consciousness, the
j j v ii t m rt is partless and indivisible. Because,
011 the other hand, eta t is the opposite of
unity, there arises in it atomicity
" , limitation,
parts.
Atomicity is the embodiment of the
oppositiOll between A h a III and FJ tat.
It must be remembereu, however, that C opposition,' C an opposite,' cannot Tcall!} arise in the
Full and the Bternal. It is only hypothesised,
postulated, inmgined, fancied, dreamed, supposed, ass11med for the moment, for purposes of
argument, so to say, only in order to he the
more effectually re£utetl, negated, abolished,
proved to be non-existent. Duality is a necessary hypothesis within the One, for the sole
and very purpose of emphasising the Oneness
opposite "-this if; the governing law of logic and
thought, and of fl1ct and the whole W"orId-process.
The' reconcilil1tion ' of the 'paradox' in the text is
thl1t the in<liviRibility of the atom i;; compl1rative,
relative to one world-system, plane, etc., no
concrete pa.rticular atom beinO' really abllolutely
and finally iudivisible.
b
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of the One, in and by and through its, the
duality's, own refutation and repudiation.
We see in the j i v Ii t m 11 pleasure and pain,
joy and sorrow, also that it is born, lives, dies.
But all this is illusion, b h l' a m a. The act called birth and the power of achieving it; the act
called death and the power of achieving it; the
act called living and the power of achieving itall these are in the One Parama tmii. How do
these variations arise? Thus: I It knows Itself
as partless, conditionless, universal, transcendent;
and It says to Itself, cc I-This-Not". Such is
Its very Nature. As I, It is unborn, undying,
unopposed, unopposahle, One without a second.
As Eta t, It is doer, actor, sufferer, Many,
diverse. As Not, It merges I and This into One
or rather the Numberless. Thus indeed are all
possible natures, characters, constitutions, and
all power to do or not to do, or to do otherwise,
already and always in the Supreme Self. Indeed
the Par a m {~ t m ii. may be said to he the Totality of all these Powers. (All these are
simultaneous in the Absolute). The life of the
j i vii t m a is governed by this same Supreme
I 'l'he argument may not nppoar quite
clear; it
is put in very compressed form with steps omitted.
If the reader is il1tel'estell in entering into the subject fully, he may perhaps fiud it useful to look
throngh pp. 125, 126 et seq. of The Science of reace.
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Notion, 1-'l'his-Not (in the succession of its
parts, however). As a I p a-j fi a, 'little-knower,'
(at first, when identifying itself with an eta t)
it thinks and believes to itself, "(I am mineral; I
am plant; I am animal; I am human) ; I am glad;
I am sad; I am good; I am virtuous; I am poor;
I am nothing at all; " etc. This is the condition
a-J nit n a, non-knowledge. Dissipating
of
this error, this ne-science, and producing
j fi ii. n a, knowledge, science, there arises, (in
the second half of the j i va's life, when it
begins to apply and realise the Not to and in
the 'l'his) the reflexion: ." A.ll this world-happening is by Nature, by Necessity; I am nothing;
thou art nothing; there is nothing mine or thine
or another's; there is no difference between
me, thee and a.nother ; all are and is One I".
(The first stage of the j i v ii. t 111 ii. has been
described as that of the a I p a-j fi a, the' littleknower,' of a-j fi fi. n a, ignorance; and the
second stage, by contrast, as of j fi ii. n a, knowledge, science. Is this science equal to omniscience, then?) In the strict sense, the j i va tm fi., as ;such, must be always a I p a-j fi a,
'little-knowing,' and only the Par a mat rna,
all-knowing. In the latter only is present the
Whole of the I and the Whole of the This;
never in anyone j i vat m a. (But, generally
speaking, so far as the j i v a ~ m a is and realises
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itself as Par a m ii. t m a, it takes on the potential omniscience belonging to the latter.)
For this same reason, from another standpoint
and in another aspect, it appears and happens
that what is eternal, simultaneously all-including, ever-present, immediate knowledge in the
universal Par am ii. rm ii, unfolds as timegoverned, successive, and partial memory in the
jivatma.
'rhis op-position and non-opposition, viroq.ha
and a-v i r 0 (J h a (separation and identification
between I and This) is an endless process. We
find here the root, the seed, the germ and primal
principle of all a n-a vas t h ii" 'non-finality,'
'p1'Ogre881t8 et 1'egreS8u,8 ad infinitu,1n. There are
atoms within worlds, and worlds within atoms,
pseudo-ill finitely/ (in Space). And within each
atom ever goes on the process, first, 'I (am) this'
and then '(I am) not (this)'.
Yet again, every j i v a has to work out and
realise this Idea of the Logion, 1-This-Not, in
every atom, which is another source of yet
another pseudo-infinity (in Time).
Yet again (because there are j i vat mas
within higher or larger j i vat m ii. s, i.e.,
s u t rat m ii. s), we have knowledge within
knowledge, memory of memory, word inside
word, dialect through dialect, language out of
1

See Fournier's Two New Worlds, (1908).
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language, meaning hiding meaning-and so on,
endlessly (in Motion), an infinity of infinities.
All this regulation and demarcation of time
and space that we see, the divisions into cycles
and orbits, and yugas and man v a 11 tar as
and maha-manvantaras-allthis is only
from the standpoint of the successive~ of single
world-systems only.
In verity, there is no succession and no number, but only the One, Ever-present, Universal
Thought everywhere; and truly is each and
every j i vat m a eternally seated, omnipresently, in all sam s ii l' a s. Only when it
believes itself limited, does it endeavor to progress st,ep by step by expanding its knowledge,
its consciousness, little by little.
Ever and everywhere and every way, in every
point of time and space, in every atom, shines
the Self. Nothing is anywhere without the
Self, dead, uninspired by It. And thus, again,
we see there is no difference. '1'he' you' is
'I,' and the 'I,' 'you'. Whatever even hints
at any separateness is but mere words that
passingly deal with the possibility of a break
in the Self's unity.
(An illustration of how the idea works out in
the science of sound-language, grammar, may be
given). The pronoun As mat means A t III a ;
U f? h mat is the Eta ~ born from it (in modern

!
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Samskrt, Yu f? h mat, because of the inclusion
of the letter 'I,' signifying S h a k t i, in it,
I-Uf?hmat becoming Yu~hmat by the rules
of coalescence). (The letter) 'I' is the Necessity th~t stands between the two, with a special
abode m the Eta t. Hence there is a coalescence between the '1' and 'U'-f? h m a t.tBllt,·
then, why is not this fact brought out in the
constitution and 'appearance' or form of tIle
sacred sound, AUM, itself? Because, in the
ultimate reality, Necessity belongs to and is
hidden in the All, and not attached to anyone of
the Three in particular. Hence, the Vet,la-grammar, P1'litishlikhya, separates the' I' out of both
A and U. (The peculiar manner in which the
, I' is included in the A UM brings out the
underlying principles of metaphysic.) at, A,
followed by {, I, coalesces with it into q-, E.
That followed by~, U, merges with it into ~,
A y. But here the ~, Y, disappears in accordance with the rules of Vet,la-grammar and
leaves behind only the at, A, again, and this
t If the reader remembers Pal}dit 1/hanaraja's early
doubts and queries as to why the Samskrt alphabet
was arranged as it was in PS1}ini's s.u/ras, he will
find here an illustration of the kind of answer needed.
The paragraph in the text explains why the first
aphorism should run in the order it does. The
reader may consult the Shiva-sft/ra-vi?narshini.
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merges with the succeeding, 'f, U, into 0 j so
that AUM, is pronounced as OM. It is
true that, ordinarily, a second coalescence does
not take place after a lop a, disappearance,
of a letter; but this rule applies to secular
speech, not va i <J i k a, scriptural.
With reference to such etymological considerations as these has it been said that A is
Vi!i!ll1~lU, 'I' is Shailkara, U is Brahma and
M the Negation of all. Here' I' is declared to
be Shiva only because ShivfL is connected with
i c 11 c h 11 a, desire, which is S h fL k t i. Elsewhere, A is A ~ 111 ii, j fi it n a, cognition, high and
low; 'I' is Shaktij U is all kriytt over which
Brahmii presides; while Shailkal'a is IVL As the
four letters A, U, M and I have been here
successively shown to be present in the AUM,
so the Kaliipa- Vyal.ara~!a8, Encyclopmdic Grammars (?) systematically explain and derive all
letters, all words, and all 'meanings' and concepts
out of the AUM; and the Shilpas, practical
sciences or arts, expound all substances or
pa(J1trthas, and their actions, activities, movements, functions and all natural processes too,
as derived from it. 1 Truly is the AUM allI Thus, if we hnd theRe old workR, we would proIm,hly find that the manifestation of the 'I' after
the ' A ' ; their coalescence into E ; then the manifestation of U; and their conleRcence into Ay ; then the dis-
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comprehending.
This world, and the world
beyond, and the one beyond that again and so on
ever endlessly, all these are present in it. None
is there to compass and describe its Greatness
in its entirety. What is said here is only some
of the main Ideas comprised within it.

appearance of the Y, etc., etc., all corresponded with
stages and formations and lapses, etc., in the processes of embryological and cosmological development and evolution, on the microcosmic and macrocosmic scales. And so with all the letters. (See
the Introduction to the Bhagavar!-Gifii, by Annie
Besant and Bhagavan 1)as, and the Science of
Peace, pp. 160-161).

I
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CHAPTER XX.
THE CONSTITUTION OF TIlE Jiv A'fMA.

U nifieation or mutual inchlAion of opposites.Love and Hate.-Two kinds of eaeh, (a) Geneml,
latent [md causal, (b) Special, patent and effectual.
-The significance of 'organisation '.-Higher and
higher organisms including lower and lower, endlessly.-Subsumrtion of all in P a I' a mat m a.}1~lldlesR spiral progress or evolution of j i vas
through larger and larger worlds.-The meaning of
, death' of body n,nc1 soul in ternm of en,ch other.Continuous passing and repn,ssing into and from
en,ch other, of egos and ntoms.--S ii t rat m it as
means of such.-The cOJlllexioll between the various
subtler and con,rser bodies of the jiva.-The principle of synthesis n,nd antithesis, co-ordinn,tion and
dis-ordinn,tion between various planes n,nd worlds.The practical utility of understanding these matters.
-Right action follows only and surely on right
knowledge.-Right knowledge followed by right
action constitutes m 0 k ~ h a.-Metaphysieal views.

With reference to the opposition between A smat, I, and Yu~hmat, you, it should be noted
that opposites are in the ultimate reality, one. I
1

us

The adual truth of this is illustrated all around
in every day life. Youth and maid love
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Everything includes its opposite, carries it within itself as a limb, an organ, a constituent part
of its own total organism. What do we mean
when we speak of an angry man? '1'he
grow aJI in all to ea{)h other, marry-opposites become one; and have a large family-the one become
many n,gain. '1.'11en, the family, born of the love, now
n,bsorbs the en,re n,nd time of en,eh parellt, in a different wn,y, and they begin to be less than all in all to
each other, gradually drift apart in interests, and
may even suddenly find themsel ves disagreeing under
the irritabilities produced by the too heavy strrtins
of the family life. 'Like' had hidden within its
womb the' dislike' that now develops ana manifests
concealing within itself, in turn, again, as seed of
future remorse, the' like' out of which it grew forth
-;l,Il endless rotation.
A servant is keated kindly
because he does his work and in order that he may
be encouraged to do it better; the kindness, born of
the good work, breeds sense of immunity, then carelessness, then impertinence and delltroys the good
work. A master is served well, because he is good
and kind and in order that he may become more so ;
the assiduous service breeds in him habits of selfishness and luxury and destroys the kindness out of
which the good service was born. Public honors are
bestowed on a good public worker; they' turn his
head' and destroy the good work. Leaders, by
excess of leading and commanding, alienate followers. Followers, by too much following, spoil their
leaders. Armies, organised for purposes of offence
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condition of anger is different from, is opposed
and painful to, his normal condition, and yet is
veritably included in his character, sva-bhiiva,
own-being, and is not separate and apart from

the man. The reconciliation of separateness,
and yet non-separateness, unity despite opposition, oneness simultaneously with manynes8, is
C interdependence,' C relativity,' 811 p e k ~ h i ta tva.

and defence, to add to the strength of a State, become a burden on its finances, and a source of weakness and clanger. GeniuR, the overflowing Rtrellgth
of one faculty, oyer-reacheR itself, hecomes unbalanced
immllity, and destroying whrLt it fed upon, dies in
poverty of Rtarvation, or in the lunatic asylum of
diseaRe. Uniqne fashion::; of dress, ornament::;, styles,
inteJl(led to act as ideals, to set the fashion, degenerate into the common, the common-place, [md the
vulg;tr, hy t.()O much multiplication.
Schemes of
religious miniRtration and self-sacrificing help, by
too much sptematisation, lose their essential vital
power of spontaneous feeling, and oRRify and die in
foul corruption, and imbecile forlllnlitieR. Procreation, in Rome forlllR of life, leads to death. N ourishment, by overfeeding, to diReaRe. Chemical components, combining, realiRing theil' chal'fwteristic
aftinities, iII the very realisation lose their origimtl
character a.lIll nndergo entire transformation. Joy
carries the seed of sorrow within itself, and sorrow
of joy. ExcCf;sivc love becomes jcnJousy and then
hate. Excessive hate, preserving' its object for
continual gratification, becomes love.
Fire hides
water within its cOllRtitution; rmd water fire; oxygen
allll hydrogeu nourish fire and make water; and yet
water Itnd fire extinguish each other. The densest
and most resistant solidB carry the possibility of

becoming the most tenuous of gases; and vice
versa. Everything, growing and multiplying, growB
necessarily, inevitably, to excess, and RO destroys
itself. Even more immediately, anabolisnl is insepamble from katabolism, vital functioning means
waste of tissue, living includes dying and dying
includes living. .Judged superficially, it will seem
that this transformation from one into !mother and
opposite iR dne to external circnnmtallces. But
looked at closely, it will he found that the word
'necessarily,' 'inevitably,' is the explanation of why
theRe external circumstances themselves are present
at all. The why, again, of this necessity is to be
found in the nature of the absolute Consciousness,
I-This-Not, which makes action and reaction necessary in the limited. (Sec The Science of Peace,
ch. x. Itnd xi.)
At first Right, the modern Hegel'R statement, that
Being is Nothing, might Reem to be the same ItS the
~~hi's, that opposites are one.
The illustmtionR
given above could perhaps be drawn from Hegel's
statement also. But there is a slight differencewhich makes all the difference between conviction
and doubt. As Stirling, one of Hegel's profoundest
exponents, himself confesses, this first statement
of Hegel's, which is the foundation of the whole
of his system, remains perplexing, doubtful, un-

\
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In this fact may be found the true origin and
significance of rag a aud q. v e ~ h a, Love and
Hate. Because the Self is, and is felt, everywhere, and everywhere knows and realises its

unbroke"n unity and thread-continuity, therefore is there Love between all, by all, for all,
in all places. So too, on the other hand, because the eta t s, c this's,' not-selves, the sheaths
in which the Self manifests, are many and separate, therefore is there hate between them all.
All this is matter of Necessity. With whom we
have no necessity (to associate), no needs and
interests bound up, with him there is no possibility of hate; or of love either; the two
go together.
In a general sense, however, because all are

convincing. And yet it is also true that the bulk of
the system is deeply thoughtful and t.rue, and in
agreement with the conclusions of the Verliinfa and
those set forward here. What is the explanl1tion P
If the foundation is wrongly 1l1id, the rest of the
building ought to be awry? TIle explanation seems
to be that Hegel felt the truth, but did not see it
yet quite cleady-natural in the circumstances, it
being exceedingly wonderful that he even SI1W as he
did-and therefore could not express it clearly.
Hegel says" Being is Nothing;" and that, being the
same, they yet pass into one another and make
becoming; in other words, in terms of consciousness,
"I is Not-I," and the two passing into each other
make the World-process. When Hegel's statement
is thus made significant and hronght home to ourselves by translation illto terms of consciousness, we
at once see the difficulty, the error or 'slip of the
pen,' if we may so call it, into which Hegel seems to
have fallen. Instead of saying" Beillg is Nothing"
he should have said" Being is Not-Nothing," i.e., "I
is not Not-I". Then, later on, hymutual a!,lhyasl1
(see The Science of Peace, ch. xiii., it would have
heen possible for him to say "Partial being is
partial nothing;" which would be a descnption of becoming; as Fichte better put it, ego in part=nonego and vice ve1·sa.

When Gargyayal}a Sl1ys "Opposites are one," he
seems to say the same thing almost as Hegel-but

what h9 means, as is obvious from all the work, is
that "Opposites taken togethm·, are one," make one,
inhere in one. Of course in a certain sense Pure
Being is the same as Pure Nothing; but then, such
a ' same' cannot pass into or ont of the' same' to
make something else, i.e., Becoming. On the' view'
propounded by Gargyayal}a, the explanation of the
Universe is that when the totality of the pairs of
opposites that make np the W orId-process is summed
up, the result is a Nothing in which all the opposites
have mutually abolished each other; and this
nothing is negated, within Itself, by the Self which
is Being; and, finally, as the net result of this
negation we arrive at the Absolute, 'I-Not-I-Not,'
where in all specific consciousness of all individual
1'8 and particular Not-I's is merged and lost.
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connected with and have necessity and need for
all, therefore r Ii g a, love, exists everywhere, i.e.,
in the mind of every j i v a and for everything
whatever. We want to see things of which we
have no particular need at all. Weare curious
to know about all things whatsoever. We walk
along the road and look inquisitively at the
things of the wayside. We wish to hear and
overhear all kinds of talk (when not in real life,
then in tales, at least). All this is the result of

and necessities, there special loves and hates,
likes and dislikes, friendships and feuds, neces~
sarily arise. He that helps to satisfy our needs
is our friend. He that prevents their fulfilment,
our enemy. He that balances both is impartial
and equal or equable or indifferent. And so on.
We thus have two kinds of love and hate.
One is of the nature of cause; the other is of the
nature of effect. The former bases on the latent
general all-pervading dual-necessity; the latter,
on the patent special necessities of daily individual life.
The result of this interplay, the reconciliation
of this opposition, of unity and manyness, love
and hate, is avayav-iivayavi-bhliva,
'the condition of organs and organism, parts
and whole, attributes and substratum,' organisation of 'many' parts into higher and higher
'wholes' or ' ones' or individuals. And it is the
duty of the student to bring home to himself, in
terms of sel£, s v a m, and of love, this fact that
the whole of the World-process is so organi8ed in
the Par a mat m ii, which is himself-a ham
ev-asmi sarvam, 'I myself am (oris) all.'
To return to particular loves and hates .. These
correspond with our knowledge. As our knowledge is, so is our action. It is true that we
sometimes seem to act against our convictions;
but the fact is in such cases that the convictions

rftg a.

The Self is everywhere and includes everything. I am the Self and wish to encompass
everything too; I like everything; I like to own
everything.
So, on the other hand, we experience q. v e ~ h a,
hate, dislike, aversion, without necessity, i.e., with
or by an opposite necessity; without any patent
particular necessity, but because of the necessity of asserting the separate existence of the
sl1eath we inhabit. 'I am so and so, but this
fellow is not.' 'I am great, but this creature
is contemptible.' 'I cannot associate with that
low fellow.' 'Why did he talk thus of his
betters?' etc.-such are only the grosser forms
of that necessity of separate u p ii (J his, sheaths,
without which individualised existence, however
subtle and glorious, were impossible.
Where we have particular and obvious needs
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are not deep enough, are not truly 1·eal-ised.
As the expansion of knowledge is endless, such
too is the expansion of activity . Never can
activity, motion, cease, as all the sciences agree.
C Many'
atoms are summed up in an individual bra h mit n d a. C Many' bra h man d a s
make up the oneness of a jag a t. C Many'
jag a t s are subsumed in the individuality of
a vis h v a. When a j i v a has exhausted all
the experiences and gained all the knowledge
possible in and from his one bra h III ii n d a he
goes on to the next higher and larger, and so
on emllessly, on all possible scales, even beyond
the sam s Ii r a of Mahiivi~lll}.u. It goes out of
one atom and into another; and atoms change
their condition (a vas t h ii) from time to time,
also, on all scales, moment to moment and
m u h 11 r t a to m u h 11 r t a and m a h am a n van tar a to
m a h a-m a n van tar a
and so on, in incessant growth and diminution,
v r (J (J h i and san k ~ hay a, expansion and
decay, and gradually become Brahma, Vi~lu;lU,
Shiva, Mahiivi~hl:lU, and greater than these,
endlessly.
By opposition to the Unity of the Self
appears the many This. And, again, by juxtaposition with the many '1'his, the Self
appears as many selves or j i vas. Aml
j i vas and n p a ~ It i s are inseparable. Yet there
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must be incessant change also, and on all scale!l.
Therefore j i v a 8 are always passing from
up 8 ~ h i to u P 8 cJ h i, atom to atom, the
atom vacated by one being instantly occupied
by another (all this being possible because, being
indeed only the translation in terms of time
and space and limitation, of the one constant fact that all atoms and all j i va 8
exist in eternal conjunction in the Absolute
Consciousness).
For familiar illustration, witness the new-born
babe and its gradual growth in body and
in mind (and then decay and death and
passing into another body).
The destruction or dissolution of atoms aleo
takes place. But they are generally spoken
of as indestructible 011 the general ground
that nothing is really ultimately destructible.
For practical purposes, according to the
Veq,as, the slowing down or the intensification of the vibration (m an Qat it or ii k r a~ h t a Pi), for or by the storing of energy,
s h a k t i, (and vice vB1'sa?) makes the beginning and the end (? the end and the beginning), the destruction and the birth (in their
case).l Although atoms are m ii 1a-p r a k r t i k a,
See The Se(}l"et Doctr£lle, i, 545. This portion
very difficult to translate, for lack of coutinuity
of traditional learning" on the subject of atoms, in
I
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(i. e., belong to that the characteristic of
which is concreteness, particularity) yet there
is no possibility of an increase (of numbers?
amongst them).
Because they are endless
(pseudo-infinite) once for all, by correspondence with the Infinite Self which they
oppose everywhere and always. In fact this
itself is M ii. I a-p r a k r t i. Hence a h a ill and
atom are interdependent. In every a ham
an atom, 111 every atom an a ham. For
this reason also is it said that all a 1.1 us
atoms, are similar, are equal (ultimately).

there, matures its work; I and then again
develops activity in association with another
element of a ham. The j i va also, on the
other hand, for the maturation of its work
and faculty, takes another suitable atom' to

When an element of a ham, ego, pursuing its
due course of activity, passes from one piece of
eta t, 'this,' to another, the former eta t is said
to die, to become non-existent, to perish, i. e.,
to merge and disappear into deeper existence.
This former eta t then goes back into its
original element, a kits h a, etc., and staying
Samskrt. The literal translation of the text would
perhaps be: "For the sake of providing energy,
or storing up energy, by the succession of
slowness and intensification, the begiuning and
euel-this only is destruction and origin, as is
declared by the Vegas." ·Whatever alteration or
addition of idea may appear in the paraphmse
above as compared with this, may perhaps be
seen to be justifiable on reading later statements in the text.

i
1

l ' Its
original element' apparently means the
large masses of it which form the sheath of
the corresponding cosmic <;l e va, and are ensouled by his a ham, a personality, the same
in kind, but very different in degree of 'separativeness '. This would be needed to fulfil the
law that spirit and mM,ter, a h a III and eta t
can never be apart, that there is nowhere any
such thing as inanimate matter. 'Matures its
work'
seems to mean that it digests and
assimilates the experiences of vibrating in response to the more acutely personal consciousness
which it underwent when attached to a more
, personal' j i v:t, that it further ripens and perfects
its capacity for being the means and instrument
for that kind of activity of a ham-life which
it subserved formerly.
2 '1'he word atom here should he understood in a
comparative sense, as meaning rather the whole
ast.ral sheath or egg; so, the physicnl eta t which
is dropped is also not the permanent physical
atom, but the body as a whole. That the general
st·atement of the text is correct however, with
regard even to atoms, we m:ty gather from the
fact that the pharma-kaya Bu<;l<;lha, the vi <;l e h am uk t a, drops even the permanent physical atom.
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itself and dwells in Kamaloka, etc., for a time,
and then spreads out its work again (on
the physical plane). Such is the close and
inseparable oonnexion between ' pieces' of
a 11 a m and pieces of eta t. There is no
atom, no super-atom, no this, no that, without an ensouling element of a ham. So
neither can any element or feel of a ham
anywhere be specified, described, spoken of,
But, yet again, the severance of conllexion can
never he quite complete-for the whole Worldprocess is one ullbreaknble coutinuum. (See The
Science of Peac.e, pp. 124, 129, 186, etc.)
l\1oreover, size is nothing. The original 'hole
in Rpace,' or bubble in the retller of space, in
om'--{)l' any-universe, made by the breath of
the Ishvara of the universe is an a ham'
definite numbe!'s of these, d~finitely arranged:
form the 'atom' of each plane, and this again
is an n, ham; these 'atoms,' in turn, form
molecules, and moleculeR tisRues, and tissues
hodies,
ann each successive aggregat.ion is
similar in principle though not in hulk, so
thnt there is no essential difference in meanillg whether the word • atom' or the word
, body' is used in this connexion. From the
sblndpoint of the eta t, hulk and interrelation
!lnd numher are importnnt differences; from the
standpoint of t.he a h It m it. is all one, llimself
:md 'tl1iR '. [A. B.]
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indicated in any way, without a piece of
eta t. All conventions, all the behavior of
individualised life, all recognition and use
of time and space, depends upon a combination of these two.
In the name j i vat m a, the element of
eta t, i.e., the a Q u or atom is the j i va, and
the element of a ham is the at m a. It is
true that when the two are separated, the
former is called a Q u, atom, and the latter
j iv a;1 but this is a matter of usage. As a
1 For the 'metaphysic' of thiR see The SC'I:ence
of Peace ch. xv., p. 291. Of any alld every 'pair,'

1
'j

in t.he domain of the Limited, one will masquerade as spirit, as suhtler inner core, and the
other as matter, as denser outer crnst or body;
and there will also appear a third, between,
as nexus.
In TIleosophical phrase, in tIle
, metaphysical' or 'universal' interpretation, as
principles, At m s is the Universal I, :M a n a s,
the individual ' atom,' chi t t It-a I} u, inspired
hy the I which is individualised therel)y;
B u <;l <;l hi is the nexus hetween. This should
llOld good of all planes, and all worlds and aU
systems. But in 'physical' or 'particular' and
empirical' interpretation, for' practical' purposes,
, A t m s ' corresponds to, has its 10Clttion or
centre in, appeltrs as a film of, stmic-plane
matter, or a k ash a; Man a s a,s a sheath of
mental-plane matter, agni-tattva; and Bu<;l<;lhi

)
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fact, 1ll view of the s ii t rat m ii, because
the element of eta t is bound up in that
'thread,' therefore, reciprocally, the element
of continuity, the 'thread-I' always pervades
it, i.e., the atom. And, vice versa, the (pseudo-)
thread-e ~ a t permeates the element of a h a m.1

The above is the aspect of sam a iii h t i,
totality, the whole. In the partial or successive, one work or activity only being prominent at one time, there arises the appearance of a contradiction of the unity of the
thread, of successive conjunction and disjunction. These two appearances occur III
every atom, every moment.
Even in a single body, where unity is so
prominent, we constantly see disruption thereof.
During sleep the j 1 va' contradicts' its unity
with the s t h ii I a or physical body, and works
in the 1i ng a-body. Again' opposing,' denying, its unity with the latter and disjoining itself therefrom, it works in the s ii k iii h m a.
And disuniting with that, it goes into the
k it l' a:Q, a. From that it goes still higher or
deeper or subtler. Yet because the At m it and

comes bet, ween, as va y u or b u q q hi c-plane
matter. Coming lower down, it would probably
be correct to say that, from the Theosophical standpoint, for tIle vegetable kingdom, our mental
plane-matter would stand for At m a, our astral
fo[, B u ~ q h i, our physical for Man a s. So,
IIgain, lower down, and so higher above j thus the
a q i, an up a q ak a and so-called at m i c planes
would make a triplet of At m a, B u q q hi and
M anRS.
It may be noted that in the Yoga system the
a ham always includes all the sheltths ill which
the man is not self-conscious, i.e., has not separated
himself from the body in which he is working. At
a low stage of evolut,iou the a h It m is everything
abore the physical j later, everything abo"e the
astral, and so on step by step. Parts cannot
1)e perceived in the 'invisible,' so the whole is
conceived as a unit, a one. [A. B.]
1 The
notable inference from the text here
6ught not to be overlooked, viz., that the j i va
passes and can pass from one eta t to another,
only along the lines of the s ii t l' a t m a ill
which it and both the eta t s concerned are

1

l

I
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included. Continuity as well as discreteness is
needed for every world-activity, in eternal paradox j and this is secured by the device of the
s ii t rat m a, which means not only a single
straight thread, but also that thread worked
up into many knots and meshes and network. n
means ' thread-soul' as well as group-soul and
over-soul, 'web of life,' 'reticulated net-work,'
, nervous system,' and ' p r a Q i c web, ' and
'b u q q h i,' etc., etc., various things in various
contexts and situations, from various points of
view, a,s mentioned in previous footnotes.'
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the bodies are all threaded together, there
never is a complete break. Even after reaching
the kiiraDa, siik~hma, etc., when it 'wakes,'
it begins to do all the work of the s ~ h ii 1 a
again, beCa1tSe it has all along remained 'near'
to, retained touch with, the physical body too.
In this sense has it been said that all atoms
go everywhere, that all bra h mal) d a s, all
sam sit r a s, are literally connectod together,
differing only in grades of size, as larger and
smaller.
And herein we discern the principles of
S ii m ii n-lt (J h i k a I' a 1.1 y a
and v a i-y a q. h ik a r a ~l y n" co-ordination and disordination,
synthesis and antithesis, parity and disparity,
coherence and incoherence, relevance and irrelevanee. That which is next to or continuous
with another, not hidden or interrupted and
suppressed by it, is co-ordinate with it. 'fhat
which is screened off, superseded, opposed and
abolished by another, is disordinate or disparate
with it.)
I In other worch;,
when two things eftll be seen
simult.a,neonsly ftS in eontiIllmtion of eftch other, n,s
helping ftncl supporting :lnd forming pn.rt of eftch
other, then they ftre coherent; when it is necessary
to t,Ul'n :lWfty from one in order to see the other
wIlen they negate each other, cannot be fitted in
with each other, to their mutual support, then they
n,re irreconcilable, separate, disparate.

)
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To the deeper view, there is always synthesis,
higher and higher, between all atoms, all worlds,
all j i vas, in the endless unity and continuity
of the thread of the Being of the Self. From
the standpoint of the particular, on the other
hand, there is always the appearance of
disunion, discreteness, disorder, breach of law
within law, and so on.
For the practical
purposes of life it is necessary to know such
, mediacies' and 'immediacies;' 'limits' and
'continuations;' 'antitheses' and' syntheses;' to
know that this (thing, cycle or system) begins
and ends within these limits and also again
is part and a continuation of this other (thing,
cycle, etc.) ; to know that this fact is, in one
view, incongruous with this other, and that,
from another view, it is perfectly congruous
with it, by the means of a larger and more
wide-reaching fact.
The repeated statement
that atoms are included in worlds and worlds
again in each of these atoms should be reconsidered in the light of this principle of
synthesis and antithesis. 1 It will appear then,
I See Fournier's Two New
W01·Zds. That book,
and what we can Ree around us with our physical
eyes, lenves behind the impression that there are
only two kinds of 'concretionR,' 'formations' of
matter, 'bodies,' t:iz., globes and spheres or the
heavenly bodies, and atoms and electrons. etc.,
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of all, everywhere, always; and what the further
and fuller significance and justification is, of
interdependence and independence, prayer and
self-sufficiency, veneration and opposition, friendship and enmity, possibility and impossibility,
association, desire for company~ desire for solitude, compassion, ambition, competition, charity,
q. h a I'm a or duty, j a p a or meditation by
repetition and recitation of sounds and meanings, y a j fi a or sacrifice, etc.

how they are all graded together III reality,
though appearing, to the cursory view, to be
entirely independent, and even inconsistent
with each other.

moving, self-supported, freely in space, on the
fme hand, and "creatures" of many UlOre or less
irregulfLr forms, men, animals, trees, living on those
globes 01' spheres or atoms, on the other. From the
metaphysical sbndpoint too, it is true that the spherical form is the most 'complete,' , all-inclusive,' , the
same hom all points of view' and is the nearest
imitation in form of the Formless, and therefore
most fitted to act as substratum and support of all
other forms, while itself self-supporting-thus
further imitating the attributes of the Attributeless.
But there does not seem to be, from tlmt standpoint,
any sufficient reason for the universal reign of any
padiculaT ratios and proportions, such as are mentioned in the book. They may well hold good of a
particular world-system. But probably in different worlds, 'infra' and 'supra,' different ratios
between' atoms' and' creatures' and' globes' etc.,
prevail. Metaphysic requires tlutt there should be
all possible shapes and all possible sizes of beings,
in all parts of spfwe, on all pos~ible planes, etc.,
emerging out of and merging back into the spherical, for otherwise there would be arbit.rariness,
lack of sufficient reason, which lack is intolerable
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Out of such understanding of the essential
significance of world-facts, out of such knowledge of 'Truth, Self, Brah m an, arises mok~ha.
To know the truth and to regulate conduct in
accordance therewith-this is the fruit of true
knowledge, and this is m 0 kill h a. Hence the
saying, mukti res nIts from tattva-jfiana.
Out of that knowledge arises the conviction
that pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow, are nothing real, are only passing phases and appearances in the j i va and belong not to the inner
Self; that all are really one and all abide everlastingly in the peace of Sa t-c hi Q-a nan Qa.
All sciences too but endeavor, ultimately, to
indicate this Unity as underlying the diversity
of the objects they deal with specially and
respectively.
Because of the essential connexion between
knowledge and action do we find the advice
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given everywhere, in every language, "Think
before you act," " Study the subject and acquire
all available information about it, before beginning practical operations". Even :Mahiivi~hJ}.u,
as said before, completes his ideation, embodied
in the Vegas, before beginning the work of
creation. In further illustration of the same
prillciple of succession, we have again, within
eacl) treatise too, at first only a leading up or
introduction to, an indication of, the nature
of the subject-matter, and then follows a description of the processes whereby it may be secured.
Therefore, everywhere, in every department of
life, ought we to have right knowledge first,
and then it should be and will be followed by
right action. Perfect knowledge followed by
perfect action constitutes III 0 k ~ h a. .And perfect knowledge consists in realising the Infinite Unity in endlcss Diversity: All is within
all, transcendence beyond transcendence, endlessness after endlessness, beginninglessness before beO'inninglessness, beginnings and ends beo
.
hind beginnings
and ends, succeSSlOn
a b ove
snccession, synthesis over flynthesis, Infinity
around Infinity.

OHAPTER XXI.
THE

MAIN PSYCHOJ.OGICAL FEATURES
OF THE J

i v I T M I.

'l'he reason why the Logion in terms of sound is
important for us.-The deriva.tion therefrom of
the three ma.in constituents of the j i vat m a.Cognition, desire and action.-The world-fact.s
derived from these.-The order of succession of t,he
three.-Their dual form, causal and effectual.Special considerations as to desire.-Dual form of
work, particular and universal.-Metaphysicnl
negations.
80

I

It has been repeatedly declared before that
the Logion is Brahma-Vakya, c the utteraucE'
of Bra h man by Brahma,' and includes and
expresses everything. The reason why this
expression of Bra h man in terms of sound is 80
prominent with us is that in our world-system
and at the present time, ii k ii s h a is superimportant and all-pervading, and the quality
of a k ash a is sound. Otherwise, there are
mahat and bu~«;,lhil (in our own world-system)
besides the recognised five elements, and subtler atoms and super-atoms endlessly.

--------------~------------~--------

I The suggestion seems t.o be that these two in
our own world-system and endless others in othel'
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The reflexion of the two, A ham and E ~ a t,
in the Na is (dual) desire. Aham-Eta~-na-

Out of the three words (i.e., the facts indicated by the words) of the Logion, now,
we should see the derivation of cognition, desire and action.
'1'he p I' a t y a b has a, reflexion, mirroring,
counter-appearance, picturing or imaging of
the A h a III in the E ~ a t is cognition. 'fhe re£Iexion of the Eta t in the A h a III is k I' i y a. 1
Rystems, have special sens1tou,.~ qualities also, (just
as it kits h a has sound, v Ii y u touch, a g n i visibility, and so on), though with us, and just at this
stage, they are serving as substrata 01' vehicles for
certain 'inner' or' subjective processes principally.
1 Compare pp. 242 and 265, etc., of The Science of
Peace. The descriptions there, of cognition and
action, seem exactly to have changed places as
compared with the descriptions here. On closer
exn,mination, it is possible to explain away the
apparent difference (see p. 268 of The Science of
Peace). One more or less current metaphysical view
is that" I can know only my own self, perceive only
my own conditions, modifications of consciousness,
etc." There is an element of exaggeration with
IW element of truth in this.
'I'he exaggeration
consists in t.he word 'only,' for what is the significn,nce of the words '7ny own self' 'my own condit.ions,' etc., withont a reference to something else
fhan my own j and if there is such a tacit reference
to n,nd distinction from' else than my own' involved
in tlle st.atement, does not the statement approxi-

1.

mate in nature to that famous statement, of the
Cretan who declared that all Cretans were liars P
To put it from another point of view, the exaggeration consists in ascribing to the individual Relf what
is true of the Universal Self. And this indicates
the element of truth also in the statement. The
Universal Self, indeed, can know nothing else than
modifications of Itself, for there is 'Nothing Else,'
'No Not-I '. And each individual self knows and
can know only in and by means 6f the knowledge
of the Universal Self. The' working out' of this
metaphysical necessity in the details of the Limited, is one of the reasons for the existence of
endless s utI' a t mas, individuals within and over
individuals j :tlso the existence of sense-media
a k ash a, v it y u, etc., in modern terms, air, ligh~
saliva, particles, etc.); also the existence of ad h i~ h t h ii t r-<J e vas, 'gods,' with peculiar plastic' and
elastic forms and degrees of the feeling of ' personality,' ruling the in <J l' i y a s and the masses of
sensuous-elements which make up their bodies
and so on. In still more minute detail, the
working out of the necessity results in the fact
that, in the individual self, before anything
can be cognised, it has to be reduced into the
sembl:tllce of identity with the perceiving self,
to become a state, a mood, a modification of it or
its consciousness; thus the visual object must become a pictured shaping of the retinal purpurine
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a 8 m i, I-this-not-am, makes up the sam a h a r a,
summation, by the use of the verb as, (to be '.
which is part of the perceiving self j the aural
object, a vibration of the tympanum j a gustatory
object, an ensalivation of the pn.pillm of t.he
tongue and so on. And this process is repeated
in the subtler bodies as the centre of consciousness
l'OOedes inwards. Concrete tllinking is shapings
of mindstuff, mental matter. In thiR sense, it may
well be said that t.he nature of the It ham, its subjective quality, must be reflected in, be imposed
on, the eta t, in order that cognition may ariseand cognition of anothel', an object, Itnd not only
of 'illY own states '.
So, on the other hand, it mlty well be said that
the definite picturing of the etat ill one's own mind,
that is to Hay, of the objective Rtate of things that
iH desired to be produced, before beginning to
realise it in matter, is the subjective aspect of
k I' i Y ii, is the reflex ion of the eta t in the I.
This may suggest olle way of 'bridging the
gulf between consciousness (in the sense of mind)
and matter,' of retaining the two as distinct and
yet, reducing them into terms of each other j
in other words, in accordauce with the nature of the
IJogion, all experience, amI therefore all thinking
alRo, is but one or the oHler of two and 0111y two
ways of selffeeling, viz., eit.her 'I am this 'or 'I
/1.m not thiR ' ; no living being looks at any the most
inanimate object except in terms of' mine and thine "
i.e., as pal·t of some self or other; there iR nowhere
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In either words, I-this is cognition, and ThisI is action. I ~ t ham and e v a m, (such' and
( thus,' have place here. There is no conjunction with another so long as there are no ( such'
and (thus '. C I' can enter into another only
by some p r a k a I' a, method. Without a method,
entry is impossible. And the method is (such'
or (thus '. For this reason, then, viz., that
k l' i Ya. is a matter of yo g a, conjunction, and
conjunction is possible only by a means, a device, is it said that the reflexion of E ~ a t in
A h am is (the device? which produces) kriya.
The appearance of the union of A ham and
Eta t is (their mntual) negation, and that is
a pure opposition only of subject and object; mind and
matter are never sepamte, but only distinguishable.
Of course, the real anel finnl bridging is done only
when the Logion 'negates' matter as such and
makes it a mere 'snpposition' of Consciousne88
something whose very substance is 'imagination'
or thought.
Matter is really non-existent from the standpoint,
of observation. It consists merely of holes in rether
(see Oocult Che1nisf'I'Y, Appendix on '..tEther of
Space '), maintained by the will of the Logos, alld
if- He withdraws this will, matter vanisheR, every
form of it being ultimately reducihle to these holes.
Modern science is beginning to reach after this ielea,
sometimes speaking of matter as' 8paces,' sometimef-l
as 'strains '. [A. n.]
18
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desire. 1 The Scripture says: Whatever is like,
similar or equal to another, that desires
that other. ~ 'May I be synthesised, coordinated, related, united with that other.'
The permutations and combinations of these
three, cognition, desire and action, take place
in Accordance with (i.e., in terms of) time, space
and substance. 3
J It is obvious that desire is that which 'brings
together' and unites subject and object, more or
less changing or 'negating' the original character
of each, which, mllong other reasons, is why it
is characterised as 'negation.'
2 Compare the }i]nglish expressions
'I like this'
aud 'I do not like, or I dislike this' and 'l'his
is not like him to rlo so or so; , and the cun'ent
Sltmskrt saying, ~'f~~~, 'Friendships
arise between persons of like tastes and temperaments.' This is exactly the' paradoxical' nature
of Desire. It is affirmative as well as negative.
I ' like' what is more or less 'like' me, is to my
taste; yet at the sallle time I ' want,' is proof that
I am ' not' content with exactly what I am; I
' want' to be something else, something more than,
I am; and when I am that else, then I shall
' negate' that also and wallt something else again,
endlessly.

~ The p.ra1java- Viirja nowhere definitely assigns
the triplet of time, space and motion, to the
negation in the same way as it does sa t-c hi c;l-
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'rhe changes of time give rise to day and
.
1
birth and death,
night wakmg
an d seep,
creation and dissolution, and all the endless
world-cycles, y u gas, k a I pas, ,e~. ~n ~pace
we have, 'this is here and thus,
thIS IS not
Iler e, thus', etc ., plena and vacua, . systems and
nd
empty spaces, objects of conscIOusne~s .a .
thIS IS
- Iotion
lacunre. In k r 1. y it,
n , we have
"
b orn ou t of that
, , thus'
, or 'not thus, or not
out of this,' 'this is possible,' etc., i.e., ca~ses
and effects, patence and latence, (of thll1g~
d tl g hts). I Numbers arise also out of
an
lOU
• fi 't
.
t WO, three , etc. , to pseudO-Ill 111 y.
succeSSIOn,

._------

to P rat y a g it t m a ~nd sat t v 3characraj a s-t a mas to~.t.. 11 1 a-p r a k r. ~ 1. No
•
•
'. t'lC tn' p I e
t o
f qualities
or attnbuteH
IS .assIgned
tel'lS
"
..
,
to Sh
• akti
. or Daivi-prak}tleither,hkecrea.
1 .~ _
tion, preservation and destruction; on Y J nan a,
i c h c h h a and k r i y ii. are spoken of as three
.
But snch triplets may well .be
sh ak.t IS.
. f ClTe(1• CIIap
xviii
In
,.
. ttbove speaks of the
" energIes
f
·
t
t'
disintegration
and
mamfestatlOn.
o III egra lOn,
..
.
I Just before
the triplet mentIOned IS tIme,
place' and subs~ance, vas t u. In the. detail, h~re,
bstance is replaced by k l' i Y a, actIOJl or motIOn,
su ,
I
. I t'
which goes more naturaEy and Jlormal y. WI~ lIme
an d space. The intention of such rlllgmg of
c I1I1nges IS
. to induce the reader to discover for
himself correspondences and changes of aspects
from different standpoints. 'Substance' corresponds
it nan rJ. a
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Out of these facts arise such pairs as 'acto
ad'
.
'c
r
n InSpIrer, ~mployer and employed;' and
the facts are umversal and common to all time
If activity were miuutely recorded from tll~
very beginning of the vi nih ita-cycle and
down.to th~ p:esent moment, even then nothing
new In prIllCIple or radically different from
these processes that we observe aronnd us
to-day would be discovered. But, of course
the concrete detail differs with each individual
and .each
act of each individual,soa
thatc
e II
.
cogmtlOll and each action may be said to be
unique, in one sense.

~urther, out of these same facts arise neces-

s~rlly the periodic growth and decay, contractIOn and expansion, of everything ill the Worldproc.e~s, with an intervening appearance of
stabllIty, p~r~Ianence, unchangingness, that
I'eflects or llmtates the state of Bra h man.
Aud this periodicity extends endlessly in time
and ranges oyer all possihle scales. For the
All never begillS at one time; nor ever ends
a~ one tim~.. Only limited beginnings, beginmugs o! 11l11lte~ thin~s and worlds, take place
at partICular tunes, III particular places, and

~,0:M:, in ~he triplet of substance-quality_action; but
tIle t1'lplet of space-time-motion, motion corresponds to M, all thl'ee being suh-divisions and
attributes of the higher 111.
lit
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are matched by similarly limited endings.
Whatever has a beginning must necessarily
have an end also.
In this wise may the essential nature and
bearings of k I' i y ii be ascertained.
But as to desire, because it is the foundation
of all and inheres in all, and is of the nature of
negation, hecause it involves reciprocity, mutual
dependence (and circular definitions), therefore is it hinted or even declared expressly
that it is not fit object for knowledge {in a
sense; for in that sense it is c unreason,' the
opposite of reason; the impelling force that
throws out of balance, out of equilibrium, whereas
reason restores just proportion and equilibrium;
but of course desire is as much object or part
and aspect of consciousness as knowledge and
activity}. It is true that desire is stated to
arise from knowledge, but that statement has
reference to the effect-form of desire. In its
causal form, it is behind {particular} knowledge (of the nature of effect), for without (the
vague, general, desire to know, there can be
no knowledge, as is made clear in the Akara. l
Nor is desire the object of itself, i.e., of desire,
1 Said by Pandit phanal'aja to be the name of a
BM§hya or commentary hy BarhayaJ}.a on the real
Bmh'YIta-Stt/ras (ten thousand in number, the
current heing only five hundred and fifty-five).
To the argument itself, it may be replied, In
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any more than it is of knowledge. (We do not
desire desires). When we say we know desires,
we only mean we feel desires, are aware of
desiring, in the same sense in which we are
aware of knowing and of acting. Such awareness is pure consciousness, 01' self-consciousness,
which includes all three aspects and cannot be
particularly identified with anyone only.
Work is dual, (1) partial, (personal), relating
to a part, and (2) general, (impersonal), relating
to the '","hole, or a whole. By practice of the
former, in course of time, the nature of and the
capacity for the performance of the latter is
learnt and acquired. And this is the proper
fruit of tho knowledge of Bra h III a n.
But in reality,
I am not either space, or time, or motion,
N or here, nor there, nor home, nor lands unknown,
coin, that there canllot be any even g'eneral aud vague
desire to know without some pre-involved vague
and general knowledge of' something' to be desired;
in other words that a particular desire to know,
llieRns only and always n. desire to know more 01'
better tlHtIl before. Bnt all this is discuRsed mar'e
fully elRewhere, in the work, and tlle final truth
is t.hat ill the' causal' form, from the transcendental point of view, all three aro Rimultnneous, and
in the effect-form, as particular experiences, t.hey
rotate endlessly.
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. t nor missed of ignorance,
Nor known 0 f SCrip,
.
N or co-existence, nor successlVene~s,
N or action, nor cognition, nor deSIre,
Nor both nor all at once, nor one by one,
But am I ever One, and One Alone.

FURTHER CONSlDEltA'rIONS AS TO KRIyA.

CHAPTEH XXII.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS AS TO KRIYA.

The supreme importance of k r i y s.-Philological considerationR and iIIustrations.-Opposite
doctrines; (a) all words are derivative and of
gradual growth and evolution; (b) all are radical
and fortuitous.-Reconciliation by difference of
standpoint.-Triplets involved by kriya.-Spacetime-motion as objective conditions of it.D.efinitions of space, of time, and of energy
(m place of motion).-Their relations, aR locus
standi, one to another.-The subjective conditions of kriya.-Karta or actor·.-Karya,
act or work.-K a r a 1.\ a (or k a l' a 1.1 a P), cause
or instrumental cause, instrument.-P ray 0 jan 11,
, engaging' motive.-J<~xplanation of free-will or
self-dependence.-Jlr!etaphysical considerations of
the interdependence of aiL-Correspondences.

The supreme importance of k ri y it, work,
action, is manifest from the fact that the whole
of the World-process is one constant activity.
Even the correct use of language is not possible
without action (i.e., without the action of speaking, obviomdy; and also, without the employment of words denoting activity). It may be
said that sense may be conveyed also by the
exclusive use of sub ant a s, nouns variously
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inflected· with prepositional terminations. But
in reality such nouns always imply and depend
upon t i il g ant a s, verbs variously inflected. 1
(For when it is said that sub ant a s suffice
by themselves to convey sense, what is really
doue is that) k r ~ ant a s, various participles
(which, for purposes of case-endings behave
exactly like the other sub ant a s) are included amongst the sub ant a s and regarded
as one with them; and so only, i.e., by using
k I' dan t a s with sub ant a s, can any sense
b~ inteliegibly conveyed. . And it is obvious
that in reality k r ~ ant a s are the same as
t i it g ant a s. In the (apparently verbless
Samskrt) sentence, c'rhis, here, by me done;
not done by thee,' composed of C nouns' only,
I All these considerations of grammar may at
first sight perhaps appear inappropriate to the
modern reader accustomed to meet with grammar
and psychology in separate text-books only. But
he should remember that the PmT}ava- Vlirfa purports to be an encyclopredia of tile underlying
principles of all the sciences, showing the interrelation between them; and further that thought
and language are particularly interdependent at
the present stage of evolution, sound and a k a s 11 a
being earlier manifestations than the others. Not
only in Samskrt, but, even in other languages also,
though perhaps to a lesser extent, philology throws
light on psyclJOlogy in It most valuable manner;
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done' appears to be a
C work,' yet in
reality
It amounts to the verb-expression, 'has been
done'. If this same analysis is pursued further
i~ ~ill aFpe.ar that even as k r g. ant a s, partiCIpIal adJectIves, behaving as the nouns with
which they are in apposition, have their manifest fOllndation in verb-roots, even so these
nOllns proper of to-day ultimately derive their
origin in the past from roots denoting activity
C

~articipial adjective to

The v y u t pan n a-p a k ~ h a,
C derivationdoctrine' in grammar is expressly this that all
nouns are (~erived and evolved out of verbs, by
the succeSSIve addition of various affixes and
prefixes, etc., to the latter. On the other side
IS the a- v y u t pan n a-p a k ~ h a, C non-derivation-doctrine '. This doctrine holds that all
words, names, namings, are underived, radical
fortuitous, arbitrary, like B I' a h man itself'.
that they are independent of all consideration~
of time, space, and affinity with others; that
they have no analysable characteristics, and
are ea.ch and all pre-destined, like all the
other Items of all Becoming, all the W orldproceRs; that no real explanation of them
is possible; and
that each speaker uses
t~em aceording as their meanings appear to
hnn under the stress of his necessity so that
the same word-sound means one thing in one

,

I
f

l
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language and entirely another in another.
The reconciliation between these views IS
that in one sense all words are derivative; and in
another, all radical. The words that express
disruption of the unity of the I, refer to activity,
and are all derived from verb-roots denoting
action; this is the view from the standpoint of
v y a ~ h t i, the part, the particular, the individual. On the other hand, the words that are
concerned with the universal unity of the I, they
are non-derivative, radical; this is the standpoint of the s Ii. r vi k a, universal. And, finally,
each and every word is both of these, in turn,
from different standpoints; each is derivative
and each radical. 1
1 'l'hiR may perhaps be expressed in other words
thus: We may be able to trace the existing words
of any language further and further back to roots
behind roots; but wherever we come to a stop,
there, we must admit, at least for the time being
and till we can burrow further, that the connexion
between that last-found root and itR meaning is
fortuitous. Onomatopreia Vlrill not help beyond certain limits. That the serpent moving through grass
should nmke the sound I sarp, sarp • or I srip, srip'
is itself fortuitous, accidental, arbitrary. We may
develop our science of acoustics and of the physiology of the auditory apparatus, and, going a step
further, understand how that particular shaking
of grass appears as that particular sound to this
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Hence has it been declared that all words are
classifiable into nouns and verbs, the former
corresponding to A t m ii and the latter to
An a ~ In ii; and again that the 'derivative'

words refer to k r i y it, and the, radical are
san ii ~ a n a, eternal.

particular human ear; but if anyone of these three
factors varies, the result changes, and a deeper
, how' and' why' are again to seek.
Frolll different standpoints-variationR of the two
main oneN, the transcendental and the empiricalbecansc of the Ilniversal reign of the law of cansality
and progressive development of effects out of causes,
we IUtve the 'derivation-doctrine,' the theory of
evolution in the kingdom of words; because of the
ultimatc fn,ct tlHtt nothing can appear in effect which
was not ah'eady in the cause, that all evolution is
only a succcRsive unfolding of a pre-existent simulbneous ' many' which ineludes at once all posRible
forms whatsoever, we have the 'radicality-doctrine,'
eternally fixed species, All words and all things
else are' derived' from the Absolute Consciousness,
wit,hin which they all eternally exist as 'arbitrary,'
, unique presentn.tions,' eac}] 'Reparate and different'
from all others, (See Th" Science of Peace, p. 123.)
The particular pRychological and metaphysical
significallce of the discussion and conclusion that
nouns are derived from verbs, while verbs themselves may he regarded as radical, is that manifestntioll, manifested existence, if'l not pOf'lRihle without
activity (See The Science nf Peace, p. 240; alRo the
pages on 'Grammar,' supra.)
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The s t h ii n a, lOC1£S standi, of ac~ivity is
d e 8 h a, space. All action takes plac: III space
~nd is impossible without it., The tr:plet here
is desha-kala-kriya, space-tune-motiOn. That
wh'erein and whereby is possible the ~any
ness of the This, the opposition to the ~l1l~y of
the I-that is Space. In other w~rds, 1~ IS t,he
a vas t h ii, the condition of the negatiOn or IdentIty
between I and This. It is true that when av~s
t h a is spoken of, there is already an implicatIOn
of 80me kind of action (s t h it, to stand); yet
the predominant reference is to the 's~anding,'
the continuance in one place of that actIOn; and
so a vas t h ii comes invariably to imply _space.
The etymology runs thus: a val is the A t mit
which ought to be carefully 'guarded' on all
sides and is in turn the 'protector' of all; and
that wherein it 'stands' and manifests ,is, ~ t h a.
Thus the general condition of the pos,s~l)\hty of
the' standing' of all particular condItIOns and
states is Space. As the B1'ahrn~-Sflt1'a says:
The state of opposition to the Umty of the Self
. th e rnany, n;;,. n a', and the opposition to the
IS
identification of the many is Space (i.e., the
In modern Samskrt Gramm!\.!', !L v a, as a
on all RideR, all round;' and a Y, as
fi
pre x, means'
"
a verb-root, IDeltnS to protect.
I
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necessary co d' t'
.
.
. ~ I IOn m whICh becomes possible
that oPposItIOn; or that space is itself of
the natnre of opposition between the one and
the .many, which, by mutual abolition make
emptmess).
'
A, gain,
the Bmhma-SiUra
savs'
The succes•
•
J'
and of the manv
I'S
t'
K
J
' . nne,
a- ] a.
Yet again· The
't
f
Shak ti
'..
necessl y 0 the succession is
. , AbIlIty, Might, Energy.
•

SIOU III

These three aphorisms' aefine the essential
nature
. of the triplet. 'fh e necessary 'becoming ,
comm 0' fortI)
'f t'
,
t;
, maUl es lUg (co-existentlv) of th
many IS des h
'
J
e
h'
a, space. Whatever' becomes'
I
las ~ ases or conditions; and we also want to
engUlre 'U'hm'e do
't b
.
'WI t I e s 1
eCOlne, z.e., manifest '.
h 1a la~pens; what or who causes it to .
w y does It, happen· how d
't h
' z.e.,
h
,oes 1
appen by
w a~ process or method '-all these .
'.
consIderations. '1'he verv et
al e allIed
tion of th
d
• ,ymology and definif
e wor g e s h a shows the real natur
o the fact indicated that whe' .
thO
.e
I
' l O I n a mg IS
Compare these with the fot
.
mel1f.ioneel ill the Pref
l' u·teen aphonsms
p. 1 as frameel b tl
t.l'!tImlat,ol', tel1tn,tivelv ace,
f . J' . .
y Ie
llS own U8e 10
b f
h e h ael heard of tl J P 01
.
_"
ng e ore
Ie 1 anat'a_ Vada sh . h
all tl'uths ever exist in thO t
. -, OWlllg ow
and how individuals see l;t~tre.of All-Knowledge,
time to t'
. . ' e pIeces of them from
f
Ime,. even wIthout continuous handing on
rOm genemtlOn to generation in the flesh.
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'shownforth,' gishyate, 'created,' srjya~e,
, stands,' s ~ h i Yate. Yet again, the appear!l.nce in y 0 g a, combination, juxtaposition, of I
and This is space.
'Here, there '-this is the
form of space. It should be remembered that
space can never be defined or indicated except
in terms of k r i y a.
On the other hand k l' i y ii, motion, is connected equally with time. Space and time are not
immediately but only indirectly connected with
each other, through the medium of motion
which is immediately related to both. The locus
standi of time is motion; that of motion,
space. Space, because it is the forum of both
time and' motion is sometimes described as the
Self Itself.1
All action inevitably involves four inseparable
factors, k a r ~ a, k a I' y a, k ii r a Q a and
p ray 0 jan a, i.e., actor, act, cause and motive. 2
1 Compare the Paurii1}ika legend that K a 1 aRug r a, (a form of S h i va, corresponding to desire,
tam It s or i c h c h h a and time, k it! n, which
also means 'black ') was born from Brahms
(corresponding to k r i y a) and t,hat B l' a h m i\ was
born from Vi~hl}u (corresponding to j nan a and
Self.) Also the Purii1}a verse R'?!(IEf1 ... ~f i.tii
ltf.NttHto1l '¥f<J:, "Vi~bI:lU is the best of the Possessors of Self j Bhava or Rugra is the most ilTesistible."
2 It is not easy to fix the con'espondence exactly
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'I'hese four correspond' as usual
to A "..L
U M an d
c ,
the total, or cognition, desire, action and the
summation. Indeed the totality of these four is
k I' i Y it. The definition or description of k l' i y it
is possible only by means of these four. The
etymology of k ri y it is manifold· so also is its
~ignific~nce.l (i) k a I' a 1,1 a IU, doing, acting,
lR ~ l' 1 Y it, the act or action itself.
Or (ii)
k 1'1 Y ate an e n a or a nay ii, that by or by
means of which (a thing or act) is done, acted,
made, is k 1'i Y ii. ~I'his construction is connected witl~ ~he. ide~ of causal effort. Again (iii)
k a l' 0 t I I t I k 1'1 Y it, 'does,' , acts '-this itself
is k l' i y a. Here the reference is to the actor
the doer, the maker, k a I' tit. '1'he manifestation of the k l'i Yit (self-assertion or self-realisation by external expression), the final purpose
of the othel' three, is the motive, p ray () jan a.
K art 11 III yo g y a lll, that which is fit,
het.ween the:,e and the expreRsions of western philot;ophy, 'elticient cause,' 'fina.l cause,' 'materia.l
c~use,' 'formal cause,' 'iustrnnwutal cause,' etc.
Different '"eel's,' by difference of personal constitution, and time, place and circnmRta.nce, see different
aspects natumlly. The descriptions that follow will
enable the rea.del', who ca.reR to study the subject
1110re closely, to a.cljust t.he 'personal equations'
and see what correspondences there are.
I The
more technical ~Ilrammatl'cal expresHlOns
.
are omitted IlR impossible to translate.
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proper, desirable, to do-that is k a l' yam.
Only that is' fit to do' which (is to become'
{prearranged, premeditated, (provided for' by
providence, (the will of God' etc.). And all
'becoming' is (to become, to happen' (in the proper times and places) ; for all becoming is matter
of necessity, and whatever is necessary is done.
Thus k it l' yam, the 'to be done,' (work,'
(duty,' is included in k l' i Yii, action.
K a 1'yam is also called k a l' m a. That which is
"the most desired to be obtained" by the actor
-that is k arm a. And the yo g y a, (the fit
or proper to unite with,' the (joinable,' is ( the
most desired '. Every a,ctor enters upon work
after duly considering to the best of his intelligence what is fit or not fit for him to do. Hence
k it l' Ya is k arm a. The Brahrna-Sft{m says:
The most desired is k a l' m a. 1
] All this may at first sight appear to be mere
quibbling-but is not so. The importance attached
to philology in ancient thought haR been explained
in a preceding footnote. Here, in t.ermR of philology, it is explained why some j i vas perform
action, which to others appear frivolous or harmful.
As to "the most desired" being k arm a,-this
seems to be a somewhat colloquial way of saying
that a person acts only in accordal1cewith his deepest,
most real, most actual deRire and conviction. Strictly, the object of desire is substance, not action; all
others are objects only indirectly.
19
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That which immediately, without the help of
a medium, accomplishes a k ft r y a-that is
k ii l' a l} a m. It is this immediacy which distinguishes the k a r a l} a m, the cause, from the
k art ii, the doer. Otherwise, 011 the view that
a piece of work is accomplished only by whosoever desires it most, the one wonld take the place
of the other. As it is, the Soience of Language
declares: The immediate executor, beneficial to
(i.e., promotive of or favoring the existence or the
accomplishment of,) the result in the highest degree, is the kiiraJ;la, while the karta is more
distant. AR the Nayyayikas say: That which
is immediately next before another-is its cause.
Or the Mimiimsakas: 'fhe im-mediate is the
chief cause. Or the Ve~antis: That which
accomplishes or brings about in the highest
degree, and is immediate-that is the cause.
Or the Sailkhyas: The immediate one of the
three is the cause. Or the Vaishe/ilhikas: The
origination or production of things without a
medium, immediately-this is cause (or causing). Or the Yogis: The a b h i-n i-y 0 j a, n a,
or disposition, assignment, allocation, arrangement, of all immediately (-this is causing).
Because such is the only distinction between
the two, therefore is only one case, the ~ r t i Y ii,
third or instrumental employed for both (doer
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and cause, to indicate their relation to the
effect)-' caused by' as well as ' done by '.1
'fhe k a r ~ ii is that which or he who appears,
shines forth, manifests in k l' i y ii as selfdependent. He who acts is inside the action,
permeates and pervades it. He is said to be
self-dependent, because without him k l' i y a
cannot take place (while he himself is not bound
to perform any particular kriya). He initiates
action and makes it possible. Tan t r a is
a (J h i k a l' a, office, function, authority, business, business-relation, reference; and one who
functions only as authorised by himself, and is
not put into relations with anyone or anything
by the will of any other-such a one is s v a~ hi k ii l' i or s v a-t ant r a. 2 Thus, then, the
kit r a k a, the self-directed causer of action,
n ira p e k ~ hit a or independent, C not looking
to another,' is the name of the k art a. Of
course it is true that all limited things or persons are mutually dependent; but because the
1 It would seem that the word k ii l' a Q a in this
part o£ the text is used in the sense in which
k a l' a Q a, or instrument, or instrumental cause, is
used now-a-days.
2 A Brahma-Sfttra aphorism defining tan t r a
is quoted here and briefly expounded. The whole
looks very promising in a psycho-philological re£erence, but is so very obscure and incomplete that I
have not ventured on a translation.
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v a, (the own), is declared to be the A t m ii,
the Self, therefore is it also said to be selfdependent. ''-'he sole creator, maker, actor,
kit r t ii of This-world is At m it, and It is
in every way undisputedly Self-dependent. Following It, in imitation of It, all selves, small
or large, every when, everywhere and always
appear as self-dependent (i.e., possessed of freewill) also. 1
l'he p l' a yo jan a, r engaging motive,' that
which induces a person to engage in or r joins
him to' work, yo jay a t i, or that which is
joined, y u j y ate, i.e., that by or by means
Ot' because of which work is joined or engaged
in by the worker, or which itself joins with
or merges in the worker or the work or both,
to bring the two together-that is the p I' a y oj ana. It is the r totality,' the summatioll of
the three, vi?;., worker, instrument and ·work.
(!"rom the transcendental or metaphysical standpoint) all is joined with and inseparably related
to all; hence all is motive to all. Because of the
union of I and This, I is the maker or creator
of aU; and because It is in touch with every piece
of the Not-I, therefore all particulars may also
be said to be in immediate contact with each
I;

1 See the Science of Peace, ch. xi. for discussion on
free-will, :mcl explanation of how t.he Whole is the
cause of each part.
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other; . therefore all (and each) is the cause
of all (and each). Yet, again, the effect is
nothing else than the cause; and the cause
nothing else than the effect. And the case is
the same with actor and motive (for motive is
ultimately desire, and desire is part of the
being of the actor). On this principle, all is
the k a r y a or effect of all, too, From the
empirical or experiential standpoint of the
limited and the particular, on the other hand,
each appears as different and separate.
As stated in the Nyaya: V y ii h a I' a J,l a, the
gathering together of all things, all p a Qii. 1't has, all objects whatsoever, in one (i.e., seeing
the whole of the World-process, inner and outer,
within and without, subjective and objective,
as one unbroken continuum of consciousness);
and then the contemplation of the past, present
and future of this continuum as all concentrated into one, (one point, one Now and one Here),
all at once and all as one-this is the supreme
k ri y a. 1
The actor is the Self; the work, the Not-Self;
the instrumental cause, the Negation or Desire;
the motive is the Summation.
1 Compare Yoga-Sutra, iii. 51, on v i v e k a j aj fi a n a, which seems to answer to nothing more
closely than the Logion, summing np all at once
and also amounting to v i v e k a-k h y a t i. .
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the Not-Self too reaches out to and endeavors

to be present in every part and at every point
ORA P'I'ER XXIII.
THE COMPANIONS OF K

n I Y A.

'I'he metaphysical nature of action.-The meaning
of action.-Its manifeHt result., the triplet of birthstlly-death.-The definition of cach.-The quartette
of fad,ors involved in cach of the three.-No fixity
of anything, anywhere and ever.-The /ive main
kiuds of action.-'l'hree principals.- Illustration
from day and night.-Fjndless variations of
ways of action and evolution.-Suprema,cy of Self
o,-er all, great and little, success and failnre.-Action
fiS t.he result of desire and necesRity.-The growth
of jllYfl and SOITOWR, friendshipH and hORtiIitics, out
of snch necessitieH, and consequent emotional investment of the acts of going and coming, hirt.h and
death, as well and ill.-The unity of all in gam ana.
-Further conRiderationA as to p r n, s 3 r a \.l a.-Its
Rub-divisions.-The sub-divisiom; of k u fi c h n un.Health and disease.-Avoidnnce of excesR.-Meta_
phYRical transcendence of all movements by the
Self.
.

The nature of k r i.r a may be described thus:
Because the Self is present everywhere, and
because it is a matter of necessity that its unity
should be opposed at all possible' wheres,' ail
points, sa r v-a m she, in all parts, therefore

(of space and time); the Self and the Not-Self
show themselves in opposition (affirmationnegation, identification-separation) everywhere,
ever, everyway-this is kriya. 1 And yet ag"1in,
it is not a mere showing or seeing of each other
to or by each other; but a yo g a, a union, or
conjunction of the two (including a v i-y 0 g a
or disjunction). K a r ni a takes place everywhere as subservient to or in pursuit of this
y 0 g a. The actor is the Self; Its 'desired,'
'beloved,' the object of Its desire is the NotSelf, and that is k arm a, work, action (which,
in Samskrt Grammar, means also the predicate,
the word in the accusative case, the object of
the activity, the kartii being the subject in the
nominative case). In the conjunction of k a r ~ a.
and k arm a lies k r i y it as the nexus between them.
The v y a vas 11 y a or purposeful effort
throughout all k r i y a is but this, viz., that the
self secures what it desires; and it always desires
a (this '. 'May this and this spread forth,' (May
1 In other words, the endeavor of every eta t to
encompass the whole of A ham, in respect of all
points of space and moments of time; and, vice versa,
of every individualised a h a ill to encompass all
eta t s similarly-this is k I' i y 3.
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this be achieved,' ':May I be in this,' , May this
be in me,' 'May this be in this,' and so on. 'Not
this,' 'Not this' is also always within its purview
and intention. Thus, therefore, in the projection or working out of the idea, < I-This-Not'
we have the threefold k I' i Y it of u t p a ~
t i-s t hit ion ii s h a, birth-life-death, creationpreservation -destruction, origin -persistence-end,
anabolism-metabolism-~atabolism. ' Becoming'
is origin; the appearance to each other of
A ham and Eta t is origin, production, birth.
'1'his is thus,' 'this comes after this '':-'such is
the nature of preservation, maintenance, continuance. 1'he appearance of I and This as one,
their mergence and disappearance into each
other, is death or destruction. In other words,
the taking away and placing elsewhere, by
means of action, of tllis which appears heretIlis is destruction. As the Bmhma-S1e{ra says:
The disappearance of that which is in progress is destruction.
Under each ofthe three is a quartette: (a) the
act of coming forth; the originator ; the produced; and the progenition; (b) the act of preserving; the maintainer; the fostered; and the continued protection; (c) the destroyed; the dissolver; the disappearance; and the u pay 0 g a
(7 the nse or purpose of the act of destruction).
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Nothing in the world is stable, fixed for a,ll
time to one place; but rather, because all exists
everywhere, because all have a use and purpose
in all places, therefore everyone, atom or sun, is
always going everywhen and everywhere. H
objects were to stay for ever, each in one fixed
place, then truly were k arm a meaningless.
It may be said (by a lax use of the words 'one
place,' that various kinds of activity are possible
even in one place, but even so the universality
of k a rm a would remain unimpugned. Because
thi.s Self is not confined to anyone place, because it is not tied to anyone particular, therefore its activity is not restricted to one point of
spa.ce or one moment of time or one way of
motion.
Five main kinds of k arm a, acts, I are
declared in the Vai8he~hika: (a) u t k:;;h e-paJ,la,
1 A distinction is clearly intended between karma
and k ri y a. The former is the 'act;' the latter
the 'action' or 'activity'. The former is more the
visible acting; the latter, more the volitiem. It has
been said just before, in the text, that k l' i y a is the
nexus between k art Ii and k ar m a. But the distinction is not al ways rigorously maintained in
common usage. It is a distinction between the
psychical and the physical aspects of the same
event. Cognition, desire and action may be regarded as the psychical aspects; and sensation,
physical craving or appetition, and act or deed
as the physical aspects.
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up-throwing, ascent; (lJ) a p a k ~ h epa 1.1 a,
down-throwing or descent; (c) k u fi c han a,
contraction; (rl) p r a s 5. l' a 1.1 a,
expansion;
(e) gam a n a, going, motion generally. BecalIse k arm a is Not-Self, and that is the
opposite of the One, therefore five kinds of it
are suggested (to indicate endless multiplicity
ill reality).'
, No deeper reason for the quintuplicity is gi,en
here. It is probably the same, whatever it be, aR
that which gives us the other pentadA-sensors,
motors, fingers, toes, element.s, extremities. the penhlgollal form of the fifth mce human being, 'the
five pentads of consonants in the SalIu;krt alphabet,
et,c.--at 1,he present day. l"o!' a discm;sion aA to the
main kinds of movement sec '['he Science of Peace,
p. 24l. COmpltl"e the 'vibmting' lineR recorded by
the ergogJ'aphs, etc., of pAycho-physicistR, for
jURtification of 'ascent' and deRcent' being included
as pl"Ominent kinds of activity, besideR 'going' and
, expansion-contraction'. These last require no
Rpecial plea. J<~very breathing human being is himself,
every moment of his life, proof of t.heir importunce.
It is also interesting to compare, ill this reference, the
sym hology of various ancient. religions, which sum up
the W orId-proceRs in a few diagramR, a point within
It circle; a diameter within it; and a cross of diamet81'S within it.
ThiR symbology, hesideR itR matherna-timl significance, acquires a most valuable psychophysical one when we endeayOl' to interpret it in t.he
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Gam a n a is the chief; next in importance
come expansion and contraction successively.
They correspond respectively to A, U and M.
These three together make up all 'Becoming'.
Look where we will in all the World-process, we
can discern only these three; first a going forth,
a stirring, then an expansion, then a contraction. Every morning, every evening, illllstrates
this. Every morning, p l' ii t a h, is that wherein there is, p l' a k a l' ~ h e 1) a, in a high degree,
it t a h or light. The time wherein light first
comes forth, ii-g a c h c hat i, that is moving.
Then follows the p l' a s ii l' a I) a or expansion
thereof, which makes the day. The contraction
of that expansion makes the evening, the
sit yam, from the verb-root s i y, to sweep up,
gather together, 5. k a l' ~ h a I) a, attracting or
drawing in. 1 .For, at that time, the expanded light is contracted, gathered in and
packed up to be taken away elsewhere; and,
in its place, darkness comes in here. The
subsequent expansion, etc., of the darkness
makes the night. For thiR reason, light and
ligMof the verses of Bhtivaprakasha, (Ree The Science
of Social Organisation; or The Laws of J1anu in
the Light of Theosophy, p. 223.)
1 There follow here some very technica.! grammatical considerations which cannot. be adequately or
usefully translated.
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darkness are the main determinants of night
and day. Some hold that a new day begins
immediately after midnight; others, just before
snnrise. TIle underlying idea of both views is
that the ' coming' of light makes the beginning
of every day. So, one day and one night, gival' a ~ r i, i. e., one course of light and one of darkness, make one ~1 i vas a, one date. In that, in
accordance with the rules for the calculations of
m ah ii-m an van taras, etc., tith is, i.e., dates
occasionally multiply, or disappear. Thus two
or even three ordinary dates are counted as one;
and vice ve1'8a j and so with the n a k s hat r a s or
asterisms (roughly, fortnightR). Still the date
proper does not vary, and seven of these make
the a han, or week; and multiples of this the
fortnight, the month, the year, etc. 1 Th~ full
1 It may be noted in passing that the time-divisions
and space-measures of t.he ancient Indians seem to
have been strictly based on 'natural' proceRses,
movement.s of at.oms and suns and planets. Thus the
t rut i, the minutest division of time is the period
taken by an atom-itself t.he smallest measure of
space-to move out of the Rpace occupied by it. The
day-night consists of thirty m u h ft I't a s' each of
forty-eight minutes, that being the daily difference
in the time of rising of the moon. And so on.
The 'natuml' reason for the day of twenty-foUr
hours, eltch of si.l'ty minutes, is not so clear.

~
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discussion, and the usefulness of these matters
the precise significance and measure of the day,
of t to-day,' t yesterday,' 'tomorrow,' yam a,
or.' watch' (quarter ofthe day), etc., will be found
in the sciences of Jyoti~ha or ' Astronomy,' Shilpa
or tArt-Construction,' generally, and Itihasa
or t History'. In the meanwhile, we note a
beginningless and endless repetition and rotation
in mutual succession, of these definite beginnings
and ends called day and night; which rota.tion is
the inevitable consequence of the laws and principles embodied in the Logion. And we also
note that' where light ends, there darkness
begins, and where darkness ends, there light
begins (without any blank interval).
We may now return to the proposition that
birth-life-death are one inseparate-triplet, and
in their combination make s r ~ h t i, evolution,
manifestation, emanation. Endless variations
of these occur in the various s r ~ h tis,
world-creations or systems, details of which
may be learnt from the cosmological portions
of history, s l' a i ~ h t i k a-i t i hits a. Indeed,
such t variations' in evolution, by difference
of time, place and need or circumstance, occur
abundantly even within each bra h man d a or
world-egg, with endless growth and decay of
each of the endless forms (If the Self, in COl'respondence with Its infinity. That the, Self, is
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infinite, is proved hy this considel'n,tion: we could
say thn,t It wn,s not infinite, but limited here
nnd here, only if there were any existence, n,ny
n, s tit va, apnrt from 01' independent of the
Self. As it is, we talk and can talk of all things
or any things only on the basis of the Self.
vYhere our Self is there only can our consciousness travel. All else is as naught to us and therefore is not. We cannot speak 01' think of it at all.
But we can talk and think of all things and
anything becn,nse our Relf is infinite and in
touch with every possible Eta, t, nnd includes
all within Its conscionsness; (and the C 8ncce88£rl~'
manifestation 01' unfolding of this content of the
Self's Consciousness which includes all possible
kinds of e ~ a ~-forms, types and archetypes,
genem, species rmd individuals, and all possible
ways of their evolution and involntion, spontaneous generation, as well ns gmdual selection
amidst spontaneous variation-which is nothing
else than spontaneons generation of formsmakes the eneness variations and varieties of
the World-process).
Knowing this the j iva becomes equal, equable,
tmnqllil. He knows himself as ever the same,
not liable to growth and deca,y, outside greatness
and littleness, a,nd so passes beyond sorrow and
rejoicing. To feel oneself as less than another
is sorrow. As greater-joy. And the alternation

I'
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of these two feelings alone constitutes ban qhan a, bondage.
It is true that from the standpoint of the successive and limited, this gra,dation of great and
little is an inevitable fact. And for C practical'
purposes, it is fit and proper to strive after
an ever greater and greater ideal or status.
(But even in the region of empiricism, C practice,'
the memory of the prospect beheld from the
transcendental standpoint has its use. It
gives us encouragement to renewed effort and
consolation against failure in paI'ticula,r instances,
and unshaken peace of mind generally, and
enables ns to) remember what the proverb
says: cc What blame is there, where is the
fault, in the failure, if flue effort has been
made?" and (thereafter to endeavor to find
ont quietly where the flaw lay which prevented
success, in the light of the fact) that the
vYhole can never be encompassed and accomplished by anyone, at allY time or place, by
any single effort.
It has been said above that beginning and
end, expansion and contraction, are included
in gam ana. Everything is (going,' moving,
always, everywhere and ever. Sam s Ii l' a,
samsaraI,la, is only a synonym for gamana.
The distinction that is made between gamana
and a gam a n a, going a,nd coming, is only a
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matter of snccession and special condi tion or
convention.
In the general sense, g a 111 a n a
is the one universal fact, divested of all specia1isations-an infinite progress and regress. The
salllc process may be regarded as going or
as coming, regress or progress, evolution or
involution, birth or death, according to the
point of view taken.
As all goings and comings are dictated by
the all-necessity, so particular goings and
comings, the particular actions of particular
indi,·idnals are governed by the particular needs
and necessities of the individuals concerned;
and out of sneh arise joys and sorrows, satisfactions and di~mppointmolltfl. Ordinarily people
do not go where there ifl no necessity for them
t,o go. But if one were needed by another fo!"
tho satisfaction of somo requirement of his,
amI came not as desired and expected, then
the latter suffers disappointment: 'This need
of ll1ine could be flatisfied by him alone and he
comes not'.
Where the need ii' small, the
thought ii' different and the feeling indifferent:
C If he com os, well and good; otherwise it does
not seriollsly matter; the main event will take
place, the general idea canied out, even without him or anyone else in particular! 1'0 the
j i va which has attained to the knowledge of
Bra h maIl, the latter ii' the permanent mood,
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in a more comprehensive form: C The comers
will come and the goers will go; births and
deaths will take place endlessly; and the AllNecessity will ever surely fulfil Itself. I'll ere
is no need to rejoice or to grieve overmuch
over any particular coming or going!
When two necessities join into one, and
become a mutual necessity, then relationships
and friendships arise, and C weI-comings' and
'ill-comings '.1 Where the want of visitor
and receiver is a common one, there occurs
C weI-come '.
Where it is otherwise we have
C ill-come,'
'ill-omen '. '1'he contradiction of
the unity of the well and good, the shu b h a,
is the ill or evil, the a-s hub h a.
The triplet here is gam a, n a (? in the sense
1 To the
modern reader all this ringing of
chnllges on 'coming' and 'going' in connexion
with metaphysic may appenr tl'ivinl. It is the
, manner' of the book and it has a significance to
the sympathetic reader. It will enable him W see
how the principles of met.aphysic govern the
so-called little and trivial as well as the so-called
great and important. ' Comings' and 'goings' are
the 'births' and 'deaths' of worlds also. The
very purpose of this chapter wiII have been missed
by the reader if he does not see that to raise his
mind above thoughts of the conventional' little' alld
'great,' words have to be llsed which apply indifferently to both.
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sense, .i.e., from the point of view of our
progressive evolution, as of most importance
to ns. It has been said before that it is a
sub-division, a kind, of g a III ana. The stretching out or spreading forth of 'this definite
something' tha,t is 'now here' as 'such-andsuch,' (into something more that is at other
times and elsewhere also )-this is expansion.
'1'he Jf-tmarnsa says, no doubt, that a thing
IS
(and must therefore always be) as it is,
and stretching or spreading forth of it is
not possible. l
(But thiR is so only from one

of ii-gaman a or coming), an-ii-gamana
or non-coming, and p r a-g a man a or strenuous going-corresponding to A, U and M,
respectively. Gam a n a is the summation of
them all. It is the whole of k arm a, eternal
and universal.
All sub-divisions of it, and
oppositions distinguished between these subdivisionR are nothing else than itself. The
going of light is darkness; and the going of
darkness is light; both aJ'e relative; and indeed,
looked at thus, the two m'e one, for there must
be an underlying unity wherever there is
a relation. The general principle has been
expounded before that everything includes,
and therefore is, its opposite. By that principle
are all separates ever threaded together and
they ever interpenetrate each other.
Hence
the saying that night and day, evening and
morning, SUll and mOOll, all exist everywhere,
and that there is darkness in the sun and moon
as well as light.'
To dwell for another moment on prasaral)a,
expansion, which may be regarded, III one

m

1
~ ~~: ~ ~ II~, 'A thing is aR it is.'
This is the nearest Samskrt statement aVlLilal)le,
so far aR I am aWlLre, of the 'law of thought' so
current in modern logic since Aristotle, 'A is A '.
Other and less bare aspects of it (Ire very frequently to be met, e.g., Bhagavaif,-Gitii, ii. 16," The
existent cannot perish, the non-existent cannot
become existent," etc. But in its precise modern form this Law of Identity, with its two companion Laws of Contradiction and Excluded Middle, if: not to be met with in Samskrt-apparently
because of their utter barrenness for all practical
pm-poses. This sterility of theirs was emphasised
by Hegel and is being recognised by logicians generally now in the West, and they are being more
or less thrown aside-by another extreme of
reaction. They, that is to say, the essential idea
they embody, has a most distinct value-b1,t for

I These may be rcgarded as Rtatements of particulm', concrete facts as well as metaphysical or
abstract principles. Foul'lliel"s" Two New Worlds"
flpcaks of supra-light and infra-light. X-rays and
N-rays arc nearer to us. That sunset in one place
means sunrise in another, every school-boy know~.

I
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standpoint.) From the standpoint of the Inner
Self, P l' a t y a gat m Ii, such expansion of
everythillg is necessary and unavoidable, in
order that the Unity of that Self may be opposed and realised (by means of that false,
futile and ever-refuted opposition) at all points
of time and space. As the Vaishe#hika says:
'fhe visFtra, spreadillgout of objects, is prasal' a I) a.
Or as the Bmhma-Sii('1'U: 'rhe feeling,
the experiencing, of the unity of the elements of
I and This is p ras lira J.la. 1 That is to say,
purposes of t.ranscendental metaphysic. Because our
inmost soul feels that" A is A, " and not only now,
but always; that A is not only not not-A now, but can
1I.et'el' become anythillg else than A; therefore are
we able to rise to the Logion which is the solution
of the riddle of the nni verse. But Aristotle,
if we may judge by results, seems to have missed this
most. important significance of these laws-when
lIe prohably received the original forms of them
from India, at the time of the Alexaudrian invasion
and tried to apply them to the uses of the "understanding," instead. of the " Reason," to man a s
instead of b u Q. Q. h i, to man a s which would
lose its vocation if A remained A and was not const.antly becoming something more or something
other than A, becoming not-A, (and yet remainiugA!).
1 1'he next sentence of the text gives the immedi1:\ tely relevant aspect of the sense of this pronounce-
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the endless experiences of the j i vat m it, 'this
is so and so and such and such and he
and I and they are so and so and such and
Buch'-all this multitude of experience makes
the complexity, the quintuplicity, pra-pafich a,
df the World-process; and this pI' a-p a fi c h a.
itself is p l' a-s a. l' a J). a.
We may distinguish four forms of it: (i) vipra-saraJ).a; (ii) sara~a; (iii) vi-siir~qla;
and (iv) pra-siiraJ.la, corresponding respectively to A, U, M and the 'rotality. The first
IS
'expansion in an excessive manner '., it
is the ideation of all work in an unlimited,
un-de-termined and comprehensive fashion. The
second is ordinary movement. The third is
withdrawal from movement or movement in an
opposite direction: 'What is the use of this
(particular) effort? (let us try another).'
The fourth includes all the others.
The opposite of pra-saraJ.la is kufichan~.
ment. For other aspech; we migl1t consult other
parts of the text, and independent works also, e. g.,
the. Ma7ul-Upani~hat, chapters v. and vi., where
different kinds of aham-kara, 'I-ness,' are
described, and how the I-ness which is identified
with this handful of flesh and blood and bone
which is our passing dress but which we identify ourselves with, makes for bondage, while certain other
forms of I-ness make for liberation, one being' I
am all '.
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either, permanently. When the time for it
comes round the power of p r a s ii. r a Q a
impels the j i va irresistibly again. Too much
of 'sleeping' has its own obvious evil consequences. As medical science, forbidding excess
of every kind, of activity as well as laziness,
points out, diseases arise from too much sleep
as from too much waking. Va~a-praml (nervous disorders) are thus caused, says J)hanvantari. The Samhi(a-Sftt,·a says: Too much sleep
and unwillingness to move, sedentary habits,
cause prameha (albumin aria) and so on. The
fourth, k u fi c han a is the summation of all.
The need of, the 'looking' by, the I for the
eta t is gam ana. The necessity, the energy,
of the I in the e ~ a t is p r a s ii. r a Q a. ' Thisnot-I,' the negation of the eta t, the negation of the A ham-this is k u fi c hall a. The
whole of the Logion-fact, 'I-This-Not' is
k arm a. In other words: 'I-(am) this-thus'
is gam ana. 'This (more am)-I-(and) not
thus (only) , is p ra s ii. r a Q a. 'This-(am) not-I
thus, nor thus, nor otherwise'-is k ufichana.
In these ways is the whole of the World-process
carried on.
But verily:
This Self is not expanse of spreading light,
Nor point of c?ncentrated darkness is It,

It is the reduction of all things to unity,
contmction, shrinking up, re-absorption. It
is p r a I a YR. It also has four sub-divisions.
(ii) v i-k u fi c han a ;
(i) P r a-k u it c han a ;
(iii) ava-kufichana; and (iv) kufichana,
corresponding respectively to A, U, M and
the Totality. '1'he first refers to the highest,
tllE' transcendent Unity.
'1'he second to
particular diminutions. '1'he third is present
at all times, in all actions, with eyery work
(as katabolism in all vital functioning). Alasya,
indolence, unwillingness, disinclination or indisposition to work, fatigue and laziness, regardless of the need for exertion and careless of
propriety and opportuneneRs or otherwise-this
is the characteristic of the third or a v a-k u fie han a, 'what is to happen, will happen,'
'let what will, take place '. Activity, the feeling
of fitness and energy, the eagerness for work, is
its opposite. Roth these are present and needed in the W orId-process for the work of the
Self. In consequence of the unwillingness to
act which characterises ava-kufichana, there
arises the feeling that to rest inactive is llappiness, aR when people say: 'Happy is he to
sleep so peacefully, relieved of restless action '!
But it is not possible to remain in this condition
lCompn.re Shakespeare's line: " After life'/' fitful
fever he sleeps well."

I
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Nor scale of time, day, month and year and
age,
N or space measured by suns and vaster suns,
Nor knows It any ascent or descent,
N or evolution, involution, arc
Of growth, decay, or going anywise,
Expansion and contraction It knows not,
Nor joy elating, nor depressing griefEver at rest, eternally complete.

CHAP'l'ER XXIV.
THE PRINCIPAl, FORMS OF KRIYA.

I'

I.

I

The foul' Rub-divisions of k r i y a.-Similar subdivisions of cognition and desire.-(i.) K r i y a,
its nature and significance.-(ii.) ,P rat i k r i y a.(iii.) Vikriya.-(iv.) Upakriya.-The synthesifl of the foul' in an endleRs chain of caUAe and
e:/Iect.-The mutual relation of motionlessness
and inceRsant movements, as that of substance
and attribute.-Manifestation8 of k r i y a as
human k a I'm a and arts.

The sub-divisions of k a l' m a have been dealt
with in the preceding chapter. In k l' i y a
also we may distinguish four sub-divisions:
(i.) kriya, action; (ii.) pratikriyii, reaction;
(iii.) vikriya, change, transformation; (iv.)
upakriyii, 'all-helping,' 'acting near or around
or for all,' beneficence, philanthropy. These
correspond to A, IT, M and the 'l'otal respectively. The k ri y it n t a l' a, 'another action' that
immediately follows after an action or k ri y ii,
is the p l' a t i k l' i y ii, the reaction. In p l' a tik ri y ii, the manifestation is similar to, on the
same lines as, that of k l' i Y ii. (but inversed
or reversed, as It reflexion). The first form is
k r i y it; residing within it as its opposite is
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p rat i k ri y fL. '/.'he ' destruction' of both
action and reaction is v i k r i y a. V i gat uk r i y a, 'action gone,' the disappearance of
action, is vi k r i y a; and when action goes,
reaction goes too; (and what is left behind,
the resultant of the two, is vi k r i y a). It
is true that k r i y it is declared to be incessant;
but because of the conventions and laws of
periodicity, we have the appearance of beginnings and ends therein; and hence the truth
of the statement regarding its disappearance.
rrhat which appears, b h ii s It t e, must suffer
disappearance, v i-b h rl san u, also. And action
and reaction follow the same rule, even as
Self and Not-Self do. Up a-k l' i Ya) is that
which is 'neal" all and brings all 'neal" each
other. U p It means sam i p e, 'near,' and
k a r a 1.1 a m is 'making,' 'doing,' 'acting';
and nearness, proximity, relationship subsists
between all, always, everywhere and ever.
Of these four, all of which are always taking
place in every utom, two, v£z., action and
reaction, may be regarded as the most important; 'transformation' only lies between them.
) In CUl"l"ent SamHkrt, the more frequent word
is u p a k a r a, an act of service, a benefit, a kindness, done by one to another. The philosophy of
the usage, the reltson why, iH given by the
succeeding l:lentences of the text.
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But why do we not have similar sub-divisions
under j fi a n a, cognition, etc.? Why do we
not have p l' a t i-j fi ii n a and the rest? Truly
we do have them; only convention finds it more
convenient to express them by the use of such
adjectives as sat and a sat, true and false
etc.) In combination with k l' i Y ii only is the
prefix p rat i used specially, hecause k r i y Ii
is a matter of outward (visible) contact and
manifests in overt movement (and the connotation of p l' a t i is that of 'facing towards,'
'confronting,' opposing overtly, a.lso).
But might it not be said that cognition, etc.,
have also a similar origin (in the 'facing'
each other of the Self and the Not-Self)?
'l'rue; still we might also say that by a special
and predominant connexion with the inner
Self, they have a kind of (comparative)
) In current Samskrt, p rat i j ii a (the more
common form ItS against p rat i j ii a nit) means
, promise'; vi j ii a n a, special knowledge, knowledge of concrete details; and up a j ii a 11 a, invention. Error, a.~ opposit.e to truth, is spoken of as
a-j ii a n a, which is also used for non-knowledge
or ignorance. For' practical' purposes, negative
ignorance in action is and becomes pOflitive error.
So, perhaps, under i c 11 c h h a we may distinguish like, dislike, tolerance (or indifference in a
certain sense) and general benevolence.
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independence (of the outer world). While undoubtedly k I' i y it arises out of the entrance
into partnership, the co-operation, the joint
business, of the Self and the Not-Self, still,
this statement does not lessen the high status
of the Self. For the Self is all-inclusively
distinct from all and is eternal, while the NotSelf is dependent on another, on the Self.
Even while inseparably united and indeed
one, yet are the two as end and means,
organism and organ. 1

These four, k r i y ii, etc., may be described
in terms of the Logion as below:
'I am this thus'-is kriya. For, see. There
is I within I, and 'this' within 'this,' and ' not'
within 'not'. And the significance of an I
within an I is that the unity of the I is contradicted. ' I am one' is not a fact; but, rather,
there is another I within that I and that is the
C this '.
So again, there is a further 'this'
within the c this,' and this second C this' is the
'thus,' itt ham. When the question is asked
, How is there an I within an I,' then the answer
is 'thus'. And this is kriya. 1

) In other words, though all the three phases
aspects of consciousness arise in the interplay
of subject and object, and from the transcendental
stlHldpoint are on the same level, equally overt or
equally covert; yet from the empirical st.andpoint,
cognition is more inner than outer, and action is
more outer than inllet·, while desire stands midway
and holds together both. As said again and again
in the text, cognition corresponds with the Self,
action with the Not-Self, desire with Negation.
So, although from the transcendental standpoint,
the Trinit.y are all equal and none is greater than
the other and we can make no distinctions, yet, from
the empirical standpoint, we cannot help feeling that
the Self is 1IW1'e we ourselves than the Not-Self is.
For U8, the Self is 'llwre important. By our verbal
expansion and description of the Logion, the Self
posits and negates the Not-Self, not vice versa.
The Self is the Master, the Self-dependent. The
01'
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Not-Self is dependent on the Self. If the Self is
dependent at all on the Not-Self, It IS so
dependent only for Its Self-manifestation, as an
end on a means; whereas th& Not-Self, is dependent on the Self for very existence, fleeting and
ever-negated, a mere passing (though endlessly
passing) breath of existence as it is. And so

on.
I All this portion of the text is difficult to follow,
with its subtle playing with and ringing of changes
on the words of the Logion. I have tried to make
the translation as liteml as possible, to give the
reader the chance of ' com;truing , for himself. The
description of k r i y a may be pamphrased thus.
The essential idea of all action, of all ' movement,'
is self-realisation, self-manifestation, by means of
successive identification of the self with various
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, I alll thus and this is thus' is p rat i k r i y it.
As t.he question is asked, 'How is (or am) I' and
ltgain, 'How is there an I again within that I,'
the answer comes up, ' I am thus, because I am
the Sel£, universal, ornnipreRent, i.e., I am in all
alHl all is in J, and there is no difference between
all and 1.' In this way, to say that' I am thus'
is to indicate the condition of another I included
within an 1; and again to Ray that' this is thus'
is to indicate the condition of still another I
within the second 1; and another within that;
and RO on endlessly. For the World-process iR
matle up of the interplay of l's beyond
count. And thiR lack of finality itself, this a na v (t, Rt h ii" this infinite 1'pr/J'co:;ns is p rat ikri y (i..1
-----------------'this's,' bodies, Rhen,tlts: I mn 11 mineral, I am a
vegdable, I [l,m [l,n animal, I [l,lll 11 m[l,n, I am a god
:wcl so on. At each Ruccessive step, the ego discovers
greater depths n,nd potentialities wit,hin itself, and
ullfolds them. Another aspect of this s[I,me geller:tl
i<lea is the ego's transference of its centre of consciollsnesfl to she!tth within flhe:tth, subtJer :tnd
su btlel', from physical to :tstml, thence to mental,
etc., on the J1 i v r t t i path, as it performed the
reverfle proeefls on the p ra v r t t i pn,th, transferring
the centre of conflciousnesfl to Rhe:tth without
fllle[l,th.
lOne way of deRcribing the intention of the text
here would prob:tbly he that the resh;tltuce offered
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Vikriya is 'I-this-thus-not' i.e., I am not
this thus. Whatever condition one arrives into,
becomes' unbearable,' (beara.ble with difficulty,'
prasahya, (in the sense almost of a-sahya),
forced, unpleasant, before long. The j i v a does
not find (complete satisfaction' (which belongs
only to the P rat y a gat m a-sta,te, while the
j i. vain its small sheath is the reverse of complete) in that state, but forthwith begins to long
by tlJe 'Whole, the Univerflal aspect of the I, to each
chang'e of ea,ch p[I,rt or smn'!l I, constituteR re:tction
anrl. is the CftUSe of the nullification of the pl'eviou~
k r I y ii of identific:Ltion of n, Relf with n, p:trticular
she:tt~. In other words, it is the b:tckwfird swing
?onstltuted by the Hecond h[l,1£ of the Logion, 0Pposmg tlle formwd swing made by its first half. So
viewed, p rat i kr i y It appears the natural supplement of k l' i y a as described in the preceding footnote, fiB fittingly as in the wording of the text. It
flhould be noted th:tt becltuse this backw:trd swing
op-poses the forward, positively, therefore it becomes
an 'inversion,' a' reflexion ' of it and puts on an
, :tppeamnce' like that of the forward one and does
not become a mere, pure negative and universal
:tbolition. Hence the :tnl1ulment and repudi:ttioll of
one iclentific:ttion becomes, not no-iclelltific[l,tion but
identific[l,tion with another, [l,n opposite, and s~ on.
Hence toothe reference to the' condition' ofanotl)er
I within an I, etc. On this point, to the two aflpects
noted in the preceding footnote may be :tdded the
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for another, By this greed and discontent, the
existing condition is naturally destroyed, I tt h a Ill, 'thus,' means nothing else than an
a vaS t h ;-t, condition, fixed state, 'standing',
'I am thus' means 'such is my condition',
Consequently 'I am not thus,' , this is not thus,'
is the form of vi k l' i y ii. (which primarily means
following considera,tion: 'When we endeavor to describe the 'condition' of a thing, wc imply tacitly
that the' thing' is Romething pcrmanent and Ringle
and 1mR 01' uwns ,mel possesses mally modes which
nre its conditions. Now each of these modes may be
l'errarded al-l, allll indeed is, the thing it.self, and yet
is'"' distinguishable from it. 'How am I ?,' , I am
well,' 'I am ill,' 'I ~tm glad,' 'I am sad,' etc.
Hcre, all five I'fl (we olle llud the same, a,nd yet it
be sn,id thftt the last fonr 1's :lre different from
mlly
each othcr and from the first" :lud :lrc included in
tha t. til'st, The llrimal ftl'chetype of the distinction
between substance or substratum and attribute is
the distinction (without sepltI'ability) between Self
aUll Not-Self. 'Thing' and' qualitief; '-is the reflexion of that in the limited, All the evolution:ll'yand
involutional'Y expcrienceR that the j i va lJasses
throng h , aJl the endless bodies it puts on and disClwds, are its 'attributes,' qualities, with itself as
, substance' or subst,ratum, are the all-possible
pseudo-ill finite possibilities stored within each one,
each atom, eadI' biophorid,' which it sncce~si.Yely
unfolds from within itself and enfolds baek again.

1
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change, transformation, and secOndal,)'ly
change'
' evil
, d e?,enerat'lOn, corruption, also),
Upa-knya is 'I-am-(all) 'rhis, Not-thusNor-that
way ' nor like (thl's) , nor 0 th er. ' ( b(other)
'
WIse. ut III all ways; I am, somehow, anyhow
and It does not matter at all in what p ,t' l '
I
'I'l'
<
al ICU ar
)
way,
liS is why even the' know
'
'Wh
~ ~'
a~ever condition you are in, stay there:
what IS the use of this, or that, or another?:
the scheme Of. affairs is sure to be carried out i~
accordance WIth
'
' , destiny ' the t 0- b e; w Imt IS
h
t e.' use of stnvlllg otherwise'?' Of course tlIe
b
o VIOUS repl y t ,0 th'IS IS
, t h at the stri villg ' th
effort to ,change the condition, is also in
ance WIth and induced by the 'to-I'
d
tl ' k
' ,
)e, an
18
now~r ,s , statement is therefore meaningless, But It IS Justified (or at least the fact that
such statements are made is exphtined) by par i. , or
b h l' a m. a-v y a v a h fi, l' ''1, tIle' b e h aVlOr
conventlOns of illusion,~ Even the knowers

ac~ord~

lOne way
' con. of interpreting this sentence ' In
WIth
the
modern
use
of
th
d
sonance
"
e WOI' u p ak _
a I' a, dOl~g a good deed to help another'
would be :hIS: 'I am always full of satisfactio~
for even , III my loss
.
., I IHtve tlIe consolatIOn
that'
my 10BR IF! necessarily another's gain 'f I h
. , ; 1
ave
1 t ' th' b d
os III
IS 0 y, the same I have "ained in tl t
other body, aUI's being the same 1.' b
III
~ The s;;tement here is rather puzzling. It may
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suffer illusion, b h ram a, 'wandering,' 'going
astray,' 'going round and round,' In this
transcendental endlessness of the W orId-process.
Indeed, everyone is sarva-j II a, omniscient, and
at the same time ignorant and 'little-knowing,'
a I p a-j fi a. Whatever condition one has attained to, he is omniscient as regards all conditions
precedillg, and ignorant as regards those succeeding it. Only this ( comparative) ommSClence
(the full recovery of the knowledge, the memory,
of the past) is the net result of yo g a. Hence
yo g i s too are said to be only' little-knowing'
be interpreted thllS: Aftel' knowledge of the final
truth has been attained, the proper attitude in' practical' matters is tlmt we f'hould exercise our best
judgment, and base exertion, and take action, by all
means, on the data available to us, in each particular
situation-such judgment and exertion being also
included in the all-destiny; and that we should do
so without fj'et or W()?"?"y over consequences, withmd
feverish cravings, anxieties and regrets. Bllt, in
the confuRion of the moment, when trying to warn
or console another againRt such frets and regrets,
even the' knower' often RtateR the right conclusion
with wrong premises! He cOllfuRes the consolatory
with the directive or mandatory, and the past with
the future-by an illusive imitation within the
limited of what is absolutely true in and only in
and of the whole.
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-for knowledge by a limited, embodied individual, of the unlimited Whole (in its endless
details) is impossible.
The synthesis, the co-ordination, of this endless activity in all its forms is possible and actually takes place in the way of cause and effect;
this arises from or out of this, and this other
from another-and so on. And the t practical'
teaching to be inferred from all the above, its
, pragmatic' bearing, is that we should abandOll the three others and take refuge in up ak r i y 11, action near and for all, that impartia.lly
benefits all and leads ea.ch to a happiness that
is shared in common with all and is not separate
for each.
As said before, the essential significance of
k I' i Y i1 is, of course, the omnipresence of the
Self, and the necessity of 'becoming' everywhere, concomitantly with that omnipresence;
for existence, as tit v a, is-ness, is manifestation, working, activity; existence being impossible without action. Yet, distinguishing
between the two, we may say that in the aspect
of mere as tit v a, the W orId-process is a
motionlessness; and that the s v a-b h ii v a, the
nature or character of that as tit v a and
motionlessness is incessant activity. One law
of all activity is that everything "goes back. to
the condition in or from which it began. Thus,
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a m a h a-m a n van tar a oegins (in the ending) and ends in the beginning of another
m a h a-m any ant a I' a. Or, again, a child is
born, i.e., begins to exist out of non-existence,
and after living its life as a human, again goes
back into the non-existence out of which it
came. 01', from another standpoint, everything comes out, lives in and goes back into
existence, b h fL v a, being. Or, yet again, nothing ever comes forth, or stays, or departs.
'rhus does action arise out of actionlessness
and go back into it. This change of form, I' up it n t a I' a, is v i k ri y a.
'1'he (inner) nature of k ri y it in its aspect
of human (ethical) karma is duly expounded in
the lI1imiirnsa. Its (outer) forms, changes and
transformations, should be studied in the
Shnpa-Shiis{ra, applied sciences and arts. And
because the essence and even the details of
it are present in every atom, therefore
is it declared that there is p u J} y a, merit,
in the observation of even a single atom
(being the indispensable preparation for
all-knowledge). As the Scriptures declare:
Behold Bra h man in every atom, know
the atom, know the super-atom; therein is
knowledge, therein science.
It may be noted that each kind of activity
defines, outlines, gives name and form to, the
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world· in its own terms. Hence we have the
expressions-the world of knowledge, the woi'ld
of action, the world of desire, the world of
science, the world of langnage, etc. Yet all in
truth are always threaded on the P rat y agatma.

THE METAPHYSIC OF KRIYA IN PRACTICE.

CHAP'rER xxv.
THE M~;TAT'l-IYSIC OF K lU Y A IN Pl~ACTlCE.

...

Existence and Non-Existence.
Resume r-Distinction between kt'iya and karma.
_ K arm a, the manifestation of the strongest
dm;ire.-StrongeHt deRire makeR character, R '" ah h a v a, for the time.-S v a-b hay a, not a pure
unit,y, but a unity in diversity, in the individual
as well as the U niversal.-Mebphysical cOllsiderations.-Theil' application to pl·ndice.-V a l' t a,
mutual commerce, the embodiment of the constant
endeavor of the one to encompass the all.-Knowledge and speech as actioll and react.ion.-The
Science of Bra h ill a n, the final and all-comprehensive 'commerce '.-.Even t,lie unbeliever unconsciously believes in this Thre!Ld of Continuity, of
nnity in diversity, the Universal Self 01' ConsciouRness.-Metaphysical reconciliation of clmnge
and changelessness, motion ill motionlessness,
act.ion out of the actionleRs.-Existence and nonexistence, plenum amI vacuum, ever and never,
inseparable in the Absolute.-Nature of the illuRion
of fmccession, growth and decay.-Growth and
acth"ity of Maha-Vi~hl}u.-The meaning of omniscience.-The destined progresfi of all j i vas to
t.lle status of Maha-Vi~hJ)u.
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In the preceding chapters we have e~amined
the nature of k I' i y a and of k a l' m a. It
may be repeated here -that that which is
most desired of the Self-that is k a I' m a .
In other_ words we do only that which
we most desire to do. The strongest motive,
the most powerful desire, pushes the others
aside and finds vent for itself in outward act. Therefore the essence of k It l' m a is
s v a-b h ii va, 'own-being,' nature, character.
(Our character, at any given time, is constituted by our deepest desire ).1 But to this it
I See 'l'he Sc£ence of the EmofionH, chapter vii.
The student who examines these sentences closely
will make a pleasant discovery of how the opposed
views, 'antinomies of the reason,' regarding predestination and free exertion, ingrained character
and ability to change it, ruling paRRion and overruling will, merge into each other, as mmal, and
are reconciled, along the lineR of psycho-philology.
The word k a l' m a, it will have been noticed, is
used in various senseR, of conrse allied with each
other. Any particular action of a living being is a
k a I' m a. Any movement of a piece of apparently
inanimate matter, is also a kit r m a. The' fruit'bearing deeds of responsible human or other beings,
deeds which are inveRted with an ethical value
and, as meritorious or sinful, have a futur~
reactive consequence for the doer, in pleasure or
pain, a.re also k a l' m a. K l' i y a is also used in
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may be objected that the activity in or of s vab h it v a is one, unique, uniform; there is no
duality in it; it all s v a yam b h a vat i, 'itself becomes'; it is the becoming, the unfolding
of one character, the development of one inner
nature; it 'maintains itself '; and so on.
Whence then the duality (or rather the multiplicity, the change, which is essentially opposed
to unity? 'rhe answer is that the duality
bases on the One and the One on duality, and
both together, as included in Universal Being,
make up and are designated as s v a b h fi. v a
(for pure unity without any change were
devoid of character, character being nothing
else than a fixed way of becoming, b h a v ana, manifestation, action).
'1'his that we see
as a duality is unity, and l' ice-versa,. 1 (The
varying senses, but almOf;t never in the last sense,
seldom in the second, and more often in the first.
In the two tripletA, j fi a n a-i c h c h h a-k l' i ya and
Q. r a v y a-g u 1) a-k a l' m a, the distinction is obvious
between k r i y ii. and k a l' m a, And that distinction seems to underlie nJI the shades of meaning
of each in use, 1,iz" that the psychic or conscious
aspect goes most with k r i y a and the material
one with k arm a. The 1'oot of both is the same,
philologically and metaphYAically.
) All this only rings ever new changes on the ultimate and cruciul metaphysical problem, the why
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, unity' of character consists in acting in one
fixed way, under the dominance of one fixed
desire or idea, in varying circumstances; and
because the unity and fixity of any desire are
only pseudo-unity and comparative-fixity, an
imitation or reflexion of the True Unity and
Fixity, therefore these change also, more slowly).
In their q. h a I' m a, functioning, the two are
one. (Duality in unity, unity in duality, similarity in diversity, make up a new synthesis or
uniformity). And, in accordance with this unity,
all this endless appearance and disappearance,
existence and non-existence-all 'becomes' a.
matter of S va-b h it va. Hence has it been
said: There is no duality, no unity, no manyness-All is S va-b h it va and S v a-b h Ii va only.
Because this duality is always founded on a
unity, there is not a single atom which is not
and which does not behave as dual. And where
and the how of the World-process, the reconciliation
of change and changelessness, endlesi'! movements
and motionlessness, permanent substratum and
fleeting attributes-as spoken of at the end of the
last chapter. To solve that problem if! to solve all
else. To leave that unsolved, is to leave all perplexed and ununderstood. See The Science of Peace,
ch. vi, 78-82. The text here will throw much
light on the word sva-hhava (Svahhavat) so much
used in The Secret Doctrine.
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there are two, there is always a third, as the
M. Hence we find that all <} h arm a, all
function, or the functioning of the all, is in
operation everywhere. 1 The very root of all
k arm a is therefore the duality of unity (the
binding up of the Self and the Not-Self in
the Self).
The Self is unlimited, inseparate from all,
containing and contained in all, all-transcendent.
'fhe 'fhis, on the other hand,,is limited and
limited in every way, by its opposition to the
Unity of the Self. Limitation is the having of
a beginning and an end. And such beginning
and end belong to and are in the 'fhis only. The
Self is beyond them. How then may the' work'
of the Unlimited be effected in the Limited ?
Thus, t'iz., the eta t becomes endless, in an unlimited 'becoming' of pseudo-infinite beginnings
and endings. Its' becoming,' as one general
or universal activity, is endless; but each particular 'become' is limited. Itself essentially
limited, yet by its tie with the Self, the e ~ a t
acquires the appearance of unlimitedness, endI Auother way of putting the priuciple
that all is
eVeJ'ywhere and always. Variolls aspects of the
fact stated as that 'every ntom is dual' may be
regardetl as 'male-nlld-femnle,' 'soul-and-hody,'
'core-and-crust,' 'inner-and-outer,' , subtler-anddenser,' etc.
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Mssness. The 'many' are endless, unlimited,
pseudo-infinite in number, and yet they are also
a one each-without any inconsistency. Such
is the oneness, unity, union, of the I and the
This. Everywhere are they together, (inseparable though distinguishable). Never, nowhere,
nowise is the one without the other. Because
of this indefeasible fact, the Many This, in imitation of the One Self, also assumes endlessness.
But at the same time is it always Not. And so
we have the whole reduced to uuity again. And
he who realises this unity-he is the true
p a I} d ita, he only is dutiful, he is good, he is
wise, he is free, he knows the true knowledge,
he is fit for the highest offices .1
But how can we talk at all about the Endles3
and the Transcendent? The eta t is limited
1 The members of the spiritual hierarchies which
guide and govern the affairs of a world-system are
recruited from the ranks of those who have nttained
the due qualification of this mORt vital of all acquirements, viz., Self-Knowledge. Hence, in the system
of Sanatana pharma, is so much stress laid on the
attainment of right knowledge, and the craving
after superphysical powers so much condemned.
The j i vas who least want powers are those best
fitted to be invested with them, iu t.hese regions
especially; for they only can be trusted to wield
them altruistically.
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and should not we (who are, to all appearance,
so very limited in every respect, size, lifetime,
powers) should talk only about the limited?
"'he reply is that we may rightly make inferences about the unlimited (i.e., numberless possible future and as yet unknown situations, with
reference to k r i ya) from the data we have
about the limited (because we are, i.e., the I
in us is not Limited but veritably the Unlimited).
Regarding one-self as similar, indeed the same,
(in all situations as in anyone), everyone ought
to carryon his work. Such a statement, however,
it should be kept in mind, only enables us to
find the peace of rest in the knowledge of the main
principles underlying the World-process. Otherwise, indeed, as often said before, the full knowledge of all details being unavailable to anyone
individual, all speech (affirming any fact or
recommending any course, or the opposite) must
be held to be defective, vitiated by ignorance
and therefore reprehensible. This is not so,
however; and v art ft, the 'happening,' the
mutual converse and commerce of the world,
is an invincible and most justifiable fact, without which there were only pral aya and universal dissolution. So long as the World-system
exists, so long must there be v it r t a,l t.e.,

I
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a n v a Qe s h a, the repeated reiteration of an
utterance. The description in words of a work
undertaken (or desired) is the result of va r t a.
And such conversation to and fro is the result
of the operations of action and reaction. Sonie
accomplish this intercourse with labor and effort,
others naturally and with ease. But the difference is only one of manner. All have to
perform it in some way or other.
Two kinds are distinguished in 'v art a, viz.,
sat and a sat, true and false or good and
evil. But both are matter of necessity; (i.e.,
the distinction arises out of considerations of
necessity, both are necessary, and yet in this
way that) when in any particular situation, in
view of the need of the moment, any talk happens
to be not immediately necessary, then it is said
to be false or useless and advice is given against
indulging in it; and when, on the other hand,
the conversation is relevant and appropriate
to the time, and of interest to both the parties
concerned in it, it is said to be good and
true, and is recommended and promoted instead
of being forbidden.
and in merchandise. Its root v r t, to exist, to
come forth, to circulate, is probably the same from
which come the English words, converse, perverse,
reverse, inverse, etc. It should be remembered that
language indicates the needs of living beings to each
other, and trade and commerce fulfil tllem.

1 This worcl means converse,
commerce, intercourse by language as well as by trade, in words

\
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By means of such commerce (intellectual and
economical) are mutual needs fulfilled or defeated, friendships or hostilities created, depression or elation, joy or sorrow experienced in the
Wl1y of action and reaction. As the Brahmasiltm says: Va r t li derives its vi b h 11 t i,
richness, wealth, from action and reaction. And
the ltIi.'lniimsii: Va r t a arises and appears out
of cognition, action and desire. And the Veq,a:
V,-H t a is defined or pointed"out by k r i y a
a,ncl p rat i-k r i y ii.
We may understand the significance and propl·iety of advice, admonition, expostulation,
etc., by reference to these facts. Otherwise,
indeed, it may well be said that all things happen by destination and necessity, and counsel is
useless-though to that too could be gi,ren the
reply in coin that instruction and direction
and remonstrance are also part of the same
destiny.
Whatever happens, has happened, or will
happen-the accurate description thereof is
vii l' t a. '1'he pointing out of consequences, by
means of such description, is advice or instruction. The duty, responsibility, office, aq h ik ftra,
of giving such instrnction, without any personal
and selfish motive, and without any consideration
of whether anyone listens to and follows it or does
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not, but solely from a recognition of the fact of
the unity of all and the consequent need and
propriety of each helping all else to the best of
his ability-such duty is imposed upon every
one who is invested with the right, the privilege,
the power of discoursing or of composing
works, wherefrom all j I vas may learn the
v ft r t a of the World-process. He who fails
to fulfil the duty, having the power-he opposes
the 'to-be,' the law, and incurs sin and penalty.l

« :

1'1'he reader will have noted how the thought,
beginning with universal Kriya, an all-embracing
universal and incessant movement, in n, semi-mechanicn,l n,Rpect, haR gradun,lly passed on to more
'COllRCioUR' intercourRe n,nd hn,s now arrived at
considerations of fully' conscious' human relations
with each other in n,n ethical sense. As pointed
out in n, previous note, the difference between
'mechn,nical' or 'automatic' and' conscious' or 'initiative' is the difference between the' Absolute ConsciousneRs or U nconscionsneRs,' just as we like to cn,ll
it, and 'individualised consciousness'. A few
words may be said here on Thought passing along
words.
Anyone who will exn,mine any series
of controversial debn,tes and critiques will find
over and over again that the whole dispute turns
upon the sign.ificance of one or two important words.
If the disputants would look back into their own
minds n,nd ask themselves, 'What do I really understand by such and such words n,nd what does my
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Only because all j i vas are one is it possible
for anyone to 1\eek fulfilment of his needs at the
hands of another, by mutual communication, in
the way of v ii l' t ii, conversation, of one another's
requirements and the information which will
bring about their satisfaction. Otherwise, each
individual were entirely self-contained, walled
in by his own direct particular cognitions and
forced to seek satisfaction of his needs with the
help of these few cognitions only, without
asking of others and without hearing from
others, (indeed without being able to imagine
and believe that there were any conscious beings like himself, and therefore without being
adversary mean by them' -tlw dispute would
speedily terminate in agrel'mcllt. to the great. flftving
of the wol'ld's time and temper. Socrates is instinctively recognised as one of the wisest of men-hecause he made it his one mission in life to induce
others to clear up their own idens, by a process of
COlltirHlfI,l cross-examinfition. Some people believe
tlmt this Imbit of his WfiS so annoying to his COIDpatriots who did not like to have their ideas cleared,
and felt aslmmed to have their hollowness exposed
in the process, that they got him poisoned for
this very reason! Because of this renl and practical value of words, is so much stress laid in the
Samskrt 'circle of learning' 011 Vy/7kam1}a and allied
sciencefl.
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abl~ to exchange thoughts with any such).l
When we look upon j fi a n a, cogni-tion,

know-ing, as an aspect or mode of k r i y ii,
then speech, the utterance and expression of
that knowledge is to be looked upon as the
reaction thereof, its p rat i-k r i y a. (Knowledge is taking in information; speech is giving
out the same.)
Works on sciences and arts, books and treatises of all kinds, come to be composed in accordance with these facts, with reference
to special cyclic needs and conditions. When
by lapse of time and change of conditions, the sense o£ any particular treatise
becomes unintelligible or doubtful, then the
hierarchs, the rulers o£ the epoch concern-'
ed, cause commentaries to be written and
explanations given. It is true that sometimes such commentaries, etc., lllay he written
out o£ mere pride and conceit, or a desire
for praise and honor or other such worldly
But even so they are
motive or purpose.
part of the general scheme of the W orldprocess. The good in such books too lasts
and helps others; and the author, after receiving honor receives contempt, and, forced back
1 See the Science of the Emotions, 2nd edn.,
chap. xii., pp. 215-216; filso the 8cicnee of Peace,
ch. iv., p. 24.
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into reflexion within himself, into introspection,
sooner or later finds correction of the false
and evil elements in his thought and motive,
(which inevitably evoke the contempt, in obedience to subtle psychological laws) and his
illusion too is dispelled after having had its
day, for it too has a place in the universal
scheme. l
I What a lofty conception of tIle high mISSIon
of authorship, the beneficent pUl'pose of literature,
this pltrltgl'aph embodies! How much in contrast
with the conditions of to-day when everyone thinks
his thought,s good enough to C rush into print' with,
regardless of the telTible waste of time and vitality
involved to all concerned in the production of a
work that is not really good! And yet how patriarch ally tender to even this feverish rush to display
before the public, as of little children all crying
'I' and 'I' and 'I'! And not only tender but
true, for, after all, the children too are j i vas,
have occupied in the pltst, and will occupy agltin, in
the future, stages of the highest knowledge; and
every thought of anyone has an element of truth
in it! And not only true as a present fact, but
true as a fact influencing future evolution-for 1t11
this feverish activity of the individualised egoistic
intelligence, the fift,h principle, when cured by the
C contempt'
and frustration that comes without
fail, itself becomes chastened into the sixth
principle, loving [wd humble wisdom, out of
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In its highest, most complete and ultimate
form, this v Ii r t Ii is Bra h m a-v i cJ ya itself,
wllerein is no illusion. And it is a secret
science, a science that ought to be kept secret;
that is to say, should be imparted only to the
deserving, the well-qualified, those that have
the a q h i k Ii r a, the right and title to it. The
Science of Bra h man is regarded as thus
Rpecially reserved only because, for the comprehension of this all-inclusive scienc~, an intenser longing after knowledge than IS needed
for the other partial sciences is an indispensable requisite as preparation. Otherwise, and in
a general sense, verily every science is useless
for and should be withheld from everyone who
has no desire for it, and hence the express
which shall grow the new and happier race! The
s:tge GargyayaJ}.a must have cast a glance .at
t.he then future conditions of to-day, and seen Its
virulence of mutual criticism, when he recorded
the 'contempt'!
By introspection, self-examination, and the discovery of the common sense of words, in the light
of the Common Self only, may this fever of
egoistic sel£-opinionatedness, which looks but at the
outside surface of words and things, be finally
remedied, the preliminary medicine being the
'contempt' received from otherA and the resulting
frustration of conceit, and pain and v 11 ira g y a.
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injunction upon all teachers to commence teaching only after a due investigation of what
the would-be student wants to learn and what
his mental and bodily habits and conditions
are.
In such considerations as these we realise
how practice depends on theory and metaphysic, how all the World-process hangs on
the P r a I) a va, how it threads together the
Many and the One, and how desirable it is
for all most earnestly to try to understand it.
The final proof-if it were wanted-of this is
that even the BIT s t i k a, the all-denier, the
all-sceptic and unbeliever, utters discourses
and writes treatises. Believing not in Bra hm a 11, not in the Self, nor in the N otSelf, nor in the Negation, he still wishes others
to accept his views! If indeed it be, as he
thinks, that there is no nexus, no relationship,
no bond or thread of continuity, no unity in
diversity, amidst things, nothing behind and
heyond the immediate presentation of a sense,
the immediate sensation, if all are disjointed
and independent, why and with hope of what
fruit this eagerness of his to instruct others r
The truth is that the Self in such an one forces
Itself forth in his life and makes the outer
man instinctively act upon the sense of the
indefeasible unity of himself with other j i v a s-

the· stage of all-denying also being part of
the scheme of the World-process like all things
else.
We thus see also that, of an exposition of
the P r a 1J. a v a, a brief description of the
main principles of the World-process (as well
as of the main outlines of a single world-system),
in terms of the limited, is but an essential
part. (,rhe general principles are identical,
for all world-systems, for every part of the
World-process; the type is the same, the law
is one; the details are endless.) The understanding of one helps us to understand all and
to see that the Limited is Not.
How can 'is' and ' not' be combined in
one expression? We can understaud this only
by following very closely the Science of the
P l' a n a v a. Even the 'unbelievable' is 'believable,' for the time being, for the full under:"
standing of its nature as 'unbelievable' and
of that of the opposite as 'believable'. A
wrong hypothesis has to be 'held '-' let us
assume for the moment,' 'suppose '-before it
can be and till it is refuted. Those who ha.ve to
expound the why and wherefore of the Worldprocess have to lead thought along some such
lines as these: All this that is p l' a t y II. k Ii} h a,
there before our senses, directly perceptible-if
all this were not, were abolished and annihilated,
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what would happen then; and when it was not
if ever it was absent, what was the condition
affairs then? Let us suppose that there was nothing at first; only emptiness, like Ii. k·-..\ S h a,
space, no appearance, n nub h ii s a, of darkness,
none of light, not even the 'appearance' of
sp~ce, but . ~nly like it. ('1'hen, after making
thIs s.UPP.osltlOn, we as the next step begin to
examIne It.) It may be said that in the Endless
and Transcendent, activity is always going on
and nothingness cannot be assumed at any time:
Yet, on the other hand, it may also he said that
as p r a b h a v a, manifestation emanatiOll
.
"
~xlstE'IlCe, hecoming forth, (plenum) is endless,
111 the same way sh ii n y a, vacnum, is also
endless, (as an indispensable counterfoil and
backgron~d). For if we say that only 'is'
(plenum) IS fact and never the 'I'S -not'
, (v acuunl ),
then .'Whm·e would all these pseudo-infinite manifestat~ons throughout pseudo-infinite time find
standl11g-place? 'I'hey indispensably require a
an empty place and spnce
vacuum,
.
,. , ,.... , noneXlstenc~,' to' exist in '. And because of this,
for practICal purposes of description, the endless ~nd uniform vacuum of space and nothingness IS assumed as pre-existent, 1:n which created
~hillgs may exist. Gradually we see that there
IS.no precedence and subsequence (between contamer and contained, vacuum and plenitude

0;
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of content), but that both are infinitely simultaneous. In the same fashion, that which we
call the 8 am s it r a, the World-process, in the
sense of the unravellable complexity of infinite
happenings and proceedings-that is only the
measureless and countless stretch and expanse
of details beyond the circumscribing line of our
mental horizon, at which line our fatigued intelligence comes to a full stop, and takes rest,
unable to go any further, for the time being.
The considerations in respect of time are
exactly similar to those in respect of space. We
first think: This that is existing now before us,
it surely has limits in time. When was it born ;
how long will it stay; what was its condition
before it assumed its present shape, etc? Then
we think: Existence Burely belongs to all time.
And so the element of existence in all this that
we see around us must also belong to all time.
80 too must the element of non-existence in
them. And in this sense dissolution as well as
emanation is incessant. Day, night, sleeping,
waking, birth, death, love, hate, joy, sorrowall are incessant and endless.
With this we come back to the statement that
action arises in and out of actionlessness,I
1 I have endenvored, in what follows, to reproduce
as exactly as possible the peculiarity of the author's
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change in changelessness. How is it possible?
It is the very nature, the S v a-b h a v a, of the
Self. An omission (of special observation), by
an individualised consciousness, of a part out of
the 'fotality of parts which is the Whole, appears
as the existent passing into the non-existent,
and vice versa. I-This-Not is Brahman.
Whatever is understood by this collocation of
three words is 13 r a h man. And it always has
as tit va, existence, 'is-ness '. Because of
this existence, activity is unavoidable within it.
Whatever is, inevitably does something also. Or
if it does not ib:;elf directly do anything, then
something becomes, OCCUrf~, takes birth from
it, because existence must have a result; otherwise the existence would be null and nil, the
same as if it were not. Nor, on the other hand,
can pure non-existence be affirmed exclusively,
and existence denied altogether. The multitudillous world is a fact not to be ignored. From
its insistent pressure UPOll our senses we must
infer that it is, and that there is same maker of
it, some root and source of it. And, in this wise,
from the obtrusive presence of elements of both
existence and non-existence all about us in the
argument. The same conclusions are led up to, by
what to some readers may be perhaps a somewhat
easier phrasing and way of thinking, in chapters
viii. and x. of The 8rience of Peace.
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world, we further infer that the root and source
of it must also contain both these elements. In
other words, we argue on the one hand, that the
nature or form, the s v a-r u p a of all this that
appears to us (is-not' that of its root-source,
because of the patent differences and transformations and passings into 'non-existence '. On
the other hand, we argue that some root there
must be, because it 'is' not a case of pure nonexistence. This root, whatever it is, combining
in itself existence and non-existence, being and
non-being, is B l' a h man, best described and
defined as I-This-Not. This description by
three words is necessary because it is not possible to describe adequately by anyone sound or
word a thing that includes within itself two distinct factors. When regarded as a unity containing within itself all diversity, then the one
word that describes 13 r a h man is the AUM
which is also a unity including all diversity.
Corresponding to this sacred sound-word there
are words in every language. Indeed, in a
sense, all words whatsoever are but forms of the
Pranava
. , for each is a modification of that prlmal sound and each indicates one mood, one
aspect, or another, of the Supreme Bra h man;
and truly the name of each atom is only a name
for Brahman.

.
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(When we apply the general theory of the
initiation of action in actionlessness to a concrete
case, a particular world-system, what do we
see?) A j i v a, having attained to the state of
Mahii- Vi~hJ;lu, creates a sam sa r a. His ability
to do so, however, depends on his finding vacant
8pace wherein to do so. And, in yet another
aspect, at the time he attains his Mahii-Vishnuship, his action, his work as such, is yet' n~n
existent, is latent still, is yet in the future. In
this condition of actionlessness, he initiates action.
We may see examples of this in daily life around
us. A baby is born j following the laws of his
own constitution he grows to man's estate and
founds his bnsiness, a household, where there
,~as none before. The one, the solitary, is marrIed to another; whence many new relationships,
and the birth and 'finding' of children. In
exactly the same way does Mahft- Vi~hl)u 'find'
Brahmii, Vi~hJ;lu, etc., amI' founu ' his business,
his sam s :1 r a, in she ~ h a-q e s h a, l remaining
space, space wlJich is not occupied by others.
In this space and time he spreads out his ideation.
The totality of his p l' a-s a r a Qa s,
spreadings ont, expansions, and p l' a-s a r ita
. s,
J In Pural.lic lore She~ha is the thousa.nd-headed
serpent on whose coils Maha- Vi~lll.nl Rleeps during
P l' a 1 a y a. The word she ~ h a also mefLllS the
, remainder'.
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the things spread out, is his sa m-s a r a.
By great striving indeed has Maha-Vi~hQu,
beginning as an atom, attained to his present
estate, adding knowledge to knowledge, little by
little. Whoever has attained to any condition
obviously knows all about all preceding conditions. Hence Maha-Vi!}l1:Q.u is omniscient of all
that intervenes between the atom and himself.
Having arrived at his present condition he 'feels'
his actionlessness and so thinks of action. And
this thought of his inspires (or is felt in, or is
the same as the natural life-activity of) every
atom.
And even as Maha-Vi!}llQu has attained his
present status, so is all and everyone destined
tado.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
LfGH'f AND SHADE.

-.1
I

The W orld-process in terms of Light and Darkness
as corresponding to existence and non-existence._
DarkneRs the shefLth of Light.-The triplet of luminons, lumen, illumined.-J.Jight and Shade as Dai vip ~. a k_ r t i and M iiI a-p r a k r t i.-Also as' a p arat III a and par a t m a.-Their condition in
p r a I a y a: etc.-'l'he Science and Art of pictlll'ing.Thr~e . k.InclR t,hereof.-Paintiug; photography;
preclpItatlOn.-~ub-divisions._'l'he pRychology of
1Ylem~ry ~R a plCture-process.-Clairvoyance, etc.ApplIcatlOll to the Science ttnd Art of :Medicine.Three grades of physicians.-ApplicatiOll to other
sciences and al'ts.-Correspondence of t.he three
~inds . of. ',picturing' with A, U and M.-Metaphyslcal slgmficttnce of 'depiction. '

(T~e ~orld-process generally having been
descrIbed In the fore-going chapter in terms of
existence and non-existence, we may endeavor
now to describe a particular world-system in
corresponding
terms of light and darkness,
k .
as ='Iy';-t and prati-kriy;l.. ) Let us regard
Maha- VI~hl)u, corresponding to the A of the
L~~ion, .:ts composed of light, p l' a k ii s h a,
arISIng WIthin the empty darkness, tam a s, that
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brooded 'over itself before this world-system
began, as the Scripture says. (We have to remember, all the while, of course, that this is
only a convenient way of speaking; for, strictly)
ligllt and darkness are simultaneous and inseparable, of necessity. Darkness is only the
up a ~ hi, the sheath, of light, and is always
pervaded by the latter. They are mutually
Ii d h it I' a and ii q hey a, supporter and supp~rted, substance and attribute. The Self is
light; the This is darkness; that which is neither
is the Not. Such is the interdependence of
the two that one cannot be spoken of without implying the other. Corresponding with
the Self, as just said, Maha-Vi~hl)u is full of
light. And darkness is also there. For without that which is lighted up, light itself would
not be liO"llted up, not be thrown into relief, not
become ~isible. No more, also, can light exist
apart from the luminous, from that which possesses the light. The light-maker is always present
everyw here in his light. 1 As tlw Nyaya says:
The cause is always present in the effect. Thus,
1 Wherever a ray of the sun strikes a true reflector
there the whole of the sun may be seen. If the
chi t t a-atom has been sufficiently purified and
steadi~d and is not stn.illed and vibrating with
egoistic peculiarity and excitement, ~t will reflect
omniscience and omnipotence and ommpresence.
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it is tr~e that there is no separateness between
~he Iunllnous and the light. StilI the distinction
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In the expression, 'portion of Mahii-Vi~hJ}u,'
Maha- Vi~hJ)u as the thread or s u t r a, is typical
of the Universal Self. As every self is a portion
of the Universal Self, so every particular j i v a
by every new writer he takes up-till he is inclined to throwaway the whole as hopeless. His safety lies in getting firm hold of the ultimate metaphysical p1 inciples. With their help he can steer
confidently through all the difficulties of eIldless
physical (including superphysical and as opposed to
metaphysical) pa1·ticula1·s. An am Rh a of the Self
in a piece of the Not-Self, and the piece of the N otSelf arranged in various layers, the inner ones
masquerading as soul, and the outer ones as
body-this is the principal fact to be borne in
mind. In the next degree, descending one step
into particulars, the classification of human 'P'rin<::iples as originally given through H. P. B. and Sinnett
is most helpful-p1inciples as distinguished from
sheaths or partic·nlar bodies. In a certain sense,
these seven pri1wiples, atma, buQ<Jhi, manas (subdivided into three), kama-praga, and sthiila-sharira,
would be found in every living creature whatsoever.
They are the 1netaphysical architectonic, the groundplan, of the constitution of every creature, every
'living house'. In English, Atma is the Self;
manas, an atom (let us say) of the Not-Self j bUQQhi
is the force of reason and love playing between the
two; this is one triplet. 'l'he other triplet, by
inverse reflexion-caused by the necessity and law
o
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may be regarded as a portion of its particular
ish v a r a. Hence the saying: This j i v a,
being a portion of ish v a r a, when it attains
m u k t i, attains to the condition of that is hva r a and experiences supreme bliss. It is
obvious, am s h a or portion here does not mean
something divided off in the ordinary sense.
Snch a division of the Self is not possible. 'rhe
assuming of the sheaths of 'shadow' makes
the division here.
In accordance with the law of universal
activity, light enters into shadow, permeates and
pervades it everywhere. In consequence of this,
and because the 'possessors of light,' the
luminous, are everywhere present in the light,
of a~! 11 y it H lL-is ; 1lJ a II a H, mind, s t h ii I a, material body, alHl k ii m a-p r Ii J.l a, vital fOl'ce of sensation awl desire, playing between the two, J'I1 a na Fl,
occurring twice, becomes a triplet itself; a face
presented to the highet· or inner; another face, presented to the outer; a Homething betweell, for it
cannot be altogether broken np. Now this' groundplan' is repeated endlessly in all kinds and planes
and layers of matter. In different cycles, Rpaces,
times, cOl1flitiol1s, each principle manifeRts principally
in one partir:nlar kind of matter; as the same
architectural plan may be materialised in bricks,
or :;;tone, 01' wood, or marble, etc.
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pictures (of them) are formed in the darkness.!
Some distinctions, involved in these considerations, should be dealt with here. So long as
the two are considered separately, the one is called tam a s, darkness, and the other p r a k Ii. s h a,
light. Again, that which is in the light, is
'seated in' it, is called p r a k Ii. shy a, the r tobe-illumined' (a piece of the darkness?) and
the possessor of light is called 1\1aha-Vi~hJ)u.
On the other hand, an am s h a of light, a portion of Maha- Vi~hlJ.u, exists in, is ' seated in,'
darkness. (Self and Not-Self can only be defined by each other, the latter limiting the former,
the former unlimiting the latter; and yet neither can really be defined in terms of the other,
except by negation.) Thus, each appears in the
other and develops a triplicity, etc.; but the
appearance is ever false. 'rhe clear and complete exposition of tam a s can never he secured
in precise detail, because of its extreme subtlety,
and the impossibility of seeing in it, because of
1 The text here is more than commonly peculiar.
The reader will have to exercise n,n uncommonly
alert intuition also, therefore, to elucidate these
considerations of light and darkness. And yet it is
all only a translation of the preceding chapter into
terms of the slightly less abstract and more concrete. Those acquainted with the physics of light
will probably be able to make something more
definite out of this whole chapter.

23
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its very nature of darkness. At the same time,
because it cannot be hidden from Yoga-vision
its content should also be dealt with. (If darkness
were wholly impossible of elucidation, light
would be useless too. Each is therefore 'partly' definable by the other, positively; but
wholly, only by the negation of the other; the
whole being the sum-total and therefore the
abolition and the opposite of all parts). This
content, that which is 'seated in ' darkness, is
known as p a I' ii t m 11 in the world. Thus (i.e.,
in the form of p a I' it t m a and a p a I' a t m a)
then takes place conjunction between light
and shade.
Difference of condition makes
difference of names (and of things). Otherwise, indeed, all being one, each name
means everything. When light and shade are
in 'proximity,' sit m I p a k a, only, and not in
conjunction, they are named otherwise. Then,
light is .QaivI-prakrti or shakti, i.e.,
Energy; for energy is light, and according as
the energy is in any object, such is its light
(glow, blaze, radiance or, strictly, cognisability in
terms of any sense). 'rhe corresponding name
of darkness (incognisability) is Miila-prakrti.
The conjunction-names, of am s has of the two
respectively are a par it t m ii and par ii t m a. I
1 The words para and u para seemed to be used
here in the reverse way to that of the Upanz"fhat
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Par a t m ii, permeated with the quality of darkness, resides in M ii 1 a-p l' a k r p. A P a I' Ii t ill ii,
enveloped with the quality of light, in l! a i v j.
P I' a k r t i. Of those that are sam j p a k a,
close to each other, in juxtaposition, yo g a or
conjunction is necessary. Whatever is near
to another, is of necessity in sam ban (J h a,
in relation to, or is bound up with that other.
Such relatedness is mel anal meeting, mixture,
connexion, attunement. '1'wo things cannot
meet and mix together unless and until there
is some kind of relationship between them. Indeed, the mere existence of two (recognised together by one consciousness) carries the necessity of relationship between the two within itself. '1'his necessity is a matter of S v a b h iiv a. The relation itself, the nexus, the means
which brings about the relating, is the third,
viz., the one common existence which embraces
both, (the consciousness which cognises both).
Along such lines of thought is it stated in the
Siinkhya that whatever appears, b h l-L sat e,
verse which speaks of the ' lower knowledge' as
a par a and the' higher' as par ii.
1 The word occnrs in some of the' minor' Upanz"$hat s in connexion with individual and cosmic
KnnclsJini, the attunement of which is spoken of in
The Secret Doctrine, Vol. III.
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ll1anife~ts forth, that is itself all ill U I a (in contra~t :vlth the current notion that M u I a-p l' a kr t 1 IS a deeper, or rather the deepest and ulti-

h a-p ra k:;; he p a, i.e., whenever light is' flung'
into, radiated into tam a s, then and there is a
picture formed of the luminous object. Because
both elements are present in each am s h a, the
one attracts the other. Things that are similar,
sam ii n a, attract each other. Therefore when
light combines with shade, then the picture is
formed there (where the conjunction takes place)
of the luminous object. So painters, chi t I' ak a I' a s, declare.
The fact here is that light
exists everywhere, and so does shade; and that
when an object (radiating light) affects the p a(J ii I' t h a, substance or material, 'residing' in the
shade in such a manner that the latter catches
or attracts and fixes the light from the luminous
object, then the picture is formed of that luminous object. 1
It is true that, apparently, even without light,
1:.8., the luminous object, on the one side, and

mate, layer or plane of matter. For, from the
standpoint of metaphysic, all layers are as one,
all ~ttributes in their totality make substance,
notlung can manifest which is not in the
very heart, every presentation is unique.)
Portions of A h a ill and Eta t, light and
shade, are always near together I even during
the p a ri val' tan a-p a k :;; h a, the 'reverse or
inverse side' (the n i v r t t i-m}i r g a, the arc of
l'e-ascent into. spirit, the path of renunciation
or p r a I a y a Itself) when the Negation prevails,
and so prevailing (and therefore, to one view,
tending then to separate the two) yet (to another view, as the nexus) holds them together.
Tlm.s do we see everywhere that an intensely
lumu~ouR atom of A ham does work, discharges
functIOns and produces effects only in conjunction with an atom of Eta t and deep darkness.
'1'he W orId-process is all but a fabric woven of
light and shade (when we are using terms of vision) intermixing and changing place, in mel aII a and v y f~ val' tan a.
Because of this, whenever there is p I' a k ii"

I See Fournier's Two New lVorlds, for
theories as
to the existence of supra-light or infra-light in
tlmt which to the normal man is deepest darkness.

S

I It should be noted that the word luminous in
the text and context here does not mean 'shin- '
ing' or mdiating white light only, like the sun
and fire-but all visible objects, which throw off
any kind of light, white or colored, by radiation, diffusion or reflexion or in other known or
unknown way. The mind of the reader of this
work Rhould, throughout, be turned more (not
wholly) to the general principles and less to
(bllt by no means wholly ignoring) the precise
concrete details.
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without the dark or shaded substance on the
other, pictures may be drawn by the 'hand on
the surface of the ground, or on a sheet of gold
or other substance, or may be formed in the
mind. But even here, in reality, the underlying principle of intermixture of light and
shade is the same. For only things that have
,been seen in some form or other can be so drawn,
and that seeing is a matter of light and shade.
Professional painters, for this very reason, are
always observing minutely all kinds of objects
III all sorts of places, with reference to their
~ossibilities for paintings, and fix their lights
111 (the shades of) their memory, for future use.
.Because memory is a matter of cog'nition, which
IS a matter of the present, which is a matter of
the universal, therefore things that have been
once seen may be pictured by means of the mem?ry. In the exercise of memory, a subtle,
ll1111ute an~ luminous picture of the object
concerned IS formed in tIle mind.' Then a

,~

,I

Ii"

Theosophical literature elucidates such stateAs compared with bodily and obVIOusly material facts, mental facts, thoughts,
etc., are non-material, psychic. But because
spirit and matter are inseparable, therefore these
psychical tJlOughts also, from the point of view
of a ~till deeper introspection, take place and
shape 1Il a far subtler kind of matter, mindstuff, mental matter, a gn i-t a t t v a technically,
1

~ents fully.

t
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, shadow' of it is projected 'near' or on the
'eye'. Then the picture is externally drawn by
the hand, in 'darkness,' i.e., on a non-luminous surface. Such is chi t 1'-0. val' 0 !J. han a,
the' penning,' 'confining,' 'hemming in' fixing,
painting of pictures.
C h ,i t 1'-8. k a l' ~ h a J;l a, on the other hand, the
, attracting' or ' drawing' of pictures, is brought
about by placing the luminous object near the
shaded. It is possible with regard to unseen or invisible objects also, by the definite
picturing of them in the mind.
Finally, a person specially endowed with and
possessed of the requisite power, faculty or
outward instruments and means-e.g., the
power of clairvoyance, psychometric faculty,
psychic sensitiveness, or mediumistic capacity;
or specially prepared apparatus, discs of metal,
gut i kits, crystals, stones of peculiar virtue,
etc.-may touch some part or limb or organ of
the object or person concerned, and thereupon
, draw' pictures relating to it or him. This is
matter of the mental plane. And this is repeated endlessly, (by parity of reasoning) as subtler
and subtler layers of being open up in the
j iva. As, in cognition, external objects are pictured first on the 'eye' (retiua, etc.) and then
in the mind; so, in 'action,' the process takes
place, it would seem, in the reverse order, as
said in the text.
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knoW~l as ~ hit r a-s a r i. In this process things
contmned III the s u :;; h u III 11 ii, m a 9- h Y a III a,
s a r p i I.l 1 and other nerves are C drawn '.
There are two sub-divisions of this process also,
a v a r 0 eJ h a 11 a and a k a r :;; h a :r;t a:
1 Tn modeI'll terms, these paRsages seem to describe
(i) painting, (ii) some process corresponding to
photo?,raphy, (iii) some process corresponding to
what IS called 'precipitation' in theosophical literature, Itnrl (iv) some process allied to psychometric
01' clrtirvoyltnt sceing Itud description of thingR invisible to the eye of flesh. A v a r 0 rJ han a seems
to cover (i) primarily and (iii) secondarily; and
ak~qhal.la (ii) primarily and (iv) secondarily.
ChI tra-sltri properly includes (iii)and (iv), these two
beil).g suh-diviRions corresponding, in the nature of
their process, on a subtler plane, to (i) and (ii) on the
denser plane. 'Precipitation' is, so to say, painting
with mental hltnds. It is noticeable that the word
it k a l' ~ h a I) a llleltnS the same thing ItS 'dl'awing ,
in English and 'khiiichnit' in Ringi i.e., attracting, pulling, dragging; and that they all apply
to pichu'e-drawing, though in English and Hindi
the verb now indicates tIle manual process, whil~
in Samskrt it refers to a photographic process.
With reference to the statement about things
'contained in' the nerves, see the Yoga-shikhaUpani~hat, ch. vi., and other 'minor' Upaniflha{s,
where it is Raid tlmt all the univenle is present in
the s u ~ hum n ii, etc. It is t,he n ii (l i which connects
the finite with the Infinite. From one point of view,
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A varo(~hana, chitra-sari, etc., may be observed and utilised in the practice of medicine
also. Thus, the injunction of medical science is:
let the physician examine the patient in one or
all of three ways, (i) by sight, (ii) by touch, (iii)
by examination of the messenger. The successful

·,1

,j
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I·
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and in other words, it may be said that this n it r.l i
(apparently corresponding to the spinal canal) is
the locus, the main working-tract, of that finest and
purest chi t t a-atom of a given j i va, which like
a spotless mirror, reflects all the contents of the
worM-system to which that j i v a belongs, because
of consanguinity of nature between that chi t t aatom and the Logos' mind.
In theoRophical
phrase, the monad is omniscient on its own plane;
and the greater the refinement and purification of
the grosser sheaths brought about by tap a Band
yoga-processes, the larger the amount of omniscience that can shine through.
What has been said in the text in terms of light,
will apply 'Inutatis mutandis, to the other senses, in
terms of sound, touch, etc. I have been informed
by a san n y it s i-friend of mine that he once read
in a work called the Tanlriiloka (which I have not
been able to see) that there were p r It t i b i mba s,
'reflected pictures,' of all sense-objects, and not only
of visible. The' echo' belongs to sound the reflected image to light. Modern science has fixed
these by the phonograph and the photograph. The
others have to be discovered yet.
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practice of the third is possible only to ' great
physicians,' m a h a-va i 9- y a s. They can draw
accurate inferences, as to the case of the patient,
from the facial expression and general appearance, and the tone of voice, of the messenger;
also from their own inner feeling or condition,
their own total general impression. Because of
the law and fact that all exists everywhere,
therefore a complete 'picture' of the patient's
condition and of his surroundings may be 'seen'
by the physician endowed with the necessary
faculty, in and from the messenger's voice,
face, etc. 1 S a ~I-v a i (~y a s, good physicians,
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physicians of the next order of skill and endowments, examine by means of sight. Keval ava i 9- y a s mere or ordinary physicians, of the
third order, examine by means of touch, (feeling
the pulse, the temperature, etc.) The effort to
cure, it should be remembered, is always an
PjJort, p ray a t n a, included within, forming
part of, and governed by the All-destiny, the
'to be,' b h a v y a.
A true physician, examines not only the physical condition of the patient, but also the condition of his lin g a, s ii k ~ h m a and k ii r a 1). a
bodies in their relation to the physical. And all
this is matter for the science and art of chi ~ r asarI.
Other developments of that science and art
make it possible to paint the picture of a person
on hearing his voice only. Or, on seeing some
ooe person only, to paint true pictures of his
wife and his children. Or, if extreme skill has
been attained, to paint the faithful portrait of a
person, on only seeing a friend of his, or even
only some article belonging to him. 1 Again,

I A generation ago, theAe Atatements would have
appeared fanciful and haflelesfl to the 'modern
reader' of that time. To-day, hypnotic experimentfl,
the eAtahliAhetl facts of pRychometry, clairvoyance,
clairaudience, 'internal autoflcoPY,' x-rays, n-rayR,
the wonders of radium, the performancefl of spiritistic
mediums, the paRsing of solid matter through solid
matter with instantaneoufl disintegmtiun and re-iutegration, levitation, burial for days and weeks and
subsequent revival, cntn,leptic trance fur weeks with
every mark of death and coming again to life,
phantasms of the living, telepathy, and other' wondel's' have changed the opinion of the public from
, diRhelief' towardR that of open-minded study and
search for more knowledge out of the endless and
exhaustless store of Omniscience. And therefore the
text is likely to be appreciated rather than slighted.

I 'rhe reader will probably be reminded here of the
rapid' deductions' and' inferences' of Conan Doyle's
favorite hero, Sherlock Holmes, whose feats rivalled
those of thought-readers and clairvoy:mts, and who
always explained them as the result of accurate
, reasoning'. The text, shortly before, has also

/'
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new pictures may originate from old pictures.
Briefly, there are many, indeed endless, developspoken of great physicians dmwing 'accurate inferences ' from the face and voice of the messenger,
and then mixed up or rather merged these inferences
into clairvoyance, etc. Some people might incline
to think that 'inference' is simpler to believe in
than 'clairvoyance'. This is only the common
deluRion that tIle familiar is simple and intelligible.
Really, nothing is more or less wonderful than anything else. There is nothing to choose between
inferellCe and clairvoyance on the score of simplicity.
Indeed each involves the other. Psychologists
know that apparently instantaneous perception
involves long processes of reasoning, and vice versa..
Om' present inRtantaneously-acting sense-organs
are the result of long and laborious processes of
evolut.ionary exertion, which gradually modified
touch (as modern evolutionists believe, and sound,
as the ancients say) into the other senses (the
aneients adding that the 'psychic' and 'causal
aspect of the functions, t a nom a t r a s, etc., are
pre-existent, and the' organs' only successively formed). Even so, by processeR of meditation, shraval}lt,
m It nan a, n i Q. i Q. h y a san a, or d h a r a l} a,
Q. h y a n a, sam a Q. h i, etc., our present mental
faculties or material for common observation and
reasoning will become re-formed, transformed, into
new superphysical faculties and organs. ' Rapid
rea.soning,' etc., systematically improved, develops
or crystallises the appurtenant mind-stuff-this is
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ments of 'each science and art. I The underlying reason which makes all this possible is the
series of affinities, sam y a t ii, sam ii. 11 a t ii,
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one way of putting it-into a regular organ of 'intuition;' in other words, vitalises, opens up the
spirillre of brain-centres, brain-cells, in such a
fashion that they can become the vehicles of preexistent and latent faculties. 'Rapid reasoning'
here is to be taken not as exhaustive of the mental
moods referred to, but as one (or one aspect) of them,
'Quieting the mind," making it one-pointedly and
intensely attentive, recipient, etc.,' is not opposed
to, but one element in 'reasoning,' if the latter
word is used in a comprehensive sense. The
underlying principle, as the text says later, is the
same.
I This sentence of the text itself throws light on
the preceding text and continues the idea of the previous foot-note. A certain result can be brought
about in very many apparently different ways. But
on examination the ways will be found --nowise to
contradict each other. In an issue of the Annals
of Psychic Science for 1908, a certain mediumistic
phenomenon was discussed by a professional scientist
under twenty-five different hypotheses, all of which
he rejected as not appropriate and sufficient. Andyet
if he had looked at the case with knowledge of
Theosophical literature, he would have seen that
every one of the twenty-five ways had an actual
existence and practical application in the superphysical world.
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similarities, unities in diversities, connecting
threads, which exist between all things and
'bring them together'.
Chi t r-ii v a r 0 qhan a corresponds to A.
Chi t r-ii k a r iii h a \l a to U. 'rhe absence of
both, a chi t r a or v i-c hit r a (blankness
or multichromy?) to M. Because of this bewildering,
undefinable,
knowledge-eluding,
negative nature of the World-process is it
always spoken of as vic hit r a, unpicturable
or multi-pictured, marvellous, wonderful and
variegated, parti-colored, multi-colored, kaleidoscopic.
This Chitra-sha8(1·a, the Science of Depiction,
has application in other sciences also besides
that of Medicine, wherein it is useful for purposes of diagnosis, as we have just seen. In
Yoga, it is useful for par i b h a van a, cogitation, imaging, reflexion. In Nyiiya, it helps
the n i r IJ. a y a, the decision or conclusion,
(bringing up definite pictures before the mind,
of the possible alternatives). In the Upashc"is(ra8, collateral, subsidiary or derivative sciences, branches of science, it has its uses also.
It is the all in all of lovers. One of the arts
belonging to and arising out of the Science of
Love is to I draw,' i.e., attract the object of love,
the beloved, by concentration on a picture
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formed thr·ough sound or sight. We may often
notice that the voice alone of fine women or
fine men arouses love. A picture of the whole
being of the person travels along his or her
voice to the person affected; for the voice,
the appearance, the age, etc., of any person are
co-ordinated with, in apposition or correspondence with each other, and each one may be
inferred from any other. So, in Jyoti§ha, the
astrologer instructed in this art, can find out the
planets that influence any person, by merely
hearing that person's voice, or seeing his appearance, or only his picture, and without
being told the time of his birth, etc. Forms
seen in dreams, etc., may also be painted (from
memory, during the subsequent waking state),
but they cannot be 'photographed,' ii. k a riii h a \l a, because of lack of the needed material during the sleeping condition. That the
experiences of one person in his subtler bodies,
can be discovered by another person, is due to
the fact that the latter also has similar bodies,
and also because, in reality, another is not
another (but all are one).
Detailed descriptions of the applications of
this science and art in the various departments
of life may be read in the Itihiisa8, histories.
The metaphysical significance of it all is that

:'
I
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as a picture represents the original, even so does
the whole mass of appearances of the Worldprocess represent its 1\1 ii 1 a, Root, Source.
Radiance, bloom and revelling,
Light and glow and joyousness,
Lotus-petal purity,
Delicate shade and shimmering sheen,
Limpid lakes and silky skies,
Velvet midnight silvered through
With the gleam of glowworm stars,
Interlacing light and dark,
Dancing, singing planets-hark!
All is I, yea, all is I!

"
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